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PREFACE

Notwithstanding the unique position occupied by

the ritual of sacrifice in the history of religion, no

volume exists, I think, which deals exclusively with the

institution from the standpoint of anthropological

research. Innumerable works, of course, treat ade-

quately the various historical, philosophical, doc-

trinal and devotional questions involved in the

evaluation of sacrificial worship in terms of validity

and ultimate reality, of which mention may be

made of Dr. Hicks’s recent investigation of the

part played by the concept in the formative

period of the Christian religion, and the gradual

departure therefrom, as he believes, with disastrous

results. Again, from an entirely different angle, an

interesting attempt has been made by Dr. Money-

Kyrle to explain the meaning of certain varieties of

sacrifice, and the unconscious impulses invoked by

them, by the aid of the methods of psycho-analysis.

Anthropologists, too, have not been slow to produce

theories to account for the original conscious motives

which called the ritual into being, and to put on record

countless instances of the rite from all parts of the

world and in all states of culture. But, so far as 1 am
aware, no one has yet undertaken a systematic scientific

investigation of the material as a whole.

Of modem regional studies perhaps the most not-

able is the admirable course of lectures on Sacrifict in
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the Qld Testament delivered before the University of

Oxford by my learned friend the late George Buchanan

Gray, in the capacity of Speaker-Lecturer. We can

never be too thankful that this manuscript was dis-

covered by Dr. D. C. Simpson in Gray’s study after his

sudden death in 19x2, and that this invaluable piece of

research has been made accessible to scholars through

the labours of Dr. T. H. Robinson and his collabora-

tors in the work of preparing the volume for the

Press. It is to be hoped that its publication will

stimulate others with a similar intimate knowledge of

particular cultures to produce detailed investigations

of the institution in their own regions.

In the meantime 1 have ventured to step into the

breach with a wider survey of the numerous rites

comprehended under the name of Sacrifice, or belong-

ing to the complex of ideas out of which, as it seems

to me, the institution arose. In the anthropological

treatment of a ritual of this character which has per-

sisted throughout the ages, and undergone a complete

metamorphosis in the long course of its complex

history, there is a danger of interpreting the final

products in terms of crude beginnings by the simple

method of overleaping the intervening series ofchanges

in thought and expression. As Professor Percy

Gardner has pointed out, it is all too easy to assume,

for example, that the notion of a ceremonial eating of

a divine victim persisted from savage orgiastic rites

not only into the more civilized pagan mysteries, but

even into early Christianity. A certain school of

anthropologists, he says, “ take ancient religion at its

lowest, not at its highest levels," regardless of the fact
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that “ while magic and materialism no doubt persisted,

all the noble spirits warred against them.” ‘

To counteract this source of error, I have carried

the investigation through its successive stages to the

higher ethical manifestations of the ritual in the hope
of discovering the fundamental principles inherent in

the institution as a whole, and of determining the

chief phases of its expression. In so doing, however,
I am very conscious of the pitfalls awaiting those who
stray outside their own domain. In these days of
specialization it is only possible normally for one man
to speak with anything approaching a voice of
authority on one subject, and unfortunately the rite

ofsacrifice as a universal phenomenon belongs to many
departments of research, in most of which I can lay no
sort of claim to first-hand knowledge. For instance,

I am neither an Egyptologist nor an Assyriologist, and
if I move rather more freely in Biblical studies, there

arc many technical critical questions here about which
I should be very loath to pass an opinion, since any
conclusions I might reach would be based on in-

sufficient knowledge. Clearly, then, a work of this

character demands some co-operation with specialists

in their several departments.

In securing this all-important assistance I have been
singularly fortunate. The advantages of living in

Oxford arc manifold, and not least among them arc

the unique opportunities afforded for consultation with
experts in almost any subject. Furthermore, our
scholars are quite the most generous people in the
world, who unstintingly give of their time and know-

• EJL£L.B.p.«t
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ledge to any serious student, even on matters which

must sometimes appear somewhat trivial ; a quality

which incidentally is not confined to this University,

as I have good reason to know. Thus, if I am more

indebted than I can say to my friend Dr. A. M. Black-

man for the amazing amount of trouble he has taken

in discussing with me the Egyptian sections of the

book, it was Mr. Herbert Loewe, until recently

University Lecturer in Rabbinic Hebrew at Oxford,

and now Reader in Rabbinics in the University of

Cambridge (his Alma Mater), who, at the end of a

very busy term, and while within the throes of a

removal, ungrudgingly devoted several mornings to

a discussion of the later Jewish material. Dr. G. H.

Box, Professor Emeritus of Rabbinical Hebrew,

King’s College, London, also made several valuable

suggestions in this connexion. Professor Percy

Gardner willingly bestowed upon me his unrivalled

knowledge of the Greek mystery cults, and 1 have

also consulted Dr. J. G. Milne, of the Ashmolcan

Museum, Oxford, concerning this aspect of the subject.

In the discussion of Babylonian conceptions of sin

and atonement. Professor Langdon’s advice and help

have been invaluable, and he most kindly allowed

me to see the proofs of his volume on Semitic

Mythology which was then in the Press. Dr. T. 11.

Robinson, Professor of Semitic Languages, University

College, Cardiff, who happened to be lecturing in

Germany when I consulted him on certain questions

arising out of the Old Testament evidence, did not

hesitate to place his immense learning at my disposal

on his return to England, despite many pressing claims
• ••
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on his time and attention. On the Christian aspect

of the problem, the Oriel Professor of the Philosophy

of the Christian Religion, Dr. L. W. Grensted, has

supplied references and given me additional informa-

tion with regard to the doctrine of the Atonement

;

the Rev.
J. S. Bezzant, Fellow of Exeter College,

made several valuable suggestions concerning New
Testament interpretation, and Dr. Darwcll Stone gave

me his help and advice in Patristic matters. For

the main thesis, however, and any errors which may
appear in it, 1 am alone responsible.

Finally, it should be pointed out that this volume

could never have been written if that splendid army of

field-workers had not recorded fiuthfully the actual

state of things as they have found it in operation

to-day, or revealed by the spade or the text the hidden

secrets of the past. To trace origins and determine

fundamental principles arc generally better reserved

for subsequent and separate treatment in the study, but

those who engage in these tasks should not be un-

mindful of their obligations to the producers of the

raw material. In the arduous task of proof-reading,

once again, I have to thank my friend the Rev. A.

Mallinson, and my ever-devoted wife.

The dedication is the expression of a debt that a

pupil owes to a master capable of kindling within

him an ever-increasing enthusiasm for his own de-

partment of research which has endured from youth
to middle age.

E. O. James.
Oxi*oao. i9ja.
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INTRODUCTION

In undertaking a scientific investigation of the ritual

and belief comprehended in the term “ sacrifice ” the

initial problem centres in the evaluation and classifi-

cation of the vast and varied data now available as a

result of anthropological inquiry on the one hand, and

of the systematic study of the archxological and literary

sources on the other. Moreover, the issue is compli-

cated, especially in the case of the more primitive

material, by the nature of the evidence. Thus, the

very word “ primitive ” is purely a relative expression,

for what the study of modem savage races yields is not

a history so much as “ a number of pictures of given

peoples each taken as it were by an instantaneous

photograph at a given time.” * Since this material is

descriptive rather than historical, before it can be used

to reconstruct the past it has to be broken up into its

component parts, and each element analysed in relation

to its complex cultural history. No classification or

comparison of rites, beliefs and customs can be satis-

factory which docs not take into account the internal

lines of development, and external influences which

each strand in a culture pattern has undergone, any

more than an examination of existing rocks is suflicicnt

to determine the essential nature and history of the

strata. Human culture is not a simple straightforward

• Hohhoy, Gimbcrg. Tfa .U-WW 1*-/ buHrnim, of tt*

Simt+r PmpUi (Lood., p. «.
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process of evolution with gradations as clearly

defined as those exhibited by the geological record

of the earth.

Most anthropologists have now wisely given up the

fascinating but futile search for ultimate origins, but,

nevertheless, something in the nature of a time se-

quence is an integral part of ethnological inquiry. In

the skilful hands of the late Edward Tylor, and more

especially ofSix James Frazer, the comparative method,

it is true, has been made the instrument for the collec-

tion and classification of enormous quantities of in-

valuable material so that the pioneer volumes entided

Primitive Culture arc likely to remain the Bible of this

aspect of the science, while The Golden bough, as a

storehouse of facts, will never be superseded, however

much the theories and inferences may be abandoned

or modified with the increase of knowledge. But the

method fails, so far as the determination of historical

sequence is concerned, because customs and beliefs

manifesting a superficial resemblance to one another

are frequently brought together regardless of the non-

comparability of the actual occurrences. Before it is

possible to compare any institution, custom or belief

in a given area with corresponding phenomena else-

where, it is necessary to take into consideration all the

factors that have led to the precise course of the

development.

As F. W. Maitland pointed out in the last century,

“ Our Anglo-Saxon ancestors did not arrive at the

alphabet or the Nicene Creed by traversing a long series

of ' stages,’ they leapt to the one and to the other.” 1

• •• The Body PoOcic,- h> <C«ab, in, pp. .1, II.



REPRESENTATIVE RITUAL

It is, of course, often possible to establish a regular

cultural sequence, but with a rcligio-sodal structure

like sacrifice the various strands of the original

pattern persist in such a changed form that we can

only identify them as parts of the whole in relation to

the fundamental design. Institutions survive because

they are capable of adapting themselves to changed

conditions through an increasing differentiation of

form in accordance with increasinglydefinite functions.

The new circumstances produce changes no less vital

than those exhibited by organisms in the biological

sphere. Frequently, indeed, it is a case of dying to live,

for unless customs and beliefs can acquire a new func-

tional value by undergoing a radical change and taking

on a new existence through the impact of extraneous

cultural influences, they tend to disappear. The most

fundamental human institutions, therefore, are those

which arc based on some central expression of a

permanent need which may become the accumulation

of thought and character in the midst of the ebb and

flow of circumstances.

The intensest emotions of a community arc dis-

charged in representative ritual which thus becomes
the revelation of the inmost desires, strivings and

necessities of the group mind ; the expression in

action of thoughts that cannot be uttered adequately

in words. When perception does not find an imme-
diate outlet in some form of activity an emotional

tension is produced creating an unsatisfied desire. By
way of relief, a sort of pantomimic rehearsal of the

situation is performed, the pent-up desire to act dis-

charging itself on the symbol of the object. Thus

3
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ritual becomes the outward and visible signs of an

inward and emotional experience.

To the cultured observer a sacred dance or compli-

cated sacrificial rite may suggest many underlying

motives and conceptions, but to the primitive per-

formers and worshippers it appears probably as one
indivisible whole—the expression of a single desire

and purpose. Therefore, to understand the meaning
and function of the ritual the emotional content must
be recognized, just as the soul of a musical composi-

tion is only to be found in the blending of all the

separate sounds.

To catch the inner significance of a fundamental

institution like sacrifice, the ritual should be studied

anthropologically, historically and psychologically as

an attitude to life and a conception of reality. In its

rudimentary aspects the symbols set forth a certain

magico-religious outlook which, with the development

of conceptual thinking, becomes intellectualized and
sytematized into a definite cultus. Since the primitive

mind deals in feelings rather than concepts, the desire

to awaken an awareness of the mystery of life as an
abstract principle, and to identify the worshipper with
the vital forces in nature, finds concrete expression in

forms that can only be represented with difficulty in our

conceptual language. Moreover, the interpretation

of this ritual of realization varies as the vision of reality

changes, for, as Professor Malinowski has pointed out,
“ studied alive, myth is not symbolic, but a direct ex-

pression of its subject-matter ; it is not an explanation

in satisfaction of a scientific interest, but a narrative

resurrection of a primeval reality, told in satisfaction

4
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of deep religious wants, moral cravings, social sub-

missions, assertions, even practical requirements.” 1

Myth, therefore, as well as ritual fulfils in primitive

culture an indispensable function since it “ expresses,

enhances, and codifies belief,” and vouches for the

efficiency of the sacred actions performed. The trans-

lation of emotional reactions into ceremonial repre-

sentations gives them a stability they would not

otherwise acquire since rituals tend to be protected by

supernatural authority and sanctions, and thus become
rigidly-observed and time-honoured conventions.

In the attempts to explain and justify established cus-

toms in the form of a pragmatic charter of primitive

faith and moral wisdom, the mythological setting may
vary as new revelations of reality become explicit, and

receive tribal sanction. Thus the ancient rites are given
a new significance and made to fulfil a new function.

This process of transformation, however, creates a
host of difficulties for those engaged in reducing the

material to any intelligible order in an historical se-

quence. The anthropological evidence, as we have

seen, is mainly descriptive, and while it serves a very
useful purpose in clothing with flesh the dry bones of
archa»logy, it is subject to its limitations. Similarly,

the literary sources of our knowledge of the early

civilizations can hardly claim uncritical reliance. Thus,
in Ancient Egypt the Pyramid Texts incorporate all

classes of ancient lore available for the purpose of
giving life to the king, and setting forth in ever new

19**).Mythim
(!,«.)

.flood.. i„i). roL ir. pp. ff, foe a
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and different pictures the royal blessedness in the celes-

tial realms of Re. The period occupied by these

complex rituals extends over a thousand years, and
such order as exists is due to the priests. Since their

chief concern was to maintain and elaborate the

State fiction, their efforts made confusion worse con-

founded. As Dr. Breasted says, “ their imagination

flits from figure to figure, and picture to picture, and,

allowed to run like some wild tropical plant without

control or guidance, weaves a complex fabric of a

thousand hues which refuses to merge into one

harmonious or coherent whole." 1

In Babylonia the chief written sources for the history

of the early periods arc the lists of kings, certain

legends, references to events in omen-texts, and, later,

the royal inscriptions and the year-names of the

kings. Recent excavations at Kish and Ur, and a

number of other well-known sites, arc throwing a

flood of light on this literary evidence, but the docu-
mentary records of the Sumerian scribes only survive

in excerpts embodied in Babylonian chronicles ofmuch
later date. There remain, however, copies of schema-
tic lists of kings which there is reason to believe the

scribes of Larsa and Nippur copied from earlier

documents, the earliest versions at their disposal being

probably original or contemporary accounts of the

earlier dynasties. These lists, or the earlier part of
them, must have been recopied time after time, how-
ever, thus perpetuating errors that crept in at a remote
date, and rendering them of uncertain value as histori-

cal statements. The same applies to the History of

* Bratted. Kihp>m Eg#* (Lend, .9.1). pp. .5, f.
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Babylonia compiled in Greek by the Chaldean priest

Berossus, which, like the corresponding work of

Manctho in Egypt, has perished, and is known to us

only by fragmentary quotations from Alexander

Polyhistor and Apollodorus, preserved by Eusebius

and George the Syncellus.

It is upon these records that we depend for our

knowledge of the early developments of Babylonian

religion. Towards the end of the third millennium

B.C. definitely religious inscriptions occur in con-

siderable numbers, either in the original Sumerian

text, or in translations, or both, until about the third

century b.c. In the later tablets, such as those from

the library of Assur-bani-pal, and the later Temple

archives, there is much information concerning the

gods and their worship, but the complex character

of the texts, due to an intermingling not only of

Sumerian and Semitic, but also of foreign elements,

makes it exceedingly difficult to acquire a clear under-

standing of the fundamental principles and historical

development of Babylonian religion.

If in many respects we arc better equipped when we
pass from the valley of the Euphrates to the Aegean,

yet even the Greek literary sources would remain

vague and uncertain unless they were supplemented

by the evidence from the innumerable public in-

scriptions brought to light by recent archeological

research. Being civil documents, however, they arc

mainly concerned with the State-organization, and

while they throw much light on the minutix of sacri-

ficial ritual, they do not reveal the heart of the Mystery

religions, which remain an enigma.

7
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The late writers on whom we have to rely for the

most part for our information of these secret cults

did not in the least understand the phenomena with

which they had to deal, and even those who might

have given us reliable information were not concerned

to present an unbiased survey of the mysteries. The
material from the earlier sources is therefore very

largely uncritical in regard to origins. Thus, for

instance, when Hesiod refers to the ridi fields of

Crete in connexion with Demctcr,* he reveals ignor-

ance of the fact that there are no such fields in the

island, where arable land is scarce and the production

of com negligible. It was not, in fact, until the

post-Aristotelian period that definite treatises in prose

were written describing the various aspects of Greek

religion. Thus, the chapter on sacrifice by Theo-

phrastus is mainly preserved for us by Porphyry

;

Philochoros, a thixd<entury writer, has described the

festivals, sacred days and the Attic rites ; and Istros,

the slave of Kallimachos, deals with the Cretan

sacrifices. But of most of this literature only frag-

ments survive in quotations by later writers, lexico-

graphers and scholiasts, whose accuracy is not beyond

suspicion, as, for example, in the case of Pliny, who
maintains that an African tribe had no heads, and the

mouth and eyes were in the middle of the chest.1

Their statements, therefore, like those of the Christian

Fathers, must be used with cautious criticism, and even

philosophers like Plato arc prone to idealize the

cult-phenomena. Pausanias is a more reliable guide,

both as regards his own observations and in respect

1 Tbnfpxy PP- 9*9 *• >. r. I.IfcrtnfM
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of his use of the earlier literature, while 1 lerodotus has

been described by Famcll as “ the intellectual ancestor

of the modem anthropologist and student of com-

parative religion.” 1 Passing to J udaism, the literature

ranges from every stage of the historic past but the

very earliest period. The bulk of the documentary

evidence, however, comes from the ninth century b.c.

onwards, and is derived from sources of various

ages and characteristics. This complex material was

enlarged, revised and woven together by later editors

to produce consecutive narratives in which were

combined ancient folk-lore and legend, primitive

ritual and belief, oral tradition, sacred drama, poetry

and lofty prophetic utterance, together with the germ

of philosophy in the form of thcodicies and apoca-

lypses, extending over a lengthy and important

period in human history, and representing the thought

and knowledge of a great variety of writers.

The earliest sources of the Pentateuch were the work
respectively of a Judxan historian (commonly called

J)

living about the middle of the ninth century b.c.

(i.e. t, 850), and of an Ephraimitc scribe (known as E)

who wrote in the Northern Kingdom about 780 b.c.

These narratives were subsequently combined, in some

cases in rather a clumsy manner, and brought into

relation with a third source (P) which had been pro-

duced by the priestly school during the Exile in Baby-

lonia, though it was probably not until just before the

return of Ezra (600-450 b.c.) that the Pentateuch

assumed its present form. The Book ofDeuteronomy

represents a separate section based on the Book of the

l-RJL, Ti. p J9J-
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Law found by Hilkiah in 621 b.c., but the Deutero-

nomic tendency lasted well into the fifth century b.c.,

if not later, and the original roll must have been

re-edited and considerably enlarged after the Exile.'

In the so-called “ historical books ” of the Old
Testament the primary aim is religious rather than his-

torical, with the result that themes are developed into

Midrasbim for purposes of religious instruction in

accordance with the thought and practice of later times.

If real history is often contained in these picturesque

narratives, it is not until we come to the prophet Amos
in the year 760 b.c. that we find the actual words of

a living writer. From henceforth the literary sources

arc the records of contemporary events, however much
they may be idealized and made to serve theological

motives. About 200 b.c. and later a new intellectual

movement made its way into Judaism as Hellenic

influences moulded Jewish life. It was at this time that

a Jewish philosophy concerning the problems ofhuman

life developed in the “ Wisdom Literature,” and in the

Maccahean age a special type ofeschatological literature

suddenly grew up in Palestine and continued into the

Christian era, describing in cataclysmic language the

supposed approaching end of the epoch.

While Christianity and Islam have a literature of

their own, each admits the validity of the Jewish

scriptures, and bases its doctrines largely upon them.

The Church, in fact, represented itself as a kind of new

Israel, Judaism, in the words of St. Athanasius, being

er material, e.g. the " Book

Hi *
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THE GOSPEL NARRATIVES

“ the sacred school of the knowledge of God, and of

the spiritual life for all mankind.” The New Testament

differs from the earlier Hebrew narratives in that it

represents an account of events which occurred within

the living memory of the authors, or in the lifetime

of their immediate predecessors. Therefore, as docu-

mentary data it is more reliable than the records of

oral tradition. But, even so, since we are dealing with

several accounts of the same story derived from

various sources, critical study is necessary to determine

the different elements in the narratives, and to arrive

at a correct estimate of the Figure whose personality

and teaching dominate the whole collection of writings

and give it its inherent unity.

The four canonical accounts of the life of Jesus

present a common picture, though the Fourth Gospel

preserves certain characteristics of its own. Hitherto

it has been generally thought that the First and Third

Evangelists based their narratives substantially on the

Marcan material, which belongs probably to the days

of the Neronian persecution between the years a.d. 6j

and 67.‘ To this they added large additions from

their own sources, drawn mainly from a document

commonly designated Q, which was more a record of

the teaching of Christ than a biographical account of

His life. Thus the non-Marcan matter in Luke has

been analysed into Q, and the writer's own material

obtained from a variety of sources (L). It is now
urged by Streeter that Mark was the earliest of the

written Gospels, but that Sl Luke had written his

' A. E J. Rawimtoo, Sl. Atari (Tckiwau Cocrenenury). Load.. 1915.

p. XXIX.
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narrative, based on Q and L, years before he en-

countered Mark. He thereupon incorporated large

extracts from the Marcan material into his own

account. Similarly, the First Gospel, which was

written rather later, probably some time between

a.d. 80 and 102, 1 was composed from numerous

sources, including Matthew's own material (M)

collected with a view to setting forth Jesus as the true

Messiah and I-ord of the New Israel, and supple-

mented from Mark and Q.

This “ four document hypothesis,” while open to

objections, unquestionably broadens the basis of the

evidence for the authentic Christian tradition, since

behind the First and Third Gospels arc the teaching

of the Churches of Antioch (Q) about a.d. jo, Rome
(Mark) about a.d. 60, Cxsarea (L) also about a.d. 60,

and Jerusalem (M) about a.d. 6j.*

This may be represented in tabular form as follows :

The Fourth Gospel, whoever the author may have

been, must have been written between a .d . 90 and

120, and it unquestionably reflects the thought and

belief of the Ephesian Church at the beginning of the

second century’. Yet while there is unmistakable

evidence of a Hellenic strain in the narratives, the

appeal is to the Jewish Scriptures and the Synoptists,

1 C. H. Turner. J.TJ., I. p. IT*.

• Sttcctet, Tb Far Coiprf/ (Land.. 1916). pp. 1 jo. *'«. 4*9-
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interpreted in terms familiar to the semi-Greek, semi-

Oricntal population of Asia Minor. The writer’s

purpose being theological rather than biographical, he

makes no attempt to reproduce the actual words of

Christ, and omits many of the incidents recorded else-

where, selecting episodes illustrating the doctrines he

desires to teach (cf. St. John xx. jo f.). There can be

little doubt that he was acquainted with Mark,1

and it is now becoming apparent that he also knew

Luke or Proto-Luke.* It may be, as Taylor suggests,

that Proto-Luke and John independently reflect

common traditions, even if the Fourth Evangelist was

acquainted with St. Luke.*

In the Pauline literature, the epistles unquestion-

ably written by the Apostle arc i and a Corinthians,

Romans and Galatians. The evidence for the auth-

enticity of Colossians, Philemon, Philippians, and

Ephesians is less convincing, though not to be lightly

set aside. The Pastoral Epistles (i and a Timothy and

Titus) constitute a more serious problem in Pauline

authorship, and while expert opinion is very much
divided, they may turn out to be “ much edited

fragments ” of genuine letters. The ancient problem

of Hebrews seems to be solved best by attributing the

epistle to an unknown author of the second generation

of the Church, while in the ease of the shorter epistles

(James, Jude, i and a Peter) it is impossible to arrive

at any satisfactory conclusions regarding date and

authorship. The Johanninc literature is part of the

' B ’*’• Bacon, TU Fmrli CUipd « Root* «W Mu (New Hj»cn.

pp.»W ff.

• Streeter, cp. rit., p. ,ci ; Baton. *p. at., p. j«.
1 Taylor.&W MrIW C^pd (Oiforf, .9»6). p. .15.
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complex problem of the Fourth Gospel,and the Apoca-

lypse may have been compiled from various eschatolo-

gical sources during the Domitian persecution at the

end of the first century a.d. by a Palestinian seer of the

Johannine school who had lived in Asia.

With the rise of Gnosticism in the second century it

became necessary to safeguard the original Christian

tradition, and to this end Apostolic authorship was

made an indispensable condition for the admission of a

document into the Canon, so that even the Second

and Third Gospels came to be attributed to Petrine

and Pauline influences.* This practice has caused

considerable confusion of dates and authorships, and

incidentally led to a false and quasi-magical conception

of inspiration, which has had the effect of retarding

the scientific analysis of the literature. In the light of

modem critical methods, however, the books arc now

assuming their true positions in the historical sequence

of events at the beginning of our era.

The Canon was well-established before the Qur’an

made its appearance, though Muhammed was better

acquainted with the Old than with the New Testament.

It was chiefly the earlier narratives connected with

Adam, Noah,Abraham, Lot, and Moses, and the other-

wise unknown prophets Hud, Salib, and Shu'aib, that

occur in the sacred scriptures of Islam. Elijah and

Jonah arc the only Old Testament prophets men-

tioned, and these are supplemented by accounts of

David and Job. It would seem that the sources of

information were for the most part ofal tradition,

Rabbinic Midrash, and the later apocalyptic writings.

1 Tfmillao. Atdrr.. hr. p. J.
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THE QUR’AN

Monotheism is steadfastly maintained throughout, but

the sacrificial system belongs to the earliest type of

Hebrew ritual.

The Qur’an as it now stands is a collection of suras,

or chapters, of very mixed character, containing a

series of “ revelations ” alleged to have been made to

the Prophet, dictated from an original code, “ the

Mother of the Book,” which is preserved in Heaven

as a “ well-guarded tablet,” and brought to earth by

an angelic being, later identified with Gabriel. It is

probable that Muhammed did not himself write down
his speeches, the revelations having been recorded by

his followers from memory and odd notes.* Hence

the numerous obscurities in the received text, which

have been further complicated by the imperfect

character of the Arabic script, and the dialectical

peculiarities in the speech of the original recorders.

Moreover, the thought of the prophet was far from

clear. Nevertheless, if his “ messages ” were largely

the product of confused thinking, they convinced him,

and ultimately his followers, of their divine origin.

Among the great polytheistic systems of the East,

Hinduism alone lays claim to a revelation vouchsafed

and preserved in an ancient sacred literature which
forms the basis of the religion. The Rig-Vtda, the

earliest version of which may date from about 1200

>.c., consists of hymns arranged in ten books con-
taining over ten thousand verses, addressed to the

gods during sacrifice, and regarded as the source of
all Hindu theology and practice. Six of them (II-VII)

—the “ family-books ”—form the nucleus of the

1 R - A- Nicfaobd. Ljurry Ibimy tftu Arab/, znd ed. (Cunb.. 1950).
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collection ; the eighth book and the fifty hymns of the

first book are ascribed to the family of Kanva, while

those of the ninth book arc addressed to the deified

plant, soma, the juice of which is offered to the gods.

The remainder of the first book, and the whole of the

tenth, are of later date.

This literature is held to be eternally pre-existent,

but revealed to the different poets (Risbis) in whose

families the hymns were sung ; but of their real origin

nothing is definitely known. Their composition

probably extends over many generations, but it is

fundamentally primitive in character, reflecting a time

when Aryan territories were still limited southward by

the physical barriers of Rajputana and eastward by the

Upper Ganges. Arcltaic words and phrases for forest

life and culture suggest an earlier phase when the

Indo-European invaders were making their way into

the Punjab from the Eurasian grasslands ; an event

that seems to have occupied a place in the Hindu

sacred literature comparable to that of the Exodus in

the Hebrew scriptures. Thus the “ Way ” became

a symbol of moral progress, and the good land into

which the Aryan-speaking immigrants had come

found representation in the description of the Lotus

of the world with its seed-vessel in the sacred lake

Manasarowar, the mystic reservoir of life, and source

of the Sutlej River, with the Indus and Brahmaputra

rising near by ; its inner petals upturned from the

Himalayan ranges, and its outer row, reverted, are

sections of the foothills and plain between the greater

rivers.

Upon this foundation the most complicated and

16
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abstract religious literature in the world arose, each

generation adding fresh treasures to the sacred text,

together with methods of pronunciation, rules of

grammar, and principles of metre, all elaborated with

the utmost minuteness into different branches of Vcdic

lore. By comparison with classical Sanskrit litera-

ture these writings arc crude and primitive in char-

after, resembling in some respects the Jewish Talmud,

yet lacking neither in higher philosophical thought,

nor in ethical rules of right conduct.

In addition to the R/g- Vtda, there are the Samvtdas

for the second order of priests, the “ praise-singers,"

and the Yajuntdas
,
consisting of Vtdas containing the

sacrificial liturgical stanzas and formulx connected

with the " forest ” rituals. Later the Yajuri'tdas were

separated into two, “ Black ” and “ White,” the

former being composed of the sacrificial verses only,

the latter of the whole text. With the development of

the schools of Hindu philosophy, about the middle

of the ninth century b.c., the Brabnranat appeared as

comments and explanations of the Vtdas
,
and elabora-

tions of the sacrificial ceremonial. Several centuries

later the Canon was completed by the philosophical

treatises—the Upanisbads—dn'xn up by the priestly

schools between 700 and joo b.c. These scriptures

were supplemented by many legal codes, or Dhar-

masastra, of which the most notable is the Manava

Dharmasastra, or Code of Manu, a work similar in

character to Deuteronomy, but in its present form

belonging to about a.d. zoo.

It is in this treatise that the hierarchical system is

set forth. “ The Lord created the king for the protcc-

C 17
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tion of this world, having taken immortal particles

from Indra, the Wind, Yama, the Sun, and Fire, and

Varuna, the Moon, and the Lord of Wealth. Inasmuch

as the king is formed of these particles of these chiefs

of the gods, he surpasses all beings in brightness.” *

1 low far this conception of the divine kingship

prevailed in the times of the earlier records it is

very difficult to determine. The majority of Vcdic

scholars arc of the opinion that no such notion is to be

found in the hymns, but Hocart contends that “ in the

age of those ritual treatises known as the brahmanas

the king was already divine, and as these treatises

revolve round the Vcdic hymns it seems most likely

that kings were already divine when those hymns were

written.” 1

Similarly in the Iranian Arestan literature, while

no reference is made to the great Persian monarchs of

the Achx-mcnid dynasty, the exploits of semi-divine

royal heroes occur, and their names suggest Vcdic or

Indo-Iranian prototypes. Moreover, the Persian poet

Firdausi, in his epic, the Sbab-namah
,
co-ordinates all

these various dynasties from the earliest hero-kings

through the Achxmcnid era down to Alexander the

Great.

The literary evidence in the old Indian writings is

obscure, and so far as the kingship and sacrifice arc

concerned, the issue is further complicated by the fact

that the king did not himself perform priestly func-

tions, so that the priestly caste came to rank above the

royal, and eventually became divine (Brahmin). Thus

the Law of Manu declares :
“ This universe is the

1 Manu. L*» TnoA*, to, j. • (Oi&xd. «*»;>, p. II.
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Brahman’s, whatever comes into this world ; for the

Brahman is entitled to this universe by his superiority

and his birth.”* Moreover, with the rise of Buddhism,

though Buddha himself was an heir apparent (jmutraja),

as the son of Suddhodana, king of the Sakya clan of

Kapilavastu, all external ritual was at a discount, the

emperor being essentially a moralist in the Buddhist

scriptures.

The Pali literature comprises collections of poems

and rules—the “ Three Baskets ” or Tripitaka—the

first of which, the Vituya Piiaka, dealing with monastic

discipline. The second, or Suita Pitaka, is the chief

source of our knowledge of the Dhamma, or religion

of Gautama and his earliest disciples, and of the most

important products of Buddhist literature grouped

under five sections (nikayaj). The “ Third Basket
”

is the Abbidbamma Pitahi of higher religion, sub-

divided into seven groups of catechetical doctrinal

explanations. These scriptures, however, are not of

any very great importance for our present purpose

inasmuch as it was not until the rise of the new school

of Maitayina that the Buddha was raised to the position

of a salvation god with a highly developed polytheistic

ritual theology.

From this rapid survey of the character of the

material available for a scientific study of the institution

of sacrifice, it is apparent that, even if the investigation

be confined to the evidence of civilized antiquity, the

sources are not without their difficulties, while the

interpretation thereof by specialists in each and every
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department is chaotic in its fundamental con-

tradictions. .Moreover, in point of fact, although

our ritual, and its associated myth, belong essentially

to the cult of the divine king, the antecedents go back

to a very much more remote period, when in

Paleolithic times man began to speculate about the

mystery of life in its various manifestations.

If we leave out of consideration altogether modern

races in a primitive state of culture, there is still the

archeological evidence which reveals long before the

belief in the divinity of kings is likely to have arisen

—

and certainly ages before written history began—

a

magico-rcligious attitude towards the very problems

with which the kingship and sacrifice were mainly

concerned. For behind all the manifold and varied

ramifications of the higher ritual lie the elementary

facts of life, such as the food supply, the fertility of

man and beast, and protection from the evils of

famine, disease and death. Therefore, to determine

the fundamental character of the institution, some

attempt must be made to analyse and evaluate in

historical sequence the concepts which in the complex

sacrificial pattern have found expression in the blood

offering and the bloodless oblation.



CHAPTER 1

THE BLOOD OFFERING

Without prejudicing the issue at the outset of the

investigation by attempting anything in the nature of

precise definition of the institution of sacrifice, the

broad distinction between blood offerings and the

bloodless oblation, familiar through the story of Cain

and Abel, and similar interpretations of the ritual,

suggests a line of approach which takes us at once to

the earliest strivings of the human race after things

unseen, and at the same time opens the way for the ex-

ploration of the rudimentary aspects of sacrificial cultus.

It seems dear that the Hebrew legend turns on two

rival theories of sacrifice which were current and

possibly hotly contested when the narrative took

shape, the dispositions of the two brothers being later

explanations of the incident. That Yahwch should

show preference for blood offerings is in accordance

with I lebrew ritual, in which the oblation of blood is

considered to be more efficacious than the bloodless

sacrifice, in contradistinction to the vegetation theory

maintained by Greek philosophers like Porphyry in

the fifth century b.c .
1 Behind both these speculations,

however, there lies a long and complex history, in

which the blood and the vegetation offering each plays

its part.

That in actual historical sequence the concept which

* PnephTTT. Df U.



THE BLOOD OFFERING

found expression in the oblation of blood was the

earlier may be deduced from the archeological

evidence, since, before the invention of agriculture, as

far back as the Aurignadan culture phase in the

Paleolithic, it appears to have been recognized that the

blood is the life of man and beast alike, the going out

of which constitutes death. As Professor Elliot

Smith says, “ In delving into the remotely distant

history of our species we cannot fail to be impressed

with the persistence with which, throughout the

whole of his career, man (of the spedes sapiens) has

been seeking for an elixir of life, to give added
*
vitality ' to the dead (whose existence was not

consciously regarded as ended), to prolong his own

life from all assaults, not merely of time, but also of

circumstance. In other words, the elixir he sought

was something that would bring * good luck * in all

the events of his life and its continuation. Most of

the amulets, even of modem times, the lucky trinkets,

the averters of the * Evil Eye,’ the practices and

devices for securing good luck in love and sport, in

curing bodily ills and mental distress, in attaining

material prosperity, or a continuation of existence after

death, arc survivals of this ancient and persistent

striving after those objects which our earliest fore-

fathers called collectively the
4
givers of life.’

” >

Now the blood was regarded as the life-stream par

exetlitrut, the scat of vitality being the heart. The same

kind of animating principle, called by Kruijt, vpeltstof,

or soul-substance,* came to be associated with certain

« fakw lb (Maacbsto. 1*19). p. 145-
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SOUL-SL'BSTANCE

parts of the body and its secretions. Thus die

extremities, such as the nails, arc thought to be im-
pregnated with the vital energy, and therefore great

care has to be taken in coming into contact with the

parings. Certain internal organs, notably the liver

and the intestines, are also liberally endowed with the

essence, as are the teeth, the saliva, the placenta and
umbilical cord, die bones and the skin.

Animals and plants, and certain inanimate objects,

similarly possess soul-substance, but only in the case

of those animals and plants which arc of particular

importance to man does it take the more personal

forms. But the possession of a common vitality

establishes a mystic vital bond between all who sliarc

the same life-essence, and since this potency is capable

of transmission from one person or object to another,

renewed health and strength can be secured by a ritual

transference of soul-sul>stancc. Similarly, the ex-

traction of the life from a body entails death unless it

can be restored speedily and renewed by the aid of

objects richly endowed with vitality.

It is this fundamental principle which underlies

blood ritual in its various mantfestadons, and it con-

stitutes the motive apparendy of those Palxolidiic

cave paintings which portray scenes of wounded
animals. Thus, for example, in the inner recesses of
the cavern called Niaux, near Tarascon-en-A ridge,

three hollows on the ground have been utilized as

wounds by drawing around them the outline of a

bison, and annexing to the cups little arrows painted

in red. It is now generally admitted that designs of
this character, which are numerous in the Franco-

2
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Cantabrian region,' together with the mutilated day
models of animals having spear thrusts upon them,

recently discovered by M. Castcret at Montespan,*

can only be explained satisfactorily in terms of hunting

magic. Nothing less than a strong supernatural reason

is likely to have led Magdalenian man into a cave which
to-day necessitates swimming nearly a mile up a sub-

terranean stream, and passing through the neck of a

syphon—if these conditions prevailed in Paleolithic

times.

Probably no single interpretation accounts for all the

impulses which lie behind these paintings, engravings

and sculptures, but, nevertheless, those which occur in

the dark and remote regions in the heart of the moun-
tains, as in the case of Niaux, Pasicga, or Castillo, or
in an inaccessible spot like Montespan, can hardly

represent “ art for art’s sake,” since this motive alone

would not have lured successive groups of people—at

Pasicga from Aurignacian times to the end of the

Magdalenian—into these treacherous paths, difficult

enough for us modems to traverse with our power-

ful acetylene lamps, but incredibly more so when
only flickering lights were available.

Moreover, the occurrence of masked dancers among
the designs, such as the figure called “ The Sorcerer ”

at Trois Frtres,* and similar representations at Lourdes,

Abri Migc, Marsoulas, Mas d’Azul, and Cogul,

points to a definitely established control of the chase

• a. Burkin. PrAufry (Omb.. 19*1). PP- <9» B. ; Loqutt. TO* ArtW
RtHtm W Urn (OrfanJ. ,M o). pp. 96 fl

• Wgoufn xrvi Cutrro, Rnm AuWr^Aftfm. 191,. pp. 533 0.

• C. R. Afd. As bLKHfhemr, 19*0 ; Mrmp, U, Rt&pa, A U PrtbtrtArt

(Puis, 19x1), p. 514 ; Btukin. 0*r —'/ (Load., 19x4), pp. xoS f.
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HUNTING MAGIC

by a properly constituted ritual. The primitive mind

being incapable of drawing sharp distinctions be-

tween the symbol and the person or object symbolised,

to act upon one produces a corresponding effect on the

other. These masked dancers, therefore, do not

merely represent animals ; they are the animals them-

selves in substantial reality inasmuch as they possess a

common soul-substance.

Ritual is essentially an attempt to control the un-

predictable element in human experience, and the

means whereby the body corporate preserves its in-

tegrity and health. The rite is felt to be effective in

some mystic way in bringing about the desired result,

and giving collective expression to the most funda-

mental of all instincts, that of the preservation of life.

In hunting magic this centres in the contol of the

chase, and the renewal of vitality, and there can be

little doubt that the numerous Magdalcnian designs

depicting dances and disguised individuals constitute

the earliest emotional reactions towards the food

supply. This is confirmed by the evidence from the

North American Indians.

Thus, the Apache medicine-man causes large and

elaborate pictures to be made in caverns, and on the

floor of lodges, representing mythological animal

scenes. Around these designs ceremonies are held

in which masked dancers often participate in order to

control the chase, promote fertility among the flocks

and herds, and ward off evil.1 Similarly, each member
of the Zuni Bow Priesthood places a carved effigy of

* J. G. Booikr, bMrt, U. p. 4,S
;
d. R.B.A.H. (Wuh,

««9i>. pp. iliiif.
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his animal ally in the *' House of the Deer Medicine,”

and before hunting selects a“fetish,"and breathes upon
it to stiffen the legs of his prey. When it is caught,

he dips the image in the blood from the heart, sips it

himself, and devours a part of the liver. Once a year

—at the New Year Festival, or “ Day of the Council

of the Fetishes ”—the sacred images are taken from
their houses and arranged in rows in front of an altar

in a sacred chamber. Prayer for the maintenance of
the food supply is then made to them, and after they

have been sprinkled with prayer-meal, and appro-

priate dances duly performed, in which the cries of
the animals arc reproduced, the rites conclude with a

great invocation round the altar. In this way the

images become re-charged with magical power. 1

The Ojibwa Indians solicit the sendees of the

medicine-man, or Midc, before setting out for the

chase. Having sung a magic song, he draws on a

piece of birch bark, with a sharp-pointed bone or nail,

the outline of the animal desired by the applicant. The
heart is indicated by a puncture, upon which a small

quantity of vermilion is carefully rubbed ; this colour

being very efficacious in effecting the capture of the

animal, while a line is drawn to the heart from the

mouth along which the magic is destined to pass to the

vital spot.* 1 lerc, as in the Palxolithic paintings, the

heart is regarded as the centre of life, injury to which

causes death through loss of blood. Moreover, since

the blood is the life, designs painted with it become

more potent inasmuch as they are charged with its

• F. H. CuUsng. 1WR.M.E. (iMj). pp. u 8.

• Ho*mr., 7a KJu4.IL pp. HI 8.. *47-
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vitality. Red pigment is the next best thing to blood

by way of substitute, and it has the advantage of being

more durable and therefore of rendering the spell

more lasting. 1 Hence, doubtless, the use of vermilion

in the Ojibwa drawing, and the prevalence of red

ochre in the Paleolithic paintings.

It is a matter of common knowledge that blood is

frequently employed by primitive people in the decora-

tion of sacred objects, and, if B^goucn is correct in his

conjecture that the reason why it is now almost im-

possible to disentangle the outlines of the palimpsests,

executed one upon another in the most sacred spots in

the Paleolithic caves, is because the artists first smeared

the walls with blood before beginning their work, a

similar practice would seem to have been in vogue in

prehistoric times. Be this as it may, that blood, and

certain substances resembling it in colour, arc regarded

in primitive society as vitalizing agents is well

established. Thus, just as the Carib father, lying in

couvadc, draws blood from his own body to nourish

a delicate child, or mothers on the Orinoco prick their

tongues to strengthen sickly babies,* so the red seeds

of the roucou plant {bixa ortllana) arc mixed with oil

to form a thick dye with which the head and hair

(both being important scats of soul-substance) arc

smeared at critical junctures.*

The Revivification of the Dead

It is this belief that lies behind the widespread use
• a. Elliot South, rtf r Drtgm fMmcheMM. ,9,9). p. ,49 .

• CD. Lfg-Baot(Dement*, 1881), p. ito

;

J- Camilla, *1*J, */, pwf-* + U, dd JU. CW*.
(Barwlon*. t79«X >.?>&*-

• Jocst, burr. Antm.fm EtfmJ., t (Leyden, p. So

;
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of blood and its surrogates in the cult of the dead. In

South-east Australia, for example, the men of the

Dicri open a vein in the arm and pour the blood over

a sandhill in which a mythical ancestor is thought to be

buried, 1 while among the tribes of the Darling River

several men, having cut each others heads with a

boomerang, cause the blood to drip on the corpse

lying in the grave before them.* In the Central region

the Arunta women who have not taken part in the

dance during the interment, approach and cut their

heads until the blood flows on the grave.* Since the

sick and aged are frequently smeared with blood to

renew their vitality and restore them to health,* it

would seem that the funerary ritual had a similar

significance in relation to the dead. Titus Smythc

maintains that the object of letting blood drip over a

corpse is to strengthen the deceased in the grave, and

to assist him to rise to another country.*

In the classical mythology of Greece and Rome it is

this belief which finds expression in the story of the

visit of Odysseus to the underworld by way of the

land of the Kimmcrians. Here he dug a trench and

poured into it the blood of black victims, and soon the

shades gathered round clamouring for the blood.

' Howfct, Ntfte Triht JS£. A*ttrJ. (Lood. 1904). p. 79I.

• F. Bourne?. f.AJ.. m. 1II4. pp. !J4 <
• Spencer .nd GiUen. Nte* Ini., 4 Cmtrs/ Amtrml. (Load.. 1899,

pp. 107 A-

• Op. fit., pp. »*1. 461, 4L4

;

Howk, p. jto.

» R. B. Smyth. 77* 4 VkmU (Melbourne. 1S7B). U. p. 174.

For timilar eridenc* front oeber repom. we lUddon. fcxprf u Ten,,

Strvu (Gunb
.

.90I). *i. pp. 1,4; Turner. A— (Lood., 1IB4).

p. 144 ; EJ1». P^mnrn. lUmrtfcr (Lood.. 1M1). p. ijo; Printed. JW»-

mud* Rtmmiuatti (Load., 1I66), PP tij t. ; Yerrour. lit R.B.A.E. (1881),

pp. 71.90.
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When their requests were granted, their memories of

the upper world and the power of speech returned to

them. Thus revived, they told him, one by one, the

sorry story of their latter days, and from Tcircsias he

learnt the vicissitudes that were to mark the re-

mainder of his life. 1 A reminiscence of the same

practice may perhaps be detected in the alleged custom

of the lads of Peloponncse lashing themselves annu-

ally at Olympia on the grave of the legendary hero,

Pclops, till the blood streamed from their backs as a

libation to the god.* Similarly at Roman funerals the

women scratched their faces till they bled to please the

ghosts with the sight of the blood.*

In the light of this widespread evidence die presence

of red ochre in the Paktolithic ceremonial interments

at Grimaldi on the Italian Riviera is suggestive of an

Aurignacian cult of the dead conceived in similar

terms. Thus the body of a man of Cr6-Magnon type

in La Grottc du Cavillon, the fourth cave of the series,

was covered with red ochreous powder which had

stained the bones, as was also the ease at Paviland on
the Gower coast of South Wales where the feature was

so marked that the skeleton is commonly called the

" Red Lady,” although actually it is probably that of

a man.* One of the skulls found at Barma Grande

(Grimaldi) was in “ a bed of red earth,” and “ had a

thick coating of red ochre comparable to a skull cap,”*

while in Grotte des Enfants red powder surrounded
• <v. 3« r-

• Schoiun on PinJar, Ofymp^ i,

SetTiui c« Vergil. iu. 67.
• R. Vcrncau, lus Cnttts it

SoUm. ilio.pp.J.,*

r (Macaco. 19c ii. p. **» ; W. J.
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the head of one of the “ negroids,” and traces of

the pigment occurred on the other interments .
1 At

Briinn ' and at Cro-Magnon * the remains were parti-

ally coloured with red, and at Chancelade a layer of

iron peroxide spread over the whole body and the

surrounding strata .
4 The same phenomena recurred

at Hotcaux* and Obercassel .
4

It is impossible to consider as accidental such a wide

distribution of a practice connected with the cult of

the dead both in ancient and modem times, and since

there is reason to believe that early man connected the

shedding of blood with loss of vitality, it is reasonable

to suppose that he likewise associated the offering of

blood, or its equivalent, with the renewal of life and

strength. Thus Professor Maodistcr seems justified

in concluding that “ the purpose of the rite is perfectly

clear. Red is the colour of living health. The dead

man was to live again in his own body, of which the

bones were the framework. To paint it with the col-

our of life was the nearest thing to mummification that

the Paleolithic people knew ; it was an attempt to

nuke the body again serviceable for its owner’s use.” *

Intuhiuma and tbt BJood-Comant

This vitalizing power of blood, and of substances

charged with its potency, is further illustrated by

• Op. ia., pp. 41, *fc> r.

Bouk. Us Fossik, (Pub. p. .61 .

Grim., U, ,04.

• Toumier *ul Gudko. Us Hants PrtU/taripm/ da%s FAm (bouiR,
1*91 ). P- <1.

* Boule. op. or., p. .74.
* TtxtM ./ UnptamAnbmkp (CamB, !?»!). p. Jo«.
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INTICHIUMA CEREMONIES

certain ceremonies performed by the Australian abori-

gines to maintain and increase the food supply. Thus
among the Dieri the mura-mura Minkani is thought to

be hidden in his cave in a sandhill, and in order to

bring forth the young carpet-snakes and iguanas

concealed therein, the men wound themselves and
pour the blood on the sacred spot.' In the Central

region, the men of the Undiaro kangaroo totem as-

semble at the foot of a hill supposed to be full of
kangaroos, on the slope of which two blocks of stone

project, one above the other. One of these stones

represents a male, the other a female kangaroo. The
headman ofthe clan with a man who is in the relation

of mother’s uncle to him climbs up to the two blocks

and rubs them with a stone. They then repair to a

rocky ledge, thought to be haunted by the spirits of
ancestral kangaroos, and paint tt with stripes of red

and white to indicate, it is alleged, the red fur and white
bones of the kangaroo. When this has been done, a

number ofyoung men sit on the top of the ledge, while
the men below sing of the inmost of the kangaroos.

Blood-letting follows. “ The men open veins in their

arms and allow the blood to stream out on to and
over the ledge of the sacred ceremonial stone, which
represents the spot where a celebrated kangaroo of
the Alchcringa went down into the earth, its spirit part

remaining in the stone which arose to mark the place.”*

The young men then go and hunt the kangaroo,
bringing their spoils back to the camp, when what
appears to be a quasi-sacred meal on the flesh of the

' Howitt, Abet* Trthi tfS.E. AmstrJ

.

p. 7*1.

^ Spencer .ad Gillen, Xtm* Trdr/ JCmirs/ AmtnL. pp. ff., iw fl..
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animal is eaten. The rites are brought to a conclusion

with a totemic dance, after which the species may be

eaten sparingly. 1

When the limu clan desires to perform intichiuma

ceremonies, several men open veins in their arms and

allow the blood to stream on the ground till it is

saturated. When the scrum has coagulated, they

trace designs in it in white, yellow and black, represent-

ing different parts of the body of the emu. A song is

chanted to this figure during the totcmic dance that

follows, the effect of the rite being to prevent the

sacred species from disappearing by quickening the

embryos of the new generation.* Similarly, in the

Unjiamba, or 1 lakea-flower totem, a young man opens

a vein in his arm during the intichiuma ceremony,

and allows the blood to sprinkle on a stone represent-

ing a mass of hakea-flowers, in the centre of the oval-

shaped pit where the rite is performed. The stone is

thus made a cbirmga, and the spot henceforth be-

comes tabu to women, children and the uninitiated.*

In these primitive and prehistoric rites the funda-

mental concept is that of the blood as the life charged

with potency efficacious alike to the living and the

dead, to supernatural beings and to men. The origin

of this notion may reasonably be sought in the fact

that loss of blood is directly connected with weakness

and death. From this primary observation other

deductions would easily follow :
(a) that blood was the

essence of life; and (£) by the primitive law of

association, any substance resembling blood, like red

ochre, had a similar significance and potency. There-

* Op. at., p. W4. • Op. at^ p. ill. ' Pp. 1*4 i.
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BLOOD-BOND

fore (<•) blood, or its equivalent, being the vehicle of

life and consciousness, was employed as a revivifying

agent. Hence the custom of burying ochreous pow-

der with the dead. Finally, (d) if blood, and its

surrogates, were regarded as life-giving agents in this

sense, they would readily become the means of

establishing a vital alliance of soul -substance between

those thus united in a blood-bond with one another.

This explains why blood became one of the most

important and potent vehicles in effecting inter-

communion between the sacred and human order, and

of consolidating tribal relationships.

In this cycle of primitive ideas and practices it is

possible to detect the beginnings of a method of

approach to magico-rcligious phenomena which in

due course found its ultimate expression in the

sacrificial system. In the ntual shedding of blood it

is not the taking of life but the giving of life that

really is fundamental, for blood is not death but life.

The outpouring of the vital fluid in actuality, or by

substitute, is the sacred act whereby life is given to

promote and preserve life, and to establish thereby a

bond of union with the supernatural order. This

seems to have been the primitive conception out of

which an elaboration of ritual and belief has emerged

involving notions of the rcanimation of human gods

by the immolation of animal and human quasi-divine

victims, and vegetation offerings, on the one hand,

and on the other hand, lofty ethical ideals of surrender,

renunciation and self-sacrifice.

It is not suggested, however, that the institution in

any of its more developed aspects belongs to the
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primeval stage of human evolution in die sense

required by Robertson Smith's theory of the thean-

thropic animal at once god and kinsman, still less by

the Freudian application of this hypothesis. So far

as the historical sequence of these concepts is con-

cerned, it is unlikely that the Palaeolithic hunters got

beyond the awareness of a vital relationship existing

between themselves and certain animal species on

which they depended for their food supply. From the

notion of blood as a kind of soul-substance responsible

for the phenomenon of life, a sense of kinship doubt-

less developed at a very early period between man and

the creatures upon whom he depended for his susten-

ance, and with whom he was united by the possession

of a common vital principle, in other words, he was

conscious of a unity of life uniting him in a mystic

and irrational manner to the source of his food supply.

Tbt Rilation of Mtn

Thus we are told on the authority of Sir Evcrard

Im Thum that among the Indians of Guiana there is

no " sharp line of distinction such as we see between

man and other animals, between one kind of animal

and another, or between animals—man included—and

inanimate objects. . . . According to the vic^ of

the Indians, other animals differ from men only in

bodily form, and in their various degrees of strength.

And they differ in spirit not at all ; for just as the

Indian sees in the separation which takes place at death

or in dreams proofs of the existence of a spirit—all

other qualities being in his view much the same in

men and other animals—he sees proof of the existence

34
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in every animal of a spirit similar to that of man.” 1

That is to say, men and animals arc animated by a

common soul-substance which may take up its abode in

particular objects, and is capable of projection from

one species to another.

These general conclusions arc supported by a long

array of facts, and admitted by subsequent investiga-

tors. Among the Caribs, for instance, we arc told that

“ animals, and plants, and lifeless beings live and act

like man. In the morning the animals go to ‘ their

work/ like the Indians do. The tiger and the snake

and all other animals go out hunting, having ‘ to look

after their family * like the Indian has.” • Or, again,

Von den Stcinen says,
14
the Indian did not know that

he was separated from the animal world by a gulf.

He merely perceived that all created beings conducted

themselves as he did in essentials: the)’ had their

family life, they understood each other by means of a

language of their own, they had habitations, fought

each other, lived upon what they caught or upon

fruits ; in short, he felt himself to beprimus mttr parts,

but not above them.” •

It was this mystic relationship which found expres-

sion in the notion of animal guardians received

through a dream or revebtion in times of fasting and

during initiation rites. Thus among the Omaha
44
the ceremony of initiation rests on the assumption

that man’s powers and activities can be supplemented

p. «oi.
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by the dements and the animals, only through the grace

of Wakonda, obtained by the rite of vision, consisting

of ritualistic acts and a fervent prayer of humility

explaining a longing for something not possessed, a

consciousness of insurikiency of self, and an abiding

desire for something capable of bringing welfare and

prosperity to the suppliant.” *

So closely is the existence of a man bound up with

that of his itagnaJ, or animal chosen to be his tutelary

divinity, that the life of the one depends on that of the

other. Among the Omaha the individual is supposed

to acquire the qualities of the creature assigned to him

as his guardian at puberty. If in the vision which

determines his tutelary genius, he secs an eagle, he will

have a keen and piercing foresight ; if, on the other

hand, it is a bear tliat appears to him, he will be slow

and clumsy, and therefore likely to be killed in battle.*

Similarly, the Thompson Indians of British Columbia

think that every man partakes of the nature of his

animal guardian spirit. Thus a man who has a grisly

bear for his protector will be much more warlike than

one who has a cow, a coyote, or a fox for his ally.*

At the age of puberty Algonquin youths are sent to

a solitary place to undergo a period of fasting. The
first thing that appears in a dream to the novice is

regarded as his guardian spirit to whom he looks in

after life for guidance and protection. The man
destined to be a warrior will have a vision of an

eagle or a bear, a serpent will appear to the future

• lU.it,
.
ILwAook 4 .-Iwrr. SnrtJM™,. u. p. 790.

Op. at.

• J. Ttit, Mrwwi Awn. Mm,. Sm,. Hut. J"Mp. N. Pm#, ExpM., i,

pt. iv (New Haven. ,900). p. }j6.
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medicine-man, a wolf to the hunter. To complete

the bond, a portion of the nagual is worn about his

person as an embodiment of its soul-substance.' The

Blackfcct associate the “medicine-bag” with the

guardian spirit, a description of the roots and herbs to

be gathered to prepare it having been vouchsafed in a

revelation to the nonce when he received his tutelary

animal.*

Since the tutelary spirit is the link which connects

man with the invisible world, in a hunting state of

culture, where human beings depend largely on the

creatures around them for their food supply, this

mystic union with the animal creation raises a serious

problem. To kill and eat a species so closely akin to

a man's own nature, and in many respects superior to

him in strength and wisdom, is an anomaly calling

forth an emotional situation to be approached by an

appropriate ritual. Thus, for example, when a dead

bear was brought into a Tlingit camp in Alaska,” its

head was carried indoors and eagle down and red

paint put upon it. Then one talked to it as if to a

human being, saying, ‘ 1 am your friend, I am poor

and come to you.' Before the entrails were burned he

talked to them, saying, ‘
I am poor, that is why I am

hunting you.’ When one came to a bear, he said,

* My father’s brother-in-law, have pity upon me, let

me be in luck.'
”*

Among the Koryaks of North-eastern Siberia,

a sacred dance is held alter the killing of a bear during

which a woman puts on the skin of the slain animal

* F. P*rkra»n. T4» lumu m N. .-imrirt (Botfoo. 1 I70). pp. 8-

* E. F. Wilson, hipvrl Brit. AlBC.. 1M7. P- 1*7-

* J. R. S««nton. RA.AH (Wuh. .90*). p. 45J.
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and dances in it, entreating the owner not to be angry

but to be kind to his people. Food is offered to him

on a wooden plate, and then a ceremony is performed

with the object of sending the spirit back to his home

in the neighbourhood of the rising sun, equipped with

adequate provision for his physical sustenance on the

way.* To the east the Gilyaks, on the Ameer, who
have a great devotion for the bear, suckle a cub, and

when he is old enough they take him in December or

January to the bank of the river to ensure an abund-

ance of fish. After leading him into every house in

the village, as in the case of the Meriah among the

Khonds,* he is tied to a peg and shot dead with

arrows. His head is then cut off, decked with shav-

ings, and placed on a table where a feast is prepared.

Apologies are offered to the sacred species for his

death, and his flesh is cooked' and eaten in special

vessels. The brain and entrails arc consumed last,

and the skull laid in a tree near the house. A bear

dance by the women follows.*

Among the Ainu, although the bear is the chief

divinity, it is killed whenever possible. In fact, “ in

bygone years they considered bear-hunting die most

manly and useful way in which a person could possibly

spend his time.”* But having killed it they “ sit down

and admire it, make their salaams to it, worship it,

and offer presents ofmm.” When it has been skinned

“ the head is decorated with mao
,
and thanks arc

* W. Jochchoo. «»-»( Amr. Mmr. NM. Hilt., x, pp. M ft.

* Cf. clap. hr. p. 97-
• L. too Schrenck. Rum md FwKlmpm tm Amm-Lmd, (St. Fctenbutg,

,89 .),iU. Pp.69*ff.

• J. Batchelor. 7*r Am, md tim FtA-h* (Lo*»d.. 1901). p. 47 >-
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offered first to the bear itself, and then to the gods for

protecting them and rendering them successful.” 1

This veneration reaches its climax in the well-known

Bear Festival when the cub that has been caught, and

if possible suckled by a woman, is killed after due

apology. Care is usually taken to avoid the shedding

of blood in the process, but occasionally it is drunk

warm by the men in order that they may imbibe the

courage andother qualities of the species.and todeepen

and express their consciousness of their identity with

it. Both share a common life, and therefore when
animals arc eaten it must be with respect and reverence,

and with due apology.

Mr. Batchelor regards the bear as the Ainu totem,*

but this conclusion is not justified inasmuch as it is by

no means the only animal venerated in this manner.

Thus the skulls of foxes, for instance, arc set up on
sacred posts outside the huts and addressed as “ pre-

cious divinities." • In fact, an animal is seldom, if

ever, killed without some apology, and if the bear is

singled out for special respect, the Ainu do not speak

of themselves as belonging to any particular animal

or vegetable clan. Almost any creature that is killed

in hunting, or offered in sacrifice, is the subject of

sacred rites by reason of its supernatural qualities.

Behind this paradoxical situation, in short, is the

belief that animals shatc with human beings a common
life. As Mr. Mooney says, speaking of Cherokee
mythology in particular and of primitive thought in

general, “ in the primal genesis period they seem to be
' Op. at., p. 477. ' Op. at

^

pj, • ff.

' B. Schtube, D* Amu. Reprinted from M««*n
GtMuhaft ^ WW SmJOtUtmU. Yokobim*. p. IJ
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completely undifferentiated, and we find all creatures

alike living and working together in harmony and

mutual helpfulness until man, by his aggressiveness and

disregard for the rights of the others, provokes their

hostility, when insects, birds, fishes, reptiles and four-

footed beasts join forces against him. Henceforth

their lives are apart, but the difference is always one of

degree only. The animals.likc thepeoplc.arcorganizcd

into tribes and have, like them, their chiefs and town

houses, their counsels and ballplays, and the same

hereafter in the Darkening land of Usunhiji. Man is

still the paramount power, and hunts and slaughters

the others as his own necessities compel, hut is

obliged to satisfy the animal tribes in every instance,

very much as a murder is compounded for, according

to the Indian system, by ‘ covering the bones of the

dead ’ with presents for the bereaved relatives.”

'

Sometimes the species is too sacred, however, to

cat at all for food, as in the case of the totem and the

tutelary spirit, and then h is often sacrificed once a

year, and the holy flesh, or certain pans or attributes

especially impregnated with soul-substance, con-

sumed ceremonially to imbibe the inherent vitality.

Thus among the Todas the sacred cow buffalo is

strictly tabu except once a year when all the adult

males of the village join in the solemn slaying of the

animal and roasting of its flesh on a fire made of
certain trees. It is then eaten by the men alone.1 In

Central Australia the members of the witchetty grub

totem are forbidden to cat their sacred species out of

• J. Mooney, (W«K. ,9*5). j, p. «6i.

• Friar. GoJJa Baft.
f*. t«u (Spots erf Com. ii). p. J14.
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camp like ordinary food; otherwise the supply of

grubs would fail. When these creatures become

plentiful after intichiuma (i.e. at the period analogous

to harvest time among agricultural people) large

supplies arc gathered which are brought into camp,

cooked and stored away in pi/Ms. In due course

they arc taken to the men’s quarters, where all the

initiated males assemble. The alatunja grinds up the

contents of the pitebis between two stones. Then he

and the other men of the totem cat a little and distri-

bute what remains to those who do not belong to the

totem ; after which the grub may be eaten sparingly

by the group. 1

This last example is typical of the Australian attitude

towards the sacred species. “ A man will only cat

very sparingly of his totem, and even if he docs cat a

little of it, which is allowable to him, he is careful, in

the ease, for instance, of an emu man, not to cat the

best part, such as the fat,” and only very rarely does he

venture to consume the eggs,* presumably because

they arc especially rich in soul-substance. In a rather

higher state of culture, where more developed con-

ceptions of the soul obtain, the fundamental reason

for the tabu becomes more apparent. Thus, the

Bororo in South America believe that " every tapir

and every wild pig, and every alligator, and possibly

every member of some other family of animals

shelters the shade of one or another of their departed

tribesmen. They never kill one of these creatures

unless a sorcerer is within reach to exorcise the soul,

* Spencer and Gillen, Nttmt TrAu tf Ctmtral AmstrJ., p. xoj.

'Op. at., p. xox.
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for they dare not in any circumstances eat the flesh of

such a creature until the sorcerer has cast out the soul.

They believe that if they should cat it, they would

surely die.”1

Here the notion of a common life shared by men

and animals has become specialized into that of the

soul-animal, and the tabu explained accordingly. In

Australia it is an impersonal vital essence that creates

the mystic union between the group and itsally, thereby

rendering the species sacred and tabu. Therefore, by-

consuming portions of the flesh, or anointing the Ixuly

with the fat or the blood, the bond is strengthened.

One life runs through the group, human and animal,

and this substantial unity may be consolidated by the

totemite imbibing the soul-substance of the totem.

But the evidence docs not warrant the further deduc-

tion that these rites represent an act of sacramental

communion with a slain god, as Robertson Smith and

Jcvons have supposed.*

Tottmism

Totcmism has every appearance of being a very

specialized expression of the primitive control of

the food supply by magico-religious sanctions. In

certain communities any article of diet may become a

totem, and in the process of socialization collect a

ritual calculated to consolidate the group in an ally

mainly responsible for the maintenance of life. Even

in Palxolithic times, as we have seen, it seems that the

control of the chase centred in a cult in which dancers

' W. A. Cook, Tin-** t>» !T:Urrw*/4 (Lood, 19! l). p. 40*.

« R•!,&* •/Stmtin, new ed.. by $ A- Cook (Lood . I9 «7>. pp. *09. 41* f. J

JeTOfu, Intern, t, Hum, Rt&p* (Lood-. .»*). PP- 10. «.
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sought to identify themselves with certain animal

species by means of disguises, gestures and actions,

very much as the Indians of South America believe

that in the mask and the associated rites there reside the

vital potency which passes into the dancer, “ makes

him himself a potent demon and renders him capable

of driving out demons, or rendering them favourable.

In particular, the demons of growth, the spirits of

animals which play a pan in it, and the animal-spirits

of hunting and fishing must by mimetic gestures be

conjured up within the reach of human-power.” *

This, however, is not totemism, and we have no

evidence of anything in the nature of a totcmic

organization of Palaeolithic society. If such had pre-

vailed, it is highly improbable that in one cave so many

different varieties of animals would be depicted, as each

totem presumably would have had its own sanctuary

for the performance of its particular rites. Moreover,

although the institution is widespread to-day, it is

unknown among such very primitive people as the

Andamanese, the Scmang and the Paviotso, while in

North America the exogamous totcmic folk in the

South-west region, and along the North-west Pacific

coast, have a higher general culture than the clanlcss

non-totemic tribes isolated from the focus of civiliza-

tion.

The elaboration of ritual and social organization

in a typical totcmic community is hardly suggestive

of the institution being genuinely primitive, especially

as in its most characteristic form it is connected with

1 T. KoeH-Grunberg. Zm mun in Iwarr» (Stuttgart, i9©*->o),

W*. II, p. 196.
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culture heroes and the theory of metempsychosis.

Thus, in Australia each member of the tribe is regarded

as a “ reincarnation of the never-dying spirit of one

of the semi-animal ancestors, and, therefore, when

born he, or she, bears of necessity the name of the

animal or plant of which the Alchcringa ancestor was a

transformation or a descendant." 1 That is to say,

in the Alchcringa there were only totcmic beings, half

animal in form and half human. It was these who

made the stock of the souls which have ever since been

located in certain centres, whence they enter women of

the right totem when their time for reincarnation has

come.

The original Alchcringa ancestors were not

distinctly human, animal or vegetable, and it is from

this stock that the clans arc thought to be derived

since the spirit individuals left behind have been

continuously undergoing rebirth by entering the

bodies of women. Thus each person is the living

incarnation of an original mai-aurli who emanated

from a totemic ancestor. “ Every individual goes back

after death in spirit form to the spot at which it was

left in the Alchcringa by the ancestor of the totem.

If, for example, it were originally a pigeon spirit, then

it will go into the rocks at the spot where the pigeon

ancestor performed ceremonies in the Alcheringa and

left spirits behind. In the course of ages any single

individual can run the whole gamut of the totems,

but always returning at death to its original home.” *

So the clan reproduces itself ad infinitum, the soul-

' Nsfmt Tn*M *f Cntral Amjrrs/., p. lit.

• Nar/btr* Tr*.,*(W AmHtJ.. pp. .«J, 174.
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substance continually undergoing reincarnation in a

ceaseless circle of transformations. Therefore, the

clan totem consists of a group of individuals sharing

with a certain animal or vegetable species, or other

sacred object, a common ancestral life which is

capable of assuming any form according to the

requirements of the moment.

Behind these elaborations the fundamental con-

ception is that of the culture heroes making human

embryos through a process of reincarnation in which

women arc the vessels for the germination of the

soul-substance. This notion, however, is far too

specialized to be regarded as genuinely primitive in

the sense required by the Palxolithic evidence. There-

fore, to erect an elaborate reconstruction of the theory

of sacrifice on the basis of totemism is to build on very

insecure foundations. Even more precarious is it to

postulate with Freud a “ primal state of society ” when

man lived in small communities of an adult male and

a number of females and their children, since this

condition can be observed nowhere. Even more

improbable is the supposed slaying and eating of the

father by the jealous and expelled sons, who thus put

an end to the father horde. On this unverifuble

hypothesis the totem feast becomes the repetition and

commemoration of the criminal act with wliich began

social organization, moral tabus and religion. 1

To avoid the difficulty of finding an adequate motive

for the repetition of the alleged primeval parricide,

and a racial memory of the drama. Dr. Moncy-Kyrlc

' Fttud. Team M T4-. F«»g.

PP- *J» f.
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has modified the Freudian theory by making sacrifice

the symbolic representation of an unconscious desire

to kill the father, which each individual is supposed to

have acquired for himself. During the long period of

infancy the predilection for incest in the unconscious

has been conditioned, it is contended, and variations

in the institution of sacrifice arc correlated with

various solutions of the central complex. 1 But the

totcmic sacramental meal is still a fundamental feature

in the analysis, and however much the theory be

modified and restated, it rests upon a purely hypo-

thetical situation without parallel in any known culture.

Thus, for example, the evidence for the existence of

a
'* father horde ” in contrast to a " son horde ” of

expelled bachelors has yet to be produced, and even if

the Darwinian-Atkinson guess concerning the alleged

gorilla-type of human society could be substantiated,

it would not follow that the practice of ritual cannibal-

ism was a characteristic feature of the organization,

since the diet of this species would be presumably

mainly edible fruits. Moreover, as Prof. Malinowski

has pointed out, the theory tries “ to explain the

origins of culture and hence involves a circular

argument,” since the “ pre-cultural animals ” must

have had a “ substantial store of cultural goods and

implements ” if “ the use of a new weapon ” was the

cause of the momentous discovery. 1 “ No material

culture is imaginable,” in fact, “ without the con-

comitant existence of organization, morality and

religion.” •

• A. Mvikv-KjiIc, Tb.M»~*tPfSmT+, (Lood-. iw). Pf>. ft. i.j ft

• Stx ad Ktpru,wm m Sa*t

,

(Lood.. 1927). p. ij».

• Op. M.
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PSYCHO-AN ALYTICAL THEORY

Leaving on one side ihc probability that primitive

society was matriarchal in character, which Freud

does not dispute,1 the hypothesis breaks down with the

Robertson Smith theory of sacrifice. If totemism is a

specialized form of the doctrine of metempsychosis in

which Alcheringa ancestors play the part of Creators,

it is scarcely likely to be an aspect of primeval society,

as we have endeavoured to show. There is no reason

to suppose that the practice was known in Paleolithic

times notwithstanding the existence of a developed life

ritual. Moreover, it is not by any means of universal

application in the higher states of culture. Thus, it

has yet to be proved that the Hebrews passed through

a totcmic stage in the evolution of their highly complex

sacrificial system. Be this as it may, it certainly cannot

now be maintained that “ originally all sacrifices were

eaten by the worshippers," and. “ in the oldest sacrifice

the blood was drunk by the worshippers, and after

it ceased to be it was poured out upon the altar.”

*

Therefore, even if the psycho-analytical theory were

accurate in itself, it would not throw light on the

origins of sacrifice. It is not until we reach the stage

in which the hypothetical parricides, or their descend-

ants, treated their totem as they arc alleged to have

treated their sire, killing him, eating him, and mourn-

ing for him, that we come to bed rock ; and then the

causal relation between dciadc and parricide is not

very convincing. No adequate reason is given to

explain why a blind, unconscious urge should have led

the primeval murderers to repeat their crime in the form

of a totemic sacramental communion, or how it came

' «•* Teho*. p. *J1. fUfe^tfr&ator.p. 5*9-
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to be extended to widely separated races. It might

have been expected that the sublimation would have

taken a very different form, and in divers modes of
expression, in successive generations, but these arc

questions for psychologists to determine.

Excluding totemism and its derivatives, real and

supposed, as inadequate explanations of the origin of
sacrifice, an analysis of the ritual of die blood offering

in its rudimentary modes of expression takes us back

to an early stage in the food quest long before the

institution as a culture pattern emerged. From time

immemorial blood has been regarded as the restorer

of life to the dead, the bestower of health and strength

to the living, and the sacred bond uniting those who
possessed a common soul-substance. It is this cycle

of ideas which appears to lie behind the Paleolithic

hunting ritual, and constitutes the fundamental concept

in the blood offering in higher states of culture.

The instinctive craving for life led to a great variety

of ways and means being devised to overcome the

disabilities of decay and death which became woven
into an elaborate culture pattern in the Near East in

the third millennium B.C. It is in the same setting

that the origin of sacrifice must be sought, the blood

offering being a fundamental dement in the institution

since the blood from the beginning seems to have been

looked upon as the source of life.



CHAPTER II

VEGETATION RITUAL

Turning now to the second of the two broad distinc-

tions in the institution of sacrifice, the vegetation

offering is second only in importance and antiquity

to the blood offering, and has many points in common
with it. It is, in fact, the agricultural counterpart of

the hunting ritual, and its developments.

In the Palxolithic cultures, when the cultivation of

the soil had yet to be accomplished, any object directly

associated with the female principle and generative

functions seems to have been regarded as a symbol of

vitality capable of transferring its fertilizing properties

from one person or thing to another. Hence the

numerous figures of women with the maternity organs

grossly exaggerated that occur in Paleolithic sites

from the Aurignacian onwards, extending from the

Italian Riviera and the Dordogne to Austria and

Moravia, 1 and almost identical in form with the

figurines associated with the cult of the Great Mother

in Crete, Malta, the /Egcan, Egypt and Western Asia.

M. Luquet’s contention that this interpretation is

" adventurous ” inasmuch as hunters would be more

likely for economic reasons to resort to infanticide and

abortion to keep down their numbers, is scarcely con-

• Dtcheleitf. At—/ frtMof (Pin*. pp. 117. 4>« >«« J

Obenakf, Furil Mn « Spam (New linen. 191J). pp. 114 (
l

Solbi.

Am**t Hmur

,

(tend.. 1915), pp. J7«£
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vincing. 1 As Frazer has said, “ to live and to cause

to live, to eat food and to beget children, these were

the primary wants of man in the past, and they will be

the primary wants of men in the future so long as the

world lasts. Other things may be added to enrich

and beautify human life, but unless these wants are

first satisfied, humanity itself must cease to exist.

These two things, therefore, food and children, were

what men chiefly sought to procure by the performance

of magical rites for the regulation of the seasons.” *

Whatever may have been the precise motive of the

Palxolithic female figurines, it is unthinkable either

that their human counterparts had no desire for

motherhood or that the models represent portraits of

Aurignacian women, there being no suggestion of

the abnormalities depicted on the statuettes in the

Cr6-Magnon or Grimaldi skeletal remains. Granting

that the majority of the burials known to us are those of

males, it is not usual to find a race where all the women
are fat and the men thin. Moreover, the physiognomy

is invariably ignored in the figurines, all the emphasis

being laid upon the sexual organs, which is exactly

what would be expected in fertility charms.

To the primitive mind the figure of a woman with

her characteristic features brought into prominence

readily becomes a symbol of her functions since the

portrait, the person or thing represented, and the

attributes associated therewith are conceived as one

complete whole. Since woman is the mother of the

race, she is essentially the life-giver, and her image is

• Ti* An ami JUfeim #/ Fiui Mm (Ne« Hnca and Land.. 19,0).

PP
* C«Jdm ,rd Edam, pc ir. - Adoafa.” (Loo<L. 191 4). p. 5.
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endowed, like blood, with vitalizing power. In this

connexion it is interesting to record that the well-

known bas-relief of a woman holding the horn of a

bison in her right hand, found by Dr. Lalannc among

the remains of the Aurignacian occupation of the rock-

shelter at Laussel (Dordogne), contains traces of red

colouring matter on the figure.* If this was a fertility

object, as seems probable, the red pigment was added

doubtless to increase its vitalizing qualities, and raider

it more potent in causing animals to multiply.

In addition to these figures, objects resembling fe-

male attributes have a similar significance, just as ochre

is the equivalent of blood. Thus certain shells such

as the Red Sea cowry, shaped in the form of the portal

by which a child enters the world, seem to have been

connected with the female principle, and to have l>ccn

employed as fertility charms.* If the hypothesis has

been over-worked by some of its advocates, the fact

remains that there is abundant evidence of shells

associated with so many PaHrolithic interments which

appear to have an amulctic value as vitalizing agents.

In the Grottes dcs Enfants at Grimaldi, for instance,

the bodies were surrounded with a multitude of shells,

and the two children were placed in a shroud com-
posed of nearly a thousand sea-shells.* At La Grotte

du Cavillon the body of a Cro-Magnon man, lying in

the contracted position, had over two hundred pierced

shells about his head, while in the original Cro-Magnon

' L'Autnp.. QU, ,9**. FV
Eiliol Smith,M. tf lb$ Dr*", pp. no f.

; J.
W. J»cktoo. SUl/l

* L'Aubnp.' «»ii. pp. itT-jjo; R. Vmrau. I ti Grutu du Grimaldt.

U.PCU.
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burial at Les Eyzies three hundred pierced marine

shells, chiefly of the Uttorina species, were discovered

beside the skeletons.* These, it would appear, had

been strung together to form necklaces as in the case

of the later examples found at Mas d’Azil.* In a cere-

monial interment at Laugerie-Basse cowries were

arranged in pairs upon the body
;
two pairs on the

forehead, one near each humerus, four in the region of

the knees and thighs and two upon each foot.* Here
the idea of an ornamental necklace does not seem to

be at all convincing, the general circumstances sug-

gesting a ceremonial interment fully equipped with

fertility symbols calculated to give life to the deceased.

Tbt Corn-Motbtrs

Taken collectively the Paleolithic data point to the

existence of an established cult of the female principle

in which amulets of various kinds played a prominent

part in the conservation and promotion of life among
man, beast and the dead. With the discovery of
agriculture at the dawn of civilization, attention was
directed to the cultivation of the soil with the result

that the magico-rcligious control of the chase was
transformed into an elaborate system of seasonal

ritual to maintain the food supply, in which the same
symbolism recurs. Thus, effigies composed of newly
cut seedlings ofcom, rye, maize or rice arc conspicuous

in agricultural ceremonial in many parts of the world .
4

* Uitet. Rriif*V*— (Looi. .1,6-75). IP. fa f.

> L'AMhnp. »il. 1I96, p. 655.
* Ccmptn-Rndu dt TAaad. in Stimni, bur, 1I7*. pp. 1060-5,
* a. G>Jdn, Hsmfb. p«- *ii. “ Spa*, of lie Core and of 1he Wild’

(Lood.. 1914). pp.



CORN-MOTHERS

When the corn-spirit is regarded as an old woman, the

image is made by one of the elder women, and, con-

versely, when it is thought to be a maiden, a young girl

usually performs the rite. Sometimes it is believed

that the growth of the crops is the counterpart of the

maturing of the “ mother,” and therefore in the Brock

district of Styria the last sheafis made into the shape of a

woman by the oldest married woman in the village, of

an age from fifty to fifty-five years. The finest cars

are plucked out of it and made into a wreath, which,

twined with flowers, is carried by the prettiest girl of

the village. In some places the corn-mother is taken

in procession by two lads who walk behind the girl to

the squire’s house, and while he receives the wreath

and hangs it up in the hall, the corn-mother is placed

on the top of a pile of wood, where it is the centre of

the harvest supper and dance. It is then hung up

in the bam till the threshing is over, and on the follow-

ing Sunday the wreath is dedicated in Church. On
Holy Saturday the grain is rubbed out of it by a seven-

years old girl and scattered among the young com.

At Christmas the straw of the wreath is placed in the

manger to make the cattle thrive.'

In these customs the fertilizing power of the image

is apparent, the vitalizing influence of the “ mother
”

extending from the newly sown com to the cattle in

the stall. In the innumerable examples of the ritual

which Frazer has collected from all parts of the world,

the fundamental intention is that of ensuring the con-

tinuance of the crops through the potency of the

1 W. Mannhardt, Mytinhpubt Fmimgm (Slrutxirg, 1684), pp. 5*7 f-

;

Fma. »/. til., pp. i 3t L
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mother symbol, the newly reaped cereals transmitting

to the earth and the crops renewed energy to produce

their fruits by virtue of the life-giving qualities with

which they arc charged. Behind the ceremonial there

stands the shadowy form of the Great Mother, whose

image plays an integral part in the rites, and is some-
times actually called by this name. Thus the last

sheaf to be taken home is frequently designated the
“ Great Mother,” or “ Grandmother ” in Westphalia

and East Prussia, and is adorned with flowers, ribbons

and a woman’s apron.' The inherent vitality of the

figure is signified by its careful preservation through-

out the winter to ensure fertility when the contents

arc mingled with the crops in the following spring, or

brought into contact with the cattle.

So potent was the maize-mother in Peru that it was

revered as a god because it had “ the power of con-

ceiving and giving birth to much maize." To pro-

mote fertility, sacred dances were held in connexion

with it, and then it was burnt sacrificially in order to

obtain an abundant crop of the cereal.* At Cuzco in

this district when the grains were removed from their

cobs, figures of sheaves were carved in wood and

dressed up like human beings. These were then

burnt, together with children and sheep, to revivify the

maize spirits and enable them to perform their bene-

ficent functions during the next season.*

In addition to this life-giving significance, there is

apparently also another theme running through the

' W. Miroihudt. <* . p. ,11 ; Fmn. p. .,6.

• Karwen. An*U, Mm:» lunvu Xian/* &*«< Atn,.

totruo x>1t, 1913. p. 11a
' Cobo, Huuns */«*T9 mmjf (ScxiiU. 1*93). i*. W> 1} B.
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ritual, viz, the fear of incurring the revenge of the

slain corn-spirit, which was apparently never wholly

set at rest, and therefore capable of causing the failure

of the crops by withdrawing from the processes of

growth.1 Thus, in the Highlands of Scotland, for

example, there was “ a struggle to escape from being

the last done with the shearing, and when tillage in

common existed, instances were known of a ridge

being left unshorn (no person would claim it) because

of it being behind the rest. The fear entertained

was that of having the
4
famine of the farm * in the

shape of an imaginary old woman
(
cailltaeh

)
to feed

till next harvest."* Her possession was a serious

matter for the owner since she brought disaster, death

and failure to the crops, so that reapers have been

known to stay up all night to be well ahead with their

work lest this misfortune should befall them.

Closely associated with the Caillcach lore is the

practice of expelling death at Christmas by setting on

fire the Yule log which was sometimes actually called

CailUaeb NoUicb (Nollaig)—the Old Woman of Christ-

mas » The method usually adopted was that of the

head of the household going to a wood on the night of

Christmas Eve, and there cutting down a tree stump

which he carved into the resemblance of an old woman.
He then carried it home and placed it in the middle of

a big peat fire burning in the centre of the room.

While " the wife ” blazed, the company cracked jokes,

and when only the ashes remained, they abandoned

themselves to festivities.” This sacrifice was sup-
• I am indebted to Mn. M H. Bob for tbit wggettioc.
» J. G. Campbell, Ihgblmds <Gt*p>w. tyoo). pp. 14) ff.

J. McCulloch. H,mV4+ HjgM (Edin.. . 9m). •*. P »49
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posed, in some places, to propitiate the angel of death,

who was expected, because of it, to refrain from visit-

ing the house for a year.” 1

There would seem to be two purposes, therefore, in

these vegetation rites. On the one hand, the vitality

embodied in the image is regarded as having a quicken-

ing and fertilizing power. On the other hand, the

symbol is connected with famine and death. This

apparent contradiction, however, is only the expres-

sion of the age-long dual endeavour of getting rid of

evil to secure good, of expelling death to gain life.

The fundamental concept is the will to live, and the

negative ritual of expulsion is the means to the attain-

ment of the positive desire. To conserve and pro-

mote life, decay and death must be first banished, and,

therefore, the institution of sacrifice centres in the

offering of an efficacious victim. But of this more

anon.

The Ritual of tbe First-Fruits

Vegetation being the offspring of Mother Earth and

animated by a quasi-divine soul-substance analogous

to that which animals share with man, a similar para-

doxical situation exists in agricultural communities as

among hunting tribes. The crops arc the means of

subsistence, yet their sacredncss renders them danger-

ous unless and until they arc approached with due

solemnity and “ apology.” Thus, in addition to the

positive and negative ritual of impulsion and expul-

sion, the tabu surrounding the first-fruits and the

' A. Pblwn. O-T FM-hrt Htr-itgr (DfeigvsU. 19*6). p. no;
G. Mcnrfenoo, SwnnJi n Bab/Mf itt COu (Gta*gow, 1911), p. 1*4 ;

Rogcn. SmU Lsf.m SnUm* (Edin, ,06). «, p. 144.
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RITUAL OF THE FIRST-FRUITS

harvest has played an important part in vegetation

ceremonial.

Before the new millet may be consumed among the

Ainu, for example, cakes of the cereal arc prepared and

addressed as follows :
“ O thou cereal deity, we

worship thee. Thou hast grown very well this year,

and thy flavour will be sweet. Thou art good. The
goddess of fire will be glad, and we also rejoice greatly.

O thou God, O thou divine cereal, do thou nourish

the people. I now partake of thee. I worship thee

and give thee thanks ! After having thus prayed, they,

the worshippers, take a cake and eat it, and from this

time the people may all partake of the new millet.” *

A similar solemn meal is held among the Caffres of

Zululand before the crops arc gathered. The new
fruits arc boiled in a special pot reserved for the

purpose, and the sacred food placed m the mouth of

each man by the king. If any one were to partake of

the crops before this has been done he would die .

1

Both the Matabele * and the Yomba enforce the same
tabu until the chief has sacrificed a bull before the

tomb of his grandfather, and deposited pots of fresh

beer and porridge made from the first-fruits, in front

of the shrine. The blood of the victim is then

sprinkled on the carefully weeded and freshly ploughed
soil, and on the rafters of the little hut. A feast on
the carcass, the porridge and the beer follows .

4

• Baobrlor, T*» Am*W /W FMbrr, pp. io, fl.
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In North America the Natchez of Louisana were

accustomed to hold a “ feast of grain ” in the seventh

moon which consisted principally in the ceremonial

eating ofnew com sown expressly for the purpose with

suitable ritual. The ground in which it was grown
was virgin soil, dressed and prepared for the warriors

alone, who were the only persons allowed to sow,

tend and gather the grain. When it was nearly ripe

they collected it, placed it in a round granary, and

informed the Great Sun who appointed a day for the

festival. On the feast the whole nation set out from
the village to the sacred granary, the chief attending in

State apparel. New fire was made by friction, and

when everything was prepared for dressing the corn,

it was solemnly cooked, and distributed sacramentally

to the female Suns, and then to all the women who
proceeded to prepare grain in all the huts. The great

Sun, having offered a plate of it to the four quarters of

the earth, then gave the command to the warriors to

eat it ; the boys followed their example, and finally

the women. 1

It was in this district, in the Creek country, that the

famous Busk festival took place. In July or August,

when the com was ripe, the preparations began with

the extinguishing of all the fires in the village including

that on the temple hearth, and the scouring of the

cooking vessels in which the new crops would be

placed. The public square was carefully swept, and

only men of the rank of warriors who had not broken

the law of the first-fruit offering, and that of marriage,

during the year, were allowed to enter. A strict fast

• J. R. Swantc*, B^LE. (Vih., 1911). pp. 115 f.
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was then observed for two nights and a day which
entailed purgings with emetics. This accomplished,

the high priest made new fire by friction, and placed

it on the altar, every spark of old fire having previously

been thrown away in the village, with all traces of the

old year’s food. A basket of new fruits was then

brought to the high priest, who took out a little of
each kind, rubbed it with bear’s oil, and offered it,

together with some flesh, “to the bountiful holy
spirit of fire, as first-fruit offering, and an annual

oblation for sin.” Next he consecrated the sacred

emetics (button-snake root and cassina) by pouring a

little of them into the fire. Then he addressed the

people, exhorting them to continue to observe their

customary rites, and announcing that the sins of the

previous year had been purged by the new fire, which
was subsequently set down outside the holy square to

be carried home joyfully to the purified hearths. The
new fruits were now ready to be eaten with the indis-

pensable bear’s oil. The festival was continued for

eight days during which the warriors were clad in

their martial array, danced round the sacred fire,

rubbed the new com on their hands, faces and breasts,

and, together with the rest of the community, observed
the strictest continence. Finally, the people smeared
themselves with white clay and bathed in running
water to remove the last traces of evil incurred during
the year. 1

The drastic preparations for the eating of the new
crops indicate the extreme sacredness with which they

' F. G. Speck. E/W. * T-fa (Ph>Ud-. ,»*). pp. 86 L ; C Mk-
C-ulcy. j/i ILB.-4.Ji pp. g. Jo, .he «U*d Seminole n.e».
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were regarded, every possible precaution having been

taken to prevent the neutralization of the infusion of

new life and vigour by contact with ordinary food.

How far this attitude may have arisen out of primitive

tabus imposed to prevent the gathering of the new
fruits too soon, it is difficult to say, but probably some

such practical motive played a part in the early develop-

ments of the observances. This is suggested by the

permission of the chief being required before the crops

might be eaten, and the extension of this custom in the

holding of a solemn meal by a few selected members of

the tribe, or totem group, to dcsacralize the food.'

But apart from the question of origins, the rites as

they were actually practised within recent memory had

acquired a magico-rcligious significance based on the

conception of the first-fruits being animated by some

mysterious vitality, sometimes, as among the Ainu and

the Thompson Indians,* regarded as a spiritual being.

Whether the indwelling entity is interpreted as a
"

cereal deity ” or “ com spirit," or merely as a vehicle

of an impersonal soul-substance, once the danger is

overcome by appropriate ritual, the very act of

dcsacralization may be employed as a renewal of life

and vigour at a time in the year when such a defence

is most needed. It would seem, then, that the first-

fruit ceremonial is essentially neither a sacrament or

communion with a deity, nor a propitiation of a power-

ful spirit, as Frazer suggests,' but mainly as a ritual

• Stow. JVrtw R-»< Afrum (Looi. 190,). p. 174 ; Kingsley. Wu!
African Smdui (Lood.. 1S99). p «iS. cf. p i ?« . Spcacex and GiUcn. .NVn*

Tflhl tf Central. Am-vol.

• j. Tat, frncp N. P*nfu ExfrJ^ 1900. P- 5*9 ! Bachelor.* hf.

• GMnBcn^r Spirit. UCca,-}. ii.pp.lt 0.
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device co enable them to be consumed without injury

to the recipients or to the vegetative process.

Now it was around this positive and negative im-

pulse towards life that the complex system of myth

and ritual developed which found expression in

agricultural communities at the dawn of civilization.

In the great death and resurrection drama impulsion

and expulsion both have their appropriate rites and

purposes—the riddance of evil (i.c. hunger and barren-

ness), and the promotion of good (food and fertility).

As Miss Harrison says, it is all summed up in the old

formula, “ Out with famine, in with health and

wealth.” 1 It is this situation which is reproduced in

mumming plays, and seasonal ceremonies, such as the

contest between the Old and New Year, or Winter and

Summer, or between twin brothers, as in the Norse

myth of Balder and Hothcr, or the Egyptian story of

Osiris and Set. Whatever form the hostile duality

has taken, the triumph of good has been depicted by

the defeat or expulsion of evil, personified as l lorus

and Set, Marduk and Tiamat, Yahweh and the Dragon.

In the Babylonian New Year festival the struggle

was symbolized by a race between Zu and Ninurta,

in which Zu was defeated and probably slain, while

elsewhere rites of this character were combined with
a ritual marriage, as, for example, when Winter and

Spring engaged in mortal combat for the possession

of a woman, in the course of which the former was
slain by the latter, who married the woman. Some-
times the play was more complicated, and Winter
killed Spring, but only to cause him to be resuscitated

' Ffilw** to do Sadr tfCtak R«if— (Omb. 19*1), p. 3.
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or live again in the person of a young boy who

promptly slew Winter. It is this motive that runs

through the legend of (Edipus, who slew his father

and married his mother, or of Perseus, who killed his

grandfather.

Tammu* and Isbtar

Behind this ritual stands the shadowy form of the

Great Mother which we have found dominating fertility

and vegetation cults, probably from Paleolithic times

onwards. As Prof. Langdon says, " throughout their

history, from the most ancient period to the very end

of their existence as a race, the unmarried goddess is a

dominating figure, the persistent and unchanging

influence in the vast and complex pantheon." 1 Never-

theless, the Great Mother was not the only deity con-

cerned with fertility and vegetation in the Sumerian

texts since in the cult of Ishtar and Tammuz, the son-

lover of the goddess, was virtually the embodiment of

the life principle, typified originally, apparently, by the

vivifying waters. Thus, as Langdon has pointed out,

“ since in Babylonia as in Egypt the fertility of the soil

depended upon irrigation, it is but natural to expect

that the youthful god who represents the birth and

death of nature, would represent the beneficent

waters which flooded the valleys of the Tigris and

Euphrates in the later winter, and which ebbed away

and nearly disappeared, in the canals and rivers in the

period of Summer drought." *

He figures in the king-lists as the antediluvian

• T (Orfocd. I,«4>. pp. « f.
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Dumuzi, “ the faithful son of the fresh waters which

come from the earth,”1 The general epithet dumu-y

is merely the Sumerian title to designate the dying

god or “ faithful child of the deep,” there being no

particular name for the divine life-giver. When the

Sumerians moved into the Euphrates valley, Tammuz
became a god of the fertilizing waters, btlgirsn, “ lord

of the flood.” Thus, as the personification of the

fertilizing waters which flooded the land in winter and

which died away in summer, he was regarded as the

source and controller of vegetation par txetlltntt, and,

therefore, the corn-spirit who dies and comes to life

again every year.1

In this capacity, as the embodiment of the life

principle, his influencewas operative in all reproductive

functions, and consequently during his annual descent

into the Land of No-Return, and the absence of Ishtar,

the Mother Goddess, in her search for her lover-son,

the reproductive processes were in abeyance. It was

consequently hardly surprising that in the days of

Israel’s exile in Babylonia women should be seen at

the appropriate season “weeping for Tammuz ”

(Ezek. viii. 14), since no offspring of man or beast

could be bom till the divine heroes returned.

It would seem, then, that from the period which

cannot be dated later than 3000 b.c., and may con-

ceivably be of even greater antiquity, there existed the

notion that all life depended on the reproductive

activities of a divine person who was himself suffi-

1 Cmti/orm Turf/. xDt. pL it. i. jo; tf. ExptnUry 7mi,
I9M-I6, p. 119.

* Un$don. *4 Mr&mm P4m, 1909), p. 160
; «, «*.

a 9- P- J 5> i Cf. tp. at

^

p. 1 1.
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cienily mortal in his nature to be liable to loss of
virility, and even capable of death. This widespread

and deeply laid belief is the theme running through

vegetation ritual in its classical form everywhere, but

in Babylonia the cult ofTammuz is differentiated from

its counterparts elsewhere inasmuch as the worship

centred in the declining energies of the hero rather

than in his resurrection. It was the dying son of the

virgin mother, whom "the shadows of the nether

world each year claimed as a divine sacrifice for man
and beast and vegetation.” • Therefore, the character-

istic features of this worship were the annual wail-

ings for Tammuz in midsummer and the wanderings

of the sorrowing mother in the barren fields and

desolate shcepfolds in search of her lost son and lover.

Possibly Tammuz was actually a prehistoric king of
Ercch,1 and while he was not the recipient of adoration

or sacrifice, like other Sumerian monarchs he claimed

divine procreation and birth. Shortly after jooo u.c.

Sumerian rulers appear to have been worshipped and

deified during their lifetime, and they may have been

put to death for the life of the cities over which they

presided. At any rate this is the interpretation given

by I^ngdon to the references in the later texts to the

departed shades of kings being identified with the

dying god, as “ a survival of an ancient idea so

adapted in practice, that the king escaped actual

sacrifice by some symbolic act," and incidentally at the

same time attained heaven at last.*

« W hiur. p. ,.

* Op. til., p. 40 ;
Langdon. Stmrrua Utmrpta/ Ttxti, Uni*, of Penn. Pub,

Bab. Section, x. 1. 1017. p. ic4 . n. 1.
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Adonis and Attis

Passing from Mesopotamia to Greece, the worship

of Adonis may very likely represent another form of

the Sumerian myth, the appellation “ Adonis ” being

merely the Greek adaptation of the Syriac form of

address, Adon, “Lord” It has been conjectured,

again, that Attis is another instance of the same pro-

cess, but however this may be, the two divinities were

identical in their relationship to the Great Mother,

and therefore to fertility and the decay and revival of

nature. In all these cults, from the crude female

figurines of the Paleolithic cultures, and the subse-

quent maize-mothers and first-fruit rituals, to the

classical myths, it was the Great Mother who played

the determining part in life-giving functions. But as

the male clement was given greater prominence, the

Mother Goddess tended to occupy a subordinate posi-

tion in her capacity as the wife instead of the son of

the culture hero. With the development ofGty States,

and the establishment of the divine kingship, the

partnership was dissolved, and as the god and goddess

pursued a separate course, the original relationship

became obscured, or entirely lost, so that in some cases

the divinities changed their sex as well as their attri-

butes.

Osiris and Isis

In Egypt while Osiris is clearly the counterpart of

Tammuz, he was represented as the brother-spouse of
Isis and not her son. Furthermore, the living king was

identified with Horus and Re, and not with the culture

hero, who was always a dead king. So numerous were

F 6)
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the transformations and modifications in the Egyptian

cult, in fact, that Sir E. Wallis Budge has been led to

assert that “ had a priest of Osiris who lived at Abydos
under the XVIIIth dynasty witnessed the celebration

of the great festival of Isis and Osiris in any large town
in the first century before Christ, it is tolerably certain

that he would have regarded it as a lengthy act of

worship of strange gods, in which there appeared here

and there, ceremonies and phrases which reminded

him of the ancient Abydos ritual.” * Nevertheless,

the fundamental features of the Plutarch myth arc true

to type, and throw a flood of light on the origins of
death and resurrection ritual.

Thus, Osiris is represented as the inundation, and

Isis the land irrigated by it,* while elsewhere she

appears as the throne.* In cither capacity she is

related to the Great Mother. Moreover, she is de-

scribed as the giver of life to the dead, “ wife of the

lord of the abyss,” " wife of the lord of the inunda-

tion,” and “ crcatrix of the Nile flood.” As the

power of the Nile she was called Sad and Sept, and, as

the producer of fertility by means of water she was
called Ankct. She was the female counterpart of the

primeval abyss from which all life sprang, and at an

early period she absorbed all the characteristics of the

other goddesses, very much as Re combined the

functions of the gods.

The cult of Isis, however, differed from that of her

husband in that it centred, at any rate in its later

aspects, in the mystery of birth, whereas that of Osiris

1 LtgnJt tf At Godi (load, 1912), p. Ixxxi.

* bit it Onrit, p.
' Ecnan, Zau.fm Appi. SfrrA, 1909, p. 92.
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was essentially a mystery of life issuing from death.

Primarily he was a culture hero who in the capacity of a

beneficent king had passed through the experience of

death and thereby unloosed the springs of life from the

grave. Thus he was regarded as the source of immor-

tality to the blessed dead, and in a secondary sense a

god of vegetation. In the Pyramid Texts, when the

dead king was identified with him, he was thought to

rise in the hereafter in union with the god. “ As he

(Osiris) lives, this king Unis lives
;

as he dies not, this

king Unis dies not ; as he perishes not, this king Unis

perishes not.” * The dead king receives the throne of

Osiris, and becomes, like him, king of the dead.

Similarly in the Osinan Mystery as described on a

sttla dated from Scnusrct 111 (Xllth Dynasty), it was

the death and passion of the god that was represented

in the sacred drama at Abydos.1

. Since the emphasis is laid on death as the gate of life

it was as the dead king that Osiris was depicted,

frequently with grain sprouting from his mummy,

suggesting the imperishable life of the god by means

of which he survived death. Furthermore, he was

identified with the fertilizing waters of the Nile, so

that in him was combined the life-giving power which

provided the food supply in this world, and enabled the

mortal body to put on immortality beyond the grave.

The connecting link between these two aspects of

the Osirian ritual seems to be the Nile. The fact that

his body was supposed to have been revivified at his

original embalmment by lustral water poured out by

Btciwrd. at., p. 146.

• H. Schaefer. Dm M„urmndn O* mAtydu (Lctfms. 1904)-
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Isis and Ncphthys, is an indication that the life-giving

potency of this dement played a determining pan in

the elaboration of the cult. It was upon the Nile that

Egypt depended for its very existence, and in a number
of passages in the Pyramid Texts the inundation is

directly attributed to Osiris. “ The lakes fill, the

canals are inundated by the purification that came

forth from Osiris,” while later Ramcscs IV says to the

god, “ Thou art indeed the Nile, great on the fields at

the beginning of the seasons
; gods and men live by

the moisture that is in them." 1

This is further illustrated by the libation ritual which
Dr. Blackman has shown rests on the belief that the

dead are revivified by means of ** the fluid which issued

from Osiris.” " The corpse of the deceased,” he says,

" is dr>’ and shrivelled. To revivify it the vital fluids

that have exuded from it must be restored, for not till

then will life return and the heart beat again. This, so

these texts 1 show us, was believed to be accomplished

by offering libations to the accompaniment of in-

cantations.” •

The first three of the libations in question (Pyramid

Text 22-aj ; 7j6-66; 868) are said to be " the actual

fluids that have issued from the corpse,” while the re-

maining four quoted (Pyr. 2007 ; 20} 1 ; 1 360. P. 608

;

Pyr. 788. P. 66) represent, " not the deceased’s own
exudation that are to revive his shrunken frame, but

those of a divine body, ' the god’s fluid ’ that came
from the corpse of Osiris himself, the juices that dis-

solved from his dccaying-flesh, which arc communi-
‘ Dteiticd. op. at., p. I«. * Lc. it* Pyramid Tern.
* A* M* Blackman, Zoki.far Appt. SftOa W Alarimiibmdt (Leipzig.

19IZ). p. 71.
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cated to the dead sacrament-wise under the form of

these libations.” 1 The water used in the rite was Nile

water, drawn according to the texts from the First

Cataract region where the river was supposed to come

pure from its source (Pyr. 8*4), because the Nile was

regarded as “ the fluid which issued from Osiris, or

the God’s fluid.” * The ritual is described as sacra-

mental because 44 under the form of these offerings

certain virtues and powers were supposed to be

mysteriously imbibed by the recipient." » In this way
the corpse was enabled to regain its moisture, and to

become revivified since, under the form of libations, it

was believed that either the actual fluids that had run

from it, or those of Osiris himself, were communi-

cated to it. Thus, the raagico-religious significance

of water in Ancient Egypt was analogous to that of

blood in primitive thought, since it was regarded as a

vital clement which exuded from the body at death,

and had to be restored before life could be resumed in

the hereafter.

From the identification of Osiris with the life-giving

waters of the Nile, and indeed of water generally,

since he was also connected with the
44
waters of the

earth and sky that he may become the sea and the ocean

itself,” 4
it was only a step to his equation with the life-

giving function as a whole. Therefore, inasmuch as

vegetation is largely the product of the action of water
on the soil, and in Egypt it is the Nile that constitutes

the determining feature in agriculture, it would seem
that the primary fact in the Osiris cult was irrigation,

• Op. t*. p. 71.
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and then the sowing and reaping of com. His

marriage with Isis, if she was a personification of the

female principle, symbolizes the union of the vitalizing

waters with the maternal aspect of the earth. Con-

sequently as the annual inundation of the Nile came to

be regulated by an elaborate system of irrigation dis-

tributing its life-giving waters over the fertile alluvium,

the beneficent Osiris was the imperishable principle of

life, who subsequently took over many other attributes

and functions. The cycle of nature represented “ the

ever-waning and reviving life of the earth, sometimes

with the fertile soil, or again discerned in vegetation

itself—that was Osiris.”*

Tbi Solar Tbiology
There is, however, another integral element in vege-

tation ritual which plays a prominent part in Egyptian

religion, and with which Osiris was also associated.

If Egypt was essentially the gift of the Nile, " the all-

enveloping glory and power of the Egyptian sun "

was an insistent fact which could hardly be overlooked

in a magico-religious interpretation of natural pheno-

mena, especially as the rest of the river year by year

was dependent in turn on the sun. Thus from the

fourth dynasty a solar line of kings reigned from

Heliopolis, and from this centre the temple worship

appears to have derived its inspiration. It was to

enhance the prestige of the Hcliopolitan hierarchy

that a number of local gods were identified with Re,

the most general title of the sun-god, who thus became

the father of the gods and men, and the patron and
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divine ruler of the kingdom, reigning on earth in the

person of his physical son, the king. Henceforth a

State fiction maintained that the reigning Pharaoh

was a form of manifestation of the sun-god who at

death was translated to the celestial realms of his

heavenly counterpart. 1

If the king was not accorded formal worship in

early times during his life, he alone is reproduced in the

reliefs on the walls of the temples he was supposed to

have built, in the act of making offerings to the gods as

the mediator between the human and divine order.

" The gods arc no longer the gods of the Egyptian

people, they arc the gods of Pharaoh their son,” * just

as the temples were regarded as his monuments. In

fact, Foucart would maintain that “ as far back as we
can go we find ourselves in the presence of a concep-

tion of monarchy based solely upon the assimilation

of the king to the gods.” •

The fundamental difficulty in the interpretation of
the Egyptian theory of the divine kingship lies in the

hopeless confusion of thought and expression con-

cerning the various symbolizations of Re.* But,

nevertheless, in all these syncretisms the sun-god

retained his essential character as the constant source of

life and sustenance whose creative powers were as

manifold as they were continuous. Moreover, the

king in his divine capacity was a potent agent in the

process, being “ the living epitome of all that is

* Sche. Zmr «//**. S«*»— «r i* m+r Yrtmk >*r (Lop**,
•»•*). Pt*. »

f-

* Elman. HaaAook J Fgyp^m Ritpom (LooA. !*>?). PP- »7. **•

E.R.E., *ii, p. 711.
* a. Inriod.. p. 4.
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divine in the Nile valley,” 1 and therefore heir to the

powers and qualities of the deities whose functions

were symbolized in the ritual and regalia of the royal

office. He could “ make sunshine ; he was master of

magic, the pupil of Thoth the great magician ; he was

master of thunder, the unrus spitting fire and his

voice being the thunder, he brandishes his sceptre

like the thunder-bolt. As king of the harvest, he turns

over the earth, and presides over the sowing. Sickle

in hand, he cuts the grain.”* Thus, as Dr. Blackman has

pointed out, the official worship as represented in the

temple reliefs centred in obtaining the favour of the

divinities for the Pharaoh who received the promise of

health, stability, good fortune, abundance and immor-

tality in return for the life-giving offerings he pre-

sented to the gods.* His duties, in fact, were as

numerous and vital as his personality was complex,

and prominent among them was the control of the

processes of Nature by virtue of his unique relationship

with the sun as the son of Re, and, after the Osiriani-

zation of the royal solar ritual, with vegetation and the

Nile as the living manifestation of Osiris.

It is out of this cycle of ideas we would suggest

that the sacrificial ritual has emerged as a means of

controlling the processes of vegetation. Any object

especially charged with vitality, such as female

figurines, new fruits, or water, may fulfil the same

function as that exercised by blood in hunting magic

and its subsequent developments. When this system

of offerings is brought into relation with the death
1 Fouort, £JtJL, ra, p. 71).
• Motel. Am*. it Mm* Caw/. Btblio. 6c Vulg„ )». 191*. pp. no If.

E.R.E, *il, p. 7*0.
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and resurrection drama, it assumes a mystery signifi-

cance as part of the culture pattern centring in the

divine kingship and its relations to the natural order,

out of which the institution of sacrifice emerged, with

its many strands in an ancient past.

Thus, it was around the practice ofslaying the divine

king that the Tammuz rites appear to have developed,'

and it has been suggested that Osiris perished in the

Nile flood.* While there is no definite evidence that

the Egyptian Pharaoh was actually killed as a regular

institution, Dr. Scligman has left no room for doubt

concerning the existence of this custom among the

Shilluk of the White Nile.* Moreover, we know that

ancient Egyptian influence has spread to the upper

reaches of the Nile. 1 It is, therefore, significant that the

confirmation of Frazer’s brilliant guess should come

from this area.

Killing tbt King

As the divine reincarnation and representative of

the culture hero, Nyakang, the Shilluk king is con-

sidered to be ultimately responsible for the well-being

of his country and its people. Therefore, he “ must

not be allowed to become ill or senile, lest with his

diminishing vigour the cattle should sicken and fail to

bear their increase, the crops would rot in the fields,

and man, stricken with disease, would die in increasing

numbers.”* Something analogous to the rule of

Tm—* bttir, p. x6.

• Mumy, Atppt r. t9«», pp. t,t a.

• OH Jtb ,U Or—r A^7 1WU (Khuumm. 1911).

pp. 116 a.
• J.R.A.I.. I9IJ. p. 6S4. • Op. riu p. lit.
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succession to the priesthood of Diana at Ncmi would

seem to have prevailed at one time, since any member
of the Royal family could attempt to kill the king,

and, if successful, to reign in his stead. The tragedy,

however, could only take place at night when the

sovereign had dismissed his body-guard, and was alone

with his wives in his enclosure. Under these circum-

stances, the sleep of crowned heads must often have
“ fled from them,” and it is alleged that the night was

passed in constant watchfulness, " the king prowling

fully armed, peering into the shadows, or standing

silent and watchful in some dark comer. Then, when
at last his rival appeared, the fight would take place in

grim silence, broken only by the clash of spear and

shield, for it was said to be a point of honour for the

rtt (king) not to call the herdsmen to his assistance.”

'

Although there is no contemporary evidence for any-

thing of this sort, yet Dr. Scligman thinks that a

survival of the custom may perhaps be detected in the

common belief that the king keeps awake at night and

sleeps only in the day—a report which seemed to be

confirmed by the sleepy condition of the king when-
ever he saw him. 1

In recent times the leading part in the act was per-

formed by certain families called ororo, said to be des-

cendants of the third rulcrof the dynasty, but there is no
reliable information regarding the method adopted.

The old custom, in the opinion of Seligman, was to

take the rtt and wall him up in a hut till he died of

starvation and suffocation
; a practice said to have

been given up five generations ago at the dying request

'Op.at., p.m. 1 Of. M.
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of the last victim, whose protracted sufferings led

him to endeavour to spare his successors his agonies.

When decomposition was judged to be complete, the

bones were removed, and buried with the skin of
sacrificed oxen. A shrine was then erected over the

grave, and enclosed by a fence in resemblance to the

shrine of Nyakang. Groups of two or more huts of
this description within a sacred area dedicated to the

dead king occur in many villages. At them the harvest

ceremony is performed, sacrifices arc offered, and,

after his installation, each new ruler is expected to send

presents to the shrines.

The interregnum of some months which followed

the death of the king was brought to an end by an
effigy of Nyakang being carried to Fashoda from a

shrine at Akurwa, near the northern border of the

Shilluk country. This was placed on a four-legged

stool, thought to have belonged to the culture hero,

and immediately the effigy was removed the new king
was seated thereon, a ceremony clearly indicating the

transmission of the spirit of Nyakang to his earthly

representative. This is a remarkable confirmation of
Frazer's theory of the divine king since it reveals what
wa* lacking in the ceremony at Ncmi ; viz. the trans-

ference of the divine, or semi-divine, spirit to the new
ruler.

As the controller of vegetation, the king was respon-
sible for the great rain ceremony at Fashoda, and in the

neighbouring Dinka tribes the rain-makers were also
in the nature of divine kings. Thus, they were not
allowed to die a natural death lest famine, disease and
sterility resulted. When an aged rain-maker realized
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his end was approaching, and that he was growing old

and infirm, he acquainted his children with the fact,

who thereupon prepared a grave in which their father

allowed himself to be placed. There he would remain

for some twenty-four hours, reciting accounts of his

deeds, and giving advice to his tribesmen. Then,

when he had no more to say, he would tell his people

to cover him with the soil, and soon all was over.

Having passed out of the world in this orthodox

manner, his spirit was transmitted to his successor, but

if he were not killed ceremonially, his son could not

succeed him, and the tribe would be without a rain-

maker. Although not so serious as death from illness

or old age, the accidental demise of a rain-maker

brought sickness on the tribe.'

As Sir James Frazer has shown, in support of his

brilliant conjecture, the practice is very widespread of

the king reigning till he came to a violent end by his

own hand, or at the hands of the community, or when

a stronger than he arose and slew him. 1 Moreover,

doubtless many of the legends in which aspirants to the

throne fight and wrestle with one another for the

kingship, or engage in tests of endurance and skill,*

arc reminiscences of the ritual killing of the sovereign

when he showed signs of advancing age in order that

his powers might be passed on unimpaired to his

successor.

The custom, however, had its disadvantages, and as

voluntary self-immolation lost its romance at court,

• Seligrmn, E.R.E.. ir. p. 71*.

• GjB.. Pt. iii (Djng God), pp 14 «-

• ftndu. ///*•». »<•). 70 1; PI*.. rW. 169 B; ApoUod.. *. ». 11;

Hrg . F-*

.
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ways and means were devised by which effectual sub-

stitutes u-crc provided for ageing divine kings to save

them from the painful necessity of coming to an un-

timely end. Instead of the actual monarch sacrificing

himself in the guise of the human god as a patriotic duty

to secure the continued prosperity of the land and the

vegetative processes, his son, or some member of his

family, paid the supreme penalty on his behalf. 1 A
further modification of the rule is to be found probably

in the custom of a king reigning for a specified length

of time, and then either forfeiting his throne in favour

of another, or renewing his reign by some ceremonial

act such as a ritual marriage with the queen.1

There was, however, another way of approaching

the problem. It being firmly established that to

sacrifice life means to promote life, the throne, or the

creative power behind it, could be maintained as the

centre of vitality, by a continual outpouring of blood.

Therefore, instead of the gods being compelled vir-

tually to immolate themselves in the persons of their

earthly reincarnations, in order that they might be

enabled to continue their beneficent vegetative func-

tions towards mankind, sacrificial victims came to

figure more and more prominendy in the ritual cycle

of ploughing, seedtime, and harvest, upon which the

agricultural community depends for its subsistence.

Thus in place of the one all-embracing divine sacrifice,

arose the practice of offering human hearts to augment
the powers of the gods, in particular the sun, and so
to ensure the maintenance of the agricultural year.

1 G.B.. op. rtf., pp. 160c
• Homer, Oiytsty. m, 17* f.; cf. C3., f rtf., pp. 70 ft
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CHAPTER UI

HUMAN SACRIFICE

In developing a ritual cycle based on the agricultural

year, the higher civilization of Central America intro-

duced a calcndrical system which was a ceremonial

order providing the religious programme for each day

in the year rather than a dating device. This “ com-
plete cycle of never-ending services ” was a reflection

of the cosmic order, so that by a perpetual round of

human sacrifices the gods were kept alive, and as a

result, the powers of Nature were enabled to fulfil their

functions. 1

Mtxican Civilisation

The origins of Mexican civilization are wrapped in

mystery, but if it be assumed that the Maya culture was

indigenous to the New World, a period of very con-

siderable duration would seem to be required, cor-

responding to that of predynastic Egypt, for the

development of the complex calendar and hieroglyphic

systems to the point of graphic record. But of the

existence of this we have no evidence. When it is

first encountered, as Joyce says, it seems to spring
" full-blown from the earth,” • Mercer’s investiga-

tions of the hill caves of Yucatan brought to light large

quantities of good pottery but no remains of Pleisto-

* C. Winter. Tie Americtm lahm (New York. 19*1). p. 191.

• Mexiim Ar^Uty (Load.. ,9,4). p. ,6*.
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cenc fauna,* while Mr. E. H. Thompson, who had
previously explored the cave of Loltun in 1888-9,

was convinced that “ no people or race of so-called

Cave People ever existed in Yucatan.” * The discovery

of human teeth in one of these caves filed in ihe same

manner as those of a skull found beneath one of the

ruined buildings at Labna, and elsewhere in the Maya
region,* supports Thompson's conclusion that the

caves were occupied by “ the same race and people

who built the great stone structures now in ruins.” 4

Apart from the vexed question of origins, the civili-

zation we know was fairly established by the second

century of our era, the earliest phase apparently going

back to a much more remote past- At the close

of the early period (i.e. about a.d. 300) the Maya seem

to have penetrated into the Mexican valley by way of

Oaxaca, and there to have come into contact with the

primitive inhabitants of the Zapotcc country, and

subsequently with the Nahua-spcaking Toltcc inva-

ders, who had made their way into the valley from the

north. In this case it was from a combination of

these northern Nahua-hunting tribes, and the southern

Maya immigrants, that the Toltcc civilization arose in

the Mexican valley. After reaching its height about

the middle of the eleventh century a.d., it fell before

the successive incursions of tribes of kindred stock

—

the Chichimcc hordes. Other invading groups fol-

lowed, and, finally, about the fourteenth century, the

Aztec (the last of the invading Nahua tribes, who, on
1 H. C Mercer, Tit WLCmu tft'«W (New York. lyoj), pp. *«, ijo,

ifa.

• Mm*, P^Jy SU," A~r. W Hd-/.. iii. >»97. p. ...

Joyce, rp.flr. • E. R Tbwnpwn.
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their arrival early in the thirteenth century were still a

hunting people) rose to power, and extended their

influence, and the culture they had imbibed, through

Chiapas to Guatemala.

It was in the Aztec phase of the development that

human sacrifice became the determining factor in the

culture, and made the waging of extensive ware

essential to provide the annual supply of victims

required to enable the sun to continue his daily course

across the sky, and ensure the fertility of the crops.

While the early Maya worshipped a sun-god, there are

no indications that he was associated with war or

human sacrifice. In March they held a fire-ceremony

in which they collected every species of animal

available, and tore out their hearts, casting them

into the flames. But the practice docs not appear to

have extended to human victims. Similarly during

the May rites the heart of a dog was extracted in order

that the land might be fertile, and the new crops

abundant, but again without recourse to human

sacrifice. Moreover, in the Mayan priesthood, the

office of sacrifices was of little importance, whereas

among the Mexicans it was the highest order, reserved

for the king himself on certain occasions, such as the

consecration of a new temple.

According to the Popol Vab, the sun was not

created, and mankind was without ritual, when the

Quiche ancestors set out from Tulan, where each tribe

had received its god under whose leadership it began

its migration. The need of fire, however, after the

general separation, led the other tribes to beg it from

the Quiche thunder-god, Tohil, who was able to supply
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his votaries with it by simply striking it from his

sandal. But the Quiche demanded in return that the

recipients should consent to be united with their god
“ beneath the girdles and beneath their armpits.” 1 In

other words, they were requested darkly to give their

hearts in sacrifice, and with the exception of the

Kakchiquel, they all fell into the trap. Henceforth

human sacrifice was practised secretly, till at length it

became generally recognized that the sun and the

powers of Nature needed continual regeneration which

could only be secured by the offering of human victims

in the prime of their vigour, whose reward in this life

was a temporary enjoyment of living in the divine

state, and hereafter a place with the warriors in the

solar paradise.

Qmt^akoatl and Hunan Satrifui

The break-up of the Toltcc Umpire seems to be

directly connected with the institution of the rite, and

it is possible that in the myths we have a reminiscence

of the overthrow of Tulan, or Tollan, the capital, the

murder of its last king, and the spread of Toltcc

influence into Yucatan. Human sacrifice necessitating

aggressive wars doubtless played an important pan in

this scries of events. The fact that the culture hero,

Quctzalcoatl, the “ father of the Toltecs,” is repre-

sented as opposing the practice, suggests that it was
introduced into Mexico by the pre-Aztec nomads,
and this doubtless explains their successors (the

Aztecs) regarding him as a foreign god, of alien

character. Thus it was in the older towns, such as

• Bfun, dt Brurtcarg, U Ptpu! V* (Pmm, ilti), pp. »lj fl.

G Si
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Cholula, that his worship flourished, while in the

capital, Mexico, he had but a limited following. Hu-

man sacrifice, moreover, was not an integral part of

his ritual, and his priests were a separate caste
;

the

high priest of Quetzalcoatl, although next in rank to

the Mixcoatl Tcohuatzin (the Mexican Lord of

Divine Matters, or head of the Aztec priesthood),

having authority only over his own caste.

Quetzalcoatl may have been originally a divine king

who instructed the Toltecs in the arts and sciences, and

discovered the maize-plant. Later he was transformed

into a Creator-god, and represented as the wind

bringing the fertilizing rains to Mexico, and as the

plumcd-serpent, an emblem of fruitfulness. His name

was derived from the early Maya Creator, Kukulcan,

or Cucumatz, of the Quiche legends, " the feathered-

snake that goes in the waters," the ripple bom of wind

and water, representing breath and life. In his snake

and water aspects he was connected with the rain-gods,

while the bird-like feathers associated him with the

sky. 1 In all these forms he was connected with fer-

tility, being the agent by which the earth brought forth

in abundance.

As a divine king he sought ways and means of re-

newing his youth when his powers diminished through

old age. To this end he travelled eastwards in search

of the elixir of life, but his departure had serious con-

sequences both on the vegetation and the bird-life.

His aversion to shedding blood seems to have been the

cause of his vacating the throne, brought about,

according to the myth, by Tezcatlipoca descending

' Joyce, op. a!., p. II, ; Seler, it* Bo£. B 4̂.E. (.904). p. 40.
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from the sky in the form of a spider ;
and, disguising

himself as a physician, giving the king a magical

draught of pulque, which led him to lose his chastity.

As a result, the priestly line was carried on without

recourse to human sacrifice, and Quetzalcoatl betook

himself to " Tlapallan ” (i.e. Tabasco) in the hope of

returning as king of a rejuvenated land. Instead, how-

ever, he elected to ascend to the sky on a funeral pyre,

where he became cither the planet Venus, or the Morn-

ing Star.1 In his cult his representative was re-

quired to become intoxicated at certain festivals and

while in this condition to have intercourse with a

virgin,* so that by this literal reproduction of the

incident recorded in the myth, the royal priestly line

was carried on independent of human sacrifice.

Taking the evidence collectively, it seems that

human sacrifice was introduced into Central America

by the nomadic Nahua peoples after they had adopted

a settled life, and borrowed from the indigenous

Maya population their agricultural cults. At first

the prosperity of the land rested, apparently, on the

virility of the king. After the overthrow of the

Toltec Empire, however, the Nahua invaders were

less inclined to absorb the local Maya worship, pre-

ferring to adapt it to their original system. Thus in

course of time the Aztec warrior-god Uitzilopochtli

was transformed into a solar divinity demanding a state

of constant warfare to furnish him with human hearts.

It is this far-reaching change in the social and religious

organization that is reflected probably in the legendary

* p- ««•

• Sibpio. *UNmm Bjpmt,
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account of the fall of the Toltec Federation, after

Quctzalcoatl had been driven out of Tulan by his

brother Tczcatlipoca, in which human sacrifice figures

as an important factor.

In course of time sanguinary rites became associated

with the worship of Quctzalcoad when he was given

a “ place in the sun,” and in Oaxaca the Zapotccs

believed that it was he who first taught men to offer

their own blood. 1 But, nevertheless, among the

Aztecs he never lost his original character as an alien

culture hero averse to the practice of human sacrifice,

and his cult was always subordinate to that of the

warrior-god. On the other hand, human sacrifice

was prominent in the ritual of the mother goddesses,

who were essentially associated with the sedentary

agriculturists rather than with the pastoral Aztec.*

Thus Centcod, the goddess of maize and the earth,

who in reality was the earth-mother, Teteoinnan, was

the recipient of a female victim during the harvest

festival, whose skin was taken to the temple of Ccnteotl

the son, and wom there in the succeeding ritual by the

officiating priest as the living image of the goddess.

It was, in fact, in conjunction with the culture of the

soil, and the various phases of agricultural life, that

elaborate ceremonial was performed on each of the

eighteen sections of twenty days into which the ancient

Mexican year was divided. In February children were

sacrificed to the rain-gods to enable them to send the

rain required for the crops of the new year.* Just

• Sohagun, op. a/., chap*, jl. 6*. 70 ; Scla. ,Ui BrnO. pp. 176 «.

• JojfCf. HI., p. 56.

• B. de Sahara*. Hut*rt rj, i., ebua M U Komtik IL-pagm (Pan*.

I Mo), pp. nf.
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before the actual sowing, in the second twentieth,

Totcc, a form of the moon-god, required offerings to

fertilize the earth in order that she might receive the

germ and bring forth the crops. A virile and gallant

prisoner of war was therefore selected, after which he

was bound with extended arms and legs to a wooden

frame, where he was shot with arrows, so that the

blood might drop on the earth and fertilize it.'

In Mexico city, however, when the victim was

exhausted, he was sacrificed in the normal manner by

cutting open the breast and extracting the heart.

Other prisoners were similarly treated, and their skins

removed to be worn by men personating the god, to

show that the earth-god had put on a new cloak.

The feast concluded with a ceremonial dance in which

priests disguised themselves as maize-cars, maize-

stalks and similar crops, thereby indicating that the

purpose of the rites was the promotion of the fertility

of the cereals. The gladiatorial combat was symbolical

of war, and doubtless had some connexion with the

myths respecting the provision of blood and hearts of

captives to feed the sun and the eanh.

The ordinary form of sacrifice consisted in stripping

the victim of his ornaments, stretching him over the

convex sacrificial stones, and while five priests held his

arms, legs and head, the high priest, or sacrificcr, cut

open his breast with a flint or obsidian knife, and tore

out the heart. This was held up to the sun to provide

it with nourishment, before it was cast into a basin of

copal placed in a position to enable the blood and

* Sahigun, ,p. «f, pp. ,lf.; «f. Joyce. Mmcm Arcbmdtty (Load., 1914).

PP. St f.. 40 t. Fig. t A.
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incense to ascend to the gods. The body was hurled

down the steps of the temple to the court where it was

seized by the priests, or by the warrior who captured

the victim. Sometimes a solemn feast was then held

on the flesh, the skin having first been removed to be

worn ceremonially by men who seem to have acquired

thereby the fertilizing and health-giving qualities of

the victim.1 Some of the blood was carried to certain

temples and smeared on the hips of the images of the

gods.

In the third twentieth, Tocoztli (“ awakening "),

the month of the first-fruits, signified by the figure of

a maize-goddess, children were sacrificed, and the

first flowers were offered in the temple of Xipe, “ the

Flayed God," the patron of sowing, characterized in

the MSS. by red and white paint. The men who had

worn the skins of the victims slain in the previous

festival as the living image of the god (Xipe), now
discarded their gruesome and fetid garments, and

solemnly buried them. The fourth month began on
April jrd with ceremonies and decorations appro-

priate to the condition of the maize, young girls being

offered to the presiding deities, Centeotl and Chicomc
Coatl.*

Then came the great feast, Toxcatl, when the sun
was at its zenith on April zjrd, symbolized by the

figures of Tezcatlipoca, the Aztec Jupiter. This was
the chief festival of the year, and it was on this occa-

sion that the well-known sacrifice of the human god
• FfMcr think* th*t the ikin wa a teprcaentation ofthe remnrctioo of the

deity ; ef. GJL, pt. it. “ The Sopegoof ” (Load., 1914). pp. zgg, ,96.
joj ff.

• SUuguo. *. «/.. pp. IS t, 94 £.
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occurred. The event has been so often described

that it is unnecessary to recapitulate the details.

Briefly stated, it consisted in taking the most attractive

prisoner of war, and disguising him as the divinity.

For a year he lived in the temple, waited on by nobles,

served as a prince, and treated as a god when he

appeared in the streets. Twenty days before his

death he consorted with four brides known as the

goddess of Flowers, the goddess of the Young Maize,

the goddess of “ Our Mother among the Water,” and

the goddess of Salt. At length the destined day

arrived, and the victim, still young and full of vigour,

was led forth across the lake to a spot where a little

hill arose from the edge of the water. I lerc he bade

farewell to his wives, and repaired to a lonely pyramidal

temple where he was seized by the priests awaiting his

arrival, and made the great sacritkc in the usual

manner. 1 This having been accomplished, his suc-

cessor immediately was invested with the office for the

next year, so that the substitute, like the divine king,

never dies. “ Lt Roi tit mort, Vht It Rat”

The sixth twentieth was the rainy season, and there-

fore symbolized by the figure of Tlaloc. It was the

occasion of a severe fast of the priests who gathered

aquatic plants for the manufacture of mats on which
small balls of a flour-paste made with maize in grain

and beans, called were placed to be offered and

solemnly eaten. After a ceremonial bath in a lake,

during which the motions and cries of aquatic birds

were imitated, human victims were offered to the

• Sdugun, op. tit., pp. fci ft. 96 ft ; Srlcf. AitmxiknauU St*t,f (Berlin,
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Rain-gods, adorned with appropriate emblems. Then

came the celebrations in honour of the sprouting maize

in the seventh and eighth months (June a and 22),

characterized in the first instance by the sacrifice of a

woman as the representative of Uixtociuatl, the goddess

of Salt, the sister of the Rain-gods. For ten days

dances were held by women and girls holding garlands

of flowers which on the last night continued till the

fatal day (June 2nd) dawned when the victim and a

number of slaves were sacrificed on the pyramid of the

temple of Tlaloc. 1

On June 22nd, when the maize was nearly ripe, a

woman dressed as the goddess of the young maize,

Xiloncn, was sacrificed after the customary dances in

which torches were carried, and complete decorum

between the sexes was strictly enforced. The victim

was arrayed in the robes and regalia of the goddess,

the upper part of her face having been painted red,

and the lower part yellow, in resemblance of the colour-

ing of the ripe maize, while her legs and arms were

covered with red feathers. In her left hand she carried

a shield, and in her right a crimson baton. During

the night she danced before the temple of Xiloncn,

and the next day she was led to the temple of Centeotl,

the goddess of the maize, where she was seized by a

priest, who carried her on his back while the sacrificer

decapitated her, and tore out her heart. Then, but

not till then, the green ears of maize might be eaten.*

The ninth twentieth (July 1 zth), symbolized by the

Sahjjfun. Cf. at., pp. S*. II) 8. ; B*auot<. Kim R~u lb, Pmfe,
C<nt <S«n Fnoclaco. ill*), ii. PP- j*j 8.

• Sah*«un. op. at.. pp. Sj. ill tf. ; Bancroft, of. at., pp. 8. ; P.yae,

op. til., i. pp. 411 f.
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figure of Uitzilopochtli, or of a mummy, was happily

free from human sacrifices, a more congenial flower

feast sufficing at this stage in the growth of vegetation.

The next month, Xocouctzi (Aug. ist), however,

witnessed the most horrible episode in the sacrificial

ritual of the Aztec year. It was then that living

victims were cast into a huge brazier and dragged by

hooks to the place of sacrifice, where their hearts were

torn out in the usual manner, as offering to Xiuhte-

cutli, the fire-deity, while prisoners were thrown into

a fire to renew his energy. Similarly, young men full

of vigour vied with one another in climbing to the top

of a pole on which was the figure of a mummy, bird or

butterfly symbolizing the god of Otomi, the “ soul of

the dead warrior.” *

After this feast of the dead, the harvest festival and

great expiation ceremony occurred in the eleventh

month of the Mexican year (August zist), during which

a woman representing Tctcoinnan, the " mother of

the gods,” was decapitated at midnight and flayed, the

skin being wom by a young man as the living image of

the goddess. One of the woman's thighs, however,

was flayed separately, and the skin carried to another

temple as a mask for the priest of Ccntcotl, the maize-

goddess and daughter of the mother of the gods. The
man personating the Mother Goddess was finally

decorated in her apparel on the highest point of her

temple, where at break of day he sacrificed four

captives, while the priests completed the slaughter of

all who remained. The purpose of this rite was the

impregnation of the goddess by Uitzilopochtli, the

• SohNpm. pp. 66 1. itit
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ceremonies concluding with dances where Teteoinnan

was replaced by the maize-goddess. Finally, the skin

worn by the priest of Centcod was deposited on a

hostile frontier, and the goddess, in the person of the

priest wearing the skin of the victim, was driven out
of the town. 1

The twelfth twentieth (September toth), called

Tcotleco, was the feast of all the gods held in honour
of the return to their land after a temporary absence

during the rainy season. The deities were provided

with universal rejoicings, and the proceedings con-

cluded with a fire ceremony in which many slaves were
thrown alive into the flames.1 The harvest rites were
continued in the next festival on September joth,

when victims, identified with the fertility gods, were
sacrificed to Tlaloc, and offerings brought to the

rain-gods (i.e. the gods of the mountains). In the

fourteenth month (October zoth), a great feast called

Quccholli, associated with Mixcoatl, the god of hunt-

ing, was observed, which necessitated the sacrifice

of the representative of this deity, to Tczcatlipoca,

together with a number of slaves, who were bound
hand and foot like captive deer.*

The birth of Uitzilopochtli and his victory over his

brethren, were re-enactcd on November 9th, the slaves

to be offered at the conclusion of the rites engaging in

ceremonial combat. Then came the sixteenth festival

on November 29th with more sacrifices to Tlaloc, fol-

lowed in the next month (December 19th) by the offer-

ing of a woman at sundown in the temple of Uitzilopo-

• Op. at.. pp. i«, U i)) ; Brae*. *?. at.. Hi. pp. 5,5-9.
• Sabaguo, pp. 69, 159 f. • Op. at, pp. fc
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chtli personating the goddess Uamatccutli. Her head

was cut off and given to a priest wearing the costume
and mask of the deity, who then led a dance round the

platform, followed by priests similarly attired.'

The year terminated on January 8th with a feast

called Izcalli, dedicated to Xiuhtccudi, the god of fire,

who was honoured by offerings of animals captured

by children and young men who passed them on to

the priests to cast into a sacrificial fire. Human
victims, consisting of men with their wives, were
provided every fourth year when the festival assumed

more elaborate proportions. These were dressed in

the attire of the fire-god and thrown into the flames,

but only to be raked out again to have their sufferings

brought to an end by the removal of their hearts. 1 It

would seem that the purpose of this inhuman procedure
was to ensure the deity deriving the full benefit of the

vital energy of his victims lest he should grow old and

die. Therefore the victims were first dedicated to

him in the flames before he renewed his energy from
their palpitating hearts. 1

The ritual of the Aztec solar calendar, as it has been

recorded by Sahagun, has been set forth in some
detail (wearisome as may be the description of rites

having a consistent similarity on each occasion)

inasmuch as it illustrates the cardinal belief of the

Mexicans concerning the renewal by means of human
sacrifice of the life-principle upon which vegetation

depended. Since it was supposed that no less than
• O* hi.. pp. 7 , ,4| «. ; Bancroft, u. pp. }J7 fl.

* Sah“*un - hi.. pp. 1&4 f. ; B^ooft. ii. pp. }rp €.
; J. 6c Tocquemada,

"*•*'*“• (Madrid. l7l»). fab. s. op. ,o
; ii, pp. i| 5 ft.

GJ1.. p«. «. - The Scapesoar,’* p. ,01.
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four previous suns had been destroyed at the end of

succeeding world-epochs, causing incidentally uni-

versal destruction, the present luminary was hardly in a

very secure position. Therefore the greatest possible

care had to be taken to prevent a recurrence of the

catastrophe, and be the cost what it may, he must be

sustained by seasonal sacrifices. » This entailed con-

stant wars to keep up the supply of victims, and so the

sun was the god of warriors, just as he was the lord of

the vegetation deities who controlled the forces of

Nature. Without the requisite number of captives

the sacrifices would fail, and then natural processes

would cease. Therefore the vegetation motive pre-

dominated in the calcndrical rites which were ulti-

mately solar in origin, and military in practice.

The association of the mother goddesses with these

agricultural sacrifices doubtless explains the warlike

qualities sometimes displayed elsewhere by the various

manifestations of the Great Mother, as, for example,

in the case of the Babylonian Innini who was identified

with Antu, the goddess of war. 1 In Central America

it was only when the pastoral Aztec civilization devel-

oped that the indigenous vegetation cults took over

this military character, as the principle of fertility was

made to depend on the extraction of human hearts.

Once it was established that the Sun—Ipalncmo-

huani, “ He by whom men live ”—could only be sus-

tained in this way, human sacrifice assumed these

alarming proportions, and since wars were carried on
for the express purpose of obtaining victims to provide

nourishment for Uitzilopochtli, this warrior-god was

• Lwgdon. r*w—t sxJ hitjr (Oxford. 1914). pp. 7. 4 ,. 9 ,.
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appropriately made to exclaim, “ through me has the

sun risen.” 1 Notwithstanding the fact that the entire

pantheon, male and female, tended to become incor-

porated in the calcndrical ritual, and assume various

riles in the rites, it was a solar theory that dominated

the ceremonial as a whole. Thus the sun was

regarded as the Hotl, the god par excellent, and if

hearts were plucked out for the benefit of other deities,

they were usually offered to him as well, inasmuch

as he represented the ultimate source of life. There-

fore, behind all the ghastly sequence of the solar

calendar there lay the fundamental belief that the sun

must be given nourishment if he was to continue his

beneficent functions in supplying the kindly fruits of

the earth through the good offices of the various

departmental deities, and not least the mother of fer-

tility. But since the long no longer sacrificed him-

self it became necessary to seek substitutes, and lest the

nation should be deprived of her own sons, aggressive

wars were continually waged to keep the altars ade-

quately supplied from without.

The barbarous custom may be said to have reached

its zenith in the Aztec civilization. Thus in the sur-

rounding agricultural communities to the north, while

there arc traces of human sacrifice among the Skidi

Pawnee,* the Natchez of Louisiana,* the Iroquois,* and

sporadically in the Pueblo region, it is in the nature of
a declining practice. Thus, for example, among the

* V. <*.. pp. 4TT-S*.
* Wi*k,. 19/i •< AtmriumU, (W«*h, 1917). p. »6j.
Du Prat*. Hirnm if U Lamia* (P»m. 17}*;, p. 314 ;

cf. Summon.
4W Bm0. B-AJL (Wuh.. 1911). pp. 13! B.

‘ J'imt RfUhmt' xui, pp. 37-79.
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Huron the most characteristic sacrifice was that of the

white dog at the New Year rites, but prisoners of war

on occasions were also tortured to death apparently in

honour of the war-god who seems to have been

another form of the sun-god.' The ceremonies ob-

served in connexion with the victim both before and

after his death are almost identical with those of the

Aztec at the feast of Toxcatl, and doubtless represent

a nonhem survival of the same rite.

In the southern continent, again, the ritual recurs

in a modified form under the Inca rule in Peru. Thus,

sacrifices were offered to maintain the human
representative of the sun-god in vigour. Whether the

victims were actually human beings has been disputed,

but while the Incas undoubtedly suppressed to a very

considerable extent the human element in the rites,

it is ccnain that before their rule, the practice was

common among some of the tribes in the district.

Our chief chroniclers—the Abb* de Molina, Fr. Coboa,

Fr. Gavilan, and Cicza—bear witness to the continu-

ance of the custom in the Inca culture, it being recorded

that on the death of a ruler a considerable number of

his attendants and wives accompanied him to the

tomb. So great, in fact, was their ardour that many
of those who clamoured to be buried alive with their

sovereign had to be restrained.* Similarly, it is alleged

that on the accession of a successor to the throne,

women and children were collected from different

villages to be strangled at the shrine, having first been

treated as divinities on the way to the place of offer-

* l* Jew. Jtimi RiUUmi, «ui. pp. *7-7* ; **ii. p. 7J IM. P- 6j.

• J. Rankin, Tit Cempmu tf Pi—WAl/x*. (Lood., il*7 ), pp. ,,g f.
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ing.‘ The purpose of the sacrifices, we are told, was

to give the Inca “ good health, and preserve his king-

dom and dominion in peace, and that he might reach

a great age, and pass his time without illness.” * Some-

times instead of being strangled the hearts were tom
out, and the blood sprinkled on the face of the image
of the deity of the shrine (usually that of the Sun,

Thunder or Moon god). The bodies were then buried

together with appropriate offerings.* This doubtless

explains the significance of the cemetery full of sump-
tuously dressed women in the precincts of the Sun-

temple at Pachacamac, where all the circumstances of
the interments point to the remains being those of
victims sacrificed to the sun.*

Taking the evidence collectively, it would seem
that however much human sacrifice may have been

mitigated in the Inca limpirc, the welfare of the ruler

and of the community was believed to be dependent

in some measure on sanguinary rites having for their

purpose the renewal of the supernatural energy of the

representative of the sun and the natural processes he
controlled. Moreover, not only were such sacrifices

required at the death and accession of the Inca, but

also in order to maintain the sun and the other gods in

health and strength. Thus children were offered to

certain sacred stones “ that the sun might not lose its

power," * and when the grains were removed from the

maize-cobs similar sacrifices were made to the maizc-

' De Molina. fUsnt. i. Uf/stmU,7 RUu it In Ugai (Lima. ,,,6). p. «9 .

°A ™ . P- 9°.

* Jojkc. Somt/t A—ruai Antaobf, (Load, 191a). p. 162.
* Cat0

- M '*??). >*. PP- Ji. T9.
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images on a hill called Mantocalla, where the sun was

supposed to descend to sleep. 1 How deeply ingrained

was this practice may be gathered from the statement

that the native tribes in Ecuador were in the habit of

sacrificing a hundred children annually at harvest,*

and, therefore, however anxious the Incas may have

been to suppress it, it still survived even after the

Spanish occupation. Without such offerings the

maize-crops would fail, the sun would be unable to

continue its vitalizing functions, and mother earth

would cease to bring forth abundantly.

IInman Satrifict for tbt Crops

1 luman sacrifice to secure good crops was common
in West Africa in connexion with the sowing of the

fields. In March a man and a woman were killed

with spades and hoes in order that their bodies might

be buried in the middle of a ncwly-tillcd field, while

among the Bcchuanas a short stout man was slain in

the midst of the wheat to serve as " seed.” After his

blood had coagulated in the sun, it was burned along

with the frontal bone and the brain ; the ashes were

then scattered over the ground to fertilize it. The

rest of the body was eaten.* The most significant

example, however, is the well-known case recorded

among the Pawnees in 1837 or 1838 of a girl of four-

teen or fifteen who, after being treated with great kind-

« Op. a!.. pp. it ff.

• Ciexa de lexi, Trmdi. Eng. i ran.

p. «oj
;
Jain lie Vciateo. Ib/fot

,

i, pp. j*i ff.

• G.B.. pi. rii, “ Spun, of the Com.
ous similar examples are giTen hoai
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THE SACRIFICE OF THE MERIAH

ness and respect for six months, was put to death on

April 22nd. Two days before the sacrifice she was

led from wigwam to wigwam, accompanied by the

whole council of chiefs and warriors. At each she

received a present of wood and paint, and after her

body had been painted half red and half black, she was

slowly roasted over a fire, and then shot with arrows.

The chief sacrificcr thereupon tore out her heart, and

devoured it, the rest of her body being cut up while

it was yet warm, placed in little baskets, and taken to a

neighbouring cornfield. There the head chief took

a piece of the flesh from the basket and squeezed a

drop of blood upon the newly-deposited grains of

com. The rest of the party d>d likewise till all the

seeds had been " vitalized.” They were then covered

up with earth, and, according to one account, the body

was made into a kind of paste which was rubbed on

potatoes, beans and other seeds to fertilize them.*

A similar rite obtained in India among the Khonds,

a Dravidian people in Bengal, who formerly offered

to the Earth Goddess, Tan Pennu, a victim called

Meriah to ensure good crops and immunity from

disease. To be acceptable he had to be purchased,

unless he was the son of a Meriah, or had been devoted

to the altar by his father or guardian from childhood.

However he was secured, he was treated with great

reverence as a consecrated person, till at length, when

the fatal day approached, after having his hair cut off,

he was arrayed in a new garment, and led in solemn

• H. R. Schoolcraft, TrOttJib lmuJ Sutu (Phibd., iljj-O. *.

PP-77& i J- De Scnei io Amtiu*U +UJm.xi, iljl. pp. <95 * i

»Mj. PP- *77 * ; f- PP- *J» f-
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procession to the sacred grove amid music and danc-

ing. There he was tied to a post, anointed with oil

and tumeric, adorned with flowers, and reverenced

with adoration. Having exonerated themselves from
any guilt in making the sacrifice, and beseeching the

earth to give good crops, fruitful seasons and robust

health to the offerers, the sacrifice was consummated
by strangling or squeezing the victim to death

;

though sometimes he was cut up alive, having first

been fastened to a wooden elephant representing the

Earth goddess. When death at length delivered the

unfortunate Mcriah from his sufferings, the flesh was
divided into two portions, one of which was buried in

the ground as an offering to the Earth goddess, and
the other distributed in equal shares among the heads

of houses, who rolled the sanguinary relic in leaves

and buried it in the best fields, or hung it on a pole at

the stream which watered them. The bones, head
and intestines were then buried, together with a sheep,

and the ashes scattered over the fields, houses and
granaries, or mixed with the new com.1

Westcrmarck describes this rite as a propitiatory

sacrifice to appease the wrath of the Earth goddess,*

but while there may have been a negative element

latent in the ritual, the evidence does not suggest that

it was the primary motive. As Frazer points out, the

treatment of the victim implies that ** to the body of
the Mcriah there was ascribed a direct or intrinsic

power of making the crops to grow, quite independent

' J. Campbell. WiU Tr,*u 4 (LooA, ,164). pp. ,, g. . S . C
Marpheroon. Ummri* - Imdm (L00J, pp. ..,8.; F«*r.
°P- a!., pp. 14, ft

• Onpm« jSfatl li*,. 4 pp 44jC
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of the indirect efficacy which it might have as an

offering to secure the good-will of the deity.” 1 The

flesh and ashes were treated as magical manure en-

dowed with fertilizing efficacy like the blood of the

Pawnee girl which was employed to give life to the

new com. Similarly among the Aztecs and in Peru,

the sanguinary rites were connected with the renewal

of the sun’s power, and the general promotion of the

growth of the maize which constituted the staple diet

of the community. Consequently they normally

occurred at the time of the sowing of the fields, or at

the ingathering of harvest, or at the beginning of the

rainy or the dry season.

It would seem, then, that in so far as human sacri-

fice was a product of agricultural society, it was

directed in the first instance to the growth of the crops

and the maintenance of the sequence of vegetation.

The efficacy of blood in general as a life-giving agent

would naturally invest human blood with a unique

significance as the vital essence of the highest organism

in creation. Moreover, when it was supposed that

the king was himself divine and endowed with super-

natural powers upon which the welfare of the com-

munity and the natural order depended, the royal life

stood at a premium. This involved the sacrifice of the

king in order that his vitality might be transferred to a

vigorous successor before it diminished. As solar

ideas developed, and commoners came to take the

place of the sovereign at the altar, human sacrifice

occupied a conspicuous place in the calendrical ritual,

which tended, as among the Aztecs, to promote a

* Gi.. p«. iii. •?. at., p. ijo.
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perpetual sate of warfare to maintain the enormous

demand for human hearts.

The practice, however, of people sacrificing them-

selves for the sake of others persisted in many parts of

the world. Thus, in India, for instance, high-caste

widows voluntarily took their place on the funeral

pyres of their husbands to accompany them to the other

world, until the rite of Safi was prohibited by law in

British territory in 1817. From religious suicide it is

not a very long step to loftier conceptions of self-

sacrifice, while the idea of substitution for a royal

victim easily leads to that of vicarious offering. To
these aspects of the institution, however, we shall

return in a later stage in the discussion.
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CHAPTER IV

HEAD-HUNTING AND CANNIBALISM

In Indonesia, among the Dravidian tribes of India,

and in the Pacific, head-hunting occupies a position

equivalent to that of human sacrifice in relation to

agriculture and the cult of the dead, the underlying

motive in both rites being apparently identical. The
head, as we have seen, has been considered to be

especially rich in soul-substance, 1 and frequently,

when the vital essence assumes a more personal

guise, its permanent abode is placed in this section

of the body. Thus, the Karens of Burma, for

instance, suppose that the tso, or life-principle,

resides in the upper pan of the head, and therefore

they wear an appropriate head-gear.* Similarly, the

Nootka of British Columbia regard the soul as a tiny

man who li\’cs in the crown.* The vibrations of the

membrane in the fontanel of infants is explained in the

Ao Naga tribe as due to the movements of the soul,*

and in Siam the greatest care has to be exercised in

cutting the hair lest the indwelling khuan be disturbed.*

The numerous tabus surrounding the cutting of the

hair, and the elaborate protection of the head by

various coverings and devices, take their rise in the

' a*p. i, p.
• B. B. Cron. Jemmi tf Anrrir* OrimtJ It. tlj4. pp. jii ff.

Bom. Rip*t BrU. An*.. <**>. p. |*.
• J. P. Milli, Ttr A, (Load.. p. •«,. n. «.

• A. Battiar, Dir VUk* in 0,tU. Ari* (Uipng. i *16). ral. ii, p. «,6.
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belief that the soul is therein located .
1 Moreover, as

Mr. I lutton has pointed out, there can be little doubt

that the practice of head-hunting is based on this same

notion .
1

Head-Hurtf/ng

In the Naga Hills the rite is mainly associated with

the well-being of the crops and of the cattle, so that

human heads appear to be extracted in order to in-

crease the productivity of the soil, just as among the

Kayan of Borneo the custom is connected with rice-

growing .
1 In Borneo the head is thought to contain

the ghost, or Tob, which, so long as it is not neglected,

produces fertility in the soil, promotes the growth of

the crops, and brings prosperity to the community in

general and to the person who captures the head ifi

particular.* The soul is conceived as a sort of egg or

bladder filled with a vaporous substance which is

spread over the fields as a magical manure when the

balloon bunts. Thereby the developing flowers of

the paddy and other plants arc fertilized, since the

vapour contains the vitalizing principle. When the

grain is eaten as food, its life-giving power is com-

municated to the blood, and thence imparted to the

seminal fluid, by means of which men and animals arc

enabled to propagate life.
1

It would seem, therefore, that there is an intimate

• Fo». r*r JbnMJtfi* {Lend.. .914), PP »»». *40; htordm-

•kkdd. UMamri+m (L*ip»K. 19..L p- !<*.

• J.R-A-L, I»m, 191*. pp. *.

• C Ho«e .rd W. McDoo?dl. TAr P+m TnU, J berm, (Loodx, 1911).

i. p. 114; ii,P- « 3-

• op. tt.. a. pp. »o «.

1 H. I. Manfcall. r*. PmptJBmm. (Oh*». 19**). p. IK.
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connexion in this district between the soul and fertili-

zation, and consequently it is reasonable to argue,
inasmuch as the head is the scat of the soul, that head-
hunting has been prompted by the idea of securing its

vitality to increase the productivity of the soil.1 Soul-
substance being required to fertilize all vegetable and
animal life, and to add to the general supply of vital

essence in the village, it is essential that as many heads
as possible be acquired. Therefore, as the Aztecs
carried on wars on secure sacrificial victims, so in

Assam head-hunting expeditions become a normal
feature of native life.

The principal seasons for these escapades arc

generally the times of planting and leaping the crops.

Thus in Upper Burma the Ida tribe set forth in March,
when the poppy fields are in full bloom, in search of
human heads, and woe betide any stranger who comes
within their reach. Having secured their trophies,

the head-hunters return to their village, where they
arc received with uproarious delight, and universal

rejoicing because the fertilizing power of the newly-
acquired heads will make the rice grow green far

down in the depths of the valley, and the maize ripen

in the sun on the mountain-sides, and the hill-tops will

be white with the bloom of the poppy.* In the

Philippine Islands the Bontoc consider it essential that

every farm must have at least one new human head
added to the store at planting and sowing. The
raiders go out in twos and threes to lie in wait for a

vicrim, cut off his head, hands and feet, and bring
' Hmtoo, «*».*, pp.«o,«.
* J. G. Scott and J. P. Hardicm.

(Rangoon. .900-.), i. pp. 4,0. 496 fl.
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them back to the village in triumph, where they are

exposed during the feast and dance that follow.

Finally, when the flesh has decayed, the skull is taken

home by the man who captured it, and preserved at his

farm, his companions preserving the hands and feet .
1

According to native tradition, head-hunting in

Borneo is regarded as an ancient custom bequeathed

by the tribal ancestors to give plentiful harvests, and

keep off sickness and pains.* Therefore the presence

of heads in a house brings prosperity and good crops ;

and so essential to its welfare are these trophies, that if

through fire they arc lost, the occupants will beg a

head, or a fragment of one, to supply the missing

vitality.* Dr. Hose, it is true, thinks that the practice

arose as a result of a desire to send slaves to accom-

pany the dead in the hereafter
,

4 but though this idea

undoubtedly exists, it seems to be a later interpretation

of a much more fundamental fertility concept.

The notion of the journey of the ghost to a mythical

spirit-world, and theories concerning the provision of

the dead with a guide and a retinue to do him service

beyond the grave, constitute secondary developments

of specialized eschatological beliefs, relative to the

elaboration of funerary ritual originally designed for

practical purposes.* Thus head-hunting is found

among tribes unacquainted with these later specula-

tions, and while McDougall and Hose may be correct

in thinking that the Kayans (who kill slaves at the

• A. fctodenbufg. ZMf fit EtkmL. n. «»M. p. »*.
• W. H. Fare*-, HomtUft4 IWN.rr, (PtuUd.. .901). p. ,9.
• Ho*e aod McDoogBll, tp. ri. {*>. 20. ij.

• .V«W VI- (load.. 191Q. pp. 14| f

• Cf. E. O. )ia», FM-Jart, xxxrui, 1917. p.
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death of a chief to accompany him on his journey)

introduced head-hunting into Borneo,' it does not

necessarily follow that their grave ritual represents die

earliest and essential features of the custom. The

fact that head-hunting was not confined to funerals,

being a common feature at any great Kayan festival,

particularly in conjunction with agricultural ceremonial,

suggests that the eschatological interpretation belongs

to a later stage in the development of the institution.

The substitution of a slave for an enemy,* and of pigs

or fowls in Kayan sacrifices,* and the holding of a

sham fight on the return from the funeral, are doubtless

reminiscent of a former head-hunting expedition .
4

That the culture is in a state of flux is suggested by

the fact that human hair is now substituted for a skull

at the funeral feast,* and Kruijt considers that the

killing of slaves and the provision of the dead man with

a servant arc probably more recent than head-hunting.*

Hutton, again, is convinced that on the mainland the

custom of taking heads to put on graves is merely the

result of the influence of contact with head-hunters

on a people practising human sacrifice in their funeral

ceremonies.' In this connexion it may be recalled

that Riven maintained that the offering of the head of

an enemy in Melanesia arose directly out of the prac-

tice of human sacrifice and the cult of the dead, but

he recognized that head-hunting was the outcome of

the idea of the head being the seat of magical powers

' Trihi. i, pp. «l7 §.

• Fun**!, p. 14o ; Ptgm TrOti, i. p. 191 ; fi. p. ioj.

• Pafim TrOii. u. pp 104 f. • Furnw. p. M«-
• A. W. Nteawenhuu, imnb Sraa (Lodta. 1907X i. p. 9 *.

• E.R.E.. *ii. p. mi. 1
Of. P . 599
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of great potency in strengthening the foundations of a

new building, or launching a new canoe.1

The association of the souls of the dead, and the

practice of human sacrifice, with the fertility of the

crops, has doubtless tended to make the fusion of the

two rites easier since they both frequently have a com-
mon significance. Thus, if the head is the special

abode of the vital essence, like blood, ochre, shells and
similar life-giving agents, it serves the double purpose

of revivifying either the corpse or the crops, according

to the particular ritual with which it happens to be

related. This explains the widespread custom of

preserving the skull for a given time for use in con-

nexion with spring and harvest rites, as, for example,

in the case of the Ao who dry the corpse in the smoke
of a fire in order to keep it till the first-fruits arc eaten

at the following harvest. 1 Similarly, in Indonesia the

Cham ofAnnam bur)- the fragments of the frontal bone
in a metal box at the foot of a tree for seven years, and
then remove it to its final resting place “ near the best

of the family rice fields," where trees are planted round

it, and a tombstone is erected." •

In Polynesia among the Maoris the dried heads of

those slain and decapitated in war are taken from their

graves to the fields where sweet potatoes are about to be

sown in the belief that by so doing the growth of the

crop will be promoted.* In New Caledonia in South-

ern Melanesia, heads of old women arc set up on poles

as charms for a good crop, and teeth are taken to the

' History S*wtj (C*n*.. 1,14). n. p. 159.
• Mills, ep. tit., p. 179.
• H. BiudcMon. a-JtU PriwMw* Pmpis (Lood. 1919). p. J14.
• E. Ben,W PJymrv* Unssy. »i. 190,. pp. ,9, S.
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yam plantations to fertilize them.
1 It is doubtless for

a similar reason that a bride and bridegroom visit the

skulls of their ancestors before their marriage.* In

New Guinea, as in Central America, the head is often

mummified and treated as the portrait statue of the

deceased because it contains the soul-substance,* just

as in Melanesia it is believed to be full of mana which

can be acquired for the benefit of the survivors .
4 To

participate in the soul of the deceased, the head is

sometimes worn as a mask ,
4 a custom which seems to

be connected with masked dancing, to which refer-

ence has already been made .
4

In Africa head-hunting, like human sacrifice, was

frequently employed to aid the growth of the crops,

the Ashanti, for instance, pbcing the head in the hole

whence the new yams arc taken.* Again, in Nigeria,

the dead arc often thought to be more powerful even

than Ale, the Ranh goddess, in promoting the fruit-

fulness of the ground, and at her shrine, as recently as

the outbreak of the Great War when the natives threw

off restraints imposed by the government and re-

turned to their old customs, two messengers of the

native courts were seized and decapitated before the

sacred drum .
4 This was apparently an act of defiance

to British rule, but the method of the crime followed

* Turner. Samoa, pp. w« f.

* Elta. JWrmiim RnwrAr. i. pp. 171 f.

* Fnxer, P*iuf <* Immmuiry (Loud., !*!»>. i. pp. ju. »«« 1 Jame«.

Amr. Antbrapa., 10, 191I, pp. ill L
* Codringtuo. Tba Mitmmimm (Oxford. 1*91). pp. 1&4. *67.
* Ratal. Hi,tar, »/Umk*d(Lend. .1*7). P
* Chap.

1. pp. 14 L
* T. E. Bomilch, Minna » Aifmmtm (Land, 1I7J), pp. 116 f.

* A. M. Talbot, Smt S>pnm FaMiktj Cm, (Oxford. 1917). pp. 1 f.
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ancient custom. The drum was decorated with the

unmistakable fertility emblems, suggesting that, as

among the Kagoro and other tribes in this district,

the removal of the head was associated with the

fertility of the crops.1

Ritual Cannibalism

The practice of consuming the head or the body,

either whole or in pan, which is a common feature of

head-hunting and sacrificial ritual, seems to have been

prompted by the desire to imbibe the soul-substance

in order to obtain the qualities of the deceased, what-

ever other motives, such as revengeorhunger,may have

also led to anthropophagy. Moreover, when portions

of the body are eaten as part of the ritual of vengeance,

it is not improbable that the idea is that of cutting off

or mutilating the life of the individual in the here-

after, since the preservation of the mortal remains is

so intimately associated in the primitive mind with the

“ putting on of incorruption.” Even when body

and soul came to be divorced and assumed an inde-

pendent existence, as the practice of cremation and the

doctrine of metempsychosis developed, the fleshly

integument still played some part in the process of

immortality, either as the vehicle in which the soul

ascended to the sky, or as the ultimate abode of the

discarnatc spirit in some future existence. Frazer,

in fact, sees in the Australian practice of eating the

dead a particular mode of ensuring the reincarna-

tion of human souls.* This is not the place to

• Talboe, at.. pp. .-9 , Trrmeune, TmU HtMuUttt J Niger*

(Lood.. 1911). p. 17S.

* CJL. pt.i (“The Magic Ait ").p.>o«.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF CANNIBALISM

enter upon a discussion of this complex question,

and here it need only be remarked that normally

metempsychosis is possible only when the remains

of the dead have been preserved. To destroy the

body is to annihilate the soul-substance on which

the life of nun depends, and therefore to render

impossible any further reincarnation. Hence the

eating of slain enemies, and the destruction of

their bones, in order to send forth the soul naked to

wander endlessly in the forest, or to go down the holes

of the earth tlut lead to the regions of the damned.*

Thus, the most terrible act of revenge tlut can be

indulged in is to cut off a man from the land of the

living by rendering his soul incapable of attaining its

proper and natural paradise.

Cannibalism as a ritual of vengeance, however, is

probably a later phase in anthropophagous practice,

when the original conceptions of the rite lud become

very’ considerably modified. The solemn eating of

kinsmen, powerful warriors and persons set apart to

represent and impersonate divinities, if not of the

essence of sacrificial ritual, occupies a very prominent

place in it. In the Aztec rites, as we have seen, after

the offering had been consummated, the remains of

the victims were usually given to the warriors who
captured them, to hold thereupon a banquet with their

friends. Moreover, twice a year, in May and Decem-
ber, a dough image of the god Uitzilopochtli was eaten

sacramentally to secure health and strength.* At the

winter festival the blood of children was kneaded into

1 T. W. WhifTen, in FdA-Jart, Mifd 191*. 55 L
1 Sohagun, op. cit.. pp. 20 j ff



HEAD-HUNTING AND CANNIBALISM

the maize paste, and the heart of the image was cut out

by a priest and consumed by the king, the rest being

distributedin small portionsamong the men.' Similarly

the body of the representative of Tezcatlipoca was

cut up into tiny fragments and eaten as “ blessed food ”

by the priests and nobles.*

Behind these rites there would appear to be the

desire to imbibe the attributes and qualities adherent to

and resident in the body of the victim by the simple

process of eating his flesh. Thus among the native

tribes of Australia the bodies of those who fall in

battle, honoured chiefs, and new-born infants arc

frequently consumed to obtain their qualities,* just as

in the Torres Straits the tongue and sweat of a slain

enemy arc imbibed in order to get his bravery. 4 The
Sioux were in the habit of reducing to powder the

heart of a valiant foe and swallowing it in the hope of

appropriating his valour, and Chippewa women fed

their children with the flesh and blood of English

prisoners to make them warriors.* It was for this

same reason that the Nahua ate the hearts of the

Spaniards during the wars of the Conquest of Central

America, while more recently the Ashanti chiefs

devoured the heartof Sir Charles J. McCarthy to imbibe

his courage.* If the powers of a warrior could be

secured by eating particles of his mortal remains, or by

smearing the body with his fat or blood, it is hardly

• Op. til., p. lot ; d. p. II.
• BrasKur dr Boutbourg, tp. M.

t
lii. pp. jtotf.

• J.A.I. . ani. pp. 1JJ. all ; Howitt. Kim, Tntu. p. 7,j.
• Haddon, J-AJ.. to. p. jia.

• W. H. Keating. Nmfm 4m Exp*tm /. lbr Wrr cf lb. Si. Pmr
R»rr (Philad., tla*). i. p. 41*.

•
J. L. Wdion. W„*rm Afh* (Load. tl)4>. pp. 167 L
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CANNIBALISM AND KINSHIP

surprising if the flesh of sacred sacrificial victims was

regarded as the source of life and potency to thosewho
were privileged to partake of it, since the food was

charged with the supernatural virtues of the sacro-

sanct representative of the divinity.

In addition to the idea of gaining renewed strength

and vigour from the sacred meal, the notion of enter-

ing into a blood-covenant with or through the de-

ceased is also intimately connected with anthropophag-

ous ritual. By sharing in the life, or soul-substance,

a new kinship is established between the living and

the dead, calculated to have beneficial effects upon the

individuals concerned, and upon the general life of the

community. Or, conversely, the custom of the slayer

eating a portion of the man he has slain may arise from

the desire to form a sacred bond with the victim as a

means of escaping his revenge by making him his

kinsman.' Thus he absorbs his vitality and at the

same time prevents the ghost from doing him injury.

If there is any truth in the contention of Rohcim
that “ there was a time in the prehistoric evolution of

the Central Australian tribes when the women were
supposed to conceive, not from eating the totem, but

from eating human flesh,” * the reason is not far to

seek, whatever the psychological motive may be that

lies behind the tradition. The flesh being charged

with the vitality of the deceased, it was the equivalent

of the churinga, or any similar agent, and therefore

the life of the dead man passed into the body of the

recipient to be born again in due course.

1 H.tt’ird, UpmitfPmmt (lond.. ii. pp. Ml £
» Am:r"imT,*mjm(Load..
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HEAD-HUNTING AND CANNIBALISM

In the later developments of anthropophagy the

original purpose and significance of the ritual became
obscured by the introduction of secondary interpreta-

tions, generally those of revenge, gluttony, or fear of

the dead. Hunger may have driven small communi-
ties to eat one another in times of great scarcity, but

the practice is essentially ritualistic in origin, and

prevails mainly in districts well supplied with food.1

Thus the Bataks of Sumatra declared that they fre-

quently ate their own relatives when aged and in-

firm,” not so much to gratify their appetite, as to per-

form a pious ceremony.” » Cannibalism on the whole
is probably a less organized institution than human
sacrifice, but where it is not the result of necessity for

the satisfaction of hunger, the fundamental ritual

motive is similar, inasmuch as both rites are so inti-

mately connected with the giving and receiving of

soul-substance.

• WMUDMck, OriffmW * Mtra! 1M*. 0. p. „6 ; voL 11.

• Op. it,., p. ,64.
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CHAPTER V

MYSTERY CULTS

If life is the universal mystery in all states of culture,

the social implications of this concept are not far to

seek. Since eating to the primitive mind appears as

life renewed, to kill to eat readily becomes a ritual

whereby the soul-substance of the food—be it the

flesh of a sacrificial victim, a totem or the head of an

enemy—is imbibed to give strength and power to the

recipient. But no man lives or dies to himself in

primitive society, and, therefore, a social meal renews

the life of the community, just as a crude cannibalistic

feast on a corpse is animated by the notion that to cat

of the dead is to eat with them ; to share their soul-

substance. So with the practice of blood-exchange,

and the various rites whereby a person is initiated

into what may be described as the sacramental cove-

nant.

Initiation Ctrtmonits

The primary object of this ritual is to effect rebirth

by the aid of a death and resurrection symbolism in

order that the individual may take his proper place

and part in society, both sacred and profane, fulfil his

functions as a consecrated person in a holy estate, and

finally attain to the hope of everlasting life when his

mortal body shall put on immortality, or the soul be

united with a mystery divinity in a bond that survives



MYSTERT CULTS

death. As in the ease of the divine king, it is neces-

sary to die to live, to pass through a mystic grave to a

newness of life. Thus, the ritual consists virtually of

a new birth of the novice as a complete and active

member of society. Having been instructed in the

tribal lore and customs, he is allowed to take part in

the sacred mysteries and thereby is brought into

relation with the culture heroes, totems, tutelary

spirits, or other divinities who preside over the des-

tinies of the community.

Frequently this incorporation into the social and re-

ligious organization is accomplished by severe tests of

endurance which include the rite of circumcision and

sub-incision, in addition to milder ceremonies such

as lustrations and a symbolic rebirth. Thus, for ex-

ample, every Akikuyu boy and girl is solemnly born

again about the age of ten, the mother going through

the act of childbirth in pantomime. On being

brought to the birth the child cries like a babe, and after

being washed it is fed on milk for several days.

Formerly the ceremony was part of the circumcision

rite, but now it is a separate function.' In New Guinea

the principal initiatory rite among the Yabim consists

of circumcision, which is performed on all youths

before they arc admitted to the privileges of manhood,

and given their place in the male clubhouse. At the

conclusion of the ceremony they are bathed in the sea,

and then elaborately decorated with red paint. On
returning to the village they walk with their eyes

closed, presumably because they arc in process of

• W. S. «nd K. Rou?ledge. Wo* . Pr+iUrv Pt.fi,. it, Akibgm iJBrilub

IU,I Afrit. (.Lood.. .910), pp. ijif.



INITIATION CEREMONIES

entering a new state, like newborn babes, having been

reborn into the adult community .
1

Death and Rebirth Symbolism

Before the process of initiation is complete, how-

ever, the neophyte usually is ceremonially installed

into the fellowship of the ancestral spirits, totems or

gods presiding over the destinies of the tribe or society.

Thus among the Yuin in South-East Australia a

figure of Daramulun is prepared and shown to the

youths, and instruction concerning his office is given

after they arc raised to the dignity of manhood .
1 In

some of the tribes, especially in Southern Queens-

land, a ceremonial combat forms part of the testing

of the young men,* and on the Darling River the

novices arc placed alongside a grave from which an

old man rises during a dance, accompanied by a dirge

in honour of Daramulun.* A similar rite is performed

in Fiji, but in a more realistic form.

On the fifth day of the ceremonies, the heads of the

novices are shaven for the second time, and their

bodies arrayed in the largest and best folds of cloth.

Taking their choicest weapons in their hands, they

enter the inner sanctuary of the sacred stone enclosure,

or Nanga, where before their startled gaze they behold

a row of dead men covered with blood, their bodies

apparently cut open so as to reveal their entrails.

Stepping over these ghastly relies, they form a line in

front of the high priest who suddenly utters a great

1 K. Vetter. Kmmt ntUmr I mi W im bttmwrk-

AnKptt. (Berlin, 1*9?). pp. 9» *•

• Harm, Km** Tn*r/ •(S£. AvtrJ (Lood, 1904), p. 140.

•Op.*., p.6,9.
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yell, whereupon the dead men rise to their feet and

rush down to the river to cleanse themselves of the

blood and entrails of slaughtered pigs with which

they have been smeared.' In this way, through a

crude death and resurrection symbolism, the initiates

arc incorporated into the mystical fellowship of the

adult tribe and its ancestral spirits.

In the hill country of the main island, the Fijian cult

of water-sprites has been described by Mr. Hocan, and

interpreted by him as an initiation ceremony based

upon a consecration ritual.* He believes, in fact, that

initiation, at least in Fiji, is a popular form of installa-

tion.* " The rites of a king’s consecration," it is con-

tended, '* mostly bear their own explanation writ brge

across them : death, fasting and quiescence, battle and

victory, oath to preserve law and order, whether it be

in the calendar, in the ritual, or in civil life, rebirth and

lustration in the waters of ocean, crown, shoes and

throne, circumambulation, marriage, arc all episodes

in the career of the sun who, overcome and slain by

the powers of darkness, is mourned for, but again

battles with his foes, defeats them, and can thus be

reborn again to maintain order in the universe," and

having ascended to the sky, “by his beams unites

himself with earth to produce offspring and crops."4

The equation of the king with the sun-god is belting

in primitive communities, but the idea of death and

rebirth, as we have seen, dominates the ritual, though

often in a rationalized form as tests of endurance,

1 Fitoa. J.K.AJ., lir. |N), pp. 10 3.

' KmgMp (Oxtonl, i9«7). pp. »• l)« £
* Op. HI, p. lji

;

FM-Urr. xxx». Deccmbet
• Ki*vhp, p. ijj.

Il6

4th. !9«4, p. jn.



THE RITE OF CIRCUMCISION

returning to the embryonic state, symbolic ceremonial,

and proofs of adolescence. If, however, initiation is

derived from installation in certain cultures, as Mr.

Hocart believes, by royal and secret rituals gradually

becoming secularized and popularized till they are

regarded as the normal mode of entering upon the

privileges and responsibilities of tribal life, a reason is

forthcoming for circumcision, which is normally part

of the puberty initiation ceremonies, being made a

covenant sign in Israel.

Mr. Hocart further suggests that initiation persists

mainly in those communities in which the divine king-

ship has been discarded,1 and if this cult existed in

Palestine, as seems probable,' it was certainly in abey-

ance when the literature of the Old Testament took its

present form. It is significant that as the ancient con-

ception of kingship disappeared the institution of

circumcision came into greater prominence, till after

the Exile it was placed above the Mosaic ritual, and

made second only to the Sabbath as the covenant sign,

despite the fact that the oldest legal code ignores

the custom altogether. If the fundamental conception

was that of an installation into a god, or a sacramental

alliance with him, as in the consecration ceremony,

the rite would readily become a covenant sign once
the divine kingship was abandoned in favour of a

theocracy, as in Israel, since the sacred ruler was
similarly united with his god and his people.

Secret Societies

Another development of this type of ritual occurs in

• Op. tit., p. ijs. • ct Ch»p. vm. P . *4I .

1 17
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the Secret Society in which the novice undergoes a

process of rebirth by a ceremonial death and resurrec-

tion into the sacred community. While some of
these societies were formed with social, political, or

military aims, in the purely religious organization the

cult centred in the securing of immortality for the

initiates by a process of rcanimation. Thus, in the

North American confraternities, the candidates were

slain by thrusting a medicine-bag at them, and restor-

ing them by a similar operation .
1 The novice is

clothed in new garments and presented to the society as

a regular and completely initiated member. A cere-

monial meal frequently constitutes pan of the ritual,

to which, as, for example, among the Winncbagocs,

certain members of the confraternity arc invited by the

master of the feast. The neophytes arc required to

observe a fast of three days before admission, which
seems to include a process of sweating. I laving been
secretly instructed in the mysteries of the society, on
the appointed day they arc duly killed by having a

medicine-bag thrust at their breasts, and subsequently

revived by placing these life-giving objects in their

hands, and a small white sea-shell in their mouths. By
this process of revivification they become full members
of the fellowship.*

This pretence of death and resurrection appears to

be the fundamental motive in all the initiation cere-

monial in the American secret societies. Even in the

' H. R. Schoolcraft. lafe* Tnttr tfHr UJ. (Pfailad, 1857). A. p. *87
r> P i W. J- HoAtaon. 7tb R-B-4JL (Wash.. 1891), pp. uj fl.. *48.
16,; 14/S RJL/tJ-. (Wash. 1896). pp. 99C

'
J. E. Fletcher. In /«fcr. Tr*., j ,be UJ, cf. at., iii. pp. *86 f.

;

cf. Radin. m joumt Aamr. FM larr *xi>. 1911. pp. 1496.
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THE HAKO CEREMONT

elaborate ritual of the celebrated Grand Medicine

Society, or Midc-wiwin, of the Ojibwa, the mytholo-

gical background is the portrayal of the path from

earth to heaven attainable through four degrees, or

“ lodges,” which provide the necessary magic and

occult powers of communion with the supernatural.

Initiation involves the usual physical purifications

and courses of instruction, the payment of fees and the

provision of a feast by way of preparation for the

actual killing of the candidate, and bringing him to

life again by means of a magic shell {mips, or “ life”).*

In the complex Pawnee ritual, which is no longer the

possession of any particular secret society, the control

of the crops and the securing of buffalo arc dependent

upon the performance of a death and resurrection

ceremonial in spring, summer, or autumn to secure

the birth of a Spirit of Life by a re-enactment of the

process of creation. In the Hako ceremony, “ the

gift of life, of strength, of plenty, and of peace,” is

sought " when life is stirring everywhere.” This is

accomplished by songs and dances with mimetic

action, embodied in some twenty rituals, and the

rebirth of a child in which a ceremonial washing,

anointing, and fumigation are part of the procedure.*

Although spoken of as a prayer, the Hako is more

akin to a mystery since its purpose is the teaching of

certain hidden truths unfolded during a series of cere-

monies from an initial purification to a final act, con-

sisting in part of a public festival, and in part of a

secret mystery—a dramatic portrayal of the birth of

' Hafimann. 7 ILB-XJL (1*91). pp. 1»7 «•

A. C FUicher. 11W RA.A.E. (Vuh.. 1904). H. pp. jj l
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a sacred child. That it is a ritual rather than a prayer

appears again from the fact that the long series of

observances and songs arc so closely articulated that

any variation of relationship, or any omission, would

be disastrous alike to the structure and efficacy of the

whole performance. Throughout the all-prevailing

theme is a desire for children, long life and plenty

—

the abundance and prosperity represented by the Corn-

mother ; the symbol of fruitfulness and life.

The Mystery Cults

The aim and general setting of the Hako, therefore,

presents a striking parallel to the Greek Mysteries

which were based on the death and resurrection of a

divine hero, such as Dionysos, Persephone, Attis or

Osiris, represented in the form of a sacred drama by

which the rebirth of the novice was secured. The

experiences of these semi-divine heroes were recalled

dramatically in order that those who took part in the

rites might individually and as a society obtain a

renewal of life which would endure beyond the grave.

Their primary aim, in short, was to give assurance to

their initiates of a blessed immortality in union with

the divinity who presided over the cult, and who
himself has passed through death to life. Greeks ap-

proached the divine order in two ways : the one was

intellectual—the way of the philosophers
;

the other

was mystic—the way of the mysteries. The philoso-

phical approach, however, was too sophisticated for

the plain man who sought and found in the simulated

death and resurrection of the mystery cults a more
satisfying solution to his theological problems, and



THE ELEUSINIAN LEGEND

satisfaction for his inherent craving for life in ever-

increasing abundance, both here and hereafter.

Tbt Eltusinia

The mystical origin of the Elcusinia, the best known

in its Athenian form of any of the cults, is contained

in the so-cal led Homeric Hymn to Demeter, usually

assigned to the seventh century b.c., or possibly later.1

According to the legend, Persephone, the daughter of

Demeter by Zeus, while gathering flowers in the

meadow was carried off to the underworld with the

connivance of Zeus. Only the Sun-god and Htkslt,

the Moon-goddess, saw her capture, but her mother

heard her cries and instantly set out in search of her,

going about the earth for nine days and nine nights,

without food, and bearing in her hands blazing torches

to light up the darkest recesses. On the tenth day

Hckatc led her to the Sun, who told her of the where-

abouts of Persephone. Once more the sorrowing

mother resumed her wanderings, and having changed

herself into an old woman, she came at length to

Elcusis, where she sat down by the public well,

known as the Fountain of Maidenhood. Hither came

the four daughters of Keleos, the king of Elcusis, to

draw water, to whom she told a fictitious story of her

escape from pirates. Having won their confidence,

she asked to be allowed to act as nurse to their baby

brother Demophoon. She continued, however, to sit

day in and day out in silence, till the jests and raillery

of Iambc, the maidservant, made her smile. She

* R- Foentcr, Drr R** A. R-4 it Pt„,pUm (SaKTgait. U74).

pp. j7 «; A. lUunicittcf. HjmmlWr» (Lop«.c. 1*60). p. 1*0.
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then consented to take a little gniel (xvx£wv) of barley

meal and water, but steadfastly refused wine. By day

she anointed the child with ambrosia—a magical life-

giving substance—and by night bathed him in fire, as

did Thetis with Achilles. Had she not been disturbed

in these operations, she would have made him im-

mortal
;

but one night Metanira, the wife of Kclcos,

saw her place her child in the fire, and cried in alarm.

Thereupon the goddess declared herself and her in-

tentions. “ I am the exalted Dcmeter, the charm and

comfort both of gods and men : 1 was preparing for

thy son exemption from death and old age ; now it

cannot be, but he must taste of both. Yet shall he be

ever honoured, since he has sat upon my knee, and

slept in my arms. Let the people of lilcusis erect

for me a temple and altar on yonder hill above the

fountain: 1 will myself prescribe for them orgies

which they must religiously perform to propitiate

my favour.”*

Kclcos did as she had commanded, whereupon the

goddess took up her abode in her temple. But so

great was her grief at the loss of her daughter that she

withheld her blessings from the soil, so that nothing

grew
;
men were in danger of starvation, and the gods

themselves were threatened with a similar fate since

the altars lacked the life-giving sacrifices. In alarm

Zeus agreed to send Persephone back to her, and

Hades, unable to resist the command of his elder

brother Hermes, yielded up his prize, but not before

he had given her a pomegranate seed which bound her

to him for one third of the year. With great rejoicing

* G. Grow. Hutry tfOmr (Lood. lit*), i. p. 57.
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THE ELEUSISIAN FESTIVAL

she returned to Eleusis in a golden chariot to dwell for

the remaining two-thirds of the year with Dcmctcr.

The goddess then consented to rejoin the gods in

Olympus, but before her departure she revealed to the

daughters of Keleos, and the rulers of the land,

Triptolemus, Eumolpos, Diokles, and the king, the

manner of performing her secret rites which would
confer upon initiates a new birth to a blessed immor-
tality. These mysteries became the prerogatives of
the Athenians, according to another legend, as a result

of a war by Erechthcus with the Eleusinians,' which
gave them the political headship, but to the family of

Eumolpus and the daughters of Keleos were assigned

the high priesthood of the cult.

This constitutes the mythological background of the
annual festival which took place just before the

autumn sowing, on the tjth day of Boedromion
(approximately September), and lasted for ten days or

more. The entire festival may be divided into four

distinct ceremonial acts—{i) the preparation and puri-

fication of the mystm ; (a) the procession from Athens
to Eleusis

; (j) the roaming about at the seashore

;

and (4) the sacred drama in the Hall of Initiation.*

By way of preparation, feasting, seclusion, penance
and asceticisms of various kinds were required. The
initiate betook himself during the latter portion of the

month before his installation to an instructor, or

liuoraY«Yoe, who had himself successfully passed
through all the degrees, and from him he received

instruction concerning the rites of purification to be
• Piutuuu, i. j*.
1 c A. Lobeck, /»» 4 /Wgr> mriliea O.

(Konigjbcrrf. it29), pp. 1C* flL
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performed, and the offerings to be made to gain the

favour of Demetex. A fast of nine days followed

—

from the i jth to 21st of Boedromion in commemora-
tion of Demeter’s fast during her search for Persephone

—when no food might be eaten between sunrise and

sunset, and then domestic birds, fish, apples, beans

and pomegranates were tabu. On the 16th wine was
distributed to the people in the evening in honour of
Chabia's victory at N'axon, and the next morning the

festival began.

A proclamation was made driving forth all strangers

and murderers before the mysta were led to the sea-

shore
(
4X«S« ttfom) to undergo a series of lustra-

tions. Sacrifices were offered on the 17th in the

Elcusinium at Athens for the safety of the State. On
the following night (18th) some of the very devout

may have slept in the temple of Demeter, or in the

temple of Aisculapius, south-west of the Acropolis.

Meanwhile sacred objects consisting of a bone

(4<TTp4r*Xf>;), top (<rrpip<Xo;), ball (o?iipu), tam-

bourine (p^Poc). apples Gx?», mirror (fcxnipov),

fan (X(xvov), and woolly fleece (r4xoc) were brought

from Eleusis. A procession formed in the morning
of the 19th, from the Eleusinium and proceeded to the

Iacchcum where the statue of the “ fair young god ”

Iacchus, adorned with myrtle and holding a torch,

was procured and carried amid ivy and myrtle

crowned priests and people, and wealthy ladies in

carriages. Along the Sacred Way to Eleusis stations

were made, and appropriate ceremonies performed
at the shrines and temples and baths which lined the

route. On occasions buffoonery and gibing at one
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THE INITIATION DRAMA

another, called was resorted to on cither

the outward or return journey, as is common in initia-

tion and coronation rituals. Sacrifices were then

offered which seem to have included the offering of

swine to Dcmeter.

On the evening of the 2 and, the votaries roamed
about the seashore with lighted torches in imitation

of the search for Persephone, to bring the mysta into

union with the passion of Dcmeter. Then came the

climax of the sacred drama, when, after an all-night

vigil, the neophytes, assembled in the great Hall of

Initiation, veiled and in darkness sat upon stool9

covered with sheepskins. Some kind of dramatic

performance took place which seems to have depicted

episodes in the life and sufferings of the sorrowing

mother.' But whether the rites included a sacred

marriage, as might be expected under the circum-

stances, it is impossible to determine with any degree

of certainty’.

There arc indications in the Christian writers that

the union of the sky-god Zeus with the goddess

Demcter was symbolised by the intercourse of the

hierophant with the priestess of the goddess, a reaped

car of com being the fruit of the divine marriage.*

But the evidence is very hypothetical, and rests on the

none too reliable testimony of late writers when the

original rites had absorbed many extraneous local

1 Clem, of Ale*.. PrMnpt. it. if (d. Porter) ; cL F. Lcnormuit. “ FJeu»-

tal*," in Dawnberg and Stglio. iu At&pHh Gre^m, el

Rammer, iii. p. 57* ; Lobcck, Afimrpi, pp. 701 L
• Tcnullian. AJ menomu

i Attcnut Anuran. in Mignc’i PalrrJ^U
Geme*. *1. col. W4 . cf. P. Fooort, Lei GrmU, M,,:ieti SEJauli (P»m.
«9<m). p. 69 ; J. Harman, PnUpmmu Stmij efGreek Rr/,[x* (Comb., 1922),

PP- U» «•
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elements. Thus, the birth of the holy infant Iacchus,

the son of Zeus and Persephone, is an addition to the

Eleusinian deities, and the cry of the hierophant, “ the

lady-goddess Brimo has borne Brimos the holy child,”*

recorded by Hippolytus, was derived from Gnostic

sources. It is in this same context that the secret of

Elcusis is revealed as a disclosing to the initiated of

a “ cut corn-stalk.”

That a sacred marriage and the reaping of an ear of

com did occur at supreme moments in the cult seems

very probable, at any rate in its later form, but how far

they are pans of the original drama the evidence is

insufficient to warrant a conclusion. The agricultural

character of much of the ritual is obvious, but this

docs not justify the assumption that Demeter was a

corn-totem whose divine substance was sacramentally

eaten by the neophytes panaking of the cup of xwxiuv, a

gruel made of water and meal, mentioned by Clement

of Alexandria.* Actually we have no definite evid-

ence of the worship of the corn-stalk, still less of a

corn-totem. Therefore, it is to go beyond any

available data to say that “ as the worshippers of

animal totems at their annual sacrifice consumed the

flesh of their god and thus partook of his divine life,

so the worshippers of the Corn-Goddess annually

partook of the body of their deity, i.e. of a cake or

paste or posset made of the meal of wheat and water.”*

Even supposing that Dr. Jevons were correct in

* KifttfMia «nn L Dtnoccr et F. G. SchnOdcwUi (GOlungtn.

1»„), p. 161.

• Pruupi. li. 16. II. 14-

1 Jerora, T*rHilarytfRrip"(Iflod, 190*). PP £ ; «£ Kinopp Uke
71* Epirtki efSt. PW(Loc*L. 1911). p. 114.
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assuming Dcmeter to have been an Elcusinian corn-

totem, and that the xuxcov really contained her sub-

stance, both of which assumptions have yet to be

proved, it would not follow, for reasons already given,

that the ceremonial meal was in the nature of a mystic

sacramental communion with the divinity. All that

could be deduced from such evidence would be a

primitive attempt to imbibe the life and qualities of

the sacred species, and to secure a closer ritual fusion

of the totemite with the totem, which in the rites in

question have been brought about by a coarser

symbolism. Normally it is the quickening and

strengthening power of the corn-spirit that is sought

in agricultural cults of this nature, distinct from the

loftier strivings after a mystical union with a divine

being.

Now it would seem that at Eleusis the supreme " act

of worship,” to which all the preliminary ceremonies

were directed, consisted in beholding a sacred action,

and not in partaking of a sacred meal. Thus in the

familiar phrase of Qcment of Alexandria, " I have

fasted, I have drunk of the xvxiwv, 1 have taken out of

the chest, having tasted thereof (orwrought therewith),

I have put them into the basket, and from the basket

into the chest,” 1 the sacramental feast, if such is

implied, was merely part of the preparatory rites, and

not the culmination of the cult. Furthermore, there is

no indication that the xuxcbiv was hallowed on an altar,

or in any way connected with sacrificial ritual, while

the theory that it contained the divine substance of the

goddess is pure assumption. Therefore, until classi-
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cal scholars can provide us with more evidence, the

anthropologist and student of comparative religion

must declare as unproven the theory that “ the first

great and solemn act of worship ” at Elcusis consisted

in a mystic sacramental communion with the goddess

through the reception of her divine substance.

The same attitude must be maintained at present to

the similar references to sacred meals in connexion

with the other Mystery Religions, though in one or
two cases the affirmative evidence is rather more con-

vincing. It is possible that the admonition to the

priest to " cut up and minister the cake, and distribute

the liquid to the votaries,” recorded in the fragmentary

inscription of the Kabeiroi mysteries from Tomi in the

Black Sea,1 indicates a sacramental element in the

Samothracian cult ; but the restoration is conjectural,

and from the feu- fragments we possess it is impossible

to determine what was done or implied at the meal.

Taken as it stands, the inscription merely records the

practice ofcommunal meals in this society which may-

or may not have been sacramental in character.

Tbt Dionysiae Ritual

In the orgiastic Thraco-Phrygian worship of Diony-

sos, which made its way into Greece in the Homeric

period, and became definitely established as a public

cult by the sixth century b.c., the devouring of the

raw flesh of bulk and calves by frenzied votaries seems

to have occurred.* It is not easy to determine, how-
ever, whether this earlier ritual survived when the new

» Drench. EJm M.tbr^^p, (Ldpug. .903). p. ef. Funell,

fiJUL.TS,p.6)i.
* F.rmicui .Uatemu*. D» nr. pnf. rr/., vi. p :6 (Zicgla).
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wave of Dionysiac fervour passed through Greece in

the seventh and sixth centuries before our era, replac-

ing Bacchic frenzy by spiritual ecstasy. The orgiastic

cult is certainly unhellenic, and since the bull was a

luxury-animal in Crete, the ritual is hardly likely to

have had its origin in the Minoan culture, despite Miss

Jane Harrison’s advocacy of a Cretan cradleland. 1 If

a local origin is sought, the cattle-raising areas of

Thrace arc a more probable home of the worship,

where the tearing to pieces of a bull with the teeth

conceivably might have formed part of the wild

orgiastic rites of the rude and licentious tribes. But,

as Andrew Lang suggested, perhaps the legend is not

so savage as it looks.*

The similarity of the Greek Dionysos and the

Egyptian Osiris is so obvious that many scholars in

ancient and modern times have been led to regard the

two figures as aspects of the same person, and there-

fore to seek the original home of the legend and its

associated ritual in Egypt.1 Thus, Herodotus found

the resemblance between the rites so great tlut he

thought it impossible that they could have been in-

vented independently,while Plutarch is equally insistent

upon their identity. As Frazer points out, '* we can-

not reject the evidence of such intelligent and trust-

worthy witnesses on plain matters of fact which fell

under their own cognizance. Their explanations of

the worships it is, indeed, possible to reject, for the

chip. riit.

• Myth, Kited/ <m/ Ktupem (Looj, III?), d, pp. M7 (-

• Herodorm. u. 49. 1*4. 41 ; Ptotatth. hu rt Oarii, p. jj ; Foucan. L*
CmIu A Dmnj, n Aiilp* (Pirn. 1904), pp. 9 fl, l>0 ff . Petty. HiUnrt
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meaning of religious cults is often open to question
;

but resemblances of ritual arc matters of observa-

tion.”*

If Dionysos is associated with Osiris, his being torn

asunder and revived under the title of Zagreus

becomes the Thracian counterpart of the dismember-

ment of the Egyptian culture hero, just as his con-

nexion with the vine and agriculture is explicable in

terms of the Osiris myth. On this interpretation, the

primary purpose of the Dionysiac would seem to have

been a death and resurrection ritual to obtain the re-

birth of the initiate to a blessed immortality, and we
know that this was the object of the Orphic mysteries

in later times.

How far, however, if at all, this was achieved by or

through a sacred meal it is difficult to say. Some-

thing in the nature of a sacramental union with the

worshippers may have been established when the god

visited his votaries in early spring, a survival of which

may have occurred in the Orphic-Dionysos mystery

ritual. Thus, in Euripides the initiated votary in

Crete is said to have become one with his divinity

after he had fulfilled “ the solemn rite of the banquet

of raw flesh,” 1 a rite connected by the Christian

Fathers with Orphism.* But until we know with

more certainty how much of the literature attributed to

Orphism in antiquity really had any right to this title,

the passage must remain of doubtful interpretation.

Moreover, since the Orphics normally abstained from

a flesh diet, their partaking of a sacramental meal of

• 68, P*. r Adon*.“ S), p. 1*7. • Fag. 47*. N»uck.
» Clem. Ale*.. Prrtr.pt, fa. 1*. 17: R* M*f. Dttrr.prtf. rti, p. |4 .
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the character described can only be explained on the

supposition that the tabu was removed on this occa-

sion. This would be a perfectly reasonable and prob-

able explanation of the rite if we could be sure that it

was practised. The Orphic sacred books relate the

story of the tearing in pieces of the divine huntsman

(Zagrcus), identified with Dionysos, but if it was con-

nected with the rending of the bull in Crete, there is

no evidence that this ritual was performed in the

Orphic lodges.

Orphism, as it is actually known, was essentially a

mystical movement resting on the belief that when

Orpheus went to the underworld in search of his wife

Eurydicc.hc discovered the secret of immortality which

was imparted to the initutcd in the private brother-

hoods. Doubtless some of the old Thracian worship

of Dionysos was continued in symbolic form in the

cult-societies, though the brotherhoods, perhaps as

early as the seventh century, raised the worship to a

higher level, making it a means of the purification of

the soul in this life and in the next full communion

with God.

According to the theogonies, Zeus having slain with

his thunderbolt the wicked Titans, after they had rent

in pieces and eaten Dionysos, made man from their

ashes, so that the human body partook of the evil

nature of the Titans. The soul, however, was

associated with Dionysos-Zagreus whom Zeus re-

created, and therefore shared in his divine nature.

But until the Titan element (i.c. the body) could be

eliminated by a life of ritual and moral punty during

the soul’s incarnation in a series of bodies, the attain-

* 5 *
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meat of the divine state was impossible. Thus the

aim of Orphism was the possibility of securing divine

life, the immortal state being reached only by com-

plete union with the gods, since “ only to the gods in

heaven comes no old age nor death of anything.”*

Salvation was wrought by Orpheus and mediated

through the Bacchic mysteries, but how far, if at all,

the representation of the passion of Dionysos and

an omophagia in his divine life constituted part of the

cult we do not know. It is possible that sacramental

methods were employed in the tbiasoi, or brotherhoods,

but from Pindar and Plato it seems that their main

preoccupation was the solution of the problem of im-

mortality along the lines of Buddhist thought, and if

the Indian philosophies can be taken as a guide, sacra-

mentalism is scarcely likely to have been very pro-

minent.

In any case, Orphism took the ancient ritual of

Dionysos, and having stripped it of its Thracian orgies,

gave it a new significance in an endeavour to free the

soul from a “ circle of births or becomings ” by

spiritual rebirth and regeneration to a higher life

beyond the grave. It seems to have influenced the

cult of Elcusis, and if it did not penetrate the inner

secrets of these mysteries, the vegetation ritual of

Dcmcter, like that of Dionysos, was interpreted in

terms of destiny of the soul after death.* It was in-

deed this hope that gave the EJeusinia its widespread

* Soph. (Ed., eoL 607.

• J. lUrriion. »*£*£< O-,* (C«mb, .92.),

PP- t»9 &; E Rhode. Eng. tntn. (Lend. 1925). p. .19; C A.

Lobcck. Alir’pbam*! m 4 myitkm Grram <oan/ (KOnigibetg,

.829). pp.69«.
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appeal, drawing worshippers from many lands to its

annual festival not merely to behold a passion-drama,

as in more recent times at Oberammergau, but, like

the Ancient Egyptian practice of mummification, to

secure a place among the glorified dead hereafter.

Nevertheless, if it became a generally accepted

tradition that Orpheus was the founder of all mysteries,*

the central feature of these cults as a whole was the

primitive conception of the death and resurrection of

the novice in association with the victorious survival

and return of a divine hero, Dionysos, Persephone,

Osiris, Attis, Adonis or Mithra. In all the various

phases through which they passed in their complicated

history, there was one predominant concept—the

conservation and promotion of life, whether in the

human organism or in nature. Occasionally this may
have found expression in some etude form of sacra-

mental communion, as perhaps in the Thracian

worship of Dionysos, or in the Attis-Cybcle mysteries

of Phrygian origin where the fusion of the mortal with

divinity in later times was brought about mainly by

a blood ritual, together with a sacramental meal of
food and some liquid.

Tbt Altis-Cybelt Mystfrirs

When we first encountered this cult in Athens in the

fourth century, the initiation to a blessed immortality

was secured by anointing the body of the novice with

a mixture of mud and bran.* But, according to

Firmicus Matemus and Clement of Alexandria, at
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some point in the rite the neophyte ate out of the

timbrel and drank from the cymbal, and went down
into the (bridal-chamber).' Famcll thinks it

was a sacrament of cereals or fruits that was received

from the drum and the cymbal, bread being eaten by

the Attis-votary " as the very substance or body of his

divinity, for in the liturgy of Attis he was himself

called the ‘ Cornstalk ’
; he was then the mystic Bread

in a sense in which Dcmctcr is never found to have

been.”* This is a possible deduction, yet Firmicus

Matcrnus docs not actually tell us anything more than

that eating and drinking constituted an aspect of the

initiation. Hcpding maintains that in some cases

there was an actual burial as part of the resurrection

ritual, the initiate rising from the grave with the

divinity to a new life.* The journey to the bridal-

chamber commemorating the death of Attis would

naturally suggest the rebirth of the mjsta from the

cave-sanctuary of the Mother-goddess,* but, so far as

the earlier cult is concerned, it has to be borne in mind

that it is only the later writers who record this ritual.

The same applies to the taurobolium (and the parallel

crwbnltkm, or sacrifice of a ram) during which the

initiate was drenched with the blood of the bull (or

ram) slain on a perforated platform above a pit in

which he stood.* For while this rite doubtless had a

sacramental significance in the third and fourth

• Firm. Mat., Dr irr. pnf. rtJ, arid, i ; Clem. Ale*. Prompt. a. ij.

• IIMrrt Jmnml. M, No. a. i*»4. p- fif.

• Attii. Slim .Myth*W mm Kid! (Gotten. 190*), p. 196

' Cf. W. Scott. Pmtrdmfi tfStatty Hiitmial Tbmiagy {OtSaid, 1917-1!),

P !*•

• Hepdin*. f. tit., pp. t»j. 199.
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centuries a.d., when it was supposed to cleanse from

the past and bestow the life of immortality, the earliest

references to it, which belong to the second century

of our era, suggest that its object was the welfare of

the Empire, Emperor, or community rather than the

regeneration of an individual.

Moreover, there is no positive evidence that the

taurobolium was originally connected with the Cybele

cult in its Phrygian form. Cumont contends that it

made its way into Italy in the second century a.d. from

Cappadocia where it had been pan of the worship of

the eastern Ancmis Tauropolos. 1 This view is up-

held by Dill,1 though it is controverted by Uepding,

who maintains a Phrygian origin for the rite.' But

even so it was only in post-Christian times that we
encounter it in its mystic form as a bath of regenera-

tion rendering the baptized m aitmum rtnatus* If it

subsequently became part of the Mithxak cult, it was

probably borrowed from the Cybele-Attis ritual in

the last ages of paganism in the Vt’est.*

Tbt Isis Ritual

It would appear from Tbt Golden Ass, the curious

work of the Egyptian Apulcius, that Isis initiates at

‘ F. Cumont. «n R/rwSILiUr, ,lM LMhtfVtrri^.ns, VI. No. a, 1901;

Ui K/iV/iM/ Ormuhi ; Fjig. Him (Oacago. I9««). PP 99* .
»»**•

According to Showerman. the deference between ibe tmvtMmm and the

Ue» to the Utter being a nenrxeat in.tin.Md auluequently to

bring the Attii myth into greater prominence, whereat the /«nhch» had

• long Mcriikial hutory-Th Gmt .Urffcr t/ tU G«Si (Madbon. 193.),

pp. iloB.
• Ra— Suktjfmm Nmw t, SUn* (Load.. 1904). p. jy6.

Op. at., p. mi.
• Dill. p. 547. o. 4, C^pm lump. Lstm. ti. »I0 ; rtii. Ho,.
• Dill, op. at., p. 5,6; Qiooot. Mptunu4 Eng. tram. (Chicago
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Corinth in the second century A.D. underwent 2

ceremonial bathing during the period of preparation,

like the mysta at Eleusis.1 Having performed the

necessary offices and asceticisms, the candidate was at

length led into the inner dumber of the temple at

night, where, by the aid of a sacred drama and occult

methods, he was brought face to face with the gods

to receive mystic revelations and witness sacred rites

which Ludus, the hero of Apuleius, was unhappily not

permitted to divulge. He admitted, however, that

he had “ penetrated to the boundaries of the earth ;

he had trodden the threshold of Persephone, and

returned to earth after being borne through all the

elements. At midnight he saw the sun gleaming with

bright light ; and came into the presence of the gods

below and the gods above and adored." • The next

morning he appeared before the people clad in the

gorgeous array of an initiate, with twelve stoics, a

coloured garment of linen, and a precious scarf on his

back, all decorated with animal designs. In his right

hand he carried a burning torch, and on his head he

wore a crown of palm leaves. Thus adorned, he was

revealed for the admiration of the crowd. At the

end of the year he had to undergo further initiation

into the mysteries of Osiris, and shortly afterwards he

was initiated for the third time, when he became a

member of the college of Pastopboroi.1

Making due allowances for the fanciful character of

this record, there can be little doubt that it was based

upon inner knowledge of the initiation rites of the Isis

mysteries. It would seem, then, that the novice under-

• Sittam. ix, J.
• Op. nt^ If. • Op. lit., 14. 16. JO.
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went a ceremonial sanctification which was celebrated

as a sacramental drama with an elaborate death and

resurrection ritual, for the purpose of setting him in

the way of salvation when he rose from a mystic grave.

It was an initiation involving regeneration, and a

voluntary dying, in order to enter into communion
with the gods and rise to a newness of life through

participation in a death and resurrection ritual. The

Mystery Cult of a goddess, however, differs funda-

mentally from that of a god ; the one is the mystery of

birth, of life coming forth from life ; the other is the

mystery of death, of life issuing from death. It would

seem that in Apuleius the votary embodies not the

goddess but the sun since it was a vision of the

luminary that was vouchsafed in a vision at midnight.

Moreover, when the next morning he stood before the

congregation he was arrayed in sacramental garments

in the likeness of the solar deity with whom he was

identified. That is to say, he passed through the

experience of death in union with the Sun-god rather

than with Isis before entering into the full service of

the goddess.

In the original Egyptian form of the ritual (the cult

of Osiris) immortality was secured through the death

and resurrection of the divine hero who died to awake

to life again. 1 It therefore required only slight

modification in a syncrctistic age to bring the worship

of Osiris and Isis into line with the spirit of Gneco-

Oricntal mysticism, in view of its strong resemblance

to the cult of the Asiatic goddess and her consort.

In the fourth century b.c. the Olympic religion began

• Chap. n. PT- s» •-
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to decay as city states were merged into larger units,

and new influences from Thrace, Phrygia and Egypt

made their way in the Eastern Mediterranean. In

this great welter of religions the Mysteries became

firmly established, and finally, in the second century

of our era, added the Persian Cult of Mithras to their

number. Now while all these rituals with their varied

histories were never entirely fused, so far as the scanty

evidence available allows of any generalization, they all

appear to have had this in common in their later guise

that they were essentially sacramental dramas in the

sense that they offered to all classes the promise of a

blessed hereafter, and aimed at producing inner and

mystical experiences calculated to quicken the religious

life of the initiates through outward and visible

portrayals of the passion and triumph of a divine hero.

Mitbrmsm

In the case of Mithraism the ritual centred in the

death of the sacred bull by Mithras rather than that of

the hero himself, but the bull had been created by

Ormazd, and when he was sacrificed by order of the

Sun, the life of the world, animal and vegetable,

sprang from his blood. Therefore, Mithras was the

creator of life by virtue of this sacrificial act, and, like

Osiris, he became the guide and protector of souls in

quest of a blessed immortality. To his initiates he

secured ascent through seven spheres to the supreme

heaven, and full communion in the mystic beatific

vision and celestial banquet, of which perhaps the

sacramental communion of bread, water and possibly

wine, administered to the votary on his admission to

Ij8
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the higher degrees, and compared by the Christian

Fathers to the Eucharist,1 was the earthly counterpart.

In all the Mystery Cults the appeal was primarily

mystic and emotional. As Angus points out, what

Farnell says of Elcusis applies in a measure to all

:

“ To understand the quality and intensity of the

impression we should borrow something from the

modern experiences of the Christian Communion
Service, Mass and Passion Play, and bear in mind also

the extraordinary susceptibility of the Greek mind to

an artistically impressive pageant.” * The triumph of

life over death in nature and in the human soul was

the predominant theme in the sacred drama, repre-

sented, intensified, spiritualized by all the emotional

qualities of a carefully thought-out ritual elaboration

calculated to “ refine and exalt the pyschic life and give

to it an almost supernatural intensity such as the an-

cient world had never before known." *

Tims, without respect of class or race, a sure and

certain hope of immortality was offered freely to all

who accepted this way of salvation. In the process of a

quasi-spiritual, quasi-magical rebirth the initiate be-

came regenerated, and received the gift of a new divine

substance, so that having undergone a mysterious

metamorphosis (i.c. become the recipient of the gift

of a new divine substance), he was endowed with

immortality. Lustrations and sacred meals played

some part in most of the cults, apparently, but how far

the ceremonial acts of caring and drinking were in

' Tenullun, Dt Pr*nr. lUr, 40. Jaitin Mum, Apd., i. 66.
* Angui. T4» Mjitiry Rihpxi ad Ctnsuaatj (Land, 1925), p. 59.
• Cumom, Tau, .1 Maamau rata*/ —« 4 Jftfr, (Bni«cU.

*M>. P m-
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the nature of mystic sacraments in the life of the deity

it is impossible to determine with any degree of

certainty. Speaking generally, the way of salvation

revealed in the Mysteries, in striking contrast to the

eternal hopes and aspirations of the philosophers, was

the communication to the votary of the life-giving

powers of the divine hero, through certain asceticisms,

tests, rites and sacerdotal directions implicitly followed,

in order to establish a vital union between the divinity

and his devotees. The very popularity of the cults

lay in the promise they gave to the ordinary man,

incapable of philosophical reasoning, of an assured

hereafter by the simple expedient of following the

prescribed ritual.

The Mystery way of communion in many respects

was thus more closely allied to the magical control of

supernatural powers than to a religious mystic union

with a divine personality, though in the death and

resurrection drama a real fellowship of suffering seems

to have been achieved. By dying in order to be

reborn to a new life the votaries became identified

with the mystery deity in an intimate and ecstatic

communion. However crude some of the more

orgiastic rites may have been, the scheme of redemp-

tion offered by the Cults was essentially of a sacra-

mental character in the general sense applicable to a

covenant relationship between a deity and his wor-

shippers. But when we pass from the general to the

particular the evidence fails us. How fax, if at all,

any real similarity existed, for example, between the

mystery meals and lustrations and the Eucharist and

baptismal rites of the Christian Church, it is very
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difficult to say since the only available comparative

material comes from the second century of our era and

onwards. To this intricate subject we shall return in

the next chapter, but, so far as our present inquiry is

concerned, without prejudicing the issue, the Mystery

Religions may be described as sacramental dramas

which were destined to play a significant part in

preparing the way for the establishment of a Christian

sacramentalism in Europe.

1 41



CHAPTER VI

SACRAMENT AND SACRIFICE IN CHRISTIANITY

That Christianity had the character of a Mystery

Religion is suggested by the method and purpose of

initiation as set forth in the Pauline literature. Thus,

in Romans vi it is stated that the catechumen was

baptized into the death of Christ and buried with I iim

in a regenerative bath from which the candidate

emerged reborn, as from the grave, to newness of life

like his risen Lord. Henceforth the Christian initiate

lived under conditions different from those which

constituted his former existence. Through a mystical

sacramental union with Christ, the flesh had been freed

from the law of sin and death and animated by a new
life-principle so that he walked not after the flesh, but

after the spirit (Rom. viii. 4) as “ a new creature
"

(a Cor. v. 1 7).

Now while the evidence of Baptism in the Mystery

Cults is very slight, it might appear from what has been

said above that the fundamental conceptions of the

Pauline theology were identical with those which lay

behind initiation in the Gneco-Roman Mysteries.

The early Fathers of the sub-apostolic period, in fact,

saw a resemblance even in the outward rite, but, as we
have seen, the precise significance of these lustrations

has certainly not become easier to determine as our

knowledge has increased. That writers at the begin-

ning of our era, already familiar with Christian prac-
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tice, should read a similar meaning into the apparently

parallel pagan customs is understandable, but, as they

were not themselves initiates, their testimony is of little

value concerning what was actually said and done at

these secret Cults, except as an expression of popular

ideas on the subject at that particular time.

It would seem, however, that the bath of cleansing

had an apotropaic efficacy, but when it was regarded as

a symbolic and sacramental regeneration, as in the

taurobolium
,

it belongs to a time when the Christian

doctrine was well established. It is, in fact, conceiv-

able, as Burckhardt suggests, that this intcipretation of

the rite arose as a pagan attempt to provide its devotees

with the same hope of eternal life which was promised

by the Church to the Christian initiates.* The evid-

ence of a Mystery sacramcntalism during the early

centuries of our era, therefore, does not solve the

problem of the origin of the Christian rites, however

helpful it may be in determining their later develop-

ments. It is rather to the immediate antecedents of

Christianity that we must turn for light on the ultimate

question.

Jewish Prouljtt baptism

That the Church at a very early period came to be

regarded as the New Israel, brought into being, as it

was supposed, because the Messiah had come, and had

inaugurated a new order based on the old dispen-

sation, is now hardly open to doubt. Therefore

Judaism is the most likely source of the ideas and

practices which found expression in the Christian

* D* ZM in Cnan (IWk. p. aaj. n. I.
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sacramental system, unless it be assumed that, like

the Maya civilization, it sprang “ full-blown from

the ground.” Thus, respecting baptism, in the

Hebrew ritual lustrations to remove ceremonial defile-

ment, and as a preliminary to consecration to the

priesthood, or to a sacred ordinance (Ex. xix. io,

xxix. 4; xxx. 18; Lev. xiii-xiv., xvii. 16, xxii. 6;
Num. xxxi. 21—24, cf. Hcb. ix. 10), are sufficiently

prominent to suggest a possible clue to the Christian

mode of initiation, especially as the}' were given a

spiritual significance by the prophets, and interpreted

by them in terms of a change of heart (E2. xxxvi. 2j f.

;

Zech. xiii. 1 ;
Ps. li. 7). Moreover, these ceremonial

washings, which in primitive thought were connected

with the removal of non-moral pollution (cf. Lev. xiv.

5, 50), later were looked upon as efficacious as an

initiation ceremony, in the form of proselyte baptism,

when converts from the Gentile world were admitted

into Judaism.

That this rite prevailed before the second century

a.d. is clear from the Rabbinical literature of the

Tannaitic period (e. a.d. 200),* and both Schflrcr and

Edersheim have argued in favour of an earlier date. 1

As Btichler has pointed out,* this view is supported

by the Maccabxan legislation concerning a purificatory

bath, or ttbilab, to which Gentile women who had had

immoral relations with Jews had to submit on bccom-

• M'kMta 0aE1.1u.4S; M»hu Ymma ui. J. and viii. 9 ; Babylonian

Talmud. YMimUb. ff 4,-47 ; Cn> (oira-ononical trail* of Babylonian

Talmud).

• B. Schafer, Hi.nryj it. PmfJ. (Edin.. H90). D. i. pp. 919 ff.

;

A. F.deration', U/.«WTma ,U SU.asi (Land.. .1«7>, ii.pp.74jt ;

i, P- *7J-
• ]ni/t Rnuw. New Sene*, July 1916, p. »j.
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ing proselytes to Judaism. This suggests that the

custom prevailed at the beginning of the Christian era,

though the decree may have lapsed after the victories

of the Maccabees, especially as it was sometimes sup-

posed that a Gentile was incapable of contracting

“ uncleanness.” On the other hand, one Rabbinical

tradition maintained that every Gentile “ is in all re-

spects like a man with an unclean issue," and, therefore,

for those who held this view, a purificatory lustration

would be an obvious outcome of the Levitical legisla-

tion. That this was actually the case in the second

century of our era we are left in no doubt from the fre-

quent references to proselyte baptism in the literature

of the period,' while in Mishna Pesabim viii. 8 there

arc explicit references to the rite having been per-

formed on non-Jewish soldiers, suggesting that the

practice was of long standing.

It would appear, according to the Talmud, that

“ proselytes of righteousness ” (i.c. those who became

“ perfect Israelites,” or “ children of the covenant," as

distinct from “ proselytes of the gate," who merely

renounced heathenism and submitted to Jewish juris-

werc circumcised and baptized and then offered

a sacrifice in the temple. This last prescription was

modified, owing to the destruction of Jerusalem, by a

promise that the burnt-offering would bemade when the

sen-ices ofthe sanctuary were restored, but the very fact

that baptism was included among the two ancient rites

of circumcision and sacrifice, suggests, as the Mishna

presupposes, that it was a well-established custom.

^
' In it. preterit form ibe NfeJm « the work of Rabbi Judah ha-Naii.

“ 'he Prince,- who compiled it from earlier iookc* about a.*, too.
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Another question raised not later than the begin-

ning of the second century a.d. was whether baptism

alone without circumcision was sufficient to make a

proselyte. The Rabbis decided in favour of the

necessity of both rites, 1 though later reasons were

found for the view that baptism alone sufficed, thereby

showing the importance attached to this pan of the

initiation. This is also borne out by the injunction

that it be performed, with appropriate exhortations

and benedictions, in the presence of three witnesses,

and in such a manner that the water touched every

part of the body.* The ttbilah must, if possible, be

of "
living water,” and the question as to how far a

certain quantity of "
artificial ” fi.e. drawn) water

tended to invalidate the baptism is considered to be of

sufficient importance to merit discussion. 1 In the case

of the ceremonial washings of the Old Testament,

sprinkling sufficed, but, despite Professor C. Rogers's

criticism of the generally accepted view,4 there seems

no reason to doubt that at the close of the Tannaitic

period total immersion was practised. The Mishnaic

and Talmudic evidence can hardly be interpreted in

any other sense without doing violence to the texts,*

and it is implied by the Zadokite Fragment, a docu-

ment, if it is genuine, which goes back to the second

Y'kUm/lb. *(*.

• Mumucixin lidh. AIM. m. «. Maimonulca. mcdicrml Jcuh
icachet, died about a.d. 1104. On nnmenioo. ite Abraham.. J.T.S., ail.

July 1911. p. 609. W. Brandt. Dm /Make* Bepn/wa (Gietaen, 1910),

PP
* Cf. MJawxk of Ike AlaAme; T. B. Sabbath «ja; T. B. Hagigah 1 ta.

• JTS.. New Sene*, afi. April 1911. pp. 457 ft

• Yrkbimitb. 46-4I : Cenm. ctap. i; cf. Abnhami. J.TS., xii. No. «t,

July 1911. pp.6c9ft
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century b.c .
1 The dimensions of the bath given in

the Talmud (1XIX3 cubits) is also suggestive of

immersion.*

John tbt baptist

Therefore, while the evidence is not conclusive, it

seems probable that proselyte baptism was practised in

Israel at the beginning of the Christian era and perhaps

much earlier, since, when we encounter it in the second

century a.d., it is as a definitely established rite of

very considerable importance, and there arc hints of

baptismal lustrations in earlier times. Moreover, while

there is no mention of the water-baptism of St. John

the Baptist in the Rabbinical literature, there can be

little doubt, whatever may be open to question in the

traditional records of this strange figure, that the

familiar episode in
44
the wilderness of Judas* in the

days of Herod the king ” is substantially historical.

In Josephus the Baptist is referred to as “ a good

man who exhorted the Jews to exercise virtue (ifCT^),

both as to justice (foduoaimj) towards one another

and piety (iucipcw) towards God, and to come to

baptism cuvdvai). For baptism (djv

pditrunv) would be acceptable to God thus, if they

used it, not for the pardon of certain sins, but for the

purification of the body, provided that the soul had

been thoroughly purified beforehand by righteous-

ness.”* If, as some scholars arc now inclined to admit,

the passage is substantially authentic, 4
it gives a dif-

1 S. Scbethicr. Dvwmn/i Jrwth Snu~r (Cash., 1910), p. xlruL
1 truhn, 46. • «riu, T. «.

• a. K. Kohler. i—uk tu. p. ill; H. Sc J. Tbackcny.
Dk,. cf Skbk (Hmtmgt), am *ol, p. 471-
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fcrcnt account of the nature and purpose of the rite from

that preserved in the Gospel traditions, since Josephus

pictures it as a bodily purification rather than as a pre-

paration for the coming of the Messianic kingdom.

In the Marcan narrative it is maintained that “ John

did baptise in the wilderness and preach the baptism

of repentance unto the remission of sins ” (Mark i. 4)

;

a statement amplified in the parallel passage in the

First Gospel by the addition of the phrase “ the king-

dom of heaven is at hand ” (Mark iii. a, cf. iv. 17;

Mark i. 1 5), words apparently derived from Q, 1 the

chief source employed by the writer for his account of

the preaching of John. It would appear, therefore,

that the earliest Christian authority (Q) represented the

mission of the Baptist as apocalyptic and Messianic.

This is confirmed by another Q passage In St. Luke

(xvi. 16; cf. Mark xi. 12), and is in accord with the

general setting and circumstances of the story.

Like his predecessors the Hebrew prophets, John

bore witness to an approaching divine judgment

which was actually at hand—a baptism with fire, as well

as with water and the Holy Spirit—and calling upon

his hearers to return in repentance to a right relation-

ship with Yahwch. Thus the tradition which con-

stituted the common source for Matthew and Luke

sets forth the primary significance of the mission and

baptism of John more fully than the Marcan narrative,

though both traditions agree against Josephus as to

the general character of the rite as a moral and spiritual

cleansing symbolized and sealed by immersion ir

Jordan.

' SirfttM./.TJ, Julf 1915. p. JJO.
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Nabcr, a recent editor of Josephus, explains the

discrepancy as a deliberate and controversial attempt

on the part of the Jewish historian to discredit Christian

baptism, and as this was repulsive to Christian readers,

the text was tampered with so that the baptism of

Christ became altogether omitted.' Be this as it may,

Josephus seems to have been trying to identify John

with the Esscncs who performed baptismal lustrations

of a sacramental nature on the admission of candidates

to their society, and with whom the Baptist betrays

some very obvious points of contact.'

Esunism

That Oriental ideas of a " mystery ” nature entered

Palestine either in the train of Hellenism, or directly

from the Orient, in pre-Christian times, is now fairly

established. Thus from the Maccabean age onwards

the Esscncs, whether they be regarded as a distinct

sect or not, constituted an ascetic brotherhood of

Palestinian Jews living a common life of prayer, study,

manual work, and the practice of charity, ordered

perhaps partly on Greek and partly on Persian models.

Kohler, on the other hand, has shown that it is easy

to exaggerate the non-Jewish character of Essenism,

and, in his opinion, the cult was merely a “ branch of

the Pharisees who conformed to the most rigid rules

of lcvitical purity while aspiring to the highest degrees

of holiness.” * This is probably an exaggeration, but,

• E.
J. Kichl. E. Mchler. S. A. Nsber. - Mnono-ynt," Ti/duirifi mr

tUuuki hurtnmr. mitr ram (Leyden. 1S11-6). sill. p. ill ; d.
F. G Burkin. TbnJeput 191J. rfrii. pp. 1)5 fl.

• Abethana, Snmbr< m fbmnsmum tf* Gtrph, i. p. ,«.
• Jrmirb Emyrhp., t. p. *14.
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nevertheless, the essentially Jewish traits in this

“ great enigma of Hebrew history ” cannot be over-

looked.

The punctilious observance of the Mosaic law, for

instance, and the rigid Sabbatarianism, ally the

Esscncs with the Pharisees rather than the Sadducecs,

while their asceticism and love of the simple life sug-

gest the Rcchabitcs more than Greek culture, except

in so far as they practised agriculture and admitted

outsiders into their ranks. Their insistence on the

immutable nature of oaths, conversely, suggests a

point of contact with Sadducecism. In view of these

divergent characteristics, the movement would appear

in the light of a Palestinian syncretidsm, Jewish per-

haps in origin, but having incorporated various

elements from extraneous sources, some of which may
have come ultimately from Greece and the Last. 1

Since the Esscncs were drawn from all classes, and

were probably much less in the nature of a sect

rigidly separated from the rest of the community than

was formerly supposed, it is not unlikely that John the

Baptist was influenced by the movement, even though

he may not have been actually and officially a member

of the brotherhood. Thus he was an ascetic, but his

asceticism was not identical with that of the Esscncs,

nor did he strive to live a common life in his desert

home. In place of a simple white garment he wore a

girdle of skin about his loins ; and instead of a

secluded life emancipated from every object of sense,

he took up the roli of an eschatological prophet calling

a. Moflalt. K.R.£, *, pp. too t. ; B. H. Bmacoreb. Jum smi lb, Lj*
•/Man, (Load.. ,9y». pp. ,1 *.
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upon his countrymen to prepare for the approaching

Messianic judgment. To this end he urged them to

a baptism of repentance, not as an act of ceremonial

cleansing, but as a token of an inward and spiritual

change of heart as representatives of a regenerative

people.

Foreign Influents in Judaism

Whatever may have been the precise relationship

between St. John the Baptist and the Esscnes, both

the allied movements testify to the existence of sacra-

mental ideas in Palestine at the dawn of the Christian

era. As early as the days of the Exile, ceremonial

ablutions, as we have seen, were tending to be re-

garded in the light of spiritual purifications (cf. Erek.

xxxvi. aj), but it was not until the time of Alexandrian

Judaism that Baptism in Palestine had a sacramental

significance in the more mystical sense. Something
akin to this may have been present in embryo in the

earlier purifications,* but this definitely comes to the

birth in the later ritual in which the notion emerges of
a spiritual death to sin, and, in the case of the Johan-
nine Baptism, entry into a new life in preparation for

the coming kingdom of the Messiah. That this con-
ception was in some measure influenced by the Mystery
ideas of Hellenic and Oriental thought is highly pro-

bable, though, as has been demonstrated, the evidence

on this point at present is insufficient to establish any-

thing in the nature of a definite ritual analogy.

Sacramental ideas, cither in a crude and primitive

' Oewrler *od But. T4» Rwp:. W Fmdif •/ Um Sjm+gm (Lood.,

*9").PP
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form, or in a more mystical guise, were floating about

the Grxco-Roman Empire from the sixth century b.c.,

and if Jewish thought on the whole was little aflcctcd

by foreign influences, Hellenic culture, especially on

its deeper spiritual side, exercised no small sway over

the general outlook of the educated classes in Palestine

during the third and second century B.C., and doubtless

penetrated 10 the rest of the population. 1 SchUrer, in

fact, believes that so strong was the Greek spirit among

the Jews of Judxa at the beginning of the second

century b.c., that had the process of hcllcnization been

allowed to continue without the drastic intervention of

Antiochus Epiphanes, the Judaism of Palestine would

have been more syncretistic than that of Philo.* If

this is an overstatement, the fact remains that Greek

civilization had a powerful fascination for a consider-

able section of the population, and even in matters of

religion, where it must be admitted a very marked

reluctance to imbibe extraneous practices and ideas is

manifest, post-Exilic Israel did not prove to be imper-

vious to outside influences. Just as it borrowed the

notion of Shcol, and a great deal of its cosmological

mythology and demonology, from Babylonia, and

probably some of its eschatological and apocalyptic

speculations from Persian Zoroastrianism, so in die

Wisdom literature, and Philo, we see unmistakable

evidence of culture contact with Greece, where the

Jews of the Dispersion were compelled to read their

own Scriptures in the only language they understood,

viz. Greek. It, therefore, seems highly probable that

lltf). i.pp. i$fL
&«**»*/ /4b*. VMu (Lepa*. ill)). «. pp. lljf.
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their brethren in Palestine, while remaining loyal to

the traditions of Judaism, nevertheless tended to

interpret their faith in Hellenic terms.

Thus in the matter of baptism, the ceremonial

lustrations with which they were familiar may reason-

ably be suspected of having undergone a modification

in a sacramental direction, especially as the Mystery

ideas of death and resurrection were becoming current

in Palestine at that time. The Covenant relationship

inherent in Jewish theology readily assumed a sacra-

mental significance once proselytes were admitted into

the fellowship of Israel by initiatory rites which included

the ancient puberty ceremony of circumcision, a ritual

bath and a sacrificial offering. Ifwe cannot be certain

that this threefold form of entry into the ranks of

the “ Covenant People " prevailed before the fall of

Jerusalem, it has every appearance of being an estab-

lished institution in the first century a.d., with earlier

antecedents. The custom may have been mainly

ceremonial in character, but it was also connected

with notions of rebirth and spiritual change, the newly

baptized proselyte being like “ a newborn child ” by

virtue of his incorporation into the congregation of
Israel .

1 In the Essene and Johannine rites the sacra-

mental and spiritual significance suggested by Ezekiel

were more fully developed, and it is open to question

whether Hcadlam is correct in believing that the
“ inspiration of the last of the prophets ” was drawn
wholly from the prophetical books of the Old Testa-

ment .
1

1 K*. *»6.

' A. C Hcadlam, 74. Lift aW Tmb~r Jmu lb, Ckritt (Land., ioj}>,

P- i»«-
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In the post-Exilic period “ baptism” (i.c. ceremonial

lustration) unquestionably had a Messianic significance

(Ez. xxxvi. 25 ; Zech. xiii. 1), and doubtless this con-

ception played an important part in determining the

Baptist’s use and interpretation of the sign in his

eschatological mission. But living in an age saturated

with mystical ideas, it is difficult to avoid the con-

clusion that he was affected by the thought current in

apocalyptic circles where foreign influences were very

strongly felt. Furthermore, the Esscnes were con-

fined for the most pan to the district round the Dead
Sea, where Pliny maintains they persisted for “ thou-

sands of ages."* Whether or not the Baptist was

in any way connected, directly or indirectly, with this

movement, his mission occurred in a district identified

with the sect, and therefore doubtless not wholly

oblivious of its general outlook.

CaUltan Judaism

If the Christian doctrine of baptism derived inspira-

tion from the teaching and practice of the “ fore-

runner,” John, it is also very significant that Jesus

Himselfwas brought up in Galileewhere a very distinct

type of Judaism prevailed. Surrounded by non-

Jewish territory, the province was open to influences

from the neighbouring Hellenistic city of Gesarca

Philippi, and it was within easy access of Antioch, the

capital of Hellenistic Syria. Moreover, it was cut off

from Judza by the antagonistic and despised Samaria,

and held in contempt by the Rabbis as heretical. 1 A
• Pliny. MM* S*niu. r. ,7.

• a. H Ioe»c, E.R.E. it. pp. 6116 f.
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saying ascribed to Jochanan ben Zaccai, a pupil of

Hillcl
—“ Galilee, Galilee, thou that hatest the law,

therefore thou shalt yet find employment among
robbers

”
1—has its parallels in the Gospels (John

vii. ja ; i. 42 ; Matt. iv. i$ f.), and doubtless expresses

the general attitude of the exclusive mind of Jucbea

towards this cosmopolitan province, inhabited by a

hybrid race devoid of the ethical and nationalistic

spirit which characterized post-Exilic Israel. It was

here that new movements of thought were most mani-

fest in Palestine, as is shown by the fact that the

Mandxan religion took its final form in Galilee in the

Persian period, just as Christianity later was first

proclaimed among its hills and on the shores of its lake.

Therefore, as Dr. ilcadlam has remarked, “ it is not

without significance that within sight of the sea of

Galilee, on the hills above the valley of Jordan, might

be seen the signs of the religion and culture of the

Greek world, and that Greek language and thought

were permeating even Jewish life.”'

Thus, at the beginning of the Christian era there is

reason to think that Judaism outside Jerusalem was in

some measure affected by Hellenism, though exactly

to what extent cannot be determined. It is, however,

important not to lose sight of the fact that Christianity

was bom in a changing environment in which new
ideas were modifying the ancient Rabbinic Sadduexan
traditions, especially in the north where Jesus passed

his early years. There, probably, the great body of the

peoplcwere devout Jews worshipping in the traditional

way, but, nevertheless, subject to external influences, and
1 /mr.XbMtf*. i,«L pp 74 f.
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therefore suspect in the eyes of their more circum-

scribed compatriots in the south. Farther afield, in

Alexandria and elsewhere, the Diaspora lived in an

atmosphere saturated with Hellenism, and it was from
these centres that pilgrims flocked to Jerusalem from

time to time, so that even in the Holy Gty itself

Judaism was not entirely untouched by external

influences.

Therefore, when it is claimed, and not without good
reason, that Christianity was originally the New Israel,

the modifications in Hebrew religion at the dawn of

our era should not be overlooked. It was from the

peculiar province of Galilee that Jesus wended His way
to Judxa to begin His public ministry by undergoing

baptism at the hands of John. In His nonhem home
He had been brought up as a devout and onhodox
Jew, though with certain important differences of out-

look from His fellow-countrymen in the capital. At
Nazareth He would have been instructed by the scribes

in the tenets of official Judaism, and it is recorded that

He disputed with the doctors of the law in the Temple
as a youth (Luke ii. 46 f.), according to current

custom.* It is clear, however, that He did not have a

Rabbinical training. His education consisting in that

commonly given to a provincial artisan at the local

synagogue school, where He would lcam the general

principles of the theory and practice of the religion of
Israel. His own teaching in later years, as recorded

in the Gospels, reveals the general outlook of the

Hebrew scriptures current in His day, and it seems

probable, despite assertions to the contrary, that He
' Jorn^m, Ufr. t
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spoke in Aramaic rather than Greek. The Founder
of Christianity, therefore, thought and spoke as a Jew,
but, nevertheless, as a Galiltan Jew, and consequently
with the mental presuppositions moulded and modi-
fied through contact with certain phases of Hellenic
and Oriental thought and culture. Thus equipped.

He began His mission with a sacramental initiation.

The baptism of Christ

In the earliest record of the event (Mark i. 9-1 1)

John is represented as the forerunner of the Messiah
who would “ baptize with the Holy Spirit," whereas
the First Gospel contrasts the Johannine lustration

with an apocalyptic baptism with fire (Matt. iii. 1 1 f.),

a conception more in line with Judaic thought than the

Marcan expression which is suggestive of Christian

interpretation. On the other hand, the idea of the
" Anointed of the Spirit ” is deeply rooted in the Old
Testament (1 Sam. xvi. ij

;
Is. Ixi. 1), and this aspect

of the Messianic rilt would probably not be unfa miliar

to John, if he regarded himself at all in the light of a

forerunner. The subject is really one for the New
Testament literary scholars to decide, but if the
account of the baptism of Christ is in any sense
historical, as the majority of critics arc inclined to
allow,* all the circumstances suggest that it had for
Him a Messianic significance (Mark ix. 12, ij, and Say-
ing from Q in Matt. xi. 7 (f. ; Luke vii. 24 ff., xvi. 16).

Moreover, the alleged retirement to the desert imme-
diately after the event (Mark i. 1 2 f. ; Matt. iv. 1-1 1 1 ;

* Sttwnr. Tit F-r (Load., pp. B
. W. B*on.

***“ m \Uitbw
,9 ,o). pp. 214. jpj . «f. K. E Kirk, Tim Vimm

1^.. pp. „ ff.
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Luke iv. i-i j) is indicative of His having undergone

a profound religious experience which drove Him
into solitude to reflect upon its meaning.

Henceforth He regarded Himself as the chosen ser-

vant of Yahwch in terms of the apocalyptic. Messianic

and Isaianic figures, but while He permitted His dis-

ciples to baptize, He did not Himself administer the

rite (John iii. az, iv. z, cf. Luke vii. Z9ff.). His

message at first carried the same note as that of His

predecessor (Matt. iv. 17, cf. Mark i. ij), and bore

witness to His prophetic ministry, confirming the

promise of a Spirit-baptism to which John had re-

ferred in his Messianic anticipations (Luke xxiv. 49 ;

Acts i. 47, xi. 16
; John xx. zz). If He did not actually

Himself baptize, or institute the Christian sacrament, 1

He submitted to the rite at the hands of the Baptist,

and sanctioned its continuance among His disciples so

that the Apostolic Church used this method of initia-

tion quite naturally from the beginning. It would

seem, therefore, that the sacrament was a Johanninc

heritage which was adopted by Christ and the Church,

and reinterpreted in terms of Christian thought.

The Pauline Doctrine

It was in this process of reinterpretation that the

mystery ideas inherent in the institution developed

in a highly spiritualized form, along the lines of the

1 While the baptnnnl (oraaJa si Mail. xiviii. 19 occur* in all extant

MSS., the Old Synac and Old Larin remoo. ate defect.™ at Urn point, and

there are nuoni £0* bebeTing that Eusebio* quoted from a text which

omitted the wools. Cf. Conybcare. Zoluinft ftr St N.T. ITium, 1901.

pp. *7 ) fl. If the loti ruling of the Gotftl contained the formula, it i«

aurpnt-ng that Tnturanan Upuua la no* mmttonrd in 1 Cor. i. 14
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Pauline doctrine. In the complex personality of St.

Paul, influences met, derived from his early Hellenic

environment of Tarsus, his Rabbinical training at

Jerusalem, and his later “ twice-born ” religious

experience. The final product of this synthesis was

an original theology welded together into a coherent

scheme, based on Judaism but expressed largely in

mystery and mystical language, though presenting

certain fundamental divergences from the current

belief of the Mediterranean and Oriental Cults. Thus,

for example, there is no record of a baptism in the

Myster)' Religions into the name of any of the Mysteiy

deities, nor is there any trace of a “ gift of the Spirit,"

or divine itvcCjm, in association with the ritual of

lustration, although this concept was by no means
absent in Mystery doctrine. 1 The prominence of these

notions in the theology of St. Paul and the Early

Church differentiates the Christian rite from the

corresponding Mystery initiations, and the Jewish and

Johanninc counterparts. True, as we have pointed

out, there are reasons for believing that the Trinitarian

formula was not part of the original form of adminis-

tration, but, nevertheless, the initiate was admitted to

the fellowship of the baptized “ in the name of Jesus
”

(Acts ii. 38 ff.), a phrase implying incorporation into

the person of Christ (Acts i. ij ; Rev. iii. 4 ; xi. 13).

This was further developed by St. Paul into an explicit

Covenant relationship
; a “ putting on of Christ

”

(Gal. iii. 27) in a spiritual rebirth (Rom. vi. 3 f.

;

i Cor. xii. 12 f.)
;

This Pauline interpretation of the initial sacrament
1 Kennedy, Sr. md tU fjhpjat (Load., 1915). p. 2jo.
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was by no means a typical Mystery initiation cere-

mony, as Dr. Kirksop Lake imagines,1 since, according

to the apostle, “ if any man hath not the Spirit of

Christ, he is none of his ” (Rom. viii. 9). Clearly, to

the mind of St. Paul, Christianity was essentially a

personal, mystical experience achieved by an act of

self-renouncing trust involving death to the old life

and a "
rising again ” in newness of life and status in

Christ, in whom the initiate is “ sealed with the Holy

Spirit of promise” (Ephes. x— 1 j).* Therefore, if

Baptism had its place in his scheme of redemption

and regeneration, it was not in the strictly Mystery

sense that he conceived the death and resurrection of

the catechumen, since what was implied was essentially

a putting away of the old life and its associations in

otder that a new relationship of sonship with Christ

might be established (Rom. vi. 4 ;
Gal. iii. 16 f.

;

1 Cor. vi. 17).

In all these utterances St. Paul was expanding his

own spiritual experiences as a " new creature " dead

to his old life, and in a new Covenant relationship

with his risen and ascended Lord, which he found

ethically superior to, and more soul-satisfying than, the

Judaic Law. The spiritual grafting of the faithful

into the New Israel was comparable, he thought, to

' Karluop Uke. TU Eputh, JSr PW(Lond. l,t i). p. i„. To
ehe Hebrew*, as lo pr.rn.tirr people genet*!!*-, the turn was an integral part

of the human organism. Therefore Bapcitm in the name of Jesus would
appear to mean Bapmm into Ho nature and fellowship. i«. the Church.
There is no evidence foe lake', contention that “ the name was the power
which gave the water in Mgnmeance," p. (16.

• If the Pauline authorship of Ephesians is open to question, that this
view of Bopcom it fairly icpccKncativc of the teaching of the Apostle is

apparent from Gal. ULi; iL 19 f.
; Rom. *. 17 ; 1 Coe. h. 4, » ; iv. 1 j ;

ML tj.
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the spiritual experiences his forefathers had undergone

in the wilderness when they were “ baptized ” in the

Red Sea ; an episode which was profitable only to

those who were not disobedient to the ethical laws of

Yahwch (i Cor. x. i). But what the Law failed to

accomplish was carried into effect by the hjew Coven-

ant. It was, however, to his own ancestral faith, not

to the ideas and practices of contemporary religions,

that he looked for the antecedents of his newly-

discovered Christian ideals. Judaism was, he

thought, a schoolmaster to bring the world to Christ

(Gal. iii. 24) ; whereas Gncco-Roman paganism, in his

opinion, was a sink of iniquity (Rom. i. 21 ff.), from

which many of his converts had been rescued, washed

and sanctified (1 Cor. vi. 1 1). Therefore, having been

at such pains to extricate perishing souls from the mire,

he is scarcely likely knowingly and deliberately to

introduce them afresh to pagan rites and beliefs.

Nevertheless, it was in the atmosphere of a Hcllcnizcd

Judaism that he was nurtured.

A Jew of Tarsus, St. Paul was a Roman citizen,

and, therefore, by birth and early environment he

belonged essentially to the Diaspora. Consequently

his first acquaintance with his own nation and its

creed was with the Judaism of the dispersion as it

existed at Tarsus, rather than with that of Palestine.

He was,therefore, familiar with a somewhat Hcllcnizcd

type of the Hebrew religion, while during his most

impressionable years he must have been in constant

contact with Greek life and culture. On the other

hand, his strict Jewish parentage must have isolated

him from pagan society, and prevented his gaining
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an inside knowledge of the worship of the local

religious cults. Moreover, he seems to have been

educated at one of the Rabbinical schools in Jerusalem

where he became a fanatical zealot for the Law. 1

His early environment, therefore, was very much
modified by his subsequent training, which probably

accounts for his essentially Rabbinical theological

outlook, and almost complete ignorance, as it would

appear, of Greek writers.

Thus, in his correspondence with the Gentiles it is

always to the Old Testament Scriptures, and not to the

classical or contemporary authors, that he makes his

appeal, just as while he was proud of his Roman
citizenship, and maintained an Imperial outlook, he pro-

claimed himself an Hebrew of the Hebrews, as touch-

ing the Law, a Pharisee. He was, in truth, narrower

and more Pharisaical than his master, Gamaliel,

recoiling with typical Jewish horror from anything

that savoured of heterodoxy. In him Jew and Greek

met, but it was the Jewish element that always pre-

vailed. As he himself declared, as touching the law

he was blameless, having advanced in the Jew's religion

beyond many of his own age among his countrymen,

being more exceedingly zealous for the traditions of

his fathers.

Furthermore, after his conversion to Christianity he

did not abandon the religion of Israel, seeing in the

New Covenant the fulfilment and expansion of the old

dispensation. Thus, he brought over to Christianity

current Jewish Rabbinical theology of the Pharisaic

' Cf. P. WenJknd. “ Din Helfamtacb-RocniKi* Kulcui " (Tabingen.

1912), p. 142, in Lirwunn’t Kc*0ari Nan Ttiument, i. Bd. 2.
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school, modified in some measure, at any rate sub-

consciously, by his own early training and habits of

thought at Tarsus. These preconceptions he re-

interpreted in the light of his specifically “ twice-

born ” religious experience, in terms of the person,

death, resurrection and early return of Christ. In

welding together these component elements into a

coherent scheme, he produced an original theology,

the basic ideas of which belonged to Judaism, but the

language and thought was a highly spiritualized

Mystery conception of a mystical union with Jesus

established through a spiritual process (as distinct from

a ritual) of death and resurrection. In this way he

created a Christian theology and apologetic, together

with a philosophy of history, which proved to be

readily adaptable to the needs and outlook of Jew
and Gentile. Therefore, it was calculated to make

a widespread appeal in an age of religious unrest

and inquiry.

The amazingly rapid spread of Paulinized Christ-

ianity quickly created a Christian atmosphere in which

Judaism tended to undergo further modification, and

the Mystery Religions to assume a more mystical and

sacramental character. The keenest and liveliest con-

troversy being between Jews and Christians, the two

theologies further reacted upon each other. Earlier

likenesses in practice and belief not shared by the

other tended to become obscured, while, conversely,

the more attractive features were prone to be imitated

or assimilated. Thus, as die liturgical expression of

Baptism developed in the Early Church as a Mystery

rite, a corresponding movement can be discerned in
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the contemporary religions, the one apparently

reacting on the other.

In Church and Synagogue in the second and third

centuries, baptismal ritual tended to approximate, so

that in the early Roman rite in the so-called “ Egyptian

Church Order ”—probably a recension of The

Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus written about

A.D. azo 1—the order of procedure is similar and the

rubrics governing the removal of ornaments on the

body of the initiate identical with the corresponding

parts of Ytb. 47 and the Tractate Gtrim. i.
1 Similarly,

the directions to the candidates, and the immersion,

are of the same character in both rites.

In the Mystery Cults, despite their fundamental

divergences from the Christian sacrament in its

Pauline form, there was a tendency, as we have seen, for

the initiation ceremonies and lustrations to assume a

mystic sacramental significance. But, speaking gen-

erally, the antecedents of baptism in the Christian

Church arc to be found in the Synagogue rather than

in the Graxo-Roman temple. In its later develop-

ments, on the other hand, there was a closer approxi-

mation to the Mystery concepts so that Christianity

exercised its controlling force in the declining Roman
Empire mainly as a sacramental Mystery Religion.

The Eucharist

What applies to baptism is also true of the Eucharist.

In the Mystery Cults, so far as it is known at present,

a. G. Homef. Tt* I;-/*«4 tit ApuiJu (Load.. 1904). PP- *45. 106 fl.

;

K. H. CoonoUj. 1U t4jfhm Cbm* Or*, mi AUuJ DwurnnU,
Tattr **d Sim*,, (Cwnb.. 191ft. toL *iii. No. 14.

» IUrmr.0p.ia., PP., i itL i Coooolly.pp.
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there are no real counterparts in the ritual, to a mystical

sacramental meal of bread and wine partaken of as an

act of spiritual communion with a particular divinity,

or with the divine nature as a whole, and having at

the same time a sacrificial significance. Such parallels

as exist ' have a very different history from the Christian

rite, since the worship of Demeter, Dionysos, Attis

and Osiris in its original form was essentially con-

nected with the cult of the dead and the growth and

decay of vegetation. Thus, if the ancient formula of

the Attis ritual, “ I have eaten out of the timbrel, I have

drunk from the cymbal,” referred to a sacramental

rite, it was a ceremonial meal of cereals and fruits con-

nected with Attis as a personification of the Cornstalk.*

Moreover, if in their later and more spiritualized

developments there was a Eucharistic element in the

Mystery Cults, it was only incidental since the passage

from sorrow to joy, from darkness to light, culminated

in an ecstatic experience of a very different character

from that implied in the Christian institution.

The Eucharistic Mystery was a weekly celebration

of the Easter triumph over the forces of evil having

an eschatological and a sotcriological significance as

the re-enactment of the drama of the opus rtdtmptionis

for those already initiate. The pagan parallels were

in the nature of seasonal initiatory rites with a sym-

bolism signifying the death and revival of vegetation,

and if behind the Easter ceremonial there lies a long

line of spring ritual, these observances represent a

later development out of the Jewish Pascha.* The
* a. Chip. V. pp. 1 )9 C ; Difiebch. £-» JIHmif— p. 174.

* Famell, HMrrt /*W. li. 1904. p. )I7 .

* E. Schu-mru, ZiiUtinft/*
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Eucharist, on the other hand, became essentially a

memorial of the death of Christ regarded as a sacrificial

The Origins ofthe Eucharist

The earliest record of the ordinance (i Cor. xi.

* 7
-34) presupposes that by a.d. j j the rite had been in

existence sufficiently long for it to have become the

scene of abuses. In attempting to set matters right,

St. Paul appealed to the tradition he had received from
the Church at Jerusalem concerning what took place

on the eve of the crucifixion (i Cor. xv. j).» In the

subsequent accounts of the event, the Synoptic narra-

tives describe the disciples being assembled in the

Upper Room “ on the first day of unleavened bread,

when the)- sacrificed the Passover” (Mark xiv. ai,

Luke xxii. i j ; Man. xxvi. 18); i.e. on the ijth of

Nisan. The Fourth Gospel, on the other hand, with-

out making any attempt to narrate the proceedings,

maintains that the gathering occurred "before the

feast of the Passover " (John xiii. t), and alleges that

the bodies were taken down from the crosses on the

Preparation to prevent their remaining at the scene of
execution over the feast, " for the day of that Sabbath
was a high day ” (xix. ji/., cf. 14 ; xviii. 28).

Notwithstanding the ingenious arguments of such
theologians as Dalman * and Chwolson * to establish

the Synoptic date, it is very difficult to reconcile the
• The phra* - r«e.rrd fro* the Lorf" to tecc.mg ,

tradition rather than i ipeciai tmhtiaa, tmtt the *ord
(1 Cor. «». 3) is employed elievhete foe icytroetion from a Chrtotian
teacher (rtNXtadin») : l Then. ir. t ; a The dL 6 ; Gal Lit.

• Jumx-Ja4*. (Leipdg. 1912). pp. *6 t.
• Dai Un.1, Pai^mab/ CUiit, (Lop**. 191D. p. !«.
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events described in connexion with the trials and cruci-

fixion with the Jewish observance of the Feast day.

It may be true that a rebellious teacher could be exe-

cuted on a festival,1 but the priests and people presum-

ably would have been too much occupied at this season

with their Paschal duties to conduct a public trial amid

popular demonstrations. Furthermore, although the

Synoptic tradition places the Supper on the night of the

Passover, it records the warning of the Sanhedrin

against taking action during the festival
—“ not on

the Feast-day, lest there be a riot ” (Mark xiv. a
;

Matt. xxvi. j)—and it is possible to read into Luke xxii.

i j, 16 an unfulfilled desire on the part of Jesus to par-

take of the Passover.* It is also remarkable that no
mention is made of the Paschal victim in cither the

Marcan or the Matthscan accounts of the meal.

Taking all the facts into consideration, the Johannine

date (Nisan 14) is the more probable, and if this is

correct, it follows that the Last Supper occurred in the

night before the Paschal Feast began. The Synoptic

record, therefore, seems to be deficient and contradictory

at this point, and it is possible that it is not an account

of the institution of the Eucharist as described by

St. Paul. The Fourth Gospel preserves a complete

silence regarding the Christian rite, and, as Bate has

suggested,* it may be that St. Luke merely recorded

the Paschal meal without any mention of the institu-

tion, ending his narrative with the words, “ I will not

drink henceforth of the fruit of the vine, until the

1 S~., »i. j.

• Oewkj. TU
p. III.

• J.TJ.. July 1917. p *.

tJrmv (Oxford, 1923).
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kingdom of God shall come ” (xxii. 8). This would

explain the omission of the words “ this do in re-

membrance ofme ” in important manuscripts such as

the Grseco- Latin Codex Bczx (D), the Old Latin MSS.,

the Curctonian Syriac version, and certain cursive

MSS.* The placing of the cup of blessing before

the reference to the bread in the current version be-

comes intelligible on this hypothesis as an insertion of

the longer text at a very early date to incorporate the

Pauline tradition (t Cor. xi. 34 ff.), where the breaking

of bread seems to have come first, though 1 Cor. x.

16, a 1 reverses this order, as docs the Didacht.

In view of this textual and documentary confusion,

we cannot be certain of the precise significance of the

Synoptic record, and how far it represents the institu-

tion of the Pauline sacrificial-sacramental rite, but the

narratives give a general idea of the character of the

meal eaten by Christ and the disciples on the eve of

the Passover. The circumstances point to the gather-

ing having been of a quasi-religious nature as groups

of friends (
Haburitb

) were accustomed to meet in

private houses on Friday evenings in preparation for

the Sabbath, and before the great festivals.1 Before

the ceremonial meal, in later times the head of the

family chanted the praises of a virtuous wife (Prov.

xxxi. 10-31) and the family joined in singing songs on

some theme. Singing after the meal is probably very

* Weucoce ind Hod. 7h Ntm 7„u-~i - /A, O,^! CrmA (Carab.

1*81). appendii. pp. 6j L ;
introduction. p. 175-

Elbogen hat thowo lhat it™ d>c canon to the eirty T»muitx period

to bold Sabbath meal* eariT 00 FndaT aftemoco. before the Sabba.h lad

begun ; the cup of *me bemg birred and drunk it tun*'. Cf.

M. Braun and J.
Elbogen. FulsArijl h~rJ I^wys S**j*,Um G+rut*

(Breslau. T911X pp. m «
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much earlier than the preliminary chant. The Kiddisb,

or sanctification, consisted of two blessings : (a) the

benediction over the wine, and (b

)

the sanctification of

the day. After drinking it himself, he passed it to

the rest of the company. The solemn washing of

hands followed or preceded the wine, according to

the particular rites observed. The two loaves were

reminiscent of the double portion of manna, one of
.which was cut in pieces and distributed to the guests,

and the other was reserved to the next day. These

blessings were in the nature of a “ grace ” or thanks-

giving, “ Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of

the universe, who crcatcst the fruit of the vine ”
;

“ Blessed art thou, O I-ord our God, King of the

universe, who bringest forth bread from the earth.” 1

In ordinary circumstances there would have been

no Kiddisb save on the Sabbath or a festival, the

“ feria,” or weekday, rite consisting simply of a

blessing appropriate to the nature of the meal. This

would vary according to the viands.* In the ease of

the Last Supper, the evidence is against the meal having

been actually the Passover, but if it was the Kiddisb it

must have been put forward a day by Jesus in view of

His approaching death. Realizing that the blow might
fall at anymoment, and having a particular desire to eat,

or rather to anticipate, this Passover with His disciples

before He suffered (Luke xxii. 15), He seems to have

gathered them together on the Thursday evening,* as

doubtless He was wont to assemble them from time

• T.upiu, *T«M» Ti. M ; *£ rw, Prtyrr ftco* (S. Sin«a)
t p. 1U-

'A*.*,™.
* Cf. Kronen. Ti. L+rt Sffr (Camb, 1911), pp. *• CS. W. C.

Allen. St. Atitbtw (1.C.C, E«fin, ,907). pp. «75 f.
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to time to discuss at a meal the Messianic mission. 1

The stories of a miraculous feeding of a great

multitude appear to be connected with ritual gather-

ings of this nature. That the Early Church attached

considerable importance to these traditions is clear

since they arc the only miracles recorded in all four

Gospels. Indeed, there is no other incident before the

Passion, except the work ofJohn the Baptist, which is

related by all the Evangelists. St. Paul, at an earlier

date than the Synoptics, had connected the Eucharist

with the “ spiritual food ” which sustained Israel in

the desert (where the feedings arc alleged to have

occurred), and a reference to the manna forms the

transition from the Feeding story to the Eucharistic

discourse in John vi. If, in historical fact, the

"feedings” were regarded as anticipatory of the

coming Messianic baixpiet, as Schweitzer suggests, 1

the sacramental interpretation is near at hand ;
and

the whole setting of the miracles i* indicative of a

mystical significance. Thus emphasis is laid on Jesus

(who is here called 6 xupfc*)' first giving thanks

(John vi. 23), and the five loaves arc called dp?** in

the singular, as in t Cor. x. 16 f., xi. 27. The
disciples arc rebuked for their hardness of heart be-

cause " they understood not concerning the loaves
”

(Mark vi.
3
2). Similarly, judgment is passed on the

crowd for following Jesus not because they saw

<TTfiitla
,
but because the)* “ ate of the loaves and were

filled.” As St. Paul condemned the sordid excesses

• Schu eiiTfi, Qmji af it* IBmrta/Jam. p. J74-
' Op. rU.

* Nowhere tlx In the Fourth C~»pd n dm term and ot Jena until the

Resurrection.
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at the Corinthian Supper (i Cor. xi. 20 ff.), so the

Fourth Evangelist contrasts the barley loaves with the

“ true bread,” Jesus ;
“ Labour not for the meat which

perisheth, but for the meat which abidcth unto

eternal life ” (John vi. 26 ff.). It is the deeper sacra-

mental significance of the ritual-meal that matters, for

“ the flesh profiteth nothing ; the ft**™ of the Logos,

made flesh, are spirit and life.

It would seem, then, that the origin of the Eucharist

must be sought in whatever lies behind the feeding

stories, reaching its climax in the Upper Room on the

eve of the Passion. The Synoptics agree that it was

during the supper that the rite was instituted, but the

narratives suggest certain departures from the normal

order of the Jewish observance. Either the meal did

not begin with bread and wine, and Jesus blessed these

elements when they came
; or, if the meal began with

the blessing of the bread and wine, the duplication of

the blessings points to an innovation implying that

the previous blessings, Kidttibh or otherwise, were

invalid, and they were repeated because henceforward

they were to have a new significance.

The reason for the KidAish of every festival and

Sabbath is its historical significance. On the Sabbath

the remembrance of the creation and the Exodus both

occur because of the differing reasons in the two

recensions of the Fourth Commandment (Ex. xx. to
;

Deut. v. 1 j).« Jewish chronology is thus divided into

two parts : from the creation to the Exodus, and the

Exodus onwards. By identifying the cup with the

blood of the covenant, Jesus made the Eucharist a new
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Kidd&sb introducing a new division of time. As
Lietzmann says, in offering Himself like the Paschal

lamb at the last of the solemn banquets with His disci-

ples Christ in effect said, “ Ich bin das Opfertier, dessen

Blut fOr cuch, d. h. far das gliubige Volk, vergossen

wird, urn cincn neuen Bund mit Gott zu bcsiegcln,

und dessen Leib fUr euch geschlachtet wird.” *

Therefore, if it is not strictly true to affirm that

Christ “ instituted and in His holy Gospel commanded
us to continue a perpetual memory of His death and

passion ” in a Ilucharistic sacrificial-sacramental ritual,

there is very good reason to believe that, consciously

or unconsciously, He provided the inspiration for the

Christian rite by His words and actions in the Upper

Room on the night of his betrayal, as they arc recorded

in the Synoptic narratives. The meal was already an

established institution in Jewish social life, and en-

dowed with a quasi-liturgical character.* The disciples

consequently continued their regular Haburt/b when
their Master had passed from their midst, and at these

gatherings, it may be conjectured, they recalled with

increasing vividness the unique occasion when they

assembled with Him for the last time on the eve of His

passion.

If, as seems probable, the crucifixion took place on
the day on which the Passover Iambs were sacrificed.

His death would inevitably tend to become associated

in their minds with the significance that festival had

for them both as Jews and Christians. Therefore,

under the circumstances, the most natural thing for

* Msm mi HirramtH, p. UL
• S. Knun, Tatmmtuti Artt+Jf, «*«o). Bd. iii. p. ji.
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them would be to equate the Last Supper KidMsb with

the Paschal meal, and to interpret their weekly

Haburitb in terms of a sacrificial-sacramental action,

such as that described by St. Paul, irrespective of

whether anything was actually said on the original

occasion about the repetition of the rite. Hence-
forth,as St. Paul affirmed ( t Cor. xi. a6), the “ breaking of

the bread ” became a sacrificial communion proclaim-

ing (xaTayYiWAT*) the death of the Lord till He come.

In course of time as converts were added to the

Church, the Hahurab fellowship meal inevitably under-

went changes to bring into greater prominence the

mystic sacramental and sacrificial elements. None
but the eleven disciples were present in the Upper
Room, and for the wider group of initiates, especially

those who had come under the influence of St. Paul,

it was the death and resurrection of Christ which were
of supreme importance. In the mystery atmosphere

of the syncrctistic age, which characterised the forma-

tive period of Christianity, the Eucharist, without
undergoing any essential change in constitution or
significance, developed along the lines of a sacramental

drama setting forth the re-enactment of the Covenant
offering which it was believed Jesus had made in the

mystery of the opus rtdtmptionis.

Tbt Eucharistic Sacrifice

Very early He was identified with the Paschal lamb
on whom, it was supposed, the faithful feed as the true

Passover (i Cor. v. 7 ;
John six. 36). From this

conception it was but a step in the thought of the age
to the identification of the broken bread and poured-
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out cup with the flesh and blood of the victim offered

on Calvary. Thus the way was opened for the

interpretation of the Eucharist as an anamnesis of the

atoning death of Jesus comparable with the Paschal

memorial before Yahwch of the deliverance from

Egypt. As the former covenant had been sealed with

blood, so the Eucharistic wine was none other than

the blood of Christ in which He sealed die new

covenant (i Cor. x. i-j).

The Agape

What the doctrinal implications of this analysis

of the historical situation may be, it is not our purpose

to inquire. Here we are merely concerned with the

rite as a development within the institution of sacrifice

as a whole, using the term “ Sacrifice ” in its broad

anthropological sense employed throughout this in-

vestigation. That the Eucharist arose out of a

ceremonial meal is now very fairly established, and if

there is some doubt concerning the original intentions

of Jesus at the actual institution, that it was continued

by the disciples and the Apostolic Church cannot be

denied. The separation of the A/pp* and the Eucharist

(i Cor. xi.
3 4) doubtless had the effect of eliminating to

some extent the social character of the llaburab, and

emphasizing its religious aspect.* Lietzmann thinks

that the Agape-Eucharist was a proper meal derived

from the fellowship meal of the Jewish Christians at

Jerusalem, whereas the Pauline rite was a later and

independent development.* VOlkcr, on the other

• a. Abcftbum, iajnuk Prtpr &K*.ed. by S. Singet. PP- Cutis f.

• Op. tU., p. sjj.
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hand, regards the Agape as an independent institution

which arose in the second century in the Christian

struggle with Gnosticism. 1 It is true that common
meals without a Eucharistic significance at the end

arc of very uncertain occurrence in the Apostolic

Church, and Batiffol has argued skilfully, though

one may suspect not without theological motives,

against the existence of such apppai.
1 But in view

of the foregoing evidence it is difficult to deny that

originally the Eucharist was incorporated in the

common meal of the feeding-story type, in which the

breaking of the bread perhaps came first in the Pauline

rite, then the meal proper, and finally the blessing

of the cup ; the Eucharist being originally " after

supper.” Out of this composite observance the later

liturgical sacrificial rite emerged.

At Troas, as at Corinth, the common meal (!iiwv)

was partaken in the evening. Then followed a lengthy

discourse by St. Paul, who subsequently celebrated

the Eucharist (Acts xx. 7-1 2 ; 1 Cor. xi. 20). In the

manual of Church order of Jewish origin and uncertain

date and provenance called the Didatbt* the Christian

rite is still associated with a common meal, although

the Last Supper is not expressly mentioned. By the

middle of the second century, however, the separ-

ation was complete, and as the fellowship meal tended

to drop out, the Eucharistic oblation remained as

MjrUrmm mJA&p A*g> SUUzntr*m in slum (Go<hi.

*9*7), pp. t-i 1.

' Elrnd,! J'biitnrt „ 4 fMftfag* (Pim. 190,). pp. «». zl) S.

Thi$

rf. A. S.

A. Robin**. ].T.E,

G-00^. «9»9>. PP- 179 *-

. the bcemoi9£ of 0* *ub*po*tolic

It, f Apoiiki (Load.. 1911)

;
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an act of sacriticial communion, the Christian equiva-

lent of the Jewish meal-offering, and the drink-

offering (Ex. xxix. 40 ; Lev. ii
;

xxiii. 1 j ; Num. vi.

1 j, 17 ; xv. 5, 7, 10 ; xxviii. 14). The words, “ Do
this as my memorial," recorded in 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25,

and in the ttxtus netplus of St. Luke, were capable of

a sacrificial interpretation, since noiclw is the

equivalent of the Hebrew HSTJ, used to describe the

daily offering of the morning and evening sacrifice

(Ex. xxix. 59 ; cX Lev. ix. 7; Ps. lxvi. 15), while
“ memorial ” (ixfcuvr,<n<) is the Greek translation in the

Septuagint of the Hebrew TJJ?#? in Lev. xxiv. 7, and

of in Num. x. 10. 1

As the New Covenant began to take the place of

the Old in the allegiance of the first generations of

Christians, so the central act of worship assumed

more and more the position occupied by the sacrificial

offerings in Judaism and the Gneco-Roman world. The
term “ sacrifice " occurs at the end of the first century,*

and speedily passed into more general use.* The
Eucharistic offering was then regarded as an act of

thanksgiving for the good and perfect gifts bestowed
by a beneficent Creator,* material gifts being part of

the oblation.* According to Irenzus, the sacrifice is

an offering of first-fruits which should be offered to

• A. Dr. Loti U* po-utd out. a common!, med in the LXX «o

indicate the cekbrmooU . taml. tod il it unukxl, employed in Hfb *i.

18
;
d. Tbnhi,. Not. 191*. eil. pp. 184 ft

1 Clement. AJ Cm^ *0-44-
• DUmb, tir. 1 ; Ilauta. 5-r» . 4 ;

jutun Mutyt. DW. Trjptcm.
117. 7-10. 41-70; CtpcMo, bp. Ldm. I 7 i Iiencut, .4dr. liar., IV.

i-j. 6 ; ef. Volte, * hi.. PP. *6 ft

• Igrut., Epbi. mi. t ; Jutte Mertjr, DW, ,9. 4,. „4 . ,,7. ef. 70.
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God, “ not as though he is in need,” but as a token of

thankfulness for creation.1 This conception may
have been suggested by the KidtUsb being the weekly

commemoration of the Sabbath, and, therefore, in the

Jewish mind a memorial of creation, and the Exodus

an aspect of the observance retained in its Paschal

form. The blessing of the wine is, again, reminiscent

of vegetation ritual, and its Christian symbolism is a

highly spiritualized development of the sacrifice of

the first-fruits and of the first-bom, with the accom-

panying life-giving sacramental attributes.

If, as seems probable, the discourse in John vi. has a

Eucharistic significance, this primitive and funda-

mental aspect of the institution is emphasised in

metaphysical language, since the spiritual eating of

Christ’s flesh, and drinking of His blood, arc

represented as bestowmg upon the recipient the

boon of immortality (John vi. 5 3 ff.). Whether the

words in their present form were spoken by Jesus

or not, they at least reveal the theology of the

school from which the Gospel proceeded at the

end of the first century a.d. The blood is the life,

and to partake of it sacramentally is to assimilate the

life-principle. On this hypothesis, the eating of the

flesh of the victim and the presentation of the blood

become integral in the sacrificial action.

In Pauline theology the Eucharist is regarded as the

means by which the life-giving blood of the New
Covenant, offered in complete surrender and obedi-

ence to the will of God, is partaken of by the wor-

shippers in union with the sacrifice of the Cross. But

* Ail. Hsr., ir, rj ;
and o<mkopwe.tf

.
Juwin Trypb^v.
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Sacrament and sacrifice in Christianity

it was the blood (Lc. the life-principle) shed on Calvary

and offered and received in the Eucharist, that con-

stituted the act of redemption rather than the act of

dying. 1 Therefore Christ is represented in the Fourth

Gospel as describing His sacrifice in terms of a surren-

dered life to be shared with His followers, thereby

revealing a profound insight into the fundamental

character of the ritual in its manifold forms.

Always and everywhere the primary purpose of

sacrifice has been the bestowal of life, and if Christ to

His followers was the “ true wine,” Whose life’s blood

was poured out for the life of the world, to partake

sacramentally of “ the flesh of the Son of Man, and to

drink his blood ” was to imbibe His life. This seems

to be the thought behind the Johanninc theology, and

it is strictly in line with the evidence brought under

review in the foregoing pages. But it did not find a

ready acceptance apparently among the Jews (John vi.

60, 68), either in Palestine, if the words were spoken

by Jesus, or in Antioch, if the)- represent a dialogue

between the Church and the Synagogue. This may

be partly explained by their highly metaphysical and

mystical character, but also because sacrificial theology

had developed along other lines in post-Exilic Israel,

the drinking of blood having become strictly tabu.

The Liturgical Eucharistic Drama

The Church, on the other hand, saw in the Eucharist

a sacramental drama of the passion and death of Christ,

so that, as Professor Chambers has said, “ from the

fourth century, the central and most solemn rite of

* For further diacuaaaon of thA quarioc, cf. Chap. VH. pp. ill B.



THE LITURGICAL DRAMA

that worship was the Mass, an essentially dramatic

commemoration of one of the most critical moments in

the life of the Founder. It is His very acts and words

that day by day throughout the year the officiating

priest resumes in the face of the people. And when

the conception of the Mass developed until instead of

a mere symbolical commemoration it was looked upon

as an actual repetition of the initial sacrifice, the dra-

matic character was only intensified.” 1

As the daily repetition of the original offering once

made on Calvary, the Liturgy reproduces the salient

features of the institution of sacrifice. The drama

opens with the atptrgts as a kind of initiation ceremony,

or new birth, by which the worshipper is initiated as

it were into the Mystery. As a ceremonial cleansing

the rite precedes every other ceremony, such as the

blessing of palms or candles, and being no part of the

Mass proper the celebrant wears a cope, not a chasuble

(the sacrificial garment), nor a maniple. The altar,

choir, ministers, and congregation having been

sprinkled, the preparation follows, which includes the

“ confitcor,” as the conclusion of the “ expulsion

ritual.” The sacred ministers then ascend the steps

of the altar to the “footpace,” symbolizing the

entrance to the heavenly sphere wherein the Euchar-

istic action is preformed.* At this point the liturgical

drama actually begins with the incensing of the altar and

the celebrant, who then says the Introit and Kjrit eltison.

» Ti. Af/*W Sup (Oxford, t9H>. *. PP- » f-

• nKword-rcixtit^-bu^m.purri.ritiiJ^. in CxihoUc

ihroica, the sacrihet oo« <And on the droo *» reprofnted rmihtr

•aOuywi,^.Wfi*. . nr, 1. 1.
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At the Reformation the reading of the Decalogue

was added to the Kyrie in the Anglican rite, thereby

reviving the primitive practice of giving instruction

in the moral law during initiation ceremonies, while

The true note of the heavenly worship, however, is

struck by the singing of the Gloria in Exce/sis at the

beginning of Mass, according to ancient custom,

followed by the solemn rendering of the Gospel in a

setting of incense and torches.

By gradual stages the drama proceeds through the

Credo to the Offertory, wherein the “ victim,” in the form

of the elements, is prepared, and the secret, or silent

oblation is made, all of which in the Eastern rites arc

connected with the Great Extranet; a ceremonial

procession of the sacred gifts to the altar, correspond-

ing to the triumphal procession in which the king

played the part of the god at the head of the train of

lesser deities. Then comes the Amphora, the most
ancient part of the service, consisting of the Sstrsum

Corda, the Sanctns, the acclamation of Christ as King
(Benedicts) and the Canon, with its commemoration of

the hierarchy on earth, the communion of saints, the

Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection and Ascension,

together with the recitation of the words of institution.

The sacrifice is thus made by the whole Christian

community, living and dead, which in the Eastern

rites reaches its climax in an invocation of the Holy
Spirit to consecrate the elements. In the Latin canon

this tpikltsis survives in its traditional place after the

words of institution in the prayer that the oblation may
be received at the “ heavenly altar ”—“ suppliccs tc
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FRACTION

rogamus, omnipotens Dcus, jubc hxc pcrferri per

manus sancti Angdi tui in sublime altare tuum, in con-

spectu divinx Majestatis tua^ ui quotquot ex hac

altaris participation^ sacrosanctum Filii tui Corpus et

Sanguinem sumpscrimus, omni benedictionc ccclcsti

ct gratia rcplcamur." The Fractio follows, symboliz-

ing the death of the victim, with which is associated

the Agnus Dei. Neither this ceremony nor the Agnus

occurs in the documents of the fourth century, though

in the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom the priest was directed

to divide the Holy Bread into four pans, “ with care

and reverence,” saying, “ The Lamb is broken and

distributed ; He that is broken and not divided in

sunder
;
ever eaten and never consumed, but sancti-

fying the communicants.” 1

As greater emphasis came to be laid upon tire death

of the victim, and the theory of immolation developed

in conjunction with the " conversion theology ” of

Ambrose* and Paschasius Radbcrrus—a doctrine

which subsequently found expression in the scholastic

definition of transubstantiation -the Fraction assumed

increased importance and significance. The particles

of the Host were arranged upon the paten in such a

manner as to represent the human form, until the

practice was denounced by the Council of Tours in

}6?. It was then decreed that the portions should be

placed in the shape of a cross. In the Mozarabic

Liturgy the Host is still broken into nine parts,

each having its special designation corresponding to

a mystery in the life of Christ
:
(i) Incarnation

; (
2)

'
J. M. Nnit. Hiitoy •/«» fU/ FaiHt* ChrA (Lond.. iljo). p. 610.

• Cyril, CaI. My„.. r.
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Nativity; (3) Circumcision; (4) Apparition; (j)

Passion
; (6) Death

; (7) Resurrection
; (8) Glorifica-

tion ; (9) Kingdom. In Ireland the Host was divided

into seven particles arranged in circles on the paten in

the form of a cross, the remaining two being placed

on the right of the cross outside the circles. 1

This elaboration of the original “ breaking of the

bread ” tends to overshadow the Commix!io, or ming-

ling of the Eucharistic species, which follows as a

symbolical representation of the resurrection in which
the body and blood were again reunited and reani-

mated. But. nevertheless, it is the life-giving

aspect of the rite that is the most ancient and funda-

mental feature. Thus the rehearsal of the drama of the

Passion culminates in the Communion, i.c. the bestowal

of the life of Christ on the duly initiated and fasting

communicants in order to impart a renewal of spiritual

vitality, and to effect a mystical union of the soul with

God. This accomplished, the Liturgy concludes with
the ablutions, and the descent of the sacred ministers

from the heavenly sphere. Ift missa at.

From this rapid analysis of the Liturgy it is apparent

that in the Mass the main features of the ancient sacra-

mental drama are re-enacted in terms of the birth,

death and resurrection of Christ in a highly meta-

physical form in which the sacrificial action is trans-

ferred to the celestial realms. First a severance from
the world is represented, then a communion with the

divine, and, lastly, a return to the world, though to a

new and higher plane of it. The worship of heaven
is thus brought into relation with that of earth by

‘ CMutum
5ih edn. (lend.. 1919). P- *19.



THE EUCHARISTIC SYMBOLISM

means of a ritual repeating symbolically the series of

historical events upon which the initiates depend for

their spiritual sustenance here, and the hope of im-

mortality beyond the grave. From the standpoint of

comparative religion, therefore, the Christian liturgical

drama is true to type, but, as Dr. Marctt has recently

remarked, it is all too easy to slip into “ the fallacy

of deeming all religion more or less fraudulent because

it employs a symbolism which, if taken literally, would

be contrary to common sense. But this is to confuse

the imaginative with the imaginary, the ideal with the

merely unreal. Prefiguration is the only possible

language of hope and faith ; so that every true vision-

ary, civilized or savage, takes liberties with the actual

in order to provide the soul of his dream with some

son of picturable body.” * In the institution of sacri-

fice this is a complex ritual pattern representing certain

situations connected with the promotion and conserva-

tion of life.

» Fm>b. ffcA.w Cb^tfj (Orforf. .*,1). p. Ml
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CHAPTER Vn

PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

So far comparatively little has been said about the

more negative aspects of sacrificial ritual which, as wc
saw in an earlierstage of the discussion, arc fundamental
to the institution. If life, health and prosperity arc

to be promoted in this world or the next, evil, how-
ever the term may be construed, has to be removed
and driven forth. The old formula, "Out with
famine, in with Health and Wealth,’* has its counter-

parts in every state of culture.' To the primitive mind
good and evil, life and death, are in the nature of
materialistic entities capable of transference or ex-

pulsion by quasi-mechanical operations. Any unusual

misfortune or disaster is regarded as a manifestation

of divine displeasure demanding some definite and
concrete act of propitiation by way of atonement in

order that the evil may be removed, and a right rela-

tionship restored between man and the supernatural

order. By the anger of the gods is meant little more,
therefore, than the failure of the crops, or outbreaks

of plagues and diseases, and similar calamities, at-

tributed to some ritual defilement, independent of
ethical values, and which is removable by life-giving

substances, such as blood or water.

It follows, then, that as sacrifices in this state of
culture arc the normal means of transferring life and



THE IDEA OF SUBSTITUTION

power to mortal deities to keep them vigorous and

render them beneficent, so they readily become vehicles

for carrying away dangerous trails and harmful in-

fluences. For this reason human victims have figured

prominently in rites of this character, a practice which

had led Dr. Wcstcrmarck to base human sacrifice

mainly on the idea of substitution. “ In various

cases,” he maintains, “ the offended god is thought to

be appeased only by the death of a man. But it is not

always necessary that the victim should be the actual

offender. The death of a substitute may expiate his

guilt.” The expiatory sacrifice, therefore, may be

vicarious for " by sacrificing a man they hope to

gratify that being's craving for human life, and thereby

to avert the danger from themselves.” 1

This is doubtless substantially correct so far as it

goes, but it does not supply a reason for the action.

Why should human victims be offered for the purpose

of saving the lives of the sacrifices before the begin-

ning of a battle, or during a siege, previously to a

dangerous sea-expedition, during epidemics, famines,

or on other similar occasions, when murderous designs

are attributed to some supernatural being in whose

will the lives of men arc supposed to depend ? Dr.

Wcstcrmarck concludes that “ it is impossible to dis-

cover in every special case in what respect the wor-

shippers believe the offering of a fellow-creature to be

gratifying to the deity.” * This, again, is no doubt

true, but while it is most unlikely that they had always

definite views on the precise significance of their

Or*,,W tfbUr* U~j (LottL. .**). i. pp. 6,. *40.

• Op. p. 44c.
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sacrificial ritual, yet it seems that their primary general

aim was to save their lives and avert danger from

supernatural sources by a renewal of vital energy. The

gods have become men through lack of nourishment,

and therefore morose. Consequently human sacrifice,

as we have tried to show, is essentially a transference

of life to enable the gods to continue their beneficent

functions on earth.* So men offer the lives of their

fellow-men to their gods to save themselves from the

disastrous results which must inevitably follow when

the supernatural control of the processes of nature fail,

and life is in danger.

In this practice of offering life to preserve life may

be discerned the beginnings of the idea of substitution

and propitiation, which, in many of the higher re-

ligions, have taken over a lofty ethical significance.

In its primitive modes of expression, however,

expiation was nothing more than the “ wiping away,”

or ritual removal, by quasi-mechanical means, of a

substantive pollution, contracted generally involun-

tarily and unwittingly. When it was the nature of

the god, and therefore the processes dependent upon

him, that were primarily involved, suitable offerings

had to be made to secure the continuance of divine

benevolence, and set up a supernatural barrier against

the forces of evil. Conversely, when the condition

of the worshipper was at fault, the ritual impurity,

or contagious evil, contracted must be purged and

removed by mechanical means, such as washings,

confession, offerings of propitiatory value, or trans-

ference of the “ sin ” to some animal or human victim.

• ao-p.1v.pp.9ta.
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RITUAL ATONEMENT

Behind these materialistic conceptions there is the

desire to restore and maintain right relations between

man and man, or man and the supernatural order,

which may have been temporarily destroyed by the

infringement of a tabu, or other ritual non-observance.

Since misfortunes inevitably follow when the bond is

broken uniting those in whose veins the same soul-

substance circulates, something has to be done to

“ atone ” for, or “ cover," or " wipe out ” the offence,

and so to re-establish the vital union upon which the

welfare of the individual and the group depends.

When man is
“ dcsacraliscd ” he ceases to be under

the protection of the supernatural powers, very much
as the first-fruits become common property after a

satrifici dt disatralisation .* Therefore he is liable to

be a ready prey to the malevolent forces surrounding

him, just as the new crops arc freely consumed as soon

as they cease to be under divine ownership.

Thus, the early Semites, for example, developed an

elaborate demonology consisting of invisible jinn,

afrit and ghul capable of assuming animal forms.*

These spiritual beings were associated chiefly with

deserted and unhealthy localities, but they were also

liable to be disturbed and become malicious when
fresh ground was broken, a new house erected, the

first-fruits of the harvest were gathered, or new trees

cut down. Consequently, it was thought to be prudent

to perform sacrificial rites on these occasions in order

that those most intimately concerned might be pro-

• a. Clap. II, pp. Si f.

' R. Snuth. J »f lit W,,. pp. Ufl***. </«//

Rar*!, toI. *. Semitic (Lond.. 1951). pp. ji* 9.
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tected by the out-pouring of vital energy from the

seat of life.

So persistent, in fact, has been this belief in Arabia

that the custom of sprinkling blood on new land, new

houses and new wells has survived into modern

times. Thus, Curtiss records having witnessed the

application of the blood of a goat to the cords of an

Arab tent at Rubcibeh, and, on the authority of

Mr. 1 1. C. I larding, he gives an account of the pouring

of sacrificial blood on the ground in the harvest-fields,

on the lintel of the house of a newly married couple,

at the laying of the foundations of a new government

school at Kerak, and when the rail from Beirut to

Damascus was commenced. Arab butter (semn),

coloured with henna, was also daubed on the lintel and

doorposts as a substitute for blood, leaving the im-

print of hands. 1 Thus, despite the opposition of the

Moslem authorities, the ancient blood rites survived

among modern Semites down to modern times.*

Tbi Paschal Ritual

These customs throw an interesting sidelight on the

Hebrew Paschal blood ritual associated with the great

spring festival celebrated by the Jews in later times in

commemoration of that terrible night when it was

supposed that the angel of Yahwch set forth on his

bloody campaign to destroy all the first-born of the

Egyptians (Ex. xii ; Dcut. xvi. 1-8). That this

1 5 . I. Curtin. Primrttm Stmt* Rr*/*>* (Chicago, 1901). pp. ill 6
.

It is possible that *e hare hue a sidelight 00 the hand designs in Paleolithic

caves, such as Gaiiris.
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SACRIFICE OF THE FIRST-BORN

strange observance has its origin in a very primitive

ritual is now generally agreed by scholars, and signs

are not wanting in the narratives pointing to this con-

clusion, since the Israelites arc represented as making

request to go into the wilderness to sacrifice ; the

Passover being actually referred to as an established

institution before the Exodus (Ex. iii. 1 8 ; v. i
;

vii.

16; xii. ai).

In its earliest form it seems to have been connected

with the offering of first-born children, and in that case

the destroying angel may represent the mythological

version of the earlier sacrifice, the offering of the first-

lings of sheep or goats being a survival of the subse-

quent modification of the original practice. As
Frazer says, “ the one thing that looms dear through
the haze of this weird tradition is the memory of a

great massacre of firstborn.” 1 What is Jess certain

is the precise reason for and occasion of the offering.

There is reason to think that in former times de-

monology prevailed among the Hebrews, as among
other Semites, although most of the traces of the

practice in the post-Exilic literature have undergone
Considerable modification in the process of bringing all

spiritual beings under the control of Yahwch (i Sam.
xvi. 14 ff., 1 Kings xxii. 19-25

;
Amos iii. 6). Thus, for

example, the seraphim, or " burning ones,” apparently

began their career as the dreaded flying serpent of early

Semitic cult (Num. xxi. 6 ; Dcut. viii. 1 j ; Isa. xiv. 29

;

xxx. 6), before they were exalted in prc-Exilic Israel to
the rank of attendants of Yahweh (Isa. vi. 1-7). Simi-

larly, the " satyrs ” (Isa. xiii. 21 f.), the “ golden calf
”

1 FriMr. Ci, pc it (“ Dpej God "). p. 176.
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(xxxii. 4 ff., I.cv. xvii. 7; Deut. ix. 21) ;
and the “ scape-

goat,” or A^a^tl (Lev. xvi. 8-10), probably represent

the hairy jinn in the form of a calf, or seirim, who

haunted waste places, and were worshipped among the

Assyrians and Phcrnicians. The Liliib of Isa. xxxiv.

ii-ij (cf. Ps. xci. j) was, of course, a well-known

Assyrian night-demon, and the strange creatures

mentioned in the desolation of Babylon (Isa. xiii. 21,

22) apparently refer to demons such as lyyim (wolves),

tannin (jackals), and otbint (doleful creatures).

In the Passover ritual blood is directed to be

sprinkled on the lintel and two doorposts in order to

prevent the forces of evil from entering the house

(Ex. xii. 2}). As Buchanan Gray says :
“ What the

ancient Hebrews endeavoured to repel from their

houses were spirits, demons of plague, or sickness

and the like, much as the modern Bcdawy or Syrian

peasant.” 1 Death must be met by life, and to this end

an efficacious barrier against “ the destroyer ” lias to

be set up on the threshold. The door is strengthened

by the vital essence just as the houses of the newly wed,

or the natural orifices of the human body, which arc

particularly exposed to evil spirits, have to be re-

inforced in primitive society by substances rich in

soul-substance and magical virtues calculated to give

renewed strength in time of grave peril.

Now according to Deut. xvi. 1, it was at the spring

equinox, on the night of the full moon, that the ritual

was performed. Since there is nothing in the Old

Testament to suggest an alternative date for the

observance, it may be assumed that the Dcutcronomic

‘ « th OU T.tum-i (0«ford. 19*5). P- J&4-
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THE PASCHAL VICTIM

legislature followed the traditional use, and therefore

the Passover may very likely have had a lunar signifi-

cance in its original form. If this was so, its connexion

with fertility is readily explained inasmuch as the

Mother-goddess and the life-giving powers of women

frequently were identified with the moon in ancient

practice, as, for example, in the ease of Diana, who,

under this guise, gave abundance to the harvest and

bestowed offspring on childless women.' But deities

concerned with the processes of fertility invariably

require revivification. Thus, in the Aztec calendrical

rites the heart of a human victim was offered to the

moon in February at midnight for this purpose,

and on the following day a feast was held on

his flesh.1

The Paschal victim, therefore, may have been

originally an offering to the moon during a spring

festival, comparable with that in the Aztec calendar, to

enable the deity to continue its fertilizing functions.

At first it may have been a human offering, and there is

abundant archeological evidence that this form of

sacrifice was very common in ancient Palestine.* With

the substitution of an animal victim (Dcut. xii. ji,

xviii. io, cf. Gen. xxii. 1-19) came other modifications

in the ritual which included a prohibition against eating

the flesh raw (Ex. xii. 9). This tabu would be mean-

ingless unless it were directed against a custom that

was at one time in vogue,* and if the rite was origin-

1 Ctullut. *>«». 9-10 ; Cicero, Dr mat* 4m*. g. 16, 61 fl.

•
J. dc Acoeu. 7*» NMnrf —i M~J Hii*j /*» /«*./ (HaUajrt

Sociciy. Lend.. 1Mo), ii. *•

• T6# £«—**- *fC<xr (Lood., .91*). ii. pp. £
• K/Ajra* «/ ibr Stmiui. p. J4 J*
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

ally in the nature of a fertility sacrifice, it would be

very likely to include a sacramental meal to absorb the

vitality inherent in the sacred victim. Moreover, if

it were a moon festival there is a reason for the feast

being concluded before the divinity disappeared with

the break of day (Deut. xvi. 4).

The spring equinox, however, doubtless had a

negative as well as a positive aspect, for it was at this

season that malign influences were generally considered

to be rampant, and consequently had to be kept at

bay. Therefore, the blood ritual probably was directed

against the attacks of “ destroyers ” roaming about in

search of blood on Passover night (i.e. during the

full moon festival), very much as death was expelled by

similar rites in Christmas and New Year observances.1

Moreover, the fact that the moon was the lesser light

that ruled the night, and mythologically sometimes

connected with the underworld, may have given lunar

cults a sinister aspect, so that, like the Caillcadi, the

luminary was on occasions regarded as a malignant

being. It is possible, therefore, that underlying the

Passover ritual there is a demonology connected

directly or indirectly with a moon cult.

Be this as it may, running through the general

pattern of sacrificial myth and ritual there is the dual

conception of getting rid of evil to secure good, of

expelling death to gain life. Therefore, propitiation

is an essential attribute of the institution of sacrifice

since to conserve and promote life, decay and death

must be removed. If by appropriate ritual man may
share in the beneficence of the world, in addition to

* RUig**4* J,™*,. (chMp. ii.pp.7Q.
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ATONEMENT IN BABTLONIA

a bountiful “ Providence ” there are also adverse

powers, a whole hierarchy of demons ever on the

alert to compass his downfall.

Thus, in Babylonia, where the sin-offering occupies

an unusually prominent place in the ritual texts, all

sickness and ill luck were attributed to some offence

or ritual error unwittingly committed,' so that the daily

cry of the Sumerian penitent was the pathetic protest,

“ I know not the sin which 1 have done ; 1 know not

the error which I have committed." 1 Somehow he had

“ missed the mark," and brought down upon him the

wrath of tyrannical deities ever on the alert for the

slightest infringement of the ritual order. In course of

time in this circle of ideas there developed concepts

of an ethical character so that the Babylonian penitent

was led to exclaim, " My heart is distressed, and my
soul failcth. 1 cry unto tbcc, O Lord, in the pure

heavens. Faithfully look upon me, hear my suppli-

cation." •

It was, however, always within the sphere of ritual

holiness that Babylonian thought moved, even the

lofty prayer to Ishtar, in which the goddess is besought

by the penitent to “ dissolve my sin, my iniquity, my
transgression, and my offence ; forgive my trans-

gression, accept my supplication,” concluding with a

rubric concerning ceremonial lustrations with pure

water, and cleansings by means of aromatic woods,

1 Parnell. Grim snJ Bahvm (Load . 1911). p. 114.

* Langdoo. PtmtauUJ Pi*tmi (Oxford

T“". Pant, 1917), pp- 40, 19-11. 41. 41-71

ptalmn (Leipxig. iMj). i». pp. i*-n. 4**5-
' Zunrocm. Bairds'

pp. JJ. jiff.
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

and sacrificial offerings.* Nothing could sound more

sublime than the prayer

:

Tarn ihou into good ihe sin which I have done
;

May the wind carry away the error which I have committed !

Strip off my many evil deeds as a garment

!

My god, my sins are seven times seven
;
forgive my sins I

My goddess, my sins are seven times seven; forgive my
sinsl"*

yet the sins bewailed were for the most part ritual

errors, and the general outlook was that of the primi-

tive conception of propitiation.

Believing themselves to be surrounded by a hier-

archy of evil spirits of various kinds and shapes,

the Babylonians developed an elaborate propitiatory

ritual and system ofceremonial atonement in which the

three life-giving elements, light, fire and water, figured

prominently. The revivifying powers of water have

been considered in some detail,* and fire and light had

a similar significance in viewof their solar associations.

Therefore it is not difficult to understand why their

aid was sought in dispelling the forces of darkness,

decay and death, in conjunction with the corresponding

deities. Thus, Ea, the water-god, was lord of the

apsQ (i.c. the deep) whence all rivers and springs were

thought to take their origin, and out of which arose the

sun-gods bringing release from the evils wrought by

the demons of tiSmal, the waters of death. It was

with the restorative “ waters of life ” that Ishtar was

sprinkled on her return from the underworld, and it

' L. W. King. Tfc Smm TMui Crtmtim flood, 190*). i, pp. I)|, *»7 -

Zimnxn, ft*. tmufMkmm, it. pp. 10-106 ; Ungdoo. ft*. Pen PisJmi.

pp. 41. 4i-t.
• Cf. Chap. II. pp. 64 8.
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€€ CURSE OF ERIDU ii

was Ea who gave his son Marduk his own power

over demons :

Go, my son Marduk, this man the too of his god pacify.

Bread at his head place, rain-vaier at his foot place.

Smite the headache.

The words of the curse of Eridu utter.

Of his limbs the ache allay.

May the headache ascend to heaven like smoke.

Into the beneficent hand of his god restore the man." '

Eridu, the home of the Fa-cult, was a sacred and

undcliled place at the mouth of the Tigris and

Euphrates whence Marduk was directed by Ea to

sprinkle die sick man with the sacred water from the

mouth of the two springs to drive out the evil spirits

within him.* The 44
curse of Eridu,” or iipiu (the

technical term for the curse of expiation), therefore,

seems to have derived its efficacy from the potency of

the water employed in the ritual, and only in later

times is there evidence of the incantation alone

sufficing to banish the powers of evil.* Ultimately

the spoken iiptu became the all-important spell, and

the water dropped into comparative insignificance, the

rite then consisting essentially in a senes of exorcisms.

Originally, however, the water would appear to have

been the absorbing or neutralizing agent, dnving forth

the malevolent influences, and so freeing a man
from evil contagions. So permeated with impurity

' Rdyiemme* (PtM. 1910), in, p. .6.

* W. H. Rj.luuoo. r*r Cmm/~m JwojMtfW j WfMrw An, (Lood.,

1SS0-1M4). i». a*. No. 1 ; Cmm/trm TmUta m ,t* bnnit Mmmm, «ii.

pp. a,-4 ; R. C Tbompwo. Dm*W m, pp. 116-97.

» Cmujvm Tat, Jnm Rd TdkU, «W, m Bn,. Mm,. (Land.. 190,).

PP- 54-*-



PROPITIATION* AND ATONEMENT

did the water become that it was able to exercise a

ban upon anyone who touched it, or even looked upon

it. Therefore, it had to be put away at once lest it

should become a snare to the unwary.

The act of expelling evil was called bippuru, a word

which has been the subject of considerable discussion

in recent years. 1 Upon the technical philological

question involved in the determination of the signifi-

cance of the term the present writer has no qualifica-

tions to pass an opinion, but if Zimmem is correct in

regarding the original meaning to be that of“ to wash

away,” * it is not difficult to understand why it was

widely employed to signify a mechanical act of atone-

ment in connexion with the removal of the sacred

elements into which evil had passed. The holy water,

grain, bread, or sacrificial victim by absorbing the un-

clcanncss of the defiled person or object, or by carrying

it away, purified the sinner and so made atonement.

Tbt Ritual of tbt ScapxgMt

Closely associated with this notion of purging or

removing evil is the kindred ritual of expiation by

means of a scapegoat. As impurity was carried away

by running waters, so animals were employed as

sacrificial substitutes.* True, there is no definite

evidence of the communication of evil to living animals

in Babylonia comparable with that in the Hebrew

ceremonial (Lev. xvi), but instances are not lacking

of a victim slain for the purpose of removing malign

' Cf. B. Cm, Sttrtfi* to /*rOU TnUrnm. pp. 69 ft

• Zimmem. ~~ Ktmlmi, etc., p. 91 ;
Zmtubrijt /* Aiiyrlo/etU.

Xjviii. p. j&.

• S. Luvplo,,. Lxp.r«*y Turn. «ir. ,9.1. pp. 9 «•
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SCAPEGOAT IN BABYLONIA

influences from human beings, as, for example, in the

case of the white kid of Tammuz whose heart was

extracted in order that it might be placed by the priest

upon the hand of the patient to make “ atonement for

the man.”*

In a Sumerian ritual-test describing an “ incantation

by means of the homed wild goat ” reference is made

to Ea commanding his son Marduk to take a scapegoat

to the king bound by a curse, and place its head against

his head as an act of atonement so that “ his poisonous

tabu into his mouth may be cast.”

" May the king be pure, may he be clean.

He who knows nor the curse by which he is cured.

From his body may he chase ii away.

May the demon of his device stand aside." •

Moreover, on the reverse, according to Professor

Langdon’s translation, the scapegoat is said to have

been “ unto the plain let loose,” like the I lebrew

Azazel. The atonement seems to have been made for

the king rather than for the nation as a whole, as in

Lev. xvi, but since in early society the life and pros-

perity of the people were bound up with the health

of the divine king,* the Hebrew rite may only represent

a later interpretation of the original conception. In

the text in question the king is referred to as the

" son of his god,” and the demons which had attacked

him had also “ seized upon ” the cattle and kids

“ which thrive in the field. The wild goats, the

antelope, and the rams after (?) they caused to go."

* Cmmfotm Ttxu. nil. 10 f. ; rf R- C Tboo^oo. Uwuu SL& (Lood-.

1*08), p. ioj.

Uogdon.* f*..p. !. • tM,ctap.ii.pp. 7s£
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

It seems, therefore, to be more than just the curse upon

the king as an individual that was removed by the

scapegoat, and Dr. Langdon is probably correct in

concluding that “ the king communicates the sins of

his people, the curse and ban of the devils, to the

scapegoat by shooting it with an arrow.” ‘

Gradually as a more ethical element developed in

the Babylonian ritual of expiation, the higher con-

ceptions of penitence began to appear. But in most

of the Penitential Psalms sin is spoken of only in

general terms, and until the stage is reached when

the tablet of sins was broken in token of forgiveness, 1

atonement was little more than a mechanical process.

The same fundamental attitude to sin and pro-

pitiation lies behind the Hebrew ritual. Thus even

after the Exile the infringement of tabus was punished

by the Priestly Law with the same severity as moral

offences (Ex. xxx. 5 5. 38 ; xxxi. 1, j; xxxv. 2;

Lev. v. 2,6; xiv.40, 52; xvii.4,9, 14; Num.xxxv. 31 ;

xix. 12, 13, 19, 20), and the Hebrew priest was purged

by ritual absolution like his Babylonian counterpart

(1 Sam. iii. 14 ;
Isa. vi. 7 ; Ps. xvi. 14 ;

Lev. v. 18).

The term kJpptr (-£3) is commonly translated “ to

cover,” but, as Dr. Langdon has contended, in the

light of the Babylonian evidence, the original signifi-

cance of the expression is to be found in the technical

term kuppuru used in the Babylonian ritual of atone-

ment in the sense of “ to remove,” or possibly “ to

wipe away.” In his opinion, however, while in

Sumerian kuppuru means “ to turn away," “ remove,”

' LmgJoo. **.. P- 1*.

* Kin*. babyUmiaa Map/ ami Samnri (Lood . 1196). pp. )l 8.

• ExpHUry Tmu. un. Match 1911. pp. »*>«, jteft
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AZAZEL

and was employed by the Babylonians to indicate

absorbing the curse and the unclcanncss, the idea of

covering is not thereby necessarily excluded since the

root meaning involves both the ideas of cotaring and

removing. Thus, he thinks “ the Babylonian ritual

gives us the clue for fixing upon this Semitic concep-

tion of atonement from which both Babylonian and

Hebrew started. We take the root kaparu to mean

fundamentally ‘wash away with a liquid’; apply

and wipe away are two concepts inherent in this root,

and although Babylonian appears to have lost almost

completely the idea of applying or covering, yet

Hebrew has apparently retained traces of it, certainly

in Gen. xxxii. at.” 1

Leaving the solution of the philological problem to

those competent to deal with it, so far as the sacrificial

ritual is concerned, there can be little doubt that the

original idea was that of removing the taint of material

and ceremonial evil by means of purifying and life-

giving agents. Thus in the Hebrew ritual, it was the

blood that made atonement “by reason of the

nepbesb,” or soul-substance, therein contained (Lev.

xvii. u ; Deut. xii. aj), which removed evil in the

manner of the Babylonian " waters of life,” while on

the Day of Atonement the goat assigned to Agasftl

(Lev. xvi. 8-10) carried away the sin of the nation.

The identification of A2azel is not without its

difficulties,* but whether it be regarded as one of the

1 E.R.E. roL y. 191*, p. 640. n. ».

• Confinluo has been cawed by umnate Amd with the acapegoat

inuead of with the aupernatural being to which the tern obvioudy trim

(Ler. xvt. t ff). Clearly the Hebrew apellm* hat been changed deliberately

to avoid mentioning thia being, the word bemg unimen.gibie u it tt.nd*.
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PROPm ATION AND ATONEMENT

dreaded st'irim who, in the form of goat-demons, were

thought to haunt waste places, to whom sacrifices

were offered in post-Exilic times (Lev. xvii. 7)

;

or, as Cheync conjectured, an evil genius not un-

friendly to man who supplied the scapegoat to remove

the danger of the st'irim • in either case he is a personal

being directly associated with the bJobim. Now it

was these Uohim who were thought to be responsible

for introducing evil into the world (Gen. vi, Enoch vi.

7, viii. 1, ix. 6, x. 4) and, therefore, whether the Azazcl

was a satyr or a leader of the “ fallen angels," he was

intimately concerned with the absorption of evil

through the scapegoat who bore away the sins of the

people to a “ solitary land ” (Lev. xvi. at, aa) wherein

the demons made their habitation.

In an attempt to explain the ritual in terms of

Zechariah's allegory (Zcch. v. j-11), the late Dr. R. H.

Kcnnett suggested that Azazel was looked upon as a

cause of trouble to Israel very much as Babylonia was

thought to be guilty for its treatment of the Jews. On
this hypothesis, Azazcl becomes the receptacle or

recipient of the sins of the nation in the sense that the

land of Shinar was regarded as the depository of

Judah’s guilt in the allegory, the supposition being

that
“

a pagan or semi-pagan man named Azazel gave

his name to a place within easy reach of Jerusalem but

in a district not actually inhabited by the Jews, and

that he there instituted heathen rites.” The place

' 7/ilutrifi [6t it, rr. 1*9,, pp lj,«.

Awe). Molding to Cbcrne, ongaally meant “ God strengthens " rather

than " complete tenoral." the

rcli^oui origin ntber thin
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DAT OF ATONEMENT

being thus desecrated, it became “ the dumping-
ground for Jewish sin.” *

Tbt Day of Atorument

That the Day of Atonement was essentially a post-

Exilic observance seems certain. It was apparently

unknown either to Ezekiel or Zechariah, who regu-

lated the offerings and fasts in commemoration of

national disasters without reference to the I-cvitical

ordinance governing the annual day of expiation

(Ezek. xlv. i8ff., Zcch. viii. 19). This breach is

hardly likely to have been committed if “ the great

fast ” on the tenth day of the first month had been in

existence at the time. Similarly, Nchcmiah mentions a

joyous feast on the first day of the seventh month, and

the subsequent celebration of the Ixast of Tabernacles

(Nch. vii. 7 j—viii.), but he makes no reference to the

Day of Atonement, though he records a general fast

on the twenty-fourth day. Dr. Kcnnctt thinks that

actually it arose from a rite of expiation for the sins

of the people held on the tenth day of the seventh

month, which became " the annual commemoration

of the solemn act of penitence with which the

Jewish community under Nchcmiah inaugurated a

new phase of religion at Jerusalem.” *

This is not improbable since it was the growth of a

deeper realization of ethical values which characterized

the development of the sacrificial system in post-

Exilic Israel, and this concept reached the zenith of its

expression in the institution of the Day of Atonement

1 R. H. Kenneft, OU Ttrtamnt Ejstjt (Canb, 192I). pp. mo ff.

•Op. p.109.
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(Lev. xvi.). According to the Lcvitical legislation,

on the first day of the seventh month (
Tishri) die priest

shall “ make atonement for the holy sanctuary, and

he shall make atonement for the priests and for all

the people of the assembly” (Lev. xvi. 33). But

although this event became the most important

observance in the Jewish calendar, it is only once

definitely mentioned in the Old Testament (i.e. in

Lev. xvi.), and it has ever)- appearance of constituting

a unique development, inasmuch as, on the one hand,

it holds a peculiar position in the Pentateuch, and on

the other, it represents the climax of the post-Exilic

notion of sin and atonement.

’Ashdm (guilt-offering) and Hattith (sin-offering),

though prc-Exilic terms (a Kings xii. 16), were not

applied to sacrificial expiation through the agency of an

animal victim till after the Pottle. Hitherto they had

reference to money payments made to the priests in

compensation for in)ury, though it would seem from

Kzck. xl. 39, xliii. 18, ao, 26, that the idea of a sacrifi-

cial cleansing was associated with these offerings while

the people were still in Babylonia. In the subsequent

Lcvitical legislation the 'diham was essentially an atone-

ment for trespass (Lev. v. 14 ff., vi 6, Num. v. 6-10),

as distinct from the Hattitb which constituted a

ceremonial removal of ritual offences committed “ un-

wittingly ” (Lev. v. 1,4; xxiii. 19).*

Out of this post-Exilic sacrificial development the

annual purification of the whole nation emerged, and

later in the Talmud assumed predominant importance.

' U*. nili. 19 wm probaNV tht wo* of «he Pncwly redactor. *od nol

P»*t of the earlier La* of Holme**.
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Despite the silence of the Old Testament apart from

the isolated reference in Lev. xvi., the observance has

every appearance of representing the climax of the new

religious movement instituted by Ezekiel in Baby-

lonia and his priestly successors after the return from

the Captivity. It is therefore not improbable that its

origins arc to be sought in Nehemiah’s governorship,

and that it constituted in its earliest form an inaugural

act of penitence with which the exiles commenced the

new phase of their theocracy at Jerusalem.* But if this

conjecture is substantially correct, the ritual seems to

belong to a more primitive state of culture with Baby-

lonian affinities.

The fundamental conception of sin and atonement

is that of a ritual undcanncss which can be removed

by substances charged with magico-religious potency,

or driven forth by means of a scapegoat. That the

Azazel episode owed its origin to a “ pagan or semi-

pagan man " of that name seems to us less probable on

the whole than that it was the designation of a pastoral

deity, like the Babylonian Nmamasazagga, “ the

shepherd of the sacred goats of Enli!,”* and so the

patron of herdsmen to whom offerings were made to

protect and conserve the life of the group and its

flocks. I lis character, however, may have undergone

considerable modification in his abode in “ solitary

lands,” since waste places were regarded by the

Semites as haunted by demons. In such an environ-

• It k no< improbable ihu Nehentuh took advantage of the New Mow
Feuivil in the lerenth month to re-dedxatc the altar and the pneatbood, the

rite of expiation being the roododing erreraany aa the eighth day.

* Langdon, T*

t

£xpaMry Tumi, 19J*. xrir. p. 11 ; Mjlbabgj $
AH R*»/. rot. » (Load.. 19JO. PP- »**•
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ment a beneficent deity would readily become asso-

ciated with the st'inm, and in this rdle, if his memory
and individuality were sufficiently sustained by ritual,

he would be well on his way to becoming the leader

and author of the forces of evil (cf. Enoch vi. 7 ;
ix. 6;

x. 4-6).

But whatever may have been the original nature of

Azazcl, when he is first encountered in the Old Testa-

ment, and the later Jewish writings, he is represented

as a sin-receiver not altogether unfriendly to man in-

asmuch as he is the recipient of the sins of Israel

carried away by the animal dedicated to him. What
was the fate of the goat in the

44
solitary land ’* we are

not told in the Lcvitical narrative, but the Mishna

Tract Yoma says it was thrown over a precipice. 1 This

suggests that by the second century a.d. the victim was
definitely regarded as a

44
substitute ” whose death was

part of the act of atonement. In the Biblical account,

however, the dismissal of the living animal, like the

living bird in the purification of the leper in Lev.

xiv. 7, was apparently sufficient for the removal of the

uncleanness, Azazcl and not the goat being the ulti-

mate depository of the guilt of the nation. The actual

atonement was made by the application of the blood

of the sin-offerings, and the smoke of the life-giving

incense, so that the scapegoat was merely the vehicle

by which the sin was carried away to Azazcl in the

wilderness.

So far, then, as our knowledge of the ritual of the

Day of Atonement recorded in Leviticus is concerned,

it would appear that at the close of the fifth century

' Y*tn, 0.
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MISHNAIC IDEA OF ATONEMENT

b.c. the general principles of the ceremonial belonged

to a conception of sin and its removal far nearer to the

primitive ideas than to those of either Moses or Ezra. 1

The expiation was mainly a mechanical process

dealing with material undcanncss, though doubt-

less it had also an ethical significance. The book

of Leviticus is a rilualt rather than a manual of private

devotion like the Psalms (cf. Ps. xl., 1., li.), and con-

sequently the more spiritual aspects of the sacrificial

worship are no more apparent than in the rubrics of

the Latin Missal. Since the goat was loaded with all

the sins of Israel (I-ev. xvi. 34) it may be conjccrurcd

that, despite the primitive setting of the ritual, some-

thing more than expiation for the impaired ceremonial

holiness of the community was involved. At the

same time, it is misleading to assume with Dclitzsch

that the Day of Atonement was the Good Friday

of the Law inasmuch as the ideas which found

expression in the Christian doctrine of propitiation

belong to a later and different stage in the development

of the institution of sacrifice.

Mishnaic Atonemtnt

In later Judaism the Rabbinic penitential theory

advanced religiously to a much higher level, the earlier

crude notions of atoning sacrifices undergoing a

profound change in an ethical direction. As Dr.

Bflchler says, “ acts of repentance, restitution, con-

ciliation and confession preceding the sin-offering,

and their religious and moral values give insight into

the Rabbinic concepts of sin and sacrificial atone-

' Cf. Ftwer. G.B. p«. h. ("The S«pw*-). p- *«o; G. B. Gny.
Svriju, m it* OU T*,Umr« (Orfoed. IW ). p. 515.
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mcnt.” ' The Mishnaic atonement, in fact, consists

in a complete act of repentance, and if“ good works ”

include almsgiving, fasting, and other asceticisms,

together with the appropriate sin-offerings, the ulti-

mate aim is the ethical righteousness insisted on by the

Hebrew prophets.*

The blood of the sacrifices no longer had a magico-

religious purgative action in wiping away non-moral

unclcanness, and having acquired a spiritual and

symbolic significance, repentance alone sufficed for

venial sins. More "grievous” (in Christian ter-

minology, “ mortal ") offences required ceremonial

expiation through the Day of Atonement ritual, but

the rites must be performed with sincerity of heart and

true repentance to be efficacious.* Moreover, the

sinner must make peace with an offended brother

before he could claim the forgiveness of heaven, so

that the prophetic and ethical conception of repentance

was brought into relation with the priestly and sacri-

ficial by the Rabbinical doctrine in a manner which

gave the prophetic element the predominance. Thus,

even before the cessation of sacrifice after the destruc-

tion of the temple, the supreme importance of prayer

and penitence as a means of atonement, emphasized by

the prophets, was maintained in the Rabbinic peni-

tential theory, and survived the catastrophe of a.d. 70.*

Mediation

The idea of mediation, however, which became a

• SmJUl m Sm trd Axrnmn/ (Orfocd. 19 *1). P- ***•

• a. C G. Moo<e£otc. Jaiit Rnwm. Old Soic. *vi. *904. pp.

•H*
' Y"«, Tiii. 9.

• a. Chap, a, pp. i6| 0. ibe amber docusugn of 1be Rabbuiic theory.
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MEDIATION IN JUDAISM

cardinal doctrine of Christianity, was never developed

on the same lines in Judaism. The notion of vicar-

ious atonement can be discerned perhaps in the

suffering of the nation for the individual (Josh. vii.

10-15), and the individual for the family (2 Sam.

xxi. 1-9 ; Deut. v. 9-10), or the nation * (Hack. xxxi.

j, 4 ; Isa. liii.), while intercessory prayer was also a

familiar feature in Hebrew religion (Jcr. xxvii. 18 ;

xlvi. 23 ; Isa. liii. 12 ; cf. Gen. xx. 7, 17 ;
Deut. ix.

26; Job xlii. 8). But such mediators as Moses,

Jeroboam, Job or David arc not represented as priests,

and their intervention and intercession on behalf of

others was not of a sacrificial character. It may be

possible, as Dillmann maintains, to read into some of

those passages the sinner's need of a mediator who

" absorbs into himself the wrath of God, and procures

divine grace for him who has made himself unworthy

of it.”
1 But, nevertheless, the conception of an

individual redeemer making an act of atonement as

priest and victim to reconcile God and man, in terms

of the theology of the Epistle to the Hebrews, was

alien to Judaism. To a Jew the idea of anyone being

at once a perfect sin-offering and at the same time an

ideal high priestofthehuman race entering the heavenly

sphere through hisown bloodto obtain eternal redemp-

tion for mankind, could be but the rankest blasphemy.

The scapegoat ritual, as we have seen, tended to take

over a substitutionary character, but not in the sense

Newthelea, » .be iadiewhul. »!>•* boa «he community to which he

belonged, bid no wmdtng. » encrewely be infected .11 .he re*. with ho

own guilt. Tbe doctrine of ate tofebnty i

therefore. m*y l* behind there i

• A. Dulrmnr..

P-47».
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

in which it has been interpreted in Christian theology.

The nearest approach to the Christian conception of

atonement is in the Servant Saga incorporated in

the composite book, Isaiah (Isa. lii. 1 5—liii.) 1 where

suffering and death appear to be regarded as having

an atoning value
—“ he was wounded for our trans-

gressions, he was bruised for our iniquities
;

the

chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with

his stripes we are healed" (Isa. liii. j, cf. 8). It has

yet to be proved, however, that the “ Servant ” was

originally identified with the Messiah. Undoubtedly,

there is a Messianic tone about such phrases as " I

have put my spirit upon him," and “ he shall bring

forth judgment to the Gentiles " (Isa. xlii. 1), but the

rest of the picture, however applicable it may be to

the Christ of history’ and religious experience, scarcely

depicts the prevailing Jewish expectations of the

greater David, who was destined, it was thought, to

restore the former prosperity of Israel.

Such a leader might well be " a man of pains, and

known unto sickness," but it would have been fatal

to his campaign if he were despised and rejected of

men, and if the people hid as it were their faces from

him, and esteemed him not. Some of the later Jewish

interpreters in the Talmud and the Targums identified

•he Servant with the Messiah, it is true, but even so

they explained away the references to his death in

Isa. liii. in terms of the “ sickness ” fallen upon Israel.*

* While the *tyte tvi general thought of the Servant Song* (alii. 1-4

;

ilix. 1-6. L 4-9. bi- «H»> ** ren-nacem of the Deutero Itaxah, max,,

critic* believe them to be the work of a icpsnrc mlhot.
• R. S. Driver and A. Neubouer. Tfc , yi CJ*pin hmat to tbo
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THE ISAIANIC SERVANT

The problem of the sufferings of the righteous

became one of increasing perplexity in a monotheistic

community as the appreciation of ethical values

developed, and the conviction of sin as a moral con-

cept deepened. The strange enigma sent the Psalmist

into the temple in despair (Ps. lxxiii. i6f.), and it

inspired the author of the Book of Job to write a

magnificent vindication of the moral perfection of

Yahwch, but in neither ease was any light thrown upon

the ultimate question. Some advance was made in the

Servant Songs since, whoever the righteous sufferer

may have been, his (or their) “ sickness " was regarded

as having a redemptive significance, since the agony

of his soul was likened to the sin-offering (’isbam) of a

sacrificial victim (Isa. liii. 7, 10). If the “ Servant of

Yahwch ” bore the sins of the people, and worked

out their salvation in the travail of his own soul,

vicarious suffering is given an expiatory value.

That this interpretation of sin and suffering was

unusual is suggested by the reference to the aston-

ishment of all who beheld the strange spectacle

(lii. 4), and unquestionably it represents the fullest

expression of the doctrine of substitution in Old

Testament theology. A mechanical conception of

sin, however, underlies the notion of the justified being

merely passive partakers in the process of redemption

in which they had no active share. Moreover, it

failed to vindicate the ethical righteousness of Yahwch

inasmuch as it made him satisfied with something less

than the moral integrity of the offender. The old

notion of the propitiation of angry gods by ritual

observances seems to lurk somewhere in the back-
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

ground of this solution of the problem, despite the

sublime literary form of the immortal saga.

Nevertheless, it was this exalted picture of the

Suffering Servant giving his life a ransom for many

which became the inspiration of the Christian doctrine

of reconciliation. Originally it may have had little

connexion with the Messianic hope, and the notion of

a suffering Messiah may have been as vague as in the

later Midrashic teaching on the subject,' but if, as can

hardly be denied, the testimony of the Synoptic

Gospels has any veracity at all, it dearly shows that

Jesus equated the Mcssiahship with the Isaianic

Servant, and on one occasion He is alleged to have

declared that even the apocalyptic Son of Man must

suffer (Mark viii. 31). Whatever His attitude towards

the notion of the Davidic priest-king may have been,

it was the ideal of the Servant, according to the

Gospel narratives, which became increasingly the

dominant theme of His teaching from the assembly at

Gesarca Philippi onwards (Mark viii. 17-5 3 ; Matt,

xvi. 13-23 ;
Luke ix. 18-22). Thus, it is recorded

that “ he began to teach them that the Son ofMan must

suffer many things, and be rejected by the elders, and

the chief priests, and the scribes, and be killed, and

after three days rise again.”

The title “ Son of Man ” is derived from Dan. vii.

27, where the figure is employed to symbolize the

" people of the saints of the Most High ” (vii. 1 3 ff.).

The imagery is brought into line with the prophetic

conception of the Messianic kingdom in the later

• F. J. Fuil.<vJa<l»oa K. Lair, TU tf OnoUmlj (Lend.,

«.P* M*-
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JESUS AND ATONEMENT

Jewish apocalypses, the Son of Man being interpreted

as a celestial quasi-angelk being appointed as the agent

of God to judge the world and usher in the New Age

when He “ comes in the clouds of heaven.” » Twice

He is called “ the Anointed " (Enoch xlviii. 10 ; lii. 4),

but it is only in the Gospels that the conception is

brought into relation with the idea of the Suffering

Servant who “ came not to be ministered unto but to

minister, and to give his life a ransom for many ”

(Mark x. 44 f. ;
Matt. xx. 28).

If the genuineness of these far-reaching words as

an original saying of Jesus has been questioned by

not a few New Testament critics and theologians,*

there can be no doubt as to their appropriateness as

an interpretation of early Christian thought when the

death of Christ came to be regarded as the Son of Man

entering into His glory through suffering. Moreover,

it must be admitted that the attempt to discredit the

authenticity of the words has not been very successful.

It is not part of our present purpose to enter into

theological and metaphysical questions concerning

the Messianic consciousness of Jesus, but in the light

of the recent work of Schweitzer and the eschatological

school of interpreters,* which incidentally is not now

as moribund as is sometimes imagined by English

thcologians.the attitude of Christ to the Servant Songs,

and His own approaching death to set up the kingdom,

• R. H. Chirk*. Ap*rypt* miP— < rfc OU Taismmu (Otford.

1915), a, p. 114; Cf Fjt*p* Emit. Ihi; ilriii. il; lu. 4

1

1*«. 16

;

i bjirtt. *ili.

• H. Rubdall, T4» Mm A.-.nm**! m CMittm Tbnhgt (Land.. 1910).

pp. 498.

Scfawnmr. T*. Qmtt Urn psm, (Land^ 19">). Eng. Ml.,
pp. 589. cf. 511 ; cf. J. Wcm. Dm PrO^J.n.mm Knit* Gelt., (GWimgco.
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

take over a new significance. If, after the Ca^area

Philippi gathcring.He realized that thcMcssianic hopes

could be fulfilled only through some great act of self-

sacrifice, the Isaianic notion of the Servant bearing the

sins of the
" many,” and working out their salvation

in the travail of His own soul, could hardly fail to be

an inspiration for what lay ahead. In other words, it

is reasonable to suppose that He accepted the HU of

the Servant just as apparently He had seen already in

the current eschatological ideas concerning the Son of

Man a reference to Himself and His mission.

Taken together, thcsc’two figures constitute the back-

groundof thcMcssianicthoughtin the Gospel narrative,

and whatever may have been the precise evaluation put

upon them by Jesus Himself, that He first realized the

Messianic importofthe propheciesis suggested bythe re-

luctance of His followers to look upon Hisdcathas any-

thing but a catastrophe and the death-blow to all their

hopes and aspirations (Matt. xvi. 12, xxvi. 21
;
Luke

xxiv. 21). It was not until the crisis was over that it

dawned upon them that it behoved the Messiah thus to

suffer and die (Acts xvii. i-j); still less did they realize

thatthetragedy wascapableof a sacrificial interpretation.

The Christian Doctrine of tht Atonement

By about the year a.d. j j we find St. Paul as part of

the tradition which he had received proclaiming

that “ Christ died for our sins according to the

scriptures ”(1 Cor. xv. 3), and ifwe are correct in think-

ing that he derived his initial information from the

Church of Jerusalem,* the origin of the Christian

• Ct Chap. VI. p. 166.
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THE ' RANSOM ” THEOLOGY

conception of atonement must be sought in the inter-

val between the crucifixion and St. Paul’s conversion. 1

In the formulation of his theory of mediation the

apostle was undoubtedly influenced by the sacrificial

ideas in which he had been trained, and by his own
spiritual experience. He was conscious of having been
“ bought with a price ” (i Cor. vi. ao, vii. 25), and for

him Jesus was the victorious Messiah who had es-

tablished a new covenant through His sacrificial

death, whereby He satisfied the justice of God and

secured the “ acquittal ” or “ justification ” of a guilty

race (Gal. ii. 17; iii. ijff., iv. j-7; Rom. iii. 24;
viii. 1, 17, jj ; 1 Cor. i. 8 ; 2 Cor. v. 21). Sin he
regarded as a moral disorder, and since God is essen-

tially righteous and just,atonement entailed the vicarious

suffering of one who knew no sin “ set forth by God
to be a propitiation through faith in his blood, to show
his righteousness ” (Rom. iii. 19-26).

In its later guise this forensic interpretation of the

death of Christ developed into the grotesque theology

which represented the offering on Calvary as a ransom
paid by God to Satan to rescue a ruined race from his

dutches. The theory is differently expressed by
different writers, but from the third century to the

eleventh a transactional doctrine prevailed. In the

skilful hands of Anselm and the scholastics the more
extreme presentations were modified by the introduc-

tion of the term “ satisfaction ” in place of “ ransom,”

the emphasis then being laid on the vindication of
God’s honour rather than the pscudo-lcgal transac-

tion with the devil.* The death voluntarily borne

'Cf.R«hdi0.*.rfr..Pp.7jf. •CvD'isffa-'aond.. iMtf.pp.l*.. «oofl.



PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

when it was not due was the infinite satisfaction which

secured the salvation of man. But it still remained a

vicarious offering of a substitute differing from the

former theory in making the rights of God instead of

those of Satan the object of the act of satisfaction.

Against these legalistic interpretations the moral

aspect of the atonement was brought into prominence

by men like Gregory of Nazianzum .
1 This move-

ment found its fullest expression in Abelard, who in

his Commentary on the Romans described the death of

Christ as the supreme exhibition of the love of God
rather than either a ransom to Satan or a satisfaction of

divine wrath. The justification of man, on this

hypothesis, is “ that loftiest love inspired in us by the

passion of Christ."* This view was never adopted

by the Church, and it was completely repudiated by

the reformers who redeveloped the penal theory in

its crudest form, denying the Ansclmic distinction

between satisfaction and the infliction of penalty.*

This attitude has remained characteristic of Protestant

theology though various attempts have been made to

restate in modem terms the notion that the death of

Christ owed its saving power to its penal quality .

4

In popular theology of a Catholic type, and in the

more learned works, some modification of the objec-

tive or Ansclmic Satisfaction Theory has usually held

the field. All forensic interpretations have tended to

• PttmtU I, rui, 6j. 69 (Migne. mrii, 470).

• iii. 11-S.
• Calvin. luHlta. U. ni. . ; e£ J. K&nkn. TU TheoJfgt of Eng.

inr. by Hiy (Pfaibd.. Illy), i. pp. «-

‘ Cf. J. McLeod Campbell. Lood . iM6) ; R. W.
Dele, Tie Atc~M*a (LooA. i«?5) ; J. Sc«i Lidgett. Tie SpihtmU Prtmifb

tf rie AttmmuU (Load.. 1901).
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THE ABELARDIAN VIEW

be rejected with every conception of a substitutionary

imputation of righteousness. 1 R. C Mobcrly in

Atonemtnt and Personality * retains McLeod Campbell’s

theory of vicarious penitence in place of vicarious

suffering, and against Dale he holds that punishment

is not primarily retributive in character
;
though both

Dale and Mobcrly regard the Cross as the central fact

of Christianity. Like the early Fathers, Moberly
interprets the Atonement in terms of the incarnation,*

the perfect penitence and obedience of a sinless repre-

sentative of ideal humanity being regarded as an

adequate atonement for human transgression.* Thus

he retains a vicarious transaction, and preserves the

independent value of Christ’s sacrificial action, while

by insisting on His universal humanity and the media-

torial work of the I lolv Spirit, he passes from the ob-

jective to the subjective aspect of the problem. Never-

theless, as Dr. Mozley points out, “ he pushes the

Ircnxan rtcapitnlatio to a point where a crude realism

seems the inevitable result.”*

Rashdall, on the other hand, breaks away entirely

from all objective sacrificial notions, and falls hack on

the subjective Abelardian view which involves no
idea of substitution or expiation at all, and makes “ the

atoning efficacy of Christ’s work depend upon the

subjective and ethical effects produced by the con-

templation of that work upon the mind of the

• H. N. 0»enh*n>. Th Cnhh Dunam tf th A—tmnt flood . 1*69).

pp. 17a If., 14! I ; Girmtrd. A Shirt llunry */ tht Datum cf the Aum-
.«/ (Maocbcucr. 191c). pp. i»« f.

• J. F. di Bruno. Bt&r/flood. 1M4). ?. 49-

• litmus. Air. Hmr., r.

‘ Moberly. pp. no. ijo. 159. «®V
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

believer.” 1 The mission of Christ, it is contended,

was to proclaim that God is willing to forgive sin.

“ Forgiveness is dependent upon no condition what-

ever but repentance, and the amendment which is the

necessary consequence of sincere repentance.” *

That the Bampton Lectures for 1915 represent one

of the landmarks in the interpretation of the Christian

doctrine of the Atonement is a mere truism, and Dr.

Rashdall had no ditficulty in showing that, from the

point of view of scholarship, most of the standard

treatises on the subject arc obsolete. Dale’s book

he dismisses as “ absolutely prc-critical and uncon-

vincing,” while Moberly’s volume is merely “ an

attempt to combine modern or liberal with traditional

theories which, in spiteof all his subtlety.still stand apart

in his pages like oil and water.” * All this, and similar

strictures on other modem writers, is true enough, but

Rashdall’s own treatment of the historical evidence is

open to serious criticism. As to what the death of

Christ signified in ultimate reality, it is not our pur-

pose to inquire, but as an historical phenomenon it

belongs essentially to the institution of sacrifice. It

may be true that to-day sacrificial ideas do not play a

prominent part in the modem mind, but it was other-

wise at the beginning of our era. Then, as Dr.

Glover has said, “ sacrifice was a language used by all

men,” 4 and the New Testament is certainly no excep-

tion to the rule. It is impossible to eliminate the

notion of propitiation and atonement in these docu-

ments without doing violence to the canons of scienti-

' Tic Mv sf /*» AHmmm,. p. 4 |7-

• Op. al„ p. 15- * Of. pp. 46, 496.
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EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS

fic criticism. From the earliest times of which we
have knowledge the mystery of Calvary was inter-

preted in the light of the Old Testament theology and

the Isaianic Servant prophecies. This is borne out, as

we have seen, by a critical analysis of the Synoptic

Gospels, the Pauline writings and the literature of the

Early Church,* while the Epistle to the Hebrews is an

elaborate discourse on the high priesthood of Christ.

The authorship of this last-mentioned book has been

a matter of conjecture, of course, from the days of the

ancient Fathers, when Tcrtullian regarded it as the

work of St. Barnabas, and Origen, after defending the

Pauline theory, became more cautious, concluding

finally that “ who wrote it God only knows certainly.”

But if the writer is lost in obscurity, he must have

lived before a.d. 96, since the epistle is quoted by St.

Clement, who worked out an analogy between the

Jewish and Christian ministries along the lines of the

similarity of function of Christ and the High Priest. 1

The general circumstances point to the second genera-

tion of the Church as the most likely date of composi-

tion (cf. xiii. a), perhaps before the destruction of

Jerusalem (cf. x. aj ;
viii. ij ; xiii. ij), between

a.d. 64 and 70, though the reference to Timothy in

xiii. 2 3 may suggest a later period. In any case, the

document reveals the theological outlook of the

Church in Rome (cf. xiii. 24) at the end of the first

century.

The central theme is the conception of Christ scal-

ing the new dispensation with His blood as that of the

' A. E. J. Ravliraon, T*. T„U-e~t /W. */ lU Cbru!

(Lo<*l. 1926), pp. 4) f.

* Clem. *1. j ; cf. nxri.
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PROPITIATION AND ATONEMENT

true Paschal Lamb in fulfilment of the sacrificial system

of the Old Testament. That the offering on Calvary

made a real expiation for sin is clearly established in

contrasting the perfect sacrifice of His own blood with

the ineffectual and impotent offerings of the blood of

bulls and goats, which, except as shadows of the true,

could have no real atoning significance (Hcb. ix.

1 i-a8). As the High Priest of the new Covenant,

Christ is represented as entering “ the holy place
”

through the outpouring of His blood in sacrifice, and

there ever living to make intercession as “ a minister-

ing priest in the true tabernacle, the immediate pre-

sence of God.’*

»

A significant feature in this argument is the

emphasis laid on the victory rather than the sufferings

of the mediator, the act of atonement being completed

in the heavenly sphere of its eternal operations. The
Cross is set forth as the path to the “ new and living

way ” by which the triumphant Saviour passed into the

heavens. It is still by virtue of His passion that He is

qualified to make propitiation for the sins of His

people, but the notion of the Suffering Servant is

carried to what the author regards as its ultimate

conclusion, viz. to " bring many sons to glory ” (ii. io)

by the removal of the barrier set up by human trans-

gression (ii. 14). The propitiatory value of the death

of Christ, on this hypothesis, therefore, lies in the gift of

life secured by His atoning sacrifice.

In developing this line of thought the author is

nearer to the general theme running through the

institution of sacrifice in its various manifestations

C. B. Sievnu, T*r CtrisHm Deft* Sskt/.m (Edin.. ipsj). p. « 7 .
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THE TREE OF LIFE

than is the case when the death of the victim is made
the central feature of the offering. In all its manifold

modes of expression the fundamental idea in sacrifice

is the promotion and conservation of life, and while
this often entails the death, or destruction, of the

person or thing offered, this is merely incidental in the

process of liberating lift. It may be a far cry from
crude notions of the rcanimation of mortal gods
to a voluntary act of self-giving on the part of one
whose whole being was animated by entire dedication

to a sacred purpose, yet there is a unity of principle

in the desire for “ newness of life ” which finds ex-

pression in a complex death and resurrection ritual

pattern.

As Mr. Hocart has said,
M
the sacrificial lamb is no

longer the young of an ewe slaughtered at the Paschal

Feast as the embodiment of some god in order to

promote the life of the crops, but a symbol expressing,

by what psychologists call condensation, a sum of
innocence, purity, gentleness, self-sacrifice, redemption

and divinity which no words could express with such

forceful appeal.” 1 The old drama of creation and
redemption is repeated through a divine kingship,

the new Spiritual King, “ incarnated once for all in

order ever after to rule over the souls of men,”
invested in a scarlet robe, a crown of thorns, and a reed

for a sceptre,* dying to live on a cross which has

become symbolized as the tree of life.

The Adam-story ends in min, but it is min which
has the promise of redemption (Gen. iii. ij). The
sacrificial drama of Good Friday has been interpreted,

' ***•*?' p- mi- o>. «*, p. 16.
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therefore, in terms of the original catastrophe em-
bodied in (or read into) the creation legend, so that

Christian mysticism has found in the Cross the way of

the tree of life which ultimately leads to the celestial

paradise in which “ in the midst of the street of it, and

on either side of the river was there the tree of life,

which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her

fruit every month
;
and the leaves of the tree were for

healing of the nations ” (Res', xxii. a). Thus, true to

type, the tree of life has the promise of immortality,

the divine kingship finding its consummation in the

celestial realms when the “ kingdoms of this world

become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ

;

and he shall reign for ever and ever ” (Rev. xi. i j). In

this repetition of the creation story’ in a ritual of

redemption a fundamental aspect of the culture pattern

is preserved in the institution of sacrifice.
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CHAPTER VIII

PRIESTHOOD AND THE ALTAR

elements in the institution ot sacrifice, the question of
sacerdotal intervention requires some consideration, in-

asmuch as an organized mediatorial priesthood reserv-

ing to itself the service of the altar is an integral part

of the later developments of the ritual. Moreover,
in the capacity of magician, the “ consecrated man ”

occupies a prominent position in the lower cultures,

though it docs not thereby follow, as Frazer suggests,

that the priest is the linear successor of the medicine

man who was led to renounce his attempts to control

directly the processes of nature, and sought to attain

the same end indirectly by appealing to the gods to do
for him what he no longer fancied he could do for

himself. 1

This theory is more simply stated than proved since

it rests on the assumption that a prc-thcistic age of
magic preceded an age of religion in which the

magician alone held sway, essaying to “ bend nature to

his wishes by the sheer force of spells and enchant-

ments, before he strove to mollify a coy, capricious or
irascible deity by the soft insinuation of prayer and
sacrifice.” * But no tribe or group exists in which a

period of pure " godless ” magic prevails, and while

it is not possible to speak with the same degree of

* Esrfy HuUrrtfKivhp (Load., 1905). p.117. • O* a!., p. 90.
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PRIESTHOOD AND THE ALTAR

assurance concerning the prehistoric cultures, there

is no actual evidence of a Palxolithic age of magic.

Magic and Religion

If Frazer’s distinction between magic and religion

be accepted, it follows that it is the psychological

approach to the category of the sacred which char-

acterizes the nature of a rite as one of compulsion or

supplication.' It may be more probable, on this

hypothesis, that the emotions of a worshipper kneeling

before an altar will be more strictly religious than those

of a Palxolithic hunter engaged in a pantomimic dance

in the inner recesses of a Pyrcnxan cavern sanctuary,

but until it has been ascertained whether the desire is to

placate or compel the superior power, the precise

nature of the action, on this estimation, cannot be

determined. It is, therefore, exceedingly difficult to

draw a hard-and-fast line between a magical and a

religious traflick with the supernatural where any

external source of strength is involved.

In almost every community certain persons have

been accredited with powers to control at will the

normal course of natural laws and forces independent

of any external agency, and this may go back to the

time when the chase was controlled by depicting the

figures of animals in certain sacred spots presumably

by certain sacred persons. But in addition to this

organized ritual, probably every man had his own

magical devices whereby he secured for himself health

and good luck by the aid of teeth, claws, shells and

similar objects charged with soul-substance and super-
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MAGIC AND SPELL

natural properties. That is to say, at all times man

has believed that by the aid of certain objects and sub-

stances, usually connected with the notion of vitality,

he could turn the course of nature to his own advan-

tage, with or without the help of a professional

practitioner. In this sense it is true to speak ot a

primitive “ age of magic,” but it docs not represent a

stratum in an evolutionary process.

In any complex religious rite a great deal of the

ritual, separated from its context, would appear to

belong to the category of magic Thus, in the case of

the institution of sacrifice with which we arc here

concerned, the disposition of the blood at the altar,

and of special parts of the victim, the wearing of the

skin by the officiant, and similar aspects of the cere-

monial, are elficacious by virtue of an inherent potency.

Yet, on Frazer’s definition, the whole observance is

charged with a religious sanctity inasmuch as the

supernatural power which gives the ceremonies their

significance is derived from supernatural beings

superior and external to man. Magic, as Malinowski

says, is
'* an essentially human possession, enshrined

in man and can be handed on only from man to man,

according to very strict rules of magical filiation,

initiation and instruction. It is thus never conceived

as a force of nature, residing in things, acting inde-

pendently of man, to be found out and learned by him,

by any of those proceedings by which he gains his

ordinary knowledge of nature.” 1 The real virtue of

magic is embodied in spell and in specific rites per-

formed for a definitely magical purpose in conjunction

• M*lk*ow*hi. in lame, RiUpm. md Wr/J (Load-. 1516). p. 7 «-
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with certain mystic formulx which constitute the

vehicle of the spell.

If a time ever existed when the magician alone held

sway, at least we have no knowledge of it. The

earliest traffick with the supernatural order known to

archzology is connected with the cult of the dead and

the food supply. In both there is undoubtedly a

magical element inasmuch as the power is exercised

in some measure by human agencies through natural

objects, or formula*. But permeating the whole

cultuj arc influences outside a purely magical control.

Thus in the ease of the funerary ritual, death is re-

garded as the gate to a new life which must inevitably

belong to another world, and ifwe know little of what

this '* otherness ” signified to Neanderthal man, the

hope of immortality is a religious concept, however

much human enterprise may seek quasi-magical ways

and means of meeting the final crisis. Similarly, in the

effort to maintain the food supply, if man resorts to

his own devices to secure the desired end, he also

endeavours to conciliate and establish right relations

with animal species whom he regards as in many

respects his superiors.' In the Palaeolithic cults in

question, therefore, we are on the border-land between

magic and religion which seems to be best described

by the cumbrous and question-begging phrase,

“ magico-religious.” 1

Again, in the higher systems, the mutual dependence

of the gods on man, and man on the gods, a notion

which, as we have seen, is fundamental in the early

* Cf. Chap. ». PP- »! *

Nttu aJQmri,, m (lend. t9 n), p. 1JI.



RAIN-MAKERS

developments of sacrifice, comes into this same cate-

gory inasmuch as the superior powers are not entirely

outside the sphere of human control, though at the

same time they arc recognized as supreme so long

as they arc able to perform their functions. Their

agents on earth, in like manner, arc not magicians

uttering spells, but mediators with the supernatural

order to secure the welfare of the community by their

administrations. The ritual they perform may con-

tain a constraining element because agent and act arc

not clearly differentiated, but the action is directed

mainly outwards.

Thus, in the matter of rain-making, while the

officiant in his private practice may exercise magical

rites, in his public capacity he acts as a mediator with

the gods, ancestral spirits or totems. The bain
,
or

Dinka rain-makers, for example, attain very consider-

able power in the tribe as consecrated persons, but it

is really Dcngdir, Great Rain, the high god, who
sends the rain from the rain-place, which is his special

home. The ancestral rain-making ceremony takes

place at his shrine in each tribe, where the god has his

abode as well as “ in the above,” and whither the Agar

people resort to install their new rain-maker.

Moreover, in the case of a powerful and highly

successful practitioner, it is thought that the spirit of

a renowned ancestor has come down to him through

a succession of rain-makers, and thus given him in-

sight and wisdom superior to that of other bain. The
Shish maintained that a spirit named Mabor, one of the

four sons of Dengdit, was immanent in their rain-

maker, and, according to Dr. Seligman, “ the per-

Q «S
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sonality of the rain-maker was submerged in that of

the spirit immanent in him, so that when they spoke

of Mahor, the dominant idea in their mind was that of

the ancestral spirit of this name working in the body

of the man in whom it was immanent.*' *

Again, in the much-discussed conception of mana

as a kind of impersonal mystic influence attached to

sacred objects, it would seem, as Codrington main-

tained, that “ this power, though itself impersonal, is

always connected with some person. If a stone is

found to have a supernatural power, it is because a

spirit has associated itself with it.”* Similarly, the

Iroquoian ortnda is analogous to will and intelligence

rather than to purely mechanical force,' while wakonda,

" the power that moves,” a ascribed anthropomorphic

attributes by the Omaha who address prayers to it.
4

The term memtu is only applied by the Eastern Algon-

quian to sacred objects, such as an arrow, into which

a spirit, or genius loci, has transformed itself,' while

among the Dakota wakfin, or the divine power, is only

assigned to objects or functions which come from

wakan beings.'

Behind all these more or less impersonal notions.

therefore, there is the shadowy form of a personal

being. Thus in Melanesia the mana which gives

sacrcdncss to stones also equips chiefs for their office,

so that in the Eastern Solomons hereditary chieftain-

• Srligman. “ Dink*." in E.R.&. It. p. 7i«.

• MtUmnmt (Oxford. 1S91). p. 119 ; «f. Horan. Mm. 1914. p. 46.

• Hcwiil, IWM »/Amtnm IrnCuv (Wuh, 1907-1©) ; ii, p. 147.

• 17li R.B.AE. (W*A. 1911). PP- «M. J97 -

‘ Jemnti cf A/mhtat Ftik-Jmt. x»ii. 1914. PP 6.

• W. Joo«.W ^ Amtr*m hcJk-Jmt, rrin. 1905. pp. 1I5 ft
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BARAKA

ship seems to rest on the belief that a particular person

has inherited from the tindalo, or ghosts, sufficient

mana to qualify him for the post.' Similarly, in

Morocco the sultan, who is regarded as the vicegerent

of God, owes his position to the baraka which he

inherits or appropriates from his predecessor.

This baraka is in the nature of an indwelling animat-

ing principle, or soul-substance, upon which both the

life and office of the chief and the welfare of the whole

country depend. “ When it is strong and unpolluted

the crops arc abundant, the women give birth to chil-

dren, and the country is prosperous in ever)’ respect

;

in the summer of 1908 the natives of Tangier attri-

buted the exceptionally good sardine fishery to Mullil-

Hlfid’s accession to the throne. On the other hand,

in the reign of his predecessor the deterioration or loss

of the Sultan’s barakf showed itself in disturbances and

troubles, in drought and famine, and in the fruit falling

down from the trees before it was ripe. Nay even in

those parts of Morocco which arc not subject to the

Sultan’s worldly rule the people believe tliat their

welfare, and especially the crops, arc dependent upon

his baraka." 1

But barakfi is not the peculiar possession of the

Sultan, though he has it in an exceptional degree as

" the vicegerent of God on earth,” and also the head

of the ’Alawlyin, or family of shereefs (i.e. descendants

in the male line of the daughter of Muhammed), whose
ancestors came from Yanbo in Arabia and settled down
in Tafilelt. Since Muhammed was of all men filled

1 Rlren, tfMUmnim S*utj (Cunb.. 1914). u. PP «oi «.

* Waicnrare*. RXmJ *md m Mmwm (Land, 19*6}, i, p. ,9.
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with “ blessed virtue ” (baraka), his descendants, the

shereefs, inherited a portion of it, though not to a

sufficient degree to enable them to be regarded as

saints, except in a few very special eases. The term

saint in Morocco is applied to a person with an unusual

endowment of baraka, and this being a transmissible

quality, the descendants (mribtin )
of a saintly ancestor

become a religious nobility, independent of the shereefs.

Moreover, though baraka is a personal quality it is

also capable of communication as a sacred contagion to

a place which is in some way connected with a saint,

rendering it tabu because charged with mystic power.

Similarly, objects personified as saints, or directly

associated with them, such as wells, springs, trees,

rocks and caves, derive their sanctity and life-giving

powers from this contagion, and in consequence they

arc ascribed fertility and medicinal properties. 1 Baraka

is also attributed to animals or birds connected with a

saint, or which have acquired sacredness in some other

connexion. Anything, in fact, which gives evidence

of being in possession of inherent vitality, or which

has in some particular way come into contact with

baraka
,

is regarded as permeated with it. Titus

wheat and barley arc especially sacred and the last

portion of the crop on the field is left untouched for a

while, so as to transmit its baraka to the next year’s

crop, as “ the bride of the field ” from which the corn

is to be reborn when the field comes to life again.*

For a similar reason the threshing-floor must remain

unswept in order that the baraka in the grain may be

transmitted to the next season’s crops.

> Op. pp. Wfi. • Op. p. .06.
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The Priesthood

Baraga, therefore, like mono, has a dual character.

On the one hand it is in the nature of an inherent,

impersonal, vital essence, as in the case of the seed

com, and, on the other hand, it is the underlying

relation to a personal being, cither the Sultan, a saint,

or the shcrcefs. But the fundamental conception

seems to be the personal quality capable of transmis-

sion from one generation to another. Now we would
suggest it is this notion of handing down divine soul-

substance, and the associated supernatural powers,

resident in chiefs and kings, that lies at the root of

priesthood, and gives religious cflVcacy to sacerdotal

ministrations. The priest par excellence is, of course,

the divine king himself who in his royal capacity is

the natural mediator between the gods and mankind.

Thus in Egypt he built the temples and is depicted in

the reliefs as worshipping the gods and making offer-

ings to them.* But while he had to perform daily

ceremonies in connexion with the sun-god,1 it was only

on rare occasions that he was able to fulfil his high-

priestly functions. In the performance of his sacer-

dotal office he was assisted, therefore, by members of
his own family, his wife and son, 1 and the more
prominent representatives of the local priesthoods.*

In Egypt from the fifth dynasty, when the king was
regarded as the physical son of the sun-god, divine

worship was essentially a royal family cult, the mysteri-

ous power shared by gods and kings being passed on
1 BUckman, fLR.E.. i*. t$j €.

• Erman. tf JU 1907),^T*.
• Op. afc, pp. j,f.
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by inheritance from one generation to another. But,

nevertheless, the fact that royal priestly functions were
exercised by virtue of the divine soul-substance tem-
porarily resident in the living manifestation of the

sun, or other divinity, and were capable of transmis-

sion to others within or without the family circle,

implies that the ultimate source of sacerdotal power
was external to its agent. Thus, in some communi-
ties it was considered possible for a king to lose his

divinity through infirmity or old age, thereby showing
that his mysterious potency was not his inalienable

possession in his own right.

Moreover, if inheritance was the most natural way
of transmitting the priestly office from one generation

to the next, it was not the only method adopted. In

Morocco, for example, the hardy of a saint may be
passed on to one of his followers (bdlm) by spitting

into his mouth, or eating food that the holy man has

also partaken of,' but usually the process of trans-

mission involves special intercourse with the gods or
spirits, either by ecstatic communion, or through some
material object or social institution directly associated

with the celestial order.

When ceremonial initiation is resorted to the ritual

is frequently of a secret and mysterious character, per-

formed by certain persons belonging to a particular

ruling group or sacred order. On the other hand,

ecstatic dreams and visible signs ofcommunion with a

tutelar)’ deity arc required as a necessary qualification

among the Eskimo and Algonquian tribes, and the

exhibition of supernatural insight and miraculous

' Vtatenrmci. RWW Bebrf i» Afar.*,. * p. 4,.
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SHAMANISM

powers is often regarded as sufficient evidence for

admission to the shamanistic office. It is doubtful,

however, whether shamanism represents a variation

of the priesthood regarded as an aspect of the divine

kingship, though the two offices not infrequently

coexist and react upon one another.

Shamanism

The shaman is at once “priest,” prophet and

medicine-man, but he always exercises his powers by

virtue of his intimate relations with and first-hand

knowledge ofthe supernatural order. Unlike the divine

king, he is not himself a manifestation of the gods, and

his intercourse with spirits, and access to the spirit-

world being direct, he is " called " to rather than

installed in his vocation, though the process of initia-

tion generally involves protracted training and in-

struction in occult methods. In some cases the office

is hereditary, but everywhere the supernatural gift is

an essential condition to becoming a shaman. 1 Thus,

only a person who can show that he is rn rapport with

certain spirits, or has the right disposition, can hope

to find a vocation, and where a hereditary system pre-

vails, signs of abnormal qualities arc sought in child-

hood in prospective candidates.

Among the Ostyaks the father chooses one of his

sons according to his capacity, to whom he gives his

knowledge, while the youth has to do everything in

his power to foster a neurotic condition in himself.*

The Buriat hereditary shaman must display the proper

• M. A- Czaplicka. Aior^lW* (Orforf. .9.4), PP- 169 6.

• Op. Ht.. p. ITT.
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symptoms called Ug garbul, which consist in fainting-

fits, excitability, moroscncss, love of solitude and

similar indications of a nervous temperament.1 No
one, in fact, among these tribes becomes a shaman of

his own free will ; it comes to him, as Miss Czaplicka

says, noltns volens, like a hereditary disease.* The

office, therefore, depends on the acquisition of super-

natural qualifications regarded as a sim qua non in the

performance of shamanistic functions.

Among the Transbaikalian Funguses a man who
wishes to enter the sacred profession explains that a

certain deceased shaman has visited him in a dream and

commanded him to be his successor. He then shows

himself “ weakly, as if dazed and nervous,” and sud-

denly utters incoherent words, falls unconscious, runs

through the forest, lives on the bark of trees, throws

himself into fire and water, lays hold on weapons,

wounds himself, and generally behaves in a crazy

manner. Having thus revealed the necessary symp-

toms, an old shaman is summoned to instruct the

candidate in the lore of the spirits, and acquaint him
with the mode of invoking them.* Moreover, since

tutelages help him in his struggles with disease, and

appear in various forms, sometimes as a man and

sometimes as birds, to endow him with power and

instruct him, part of the mental training consists in

coming into contact with the right spirits (i.c. with

those who are his guardians).*

• A. B*vi*n. in GmgHfludiWHkOopuft flu*- J*m. ilyj. pp. «o«. 406.

Op. til., p. 17S.

• V. M. Mikhailow^ky. J.AJ.. air. il^. pp. 15 K.

• W. Jochehon, Tit Ktrytt, Jtrmp Ntrtb Psufir Exprditnm, ri. New York.

1901-8. p. 47.
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CONSECRATION OF A SHAMAN

Physical training is also necessary as he must learn to

beat the sacred drum accurately, a task requiring con-

siderable skill. He must sing in the approved manner,

and dance the ceremonial dances. When all this

has been duly accomplished, together with the pre-

scribed fasting and discipline in the matter of diet, the

candidate is ready for initiation. Among the Yakut

the old shaman who had instructed the novice leads his

pupil up a high mountain, or into the open fields,

clothes him in shaman’s robes, provides him with the

tambourine anil drumsticks, places on his right nine

pure youths, and on his left nine pure maidens. Then

he gives him his own robes, and standing behind him

makes him repeat certain words, and promise faithful

allegiance to his tutelary spirit for the rest of his life.

Instruction follows concerning the whereabouts and

powers of the various spirits, and the manner of

propitiating them. Finally, the old shaman slays the

animal selected for sacrifice, sprinkles the candidate’s

clothing with the blood, and closes the proceedings with

a feast on the flesh, in which the spectators take part. 1

Among the Buryats the rite of consecration begins

with a libation, the water being taken from three

springs, and fortified with sacred plants and the blood

of a sacrificial victim. Then in a few days the first of

the nine consecrations begins at a hut orjurfa prepared

for the ceremony. The candidate is smeared with

the blood of a sacrificial goat, birched and further

instructed before entering the jurta. He then takes

in his hand horse-staves consecrated for the occasion,

and chants adjurations to the lord of the pole-cat who

MMrifa**?. <u.. p. *6
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established shamanism in the tribe. Subsequently he

climbs up two trees to symbolize, apparently, his

progress towards the heavenly sphere as he advances

in the various degrees of consecration. Each stage

in the sacred office is marked by additions to the

elaborate shamanistk costume and regalia.*

In this ritual can be detected something akin to a

priestly hierarchy. The birch tree erected in the

yurta and passing through the roof is supposed to

represent the deity opening heaven to the shaman, and

that outside is notched in the sides to enable the can-

didate to spring up from one incision to the next as

he ascends from one degree to another. Each notch

denotes a special heaven, and every heaven has its

special deity with whom he is brought into union at

his consecration. Thus the duly consecrated shaman

owes his position to his special relationship with the

spirits, a relationship which docs not depend entirely

upon his ordination since the soul-substance in the

horse-staves, cut from a live birch tree in a forest

where shamans arc interred, enables the priest to

gallop to heaven when occasion calls for " ghostly

counsel and advice ” in the execution of his office

;

or he may summon the spirits to his aid by his tam-

bourine or other heavenly music. Thus equipped, he

is ready for any eventuality, but only as the agent of the

higher powers with whom he is in constant converse.

If the principal function of shamanism is prophetic

in the sense of revealing the mind and will of the gods

and spirits, it tends to assume a sacerdotal significance

when the shaman is installed in the same manner as a

Brnmt,” in E.R.E.. ii, pp. ij f.
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priest. Consequently he may himself on occasions

offer sacrifice and preside at the tribal ceremonies, as,

for example, among the Altai, when at the great

sacrifice to the god Bai-Yulgan he waves a twig over

the horse selected to be the victim in order to drive its

soul to the gods accompanied by that of the man who

holds its head. Having assembled the spirits in his

tambourine, he sits on the image of a goose in order

to pursue the soul of the horse upon it. When he

captures it, he blesses it, and with the aid of assistants

slays the horse. He and the company then solemnly

cat the flesh. The next evening, after the purificatory

rites have been duly performed, he mounts the heavens

on the soul of the victim, or on the goose, to learn and

utter prophecies, discover whether the sacrifice has

been accepted, and ascertain certain future events, such

as the weather forecast and prospects of harvest,

together with the nature of the offerings which will

then be required.* In recounting his experiences, and

the secrets learned during his visit to the spirit-world,

a dramatic ritual is employed, the shaman acting the

part of the deity, and other supernatural beings whose

voices he reproduces. Thus he combines the

functions of prophet and priest, being at once the

diviner, the possessed and the officiant.

Nevertheless, he is not a true priest in the sense of

being the representative of the divine king, and the

ordained minister of the public rituals. He may on

occasions function in public ceremonials, but the

seance rather than the temple is his proper sphere of

action. In Peru sometimes a room was provided for

• V. V. Radlov, Am, (l^pdfc ,tU). n. PP- 1° «9 «•
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this class of functionary within the precincts of the

temple where those who so desired could consult him
but there was no organized class of prophets, seers,

healers and tricksters comparable with and comple-

mentary to the political scheme, as in the case of the

sacerdotal institution. The priestly office definitely

controlled the social order with a carefully prescribed

ritual, often of a calendrical character, upon which the

well-being of the community depended. If the priest-

hood ceased, the whole complex ritual pattern would be

thrown into confusion. Not so in the case of shaman-

ism. As Gark Wissler has said, “ the fact that the

shaman lagged behind and shared but little in this

elaboration would seem further basis for the assump-

tion that the chief formative factors in priestcraft and

ritualism are not found in shamanism.”*

It is possible that the use of narcotics such as kava.

Soma, and Avestan Haoma, and ambrosia, in installa-

tion and sacrificial rites constitutes a connecting link

between priesthood and shamanism. Thus in Fiji the

drinking of kava was the central feature in the installa-

tion of a chief, and it was also used in ordination to the

priesthood. The purpose of this ceremony as de-

scribed by Hocart was to possess the initiate by water-

sprites in the same way as in the Vcdic ritual Soma was

drunk sacrificially in order to gain immortality by

ascending spiritually to heaven and so becoming one

with the gods.* In both cases an intoxicating plant

was employed to induce an ecstatic condition, the

narcotic in India and Persia being regarded as itself a

* C. Wltiler. 77* Ammirm (Ne» York. 191*). pp wj ft.

• KmttHp, pp. f. ; cf. R>I VtJ*, na, 4!. 5-
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THE SOMA-SACRIFICE

royal god. Therefore it was only drunk by the gods

and priests as a religious ceremony for the purpose of

raising those who partook thereof to the divine order.

“ We have drunk Soma, we have become immortal,

we have entered into the light, we have known the

gods." * Hence its introduction into the coronation

and ordination ritual as a means of imparting to the

initiate the divine life which he in turn communicates

to the society over which he rules, or in which he

functions, by virtue of his divinity. Moreover, since

the sacred drink is itself none other than the “ real

presence” of the god, a sacrificial significance is

accorded to the act of crushing the plant comparable

with that of the Fraction in the Mass,* just as in both

rites immortality is conferred through the life-giving

elements (cf. St. John vi. 33 f.).

The soma-sacrifice, however, contains a shamanistic

as well as a sacerdotal aspect since the priest, unlike the

divine king, may become possessed and exercise pro-

phetic and ecstatic functions when stimulated by the

divine plant. In tire process of becoming immortal

signs of divinity may become manifest in occult pheno-

mena, and it is not improbable that stimulation by

intoxicating plants has played a prominent part in

bringing together the two offices through a common
method of initiation, as each began to disintegrate and

react on one another.

Divination and Propbttism

Gosely allied to shamanism is the practice of divina-

tion and prophetism, which again has definite points

* R*X VU*. »ui, 4I. j. <X Chap, vi p. «»i.
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of contact with the priesthood. Thus, Aztec priests

living in the vicinity of the temples declared oracles,

and the history of the Delphic oracle shows how the

office of diviner can become part of the sacerdotal

administration when it is given a social significance.

In Babylonia the term barti, or soothsayer, meaning
“ to inspect,” was applied to a class of priests whose

duty it was to divine the will of the deity by the inspec-

tion of the liver, as the scat of the soul-substance of

the sheep to be sacrificed. 1 Since the victim was in

vital union with the god to whom it was offered, the

future could be determined by reading the divine

mind as reflected in the soul-substance of the sacri-

ficial animal. Therefore, it was the duty of this class

of priest to study the liver and gall-bladder with great

care to detect signs which might give a due to forth-

coming events, a custom which led to every part of

the organ being noted and interpreted with the

minutest care.*

A similar practice seems to have prevailed in pre-

Exilic Israel where the Hebrew Kibht, or “ seer,” was

engaged in divining by various devices. Twice in the

Old Testament the liver is mentioned as a life-centre

(Lam. ii. n, Prov. vii. aj) possessed of the power

of divination by its convulsive motions when taken

from a sacrificial victim. In Tobit vi. 4-16, viii. 2,

the liver of a fish is referred to in connexion with

exorcisms, and in Ezekiel xxi. 21 Nebuchadnezzar is

1 Jutro«r, Ri^ni Bthef: m W Aiiyris (New York. 1911).

p. 149 Since ib* lieer cootum about one-ueth of ibe blood of the human
body ii would readily become centre ot roolmbaance.
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said to have looked into the animal’s liver to divine

the road he should take when he stood “ at the parting

of the ways” leading to Jerusalem, and “ Rabbah of the

children of Ammon." It would seem, then, that

hcpatoscopy was not unknown in Israel, though it

was not in vogue apparently to the same extent as in

Babylonia. Possibly the practice was introduced

with the submission of Judah to Tiglath-Pileser since

in a Kings xvi. i
j

it is stated that Ahaz used an old

altar for “inquiry,” and divination by entrails is

the only type which needs an altar.

The numinous object par excellence in Hebrew

tradition in which divination centred was the sacred

ark of the covenant. So great was its potency, in

fact, that after its recovery and removal to Jerusalem,

its sanctuary continued to be the chief home of wor-

ship down to the time of the destruction of the city in

58 j
b.c., while sacrifices were offered there for some

time after that event (Jcr. xli. j)- As thc earthly home

of Yahwch it was charged with his personality, or soul-

substance, as a kind of miasma clinging to the " mercy

scat ” which was overlaid with gold, just as gold was

built into the altar in the Brahmana ritual to render

it immortal. 1 There is reason to think that this metal

has played a prominent pan as a life-giving agent in the

history of religion,1 and there can be little doubt that it

had a similar significance originally in Israel.

Doubtless the details of the construction and con-

tents of the ark were elaborated in the later priestly

narrative (Ex. xxv. 10-22, xxxvii. 1-9), but there is

fr**-*~. «. i.s. 7.

• More.. Am. dm Mmm GmmH. BM. dTwdci. to. .901, p. 4* Elfaoc

Smith. EfoJuUn cf'bi D’*gm. pp. *.1 i. Pery. Okidn. 4 tb, Sm, PP .
,86 ff.
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reason to think that in a much earlier period the pro-

sperity of the community was bound up with this

sacred emblem as the centre of supernatural power,

comparable with the Fire-Altar in Vedic India, around

which the life-story of Prajapati, the father and creator

of gods, was re-enacted. Thus, the ark was alleged

to contain stones taken from the sacred mountain and

inscribed with the very finger of Yahweh, together

with a pot of manna, the heavenly food, and the rod of

Aaron. So great was its power that to touch it even

by accident proved fatal (a Sam. vi. 6 f.), and when
it was carried to an alien territory it wrought havoc

among gods and men alike (t Sam. v. 3 ff.). It was

able to direct its own way home when liberated on the

new cart prepared for it, and the two cows responsible

for its safe return were immediately sacrificed in its

honour (1 Sara. vi. 7 ff.). In short, the ark and Yahweh
were practically synonymous terms, both sharing the

same divine life, so that on the two occasions when it

was not taken to battle Israel was defeated (Num. xiv.

44 ;
Jos. vii. 4), and when it was ultimately captured

the glory was said to have departed altogether from

the nation (1 Sam. iv. 21). Moreover, it was around

this object that the priesthood is represented as having

developed.

Here, however, an important question arises.

What was the nature of this priesthood that centred in

the ark ? According to Hebrew tradition it was

attended by Moses and Aaron through all the wander-

ings in the desert (Ex. xviii. 15, xxxiii. 7-1 x), and

when Joshua was appointed he departed not out of
“ the tent of meeting ” (Ex. xxxiii. 1 1). Nevertheless,
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only in one instance (Ps. xeix. 8) is Moses actually

entitled priest, and this passage belongs to the post-

Exilic literature. Elsewhere he is essentially the vehicle

of revelation—the law-giver and prophet—or, accord-

ing to P, the human instrument employed in institut-

ing the Aaronic priesthood (Fjc. xxviii.. Lev. viii.). It

was he, in the opinion of this school (P), who initiated

the sacrificial system at the newly-erected altar, and for

a week exercised sacerdotal functions at it, but only

during theccremonialinstallationofAaronand his sons.

This accomplished, he ceased to usurp priestly rights.

It is highly improbable that this account preserves

the actual historical circumstances under which the

Lcvitical order came into being. In tracing the origin

of the post-Exilic system to the great Law-giver and

"culture hero” of Israel, the priestly writer was

merely following a well-established custom in ancient

society, and this is not the only similar practice that

was assigned to Moses in Hebrew tradition. Thus

snake worship was attributed to him, and possibly

at one time he was held to be the author of the bull

cult at Dan and Bethel (a Kings xviii. 4). Outside

the Priestly narrative, however, there arc few allusions

to a Mosaic priesthood, and none to an exclusive

Aaronic order, though Moses is represented as the

son-in-law of Jethro, the priest of Midian (Ex. ii. i6ff.),

and he is also regarded as the ancestor of the Danitc

succession (Jud. xvii. 7 ff., xviii).

The fact that he is said to have “ hearkened to the

voice of his father-in-law, and to have done all that he

had said ” (Ex. xviii. 24) suggests that he may have

been initiated into his office by Jethro during his

r 141
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sojourn in Midian,1 and in this case it is significant that

the incident at the burning bush is alleged to have

occurred while he was keeping the flocks of his

teacher (Ex. iii. a). Visionary experience of this

nature is not an unusual accompaniment of the attain-

ment of the prophetic office, and if Moses was the re-

cipient of such a revelation it explains why his con-

ception of the deity was incompatible with the

Egyptian pattern based on the divine kingship. Hence

the subsequent contention between the agricultural and

nomadic sections of the community, and their varying

attitudes to Yahwch worship.

'Ihe institution of sacrifice cannot be excluded from

the pre-Exilic cultus, as has been demonstrated, and it

is not improbable that Moses was initiated into this

priestly ritual, but, nevertheless, he was essentially

an organ of revelation just as the Hebrew kibin, like

the Babylonian ban}, was fust and foremost a sooth-

sayer and seer. There is no evidence in the Old

Testament of ecstatic conditions on the part of the

priests in pre-Exilic times, but oracular divination and

prophetism apparently were their chief functions.

Thus, when Micah required ministrations he estab-

lished an ephod not an altar, and consecrated one of

his sons to serve the shrine
;
the priestly writer adding

significantly, "in those days there was no king in

Israel " (Jud. xvii. j). In the person of Samuel (at

least according to the compiler of the book of Samuel)

priest and prophet were combined, but even so it was

he who restored the “ open vision ” in Israel (i Sam.

iii. i), and throughout the monarchy the cult of the

• G. B. Gray. mibrOUT,

Z4*
. P- W7-
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visionary experience was highly developed, notably

in connexion with the ark.

Between David and the Exile, however, the king

exercised a sacerdotal ministry as the duly anointed

servantofYahweh, and he did not hesitate to offer sacri-

fice when occasion demanded (i Sam. xv. ; i Kings ix.

aj ; a Kings xii. 53, xvi. 12, cf. Jer. xxx. 21
;

2 Chron.

xxvi. 16). Furthermore, at the coming of the ark to

Shiloh David is described as wearing a linen ephod

like Samuel (2 Sam. vi. 14, cf. 1 Sam. ii. 18), while the

fact that his sons are said to have been priests suggests

that the office was hereditary in the royal family.

As the community contracted and attempts were

made to centralize worship at Jerusalem, the sacerdotal

order was systematized, especially after the reformation

of Josiah, if Deuteronomy [or part of itj is to be identi-

fied with the law-book discovered in Israel. Up to

this time at any rate all Levites were priests, but there

is no evidence that in pre-exilic Israel the guardians

of the sanctuary and interpreters of the oracle were

ever anointed to their office, though this method of

initiation appears to have been adopted occasionally in

the case of the prophets ( 1 Kings xix. 16). Neverthe-

less, some of the priests of the more important shrines

enjoyed considerable prestige, those of Dan, and pos-

sibly also the house of Eli at Shiloh, tracing their

descent to Moses. 1

The transference of worship to Jerusalem, and the

degradation of the priests who had ministered at the

local shrines, gave the sons of Zadok precedence in

the temple ritual. This prepared the way for the

CL Car. m lit OU TuUmal, p. 209.
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hierarchical system after the Exile to take the place

of the monarchy as the ruling body, fully equipped

with the high priest as the spiritual head of Israel

embodying all the former royal glory of the nation,

assisted by the family of Aaron, with the rest of the

tribe of Levi as subordinates.

How Aaron came to replace Zadok in the post-Exilic

community is not explained, but it is not improbable

that the new name denotes a widening of the hereditary

office.* Dr. Kennett has suggested that after the fall

of Jerusalem the people who remained in Judxa,

being deprived of their priests, appealed to the

Bcthclitc or Aaronitc priests to exchange Bethel for

Jerusalem. Joshua the colleague of Zcrubbabcl, was

one of these, and by a genealogical fiction this

Bcthelite (and Aaronite) priest was made son or

grandson of Seraiah, the last of the Zadokitc priests

before the Exile. 1 This theory, however, involves

placing Deuteronomy towards the end of the Exile

instead of in its customary place a generation before.

There arc, therefore, serious critical difficulties in the

way of accepting this ingenious hypothesis. Never-

theless, it is probably true that the extension of the

priesthood began in Palestine during the Captivity.

The kingship survived in theory until after the

return from Babylonia though it no longer had a

sacerdotal significance (Ezek. xxxiv. 23 f., xxxvi. 24 f.).

No mention of the office of high priest, however, is

made by Ezekiel, and in the restored community in

Palestine Zcrubbabcl the Davidic prince, and Joshua

' A. Kueoen. T4. Rthgm hr*/(Land, i«7j). Hag. mm, b. pp. ioj ff.

Kennett. J.TJ., ri, 1905. pp. 161-I6.
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the priest, exercised dual control. But with the

removal of the civil governor the royal line came to an

end and the chief priest was left as the highest Jewish

official in the land. It was then that he automatically

occupied the position vacated by the royal occupant

of the throne, and, like the king, he became the only

anointed person in the nation (Num. xxxv. aj ;

Lev. xvi. 32 ;
cf. Ex. xxix. 7 ; Lev. viii. ia), though

later the rite was extended to all priests (Ex. xxx. jo
;

cf. a Macc. i. 10).

Thus duly installed and consecrated, and invested

with his regalia, the high-priest, as “the anointed”

representative of Yahweh (Lev. iv. j, j, 16; vi. ij),

speedily assumed the attributes of the divine

Idngship in a modified form. Consequently his

death was not without significance for the well-being

of the community (Num. xxxv. *6), as in earlier

society, and the hereditary character of his office was

maintained till its dissolution. When after the expul-

sion of Jason by the Bcnjamite Mcnclaus (2 Macc. iv.

2$ f.) the succession was temporarily broken, after

the death of the usurper it was speedily restored in the

Aaronic family of Alkimus (1 Macc. vii. 9 ;
2 Macc.

xiv. 2
;

Josephus, Ant. xx. 103). So the priestly

functions of the divine kingship were carried on

from generation to generation within the hereditary line

of Aaron in which the process of initiation occupied a

position analogous to that in the royal succession.

The Altar and the Temple Worship

With the establishment of the new hierarchy after

the Exile, the temple became the visible centre of
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Israel as a bierocracy wherein the priests alone minis-

tered in holy things, standing between the sacred

congregation on earth and its god in the heavenly

places. The dual conception of Yahweh as a
“ sky god ” who “ dwellcth not in temples made

with hands ” (i Kings viii. 27), and yet worshipped on

earth with elaborate sacrificial ritual, found expression

in the fire-altar and its attendant rites. Now it has

been recently demonstrated by Miss Levin that

“ throughout the whole of the Fire Altar ritual (in the

Brahmana texts) there runs one constant theme : the

attainment of immortality for the king.” ' To this

ceremonial we have already referred in connexion with

the ark, and its significance in the interpretation of the

temple worship is equally apparent. The fire-altar in

India represents the sky-world, the place where the

making of the king into a god is consummated
;

the

bricks used in its construction being the counterpan

of the body of Prajapati, whence the gold and fire were

obtained to make the structure immortal. By re-

peating the process adopted in giving immortality to

the father of the gods, the king sought to obtain the

same gift for himself. Funhermore, since the altar

fire symbolized the sun, the source of all life, whatever

was burnt in it shared in this life and became immortal.

Doubtless similar ideas lay behind the Jewish ritual,

and it is possible, as Professor I lookc has suggested,

that “ the altar-steps, like the ladder of the coronation

ritual in the Ramcsscum Papyrus, are the means of

ascent to heaven, to the sky-world."* Hence the

• Ala, xxx, 1910, pp. *4 fi.

• S. H. Hookf,WAUfc/w ^o<iWOf.n/ 5a9, *»i. i9} i.

pp. 17 «.



THE ALTAR OF INCENSE

tabu in Ex. xx. 26, as in the ease of the similar pro-

hibition in the case of blood, to avoid confusion with

the former rituaL

The priestly description of the altar of burnt offering

and the altar of incense in Exodus xxvii, xxx can hardly

be accurate since a construction made of acacia wood
overlaid with bronze or gold would not stand the

heat of the fixe. The altar of incense here mentioned

may luve been fashioned in the likeness of that of

the earlier temple, but the burning of incense was not

confined to this structure even in later times. The
rite, however, would seem to have been a post-Exilic

introduction since it is not mentioned in the earlier

literature and was apparently unknown to Ezekiel.

Moreover, the use of incense was regarded by Jeremiah

as a foreign custom (Jcr. vi. 20, xli. 5). In Egypt and

elsewhere it was extensively employed as a life-giving

agent in connexion with mummification, and the

present writer has produced evidence of smoke and

fire having been widely regarded as a means by which

immortality could be secured and soul-substance

transferred to the sky.1 But if the body could be re-

animated in this way and the soul made to ascend to

its celestial home in the smoke of its fleshly integu-

ment, a reason is forthcoming for the offering of life-

giving incense to revivify the gods, and for burning the

victim to convey its vitality to the sky to be consumed
by deities in need of such sustenance.

When we encounter these alien practices in post-

Exilic Israel, however, their significance has undergone
a profound change, though without any very marked

« Afitku, »/*»//. m, 192!, pp. 251 ft
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alteration in ritual, except perhaps that two altars in

the same sanctuary appear to be a peculiarity of the

later I Icbrcw practice. 1 The ascending smoke and the

sweet savour now became symbolic of ethical atone-

ment (Ps. cxli. a ; cf. Rev. v. 8, viii. 3, 4). If a sacrifi-

cing priesthood was rigidly established (Num. xvi. 10),

side by side with these regulations there arose a mysti-

cal reinterpretation of the ritual,* and an apocalyptic

conception of a heavenly sacrificial worship modelled

on the service of the temple on Zion. This notion

was latent in Ex. xxv. 40 (cf. xxvi. 30), and in

Ezekiel’s vision of a temple to be built on earth

according to a divine plan (Ez. xl. 4 ff.). In the later

apocalyptic literature it found its ultimate expression,

notably in the last book of the New Testament.*

It was doubtless this highly spiritualized theory of
the ancient rite which enabled the institution of
sacrifice to survive the destruction of the temple in a.d.

70, and in its Christian form to take on a new lease

of life. So far as Judaism is concerned, the catastrophe

put an end to the sacerdotal sen-ice at the altar, and

reduced the specific functions of the priestly office to

the blessings during public worship on festivals

(Num. vi. 14 ff.). The highpriesthood inevitably ceased,

and cannot be revived till the altar is restored in

Jerusalem, if that interesting event should ever occur.

For practical purposes the priesthood is now inopera-

1 Bui ef. Hcrafrxin.i. 16), for a Babylonian parallel, ihoogh ibe twoalian
writ of rtiy difierem proportion*.

Plulo. D. Vktimii 4, d. Ti. BVA/ «/ PU. Eng. uuu. by
C. D. Yoo« (Loud.. iii. pp. rjy f.

Gray. Ssmfia m O.T.. pp. ijy f. ; OarW.
SbJk, m /» Apxdjfu

rEdin., 1911). pp. 161 ft. 171 r.



THE APOSTOLIC MINISTRY

live, and in place of the sacrifices of former times,

appropriate citations from the Pentateuch and the

Mishnah treating of the offerings are recited daily. 1

The Christian Pritstbood

The Church as the New Israel at a very early period

looked back to the Jewish hierarchy as the pattern of

its own ministry. Thus St. Clement of Rome con-

nected the threefold order of High Priest, Priests

and Lcvites with the Christian succession,* and if a

formal hierarchy of Rulers, Presbyters and Deacons

had not emerged in his day, evidently at Corinth, and

probably at Rome, something very like it was coming

into existence from the fluid Apostolic system of the

first century. The vexed question of the origin of

the Christian ministry is so obscure owing to the

nature of the evidence that no useful purpose can be

served by attempting to analyse it in the space at our

disposal. Moreover, it really lies outside the scope

of the present volume which makes no pretence to be

a theological treatise.* Therefore, without entering

upon a discussion of whether the Founder of Christ-

ianity did or did not intend to institute a priesthood

in the sacrificial sense, it suffices to affirm that a

society existed in the first days under the leadership of

the Apostles, and those upon whom they conferred

ministerial functions.

It is not until the second century that evidence

occurs of a definite hierarchical organization based on
• Talmud, Tsnti. i7b ; M«*r*. , CT. «. pp. *6, IT.

• Ad Or, *1, t-j.
• For a meat, u *«Be»hat hypothetical. iare*t.pit>oo

Ut B. IL Streeter. Tb$ Primitmt Ckm,k (LonL. 1919).
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Jewish precedents, though this, of course, is not to

deny that a similar system may have been in vogue in

apostolic times. The subordination of the diaconate

as a kind of apprenticeship for the priesthood may

owe its origin to the idea that the office was the

Christian counterpart of the Jewish levite, just as the

presbyteratc corresponded to the priesthood, and the

episcopate to the office of high priest. As the threefold

system definitely emerged, the offering of the Eucharist

became the chief and characteristic function of the

sactrdos, the office of presbyter-bishops gradually

separating into two orders according to the general

plan of the post-Exilic hierarchy. 1

Thus, no sooner had the altar ceased in the temple of

Yahweh on Zion than its successor was raised up,

perhaps first in the catacombs, but certainly in the new
edifices that were erected as the earthly counterpart of

the same apocalyptic heavenly worship centring now
in the " Lamb as it had been slain.” St. Paul’s phrase

(i Cor. x. at)* was frequently used by the

Greek Fathers after the third century, and in Eastern

liturgical documents, as a designation of the Christian

altar, while in the Ignatian Letters the term bjevitrrtfivn

(i Cor. ix. 1 3, x. 1 8) seems to be applied to the Euchar-

istic altar.
1 Ircnxus refers to the sacrifice of bread

and wine being offered on the altar,
4 and Eusebius

mentions the altar ((k^iaorr.pi&v) in the basilica

• Ign*tiu«, Ro«r it. Trail, ui ; Origan. •a Lint. t. j ; Crpnan. Ef. *L : cf.

Gore, Tit CJmi /*» (Lood^ 1919). Ed. by C H. Turner

for further reference*.

• If the Eucharistic significance of Hct>. mi. 10 to open to quereion. wane

comenon between the Jewtoh and Chmtnr. priesthood and altar to implied.

• AS PMai. 4-
4 Harr. ir. , 1 . 6.
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THE CHRISTIAN HIERARCHY

dedicated at Tyre in a.d. J14, together with the altars

(6v<na<rr»ipiov) erected throughout the world when
the days of persecution ceased. 1 In his reply to Cclsus,

who charged the Christians with being a secret society

because they had no altars, Origen admitted that the

"altars arc the hearts of every Christian.” * This,

however, and the similar passage in Lactantius,*

may be only a figurative statement emphasizing the

spiritual character of Christian worship analogous

to the notion of the heart as the temple of God,
an idea which docs not disapprove the existence of

churches.

This evidence is sufficient to show that certainly

from the fourth century, and probably from zjo a.d.,

onwards the Christian ministry was dtfinittly sacer-

dotal in character. Doubtless the struggle with

Gnosticism encouraged the growth of the hierarchy,*

and gave greater prominence to the Roman Church in

view of its political importance. Thus Iren*us in

opposing Gnosticism looked to Rome as the most

efficiently organized stronghold of orthodox Christ-

ianity,* though he does not indicate that its bishop then

exercised sovereign rights. As the Church in the

West became more and more legalized and dominated

by its central community, the primacy of Rome
developed into an autocratic jurisdiction exercised by

• Htthm Y'xtUn+itH4. x, 444.

• Cil. »iii. 17. Hn >kw of the whole Cfcnroan Hfe and wonhip being
actrike goe. with Su. teaching .boot the altat at heaven, d. Lit U>.,

7. *, /W. An*
. 7. *-

Df *rV*4 trrtrit ii. 1 ; cf. MieocM Fcfax. Ortanw, x
;
Axoobm*. Ad,.

*ii, j.

• a. R. Sohm. 4 Ch~* (Lcod . .*97). P-
• A*, ftr, «*, ,.
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divine right. 1 This doctrine gained considerably by
the removal of the Imperial Court to the new capital,

thereby leaving the bishop in possession at Rome to

develop his social and ecclesiastical prestige and

authority.

In 4ji, as the twenty-fifth Canon of the Council of

Chalcedon records, ecclesiastical privileges granted to

Old Rome because it was the Imperial city, were
extended to “ the most holy throne of New Rome,”
because “the city which is honoured with the Sove-

reignty and the Senate, and enjoys equal privileges with

the Old Imperial Rome, should, in ecclesiastical

matters, also be magnified as she is and rank next after

her.” This decree was repudiated by Leo I (440-461)

because he disputed the right of Constantinople to

rank with the “ Apostolic See.” To consolidate the

position of the Papacy he set to work to establish the

Church in Rome on the foundations of the declining

secular authority, and boldly proclaimed himself the

successor of St. Peter, and as such the vicegerent of
Christ on earth.

Already in Pagan Rome sacerdotal functions were
exercised by the king-magistrate, and in the last

century of the Republic divine worship had been of-

fered to Mctcllus Pius * and Marius Gratidanus. * After

the victory of Munda in 4) b.c. the image of Czsar
had been carried in procession and a similar statue set

among the gods in the temple of Quirinus. The
appearance of a comet in the year following the murder
of Julius (43 »-c.) was interpreted as the dead Cesar’s

• Jerome, Ef>. ij. Ad Damamm ; M>gne. Pit. Li. tku, p. jjS.
• Macrofaius, Sl^ ni, i j. 7.

• Seoen, Dt Ira, iii. ll ; Goto, Dt OfOu, m. So.
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spirit raised to heaven, 1 and on the first of January,

42 b.c., he was officially deified by the Senate.1 A
temple was erected on the spot where his mangled

remains were shown to the people, though, owing to

various delays, it was not till 29 b.c. that the ades Divi

Juki in)oro was consecrated by Augustus and equipped

with a dies sustain, a flamen and a general staff. The

successor of the new god, Sextus Pompcius, who

performed the consecration, claimed to be son of

Neptune, and in 27 b.c. he accepted the title Augustus,

which connoted a sacredncss not far removed from

divinity.*

Most significant is the coin inscription Catsori

Angusto, inscribed FOR(tunac) RE(duci) suggesting

that the return and triumph of Augustus brought back

to Rome the dual goddess Prosperity (Fortuna Victrix

and Fortuna Felix).4 This phrase was repeated by his

successors, and as the custom spread of identifying

the Emperor and the Imperial family with one

of the old gods, Apollo, Mercury, Jupiter, etc., it

was given an appropriate meaning.* True, it was

only the worst monarchs, such as Nero, Caligula,

Domitian and Commodus, who claimed divine

honours during their lifetime, but the practice became

established when the need for backing up the Roman

autocracy with the Oriental conception of divine king-

ship arose with the decline of the Empire. Thus

Aurelius (a.d. 270-27J) took the title dominus et dtus,

• Pliny, ItUurU ii, <*-

• Carfmi lump I. 6>6; i*, 16. tt .

• Dio Ca,
,
hu, 16 ; Orid. Fsra 609.

• Gruebcr. Cmmtfil 1910.toL ii. p. 77.

• A. E. Bevan. E.RJL, rr. p. 5 job.
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and Diocletian (284-303) assumed the names Jovius

and Hcrculius both for himself and his colleagues.

Thus the stage was set for the transference of the

divine kingship to the spiritual head of the Church,

as in post-Exilic Israel. Actually, however, the mon-
archy did not cease to exist, as in the Jewish com-
munity, when the Bishop of Rome assumed a royal

high priesthood, and eventually adopted the title

Pon/iftx Maximus, conferred on Augustus in 1 j b.C. 1

Throughout the Middle Ages kings continued to rule

by divine right, and if they owed their crown virtu-

ally to the ecclesiastical authority, they in their turn

claimed sacerdotal powers
;

an aspect of the royal

office which still survives in the regalia and the

coronation ceremony. Actually, however, the priest-

king, though combined in the Papacy, has now become
differentiated, the occupant of each office exercising

his functions in his appropriate sphere.

• Tbie title, which became a rt«uUr draicnatkxi of the Pope from the

eleventh century. aecma to have been apphed to rarher occupant* of the

Holy See, though It te not clear whether n vae aiopted by Leo I.
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CHAPTER IX

THE INSTITUTION OF SACRIFICE

From the foregoing analysis of the complex ritual

pattern in which the institution of sacrifice and its

associated rites and beliefs arc woven, it has become

apparent that in each and every design the dominant

feature is a particular attitude to the perplexing con-

cept of life and of reality. As a recent writer has

pointed out in another connexion, “ every religion

embodies an attitude of life and a conception of

reality, and any change in these brings with it a change

in the whole character of the culture, as we see in the

case of the transformation of ancient civilization by

Christianity, or the transformation of the society of

Pagan Arabia by Islam." 1

It is around the life-process that ritual has collected

as the great dynamic in social activity, while its asso-

ciated myth has become the highest social ideal of the

moment, " a narrative resurrection of a primeval

reality told in satisfaction of deep religious wants,

moral cravings, social submissions, assertions, even

practical requirements.”* But enshrined in the

thought-forms of a long-forgotten past arc the

reactions of former generations to the ever-present

life interest, the will to live manifesting itself in a life-

giving and a life-getting ceremonial which at an early

1 C Davion. T&r Ax' if it* GUt (Loot!, 191I). P- *>

1 Mihno*»ki. Mytk m Pnm*~ Pr«U*j (Lood.. «*»). p. Ij.
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period conformed to a general pattern centred in the

king and his functions in securing the prosperity of

the community over which he ruled as the embodi-

ment of the gods.

The main strands of the pattern, at any rate so far as

the sacrificial design is concerned, are found in the

earliest records of the thought of Neoanthropic man,

but it was not until these elements were brought

together that sacrifice as an organized institution can l>c

said to have become established as a means ofcontroll-

ing the unpredictable aspect of human experience, and

securing a renewal of vitality, often by a re-enactment

of the original situation out of which the civilization of

the community came into existence—a reproduction

of the life-theme in a concrete ritual upon which gods

and men alike depended for their continuance.

The fundamental principle throughout is the same ;

the giving of life to promote or preserve life, death

being merely a means of liberating vitality. Conse-

quently, the destruction of the victim, to which many

writers have given a central position in the rite,

assumes a position of secondary importance in com-

parison with the transmission of the soul-substance to

the supernatural being to whom it is offered. This

may be done simply by applying the blood to a sacred

stone, or pouring it out at its base. Or an altar may

be erected and a priest employed to make the pre-

sentation according to certain prescribed rites in

association with subsidiary ceremonies.

In all the manifold variations ofthe ritual the under-

lying significance consists in the setting free of life for

one or more of the following reasons
:

(a) to augment
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the power of the god or spirit approached to enable

him to perform his beneficent functions on earth
;

(b)

to meet the forces of death and destruction by a fresh

outpouring of vital potency, and so to strengthen the

worshipper against malign influences, and to “ cover ”

or “ wipe out ” the transgression
;

(r) to establish

or re-establish a bond of union or covenant with the

benevolent powers in order to maintain a vital relation-

ship between the worshipper and the object of worship,

and so to gain free communication between the

natural and supernatural order.

From these primary considerations secondary

motives have arisen, such as the notion of securing the

favour of an offended deity by offerings which arc in the

nature of fines rather than of efficacious oblations like

the application of the blood of the victim to the altar

and the penitent. The collection of ancient Hebrew
laws known as Tbt Roc^ of /be Cwrnant, incorporated

in the E document of Exodus (xx. aa-xxiii. jj), belong-

ing probably to the period of the Conquest of Pales-

tine, seem to reflect a time when Yahweh was thought
to claim the first-born sons (Ex. xxii. 29). While
this conclusion is confirmed by the injunctions in the

J narrative (xiii. 12 f., xxxiv. 19 f.), a definite modifica-

tion of the rule is introduced. The presentation of
the first-born is no longer demanded as an efficacious

offering, but instead a sum of money is ordered to be
paid by way of redemption, though the price is not
yet fixed, except in the case of the ass, which, being an
unclean animal, must be replaced by a lamb or goat,

unless its neck is broken.

In the story of the offering of Isaac (Gen. xxii. 1-
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19),probablyan cighth-ccntury b.c. prophetic Midrash,

the substitution of an animal as the redemptive price

of the human victim is emphasized, and in the Deutero-

nomic legislation the sacrifice of the first-born of man
is described as an “ abomination ” of the surrounding

Semitic tribes (Deut. xii. ji, xviii. 10). But all the

firstlings of the herd and of the flock, if free from

blemish, are still to be regarded as belonging to Yah-

wch, and consequently to be set apart for a sacrificial

meal (Deut. xv. 19 ff.). In the later Priestly legislation

the practice of redemption is systematized, a fixed sum
of five shekels per head being definitely established as

the price due to Yahwch to be paid to the priests

(Num. xviii. 15—18 ; Lev. xxvii. 17; Ezek. xliv. jo).

This custom of commuting sacrifices into money,

which is significant of the later Hebrew ritual, shows

how completely the original purpose of the offerings

had disappeared. With the rise of ethical monotheism

it became preposterous to the mono-Yahwists to sup-

pose that the all-righteous Judge of all the earth could

require revivification through the blood of bulls and

goats, to say nothing of the life of a human victim

(cf. Ps. xl. 6 ; 1. 8-1 5). It is at this point that a funda-

mcntalchangc in theoriginal pattern becomcsapparcnt.

Hitherto it has displayed a purely ritual situation in a

series of ceremonials embodying a primitive theory

of life and death, and good and evil. With the

establishment of ethical and spiritual ideas, and a

new moral conception of deity, the institution must

either cease or alter completely its character and

significance.

The Hebrew prophets of the eighth century seem to
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have favoured the abandonment of the ritual as the

only way to dissociate the higher ethical worsliip from

its agricultural counterpan. It was not enough, in

their opinion, to make a stand against the enthrone-

ment of Yahwch as the new lord of the local shrines,

or, like Elijah and the Rcchabites, to have nothing to

do with a vegetation cultus. So long as the indigen-

ous “ high places ” survived, the syncretistic move-

ment was bound to go on. If Hczckiah wrought havoc

among the local sanctuaries, and broke in pieces the

brazen serpent, Manassch speedily set to work to

undo his reforms and introduced fresh “ abomina-

tions ” in the form of child sacrifices in the valley of

Hinnom in honour of Moloch. The centralization

of worship at Jerusalem in the days of Josiah proved

ineffectual as an antidote, and in sheer despair Jere-

miah was led to denounce the institution of sacrifice

altogether, and to deny its divine origin. “ I spake

not unto your fathers, nor commanded them in the

day that I brought them out of the land of Egypt,

concerning burnt-offerings or sacrifices
;

but this

thing I commanded them, saying. Hearken unto my
voice" (Jcr. vii. at).

To the great spiritual leaders of the seventh and

eighth centuries b.c., Yahwch was essentially ethical

in his demands as in his nature. Therefore to asso-

ciate him with the syncretistic cultus of an agricultural

deity was nothing short of blasphemy. To go to

Bethel was to transgress, and to visit Gilgal was to

multiply transgression, while even to bring sacrifices

every morning and tithes every three days, and thanks-

giving or free-will offerings was to engage in a wilfully
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devised worship (Amos iv. 4).* Thus Amos, who had
been brought up in the pastoral culture of Tckoa in

complete detachment from the agriculturalcommunity,

docs not hesitate to cry in the name of Yahwch, “ I

hate, I despise your feasts, I will take no delight in

your solemn assemblies. Yea, though ye offer me
your burnt-offerings, and meal-offerings, I will not
accept them ; neither will I regard the peace-offerings

of your fat beasts” (v. 21). For him it was social

justice that mattered most, and this was completely

lacking in Israel, while to his successor from the
north, Hosca, the syncrctistic cult of Yahwch
appeared as nothing less than the rejection of a love

bestowed on a faithless nation. Finally, to Isaiah

Israel appeared as the nation set apart and called to

reflect the ethical holiness of its righteous god.

I low far the prc-Exilic prophets realized the impli-

cations of their teaching it is diflicult to say, but in

any ease it was not until the disaster they foretold had
become an accomplished fact that the seeds they had

sown sprang up and bore fruit. Once Jerusalem
was captured, the Temple destroyed, and the nation

driven from its natural home, the old territorial view

of Yahwch became impossible. Either the tribal

and localized conception of deity must be abandoned,

or terms must be made with the victorious gods of

Babylonia, Marduk and his pantheon. It was this

situation which Ezekiel had to face (Ez. xiv. 1-11),

and it is clear that there was a grave danger of a return

1 It would seem that at din lime (he oilier partly repetition significance

of sacrifice as a life-ginng r.tual had taken ore* the later notion of paying

dues to the god of die land aa a fort of rent or tribute in recognition of his

ownership.
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to the new syncretistic worship in which the Baby-

lonian deities would take the place of the Palestinian

vegetation divinities in relation to Yahweh. On the

other hand, those who refused to have anything to do
with the allurements of the temples of the conquerors

were inclined to relapse into a negative pessimism

(Ps. cxxxvii.), hanging up their harps in despair in

their inability to sing the Lord’s song in a strange

land.

Between these two attitudes Exekid sought a solu-

tion of the problem, and in his case the drastic disci-

pline of the Exile proved to be a unique spiritual

experience which was calculated to have far-rcaching

effects on the subsequent history of religion. Out
of it emerged the conception of the transccndant great-

ness and holiness of God who demands from every

individual a life of active and beneficent virtue (Ex.

i. *6-18
; xviii. 1-18). The recent catastrophe he

interpreted as the just punishment of a righteous God
on a sinful nation, but he looked forward with con-
fidence to the timeof restorationwhen the exiles would
be gathered again like the resurrection to life of an
anny that had been slain. Then would the promise of
Yahweh be fulfilled :

“ A new heart also will I give
you, and I will take away the stony heart out of your
flesh, and I will give you an heart of flesh. And I will

put my spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my
statutes” (Exck. xxxvi. ,6 ff., 16 f.; xxxvii. 1-1,).

Thus the Exile is represented as a process of re-

generation to bring about an internal spiritual change
both in the individual and in the nation.

It is to this context that the vision of the restored
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Temple belongs, in which the revival of the sacrificial

system is set forth with great elaboration modelled in

the characteristic manner on its heavenly counterpart

(xl.-xlviii.). The new ritual order, according to this

scheme, includes expiatory offerings and a ceremonial

law, but the ethical righteousness ofYahwch demands

above all things and side by side with objective wor-

ship, rightness of conduct. No attempt is made to

harmonize the two theories of salvation, but neverthe-

less the work of the priest-prophet Ezekiel marks a

turning-point in the institution of sacrifice. Hence-

forth the ritual in Israel was invested with an ethical

and spiritual content, the central conception of the

sacrificial approach to the deity being made to cover

all that was meant by his righteousness. The former

notion of a non-moral holiness no longer sufficed,

and therefore when the Temple and its worship were

restored it was a deeper sense of sin which found

expression in and characterized the elaborate system

of post-Exilic 'asbam (guilt-offerings) and battitb

(sin-offerings).

The Deutcro-Isaiah, as a result of the experience of

the Exile, carried the ethical teaching of Ezekiel

to its final conclusion in the enunciation of Yahwch

as the only all-righteous Lord and Ruler of the universe

(Isa. xl. i a ff. ;
xli. 24 ;

xliii. ia f.)i it was impossible

to return to the former modes of sacrificial ritual, and

yet if the Temple was to be rebuilt Yahwch must

be worshipped objectively. This was the dilemma

which confronted the priestly school when the people

were allowed to return to Jerusalem, and the piacular

system constitutes the answer. Thus the work of
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Ezra and his successors was really only the application

and elaboration of the principles laid by Ezekiel, the

purpose of all the sacrifices having been already

defined as that of reconciliation (Ez. xlv. 15, 17), and

their atoning efficacy that of divine forgiveness. The

old symbolism of the blood as the life remained

(Lev. xvii. 11), but it was re-evaluated in terms of

ethical concepts.

The sin-offerings, for example, which originally

was an outpouring of blood to revivify and augment

the power of the god, or drive forth the forces of evil,

became a compensation for injury (cf. 2 Kings xii.17),

and a symbol of an inward cleansing by true repent-

ance, typified by the phrase “ the sacrifices of God are

a broken spirit ” (Ps. li. i 6f.). On this new hypo-

thesis, it was not the mere outward oblation that

counted but the spirit of penitence and contrition in

which it was made (Ps. iv. j, 7, 14, *8). Again, the

peace-offering, which was frequently an accompani-

ment of the sin-offering, from being a sacred meal

became essentially an act of thanksgiving; i.e. a

sacrifice offered in a thankful spirit (Ps. iv. 14)—so

that the ceremonial banquet on life-giving substances

came to assume a eucharistic character before it was

associated with the theology of the " bread of life
”

as a divine gift of spiritual renewal.

This process of symbolical interpretation gained a

new impetus at the beginning of our era by the

destruction of the Temple, which necessarily brought

the sacrificial system to an end in Israel as an accom-

plished fact. Yet, as Dr. Gastcr has pointed out, in

theory it was only temporarily suspended until a new
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Jerusalem and a new Temple should be re-established. 1

The hope still survives among orthodox Jews, but,

nevertheless, in the meantime the devout are thrown

back on substitutes for the actual offerings. Thus

in the Rabbinical literature the “ broken-heart ” is

declared to take the place of the sin-offering,* while he

who studies the precepts concerning the daily oblation

(Ex. xxix )8-4a ; Num. xxviii. i—8) is regarded as

having offered the sacrifices*

Of all the various substitutes allowed by the Rabbis,

prayer occupies the chief place, and is even described

as “ better than sacrifice,” though the revival of the

former worship is also earnestly desired. 4 In the

additional 'amidab for sabbaths, new moon, and

festivals, this is explained in the following petition :

“ Sovereign of the universe I thou didst command
us to offer the daily sacrifice in its appointed time and
that the priests should officiate in their service and the

Levites at their stand and the Israelites by their

delegates. But, at present, on account of our sins, the

temple is laid waste, and the daily sacrifice hath

ceased
;

for we have neither an officiating priest, nor

a Levite at his stand, nor an Israelite as delegate. But
thou hast said that the prayers of our lips shall be as

the offering of bulls (Hos. xiv. a). Therefore let it be

thy will,O Lord our God, and the God of our fathers,

that the prayers of our lips may be accounted, accepted,

and esteemed before thee, as if we had offered the

daily sacrifice at its appointed time, and had been
represented by our delegation.”*

• E.R.E.. xx. p. j*b. » p«.. 1,16.

' Pfl.. fo b. « fcr.. ,1 b ; MUr. SU-nml. L 7.

• M. Gxuer, T*r Prtfrr W Or+r 4 S™> erf the SfmrMb xnd

Portuguese Je»« (Lood., i*>i). i. p. it.
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At the hours, and on the festivals corresponding to

those prescribed in the Temple worship, appropriate

portions of the law are read—a practice that may go
back to the time of the maamadetb before the destruc-

tion of the Temple,1 and is regarded as the equivalent

of a sacrifice.* Fasting, again, is considered to take

the place of a sin-offering, just as the Indian lays great

stress on this asceticism as a means of union with the

divine, and in preparation for sacrificial worship. For

the Jews, however, it is only “ in the present distress
”

that the substitution is allowed, as is shown by the

prayer of the Rabbi Sheshet

:

“ Lord of the world, when the Temple was standing

one who sinned offered a sacrifice, of which only the

fat and the blood were taken, and thereby his sins were

forgiven. I have fasted to-day, and through this fast-

ing my blood and my fat have been decreased. Deign
to look upon the part of my blood and my fat which I

have lost through my fasting as if I had offered it to

Thee, and forgive my sins in return.” *

Although there is by no means general agreement

now among Jews concerning the revival of the sacri-

ficial system should this possibility become practicable,

there can be little doubt that the original idea was the

provision of substitutes to preserve the essential

elements of the ritual until the institution should be

restored. From the days of Maimonides there have been

those who refused to follow the symbolists in their

attempt to keep alive in theory the ancient rite, main-

taining that the sacrificial service is not the primary

1 Gamer. ER.IL, u.p.iO. * uoa; TJm, 27 b.

«7 *-
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object of the law. 1 But this was not the view of the

Mishna. Thus in the 'amidab, which is required to

be repeated three times daily by all the devout, the

petition occurs, “ nuyest thou bring back the sacrifice

to thy holy house, and the fire offerings, as well as

their prayers receive with favour.”

The position, therefore, in the Tannaitic period was

not very different from the attitude adopted by Ezekiel

during the Exile. The people were looking for the

return of the former worship, but the process of

spiritualization begun by the prophets made it possible

to adopt for the original institution non-sacrificial

substitutes, such as prayer, the reading of the Law,

and fasting. By so doing the ancient ritual underwent

a fundamental change in character so that the concept

of life-giving became that of self-giving, the offering

of the broken heart and the contrite spirit, “ the

sacrifice of the lips instead of the calves” (Hos.

xiv. a).

With the rise of Christianity the ethical interpreta-

tion of the sacrificial approach to a righteous god as a

means of advance in the way of personal holiness

underwent a further change. The precise attitude

of Christ to the institution is a matter of acute contro-

versy among theologians, and it would require a

separate volume to deal at all adequately with the

problem. Moreover, as our purpose here is to de-

termine the anthropological situation, the purely theo-

logical aspect of the problem lies outside the limits of

our present discussion. Therefore, whatever may

have been the significance of the teaching of Jesus

* \locch. III. nrri. cL xxmii.
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in ultimate reality, as a historical phenomenon. His
death, as we have seen, was interpreted by the

Church as a sacrifice before the close of the first

century a .d. (Ephes. v. 2 ; Hcb. is. 14). The offering

of His blood was connected with the sin-offering in

the former dispensation (Rom. iii. ij, viii. j ; 1 Cor.

x. 16
;
Heb. xiii. 1 1), while He Himself was represented

as the Paschal victim (1 Cor. v. 7), bearing the sins of
the people in perfect obedience to the will of His
Father (Hcb. ix. 28, x. 8f.), and at the same time the

high priest of the human race (Hcb. ix. 1 iff., aj).

From the Epistle to the Hebrews in might appear

that in the mind of this writer the intention was to
abolish the Hebrew ritual by fulfilling its spiritual

purpose (Hcb. x. 9)—“ He taketh away the first that

he may establish the second ”—but against this view
must be set the words, “ I came not to destroy the law
and the prophets but to fulfil” (Matt v. 17). In

any ease, the Jewish sacrifices arc represented as
"
ex-

pressing a need which they could not satisfy, but which
Christ does, and embodying a faith which Christ

justifies.” * That is to say, the system is treated sym-
bolically, and given a new and highly ethical evaluation.

This is clearly brought out in St. Paul’s account of
his own experience of Judaism. The blood of bulls

and goats could not effect a satisfying expiation and
redemption in terms of ethical righteousness. There-
fore, he concludes, God sent forth His Son to be “ an
expiation, through faith, by his blood because of the
passing over of the sins done aforetime.” (Rom. iii. 2j).

Thus, he definitely affirms the death of Christ to have

• w. p. Piwnoo. IV/. U*. IMe OUuinp). i*. p. ,*« b.
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been in some sense in atoning sacrifice, analogous to

the post-Exilic piacular sacrifices (cf. Rom. v. 9),

effected through a perfect act of self-surrender.

As a Pharisee he was prepared to admit that the

sacrificial system had failed to attain its true object,

regarded from the highest ethical standpoint. In his

opinion, no atonement, in fact, from the human side

can be ultimately efficacious. The mystery of Calvary

succeeds, however, on his hypothesis, because “ God
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself"

(a Cor. v. 19). Having emptied Himself and become
of no account in order to enter into the experience of

human life, the Incarnate Son offered Himself in

complete surrender and obedience to the will of the

Father, pouring out sacrificially before God His life-

giving blood of the new covenant. This in a word is

the Pauline interpretation of the sacrifice of Christ and

its significance in the history of religion and of the

human race. In this highly metaphysical form the

inward surrender of the will is combined with the

ritual offering of the life of the victim, who is none

other than in literal fact the Lamb of God, “ a

symbol," as Hocart says, “ expressing a sum of

innocence, purity, gentleness, self-sacrifice, redemp-

tion and divinity which no form of words could ex-

press with such forceful appeal." ‘

If this evaluation of the institution is to be complete,

however, it carries with it the significance of the

poured-out blood representing the life of the victim.

Death is merely incidental to the offering of the life, for

it is this which gives efficacy to the rite. Consc-

• p- '«*-
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qucntly, in an age saturated with sacrificial ideas, the

interpretation of the death of Christ as a sacrifice

involved the oblation of the blood, which normally

would be poured out partly on the altar and partly on

the penitent, to reunite the worshipper with his god in

a covenant relationship. Subjectively this might be

spiritualized in the form of a heavenly offering made

accessible by faith instead of by ritual, but it very soon

found objective expression in a cucharistic theology in

which the ceremonial representation of the drama of

creation and redemption was rc-enacted as in former

practice. The elements employed in the sacred

banquet would suggest to the Jewish mind the minbal,

or vegetation offerings, by which a new covenant was

to be inaugurated, just as baptism (and its Eucharistic

counterpart, the asptrgj) was interpreted as an

initiation ceremony symbolizing the new birth in

union with the risen Christ. Finally, the sacrificial

action culminated in the symbolical re-enactment of

the death of the victim offered for the redemption of

the world.

The ancient ritual order in this way received a new
lease of life by incorporation in a metaphysical scheme

—a new " vision of reality ”—which was destined to

play a determining part in the development of modem
civilization. In the process the institution of sacrifice

underwent a still further transvaluation, while at the

same time the purely ethical and spiritual approach to

the deity became entangled in the meshes of the king-

ship culture complex. The original magico-rcligious

situation was abandoned in favour of a highly spiritu-

alized conception of divine life laid down in voluntary
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self-sacrifice nude accessible to nun sacramentally in

order that incorporation in the quickening life per-

meating the ever self-extending organism of the

Incarnate might be effected by participation in the

symbols of sacrifice. By this entry of a new principle

of divine vitality into the world the human race was

thought to have been raised to a higher order in which

the eternal and the temporal, the absolute and the

finite, the supernatural and the natural, the supra-

spatial and the spatial, were brought into harmony,

that “ the divine grace in one even course, as it were,

might uniformly extend through all creation, the

lower nature being mingled with that which is above

the world.” 1

It was in these terms that the Christian Faith, with

its central doctrines of the incarnation, atonement and

resurrection, was presented to the Gneco-Roman
world. Mystery ideas, as we have seen, already pre-

vailed, and Dean Inge may be correct in his surmise

that if Christ had not instituted Baptism and the

Eucharist, the Church would have had to invent them.*

In other words, a system of Christian sacrificial and

sacramental symbolism was inevitable if the Church

were ever to prevail in the Empire, so deeply rooted

was the ritual in the Gentile as well as in the Jewish

mind. Nevertheless, from the sixth century b.c.

onwards protests were raised in Greece, as in Judxa,

against the cruder primitive aspects of the institution.

The reaction against polytheism in higher Grseco-

Roman thought runs in two streams, the one practical

' Tit C^ittiuiiJOrabaa ifSi. <>«*•7 JNjim. Eo£. iram byJ.H. Srawley

(Load.. 1917). pp. J9 f.

• CmUnSto Vtriusu (Lood.. 191S), p. 179.
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and popular, the other philosophical, which find their

confluence in the mind of Plato, at once philosopher

and poet, and derive from him through Aristotle to

Cleanthes and the Stoics. In a few passages in

Homeric literature 0c&; is used in the abstract as the

equivalent of Zeus,* and while Aeschylus recognizes a

number of gods, in the Promttbou the central issue lies

between God and man. A generation earlier Xeno-

phanes, in the words of Aristotle, “ throws his glance

upon the whole heaven and says that God is unity.” •

For him God is one, uncreated, righteous, and without

resemblance to man ; the only prayer which may be

addressed to him legitimately is for " power to do

what is right.” In this he is nearer to Hebrew and

Christian monotheism than Heraclitus who places the

Deity beyond good and evil. " To God all things arc

beautiful and good and right, but men consider some

things wrong and other things right.”* Bacchic

ritual, purifications from blood, and the whole anthro-

pomorphic system, arc an abomination to Heraclitus,

though he never came to grips with popular religion

so closely as Xenophanes whose protest against the

traditional conceptions of Deity was to receive classical

expression a century later in the Republic of Plato.

Meanwhile philosophy was pursuing a path which

prepared the way for the break-up of polytheism and

the primitive notion of sacrifice for thoughtful men.

The material unity—water, air, fire—proclaimed by

the Ionian scientists, the logical unity asserted by

Parmenides, the pupil of Xenophanes, the deistic

unity asserted by Anaxagoras all alike attest an instinct

» ft, «a. ?»«. OJ.. It. IJ*. * Hi**. I. t. • f>V. <•!.
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or innate disposition which could not rest content with

pluralism, and either ignored the evidence of the

many or else relegated it to the sphere of unreality and

opinion. In this atmosphere we arc, of course, far

removed from the theology proper of the Olympian

deities : the problem of Being has ousted the problem

of the gods : even in Anaxagoras the Mind which

ordered chaos in the beginning has no other riU in

things to play. Nevertheless, we cannot regard this

development as without significance for Greek

theology.

It was reserved for the genius of Plato to give

expression, first in the Kifatblie and its correlative

dialogues, later, and with greater precision and critical

analysis, in the Timau and the /_-»/, to a thoroughly

Greek monotheism, and to gather up into it all that

the poetical imagination, moral earnestness and meta-

physical subtlety of his predecessors had portended.

Into the Platonic conception of God it is impossible

here to enter ; nor can we trace the criticism of it

through which Aristotle passed to his pregnant con-

ception of the Unmoved Mover. Suffice it to say

that in this philosophical conception of Deity the

universe depends on, and, indeed, is made to exist in,

an ultimate spiritual reality which gives it birth and

maintains it.

In such an interpretation of theism there was no
room for the ancient ritual order, but, nevertheless,

the tendency of the later Greek ethical and metaphy-

sical thought was to humanize and moralize sacrifice

rather than to repudiate it. In fact, no serious at-

tempt was made to reconcile philosophical spccula-
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tion with popular religious practice, though the moral

weaknesses of the cults were deplored. Thus Euri-

pides denounced the Tauric immolation of a human
victim, and he appears to have shared the sentiments of

Thcophrastos regarding bloodless sacrifice “ without

fire of all fruits of earth poured forth in abundance on

the altar,” being more acceptable to a merciful God
than the life of an animal.* To Euripides nothing

was sacred unless it had some ethical quality, and he

affirmed that it was the piety behind the offering, and

not its value, that alone cduld win salvation. 1 But

the popular ritual tradition persisted, for despite all the

efforts of the philosophical thinkers to give an ethical

interpretation to the theory of sacrifice, the institution

was " the ancient and best law ’’—vipoc 8’ 4px«m>C

ipurtoc—on which society depended for its assured

well-being.

Far-reaching as the influence of Greek metaphysical

thought has been on the subsequent higher develop-

ments of religion in the West, it had little effect on the

sacrificial system compared with that of cither Judaism

or Christianity. The philosophers never felt as keenly

as the Hebrew prophets the contradiction between

popular polytheistic practice and ethical religion.

Furthermore, the genial Hellenic spirit was incapable

of understanding the profound mysteries of the moral

life, for which the doctrine of the Atonement, even in

forms which may be justly regarded as irreconcilable

with certain of our moral convictions, has seemed to

supply a solution, though for the majority of thinking
1 Ear.. Fr^. <*. ; Porphyry. O' *9-
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men the earlier jurisprudence has been abandoned.

Furthermore, if the Greek ritual eliminated almost

entirely the magical element which was liable to recur

in the higher developments of the institution where the

notion of compelling the deity, or controlling the

course of nature, tended to survive, the establishment of

mystery cults became prevalent to supply the needs

satisfied in Judaism by the post-Exilic sacrificial system,

and in Christianity by sacramental communion.

As a matter of fact, in the Grxco-Roman world

metaphysical and moral philosophy were divorced

from practical religion until they were reunited in

Neo-Platonism and Christianity. Whereas for the

1 lebrew and the Christian theologians and philosophers

the personality of God was mainly a moral power, by

Plato and Aristotle and the Nco-Platonists it tended to

be expressed in intellectual terms, so that God could

be defined as the supreme “ Nous ” or Mind of the

universe, as Apollo was explained by Empedoklcs in

the " Holy Thought ” of the world.* TTte unifica-

tion of the cosmic order introduced a higher reality

which transcends all change and limitation, but it

reduced the conception of Deity to a pantheistic

metaphysical principle of pure Being, eternal and

supreme Mind, that had so long held sway among

Oriental mystics.

Indian philosophy, however, never broke away

from religion. When the Brahmans became the

recognized priesthood, and assumed the name that

was identified with the Creator, sacrifice was given the

first place in Hindu ritual. According to the Vedas,

• Fin>dl. T*» ArtnHtu t/CeJtOxford. lyajX P- *«*•
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should the rite cease for an instant the gods would not

send rain, or cause the sun to return at dawn to ripen

the harvest, presumably because they would lack the

power to perform their beneficent functions. 1 “ By

sacrifice," says the Taittirija brabmana, “the gods

obtained heaven,” and on earth the celestial offerings

had their counterparts, so that the kindling of the

sacred fire
—“ the shoot of Rita, bom in the Rita ”

—

was regarded as the agent and instrument for stimu-

lating and maintaining the divine activities. The

mystical identity of the order of nature and the order

of sacrifice, whether on earth or in heaven, arises from

the notion of the Ritdjta\ a term signifying the

universal order cosmic, ritual and moral, and, there-

fore, used in the Vidas for both natural and moral

law.* From the heaven and the earth the gods pro-

ceed, the Sun is " its clear and visible face," the year is

its wheel, and along its ordered course all things move.

The gods, however, arc not merely bom of the

Rita, but they follow it, practise it, and know it. The

special guardian and foundation of the Rita is Varuna,

a divine king who is righteous and the protector of

morality, and therefore entitled " Lord of Law." He
seems to have been also connected with the sun and

the order of nature, while Agni, the sacrificial fire and

fire-god, is R/Vtf-bom, and is declared to become
Vanina when he strives for the Rita* In his divine

personification, Agni rises into cosmic significance as

a pervading energy sustaining the world, but he never

loses his physical and sacrificial character. Thus the

• A. Barth. (Lood.. HU). P- *6.

• mU 8r«4.. 1*. i. (.if. • RifVUi. X. riii. j.
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sacred fire is the means by which the offerings are

carried to the sky by way of Rita, and at the same time

the priest assures Agni that he invokes the gods with-

out witchcraft, and offers his devotion with righteous-

ness. 1 Fire is the earthly counterpart of the sun, and
“ Right is this Fire, Truth is yonder Sun

;
or rather

Right is yonder Sun, and Truth is this Fire.” *

The conception of righteousness in the Vtdas,

therefore, finds expression in this complex term Rita,

which denotes at once the cosmic order and the order

of the moral law, on the one hand, and the institution

of sacrifice, on the other. The earthly ritual being

the counterpart of the celestial offerings of the

“Fathers” in the heavenly sphere whose perfect

performance of the law is the result of their having

“ grown according to the Rita,'* it becomes the highest

form of morality attainable in this world, the equiva-

lent of satya, truth, considered as correspondence

with Reality. Heaven and earth are satya, and they

arc ritaian,
faithful to the path, as is also a righteous

man
;
the sameword being used to denote the holiness

of the gods, the order of nature, human piety, and the

institution of sacrifice. Therefore, all were but as-

pects of one fundamental conception, Rita.

Although this theology was later replaced by that

of Karma, the doctrine of the Deed, and the Atman,

or world-soul, it, nevertheless, had a profound

influence on the subsequent religious and philosophical

development of India. In the brabmanas sacrifice

remained the efficient cause of the order of nature, and

the ultimate power behind the universe, though as the

• Ifc-KA, vn. *wt. s. ' a-
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idea of one god developed, or at any rate the notion of

a divine essence diffused throughout the world under

the name of Prajapati, it was the “ Lord of Creatures
"

who underwent repeated offering in every sacrifice,

“ The sacrificer is the god Prajapati at his own sacri-

fice." 1 It was with this deity, as we have seen, that

the Fire-Altar ritual was connected in which the king

becomes immortal and divine, and Mr. Hocart has

explained the Vedic theory of sacrifice as “ an enacted

series of equations.” In the course of his consecra-

tion ceremonies the king makes an offering to Fire as

Agni, “ the face of the gods,” and the general is “ the

face of the army.” But the king is the embodiment of

many gods with whom he becomes identified by

sacrifice. It is suggested, therefore, that ” the king

makes an offering to the fire-god ; the offering is the

fire-god; the king becomes the fire-god
;

but the

general is the fire-god ; therefore the king becomes

one with the general, and thus we can understand how

the king by this offering gains powet over the general

and ' makes him his faithful follower.’
”

* In this

ritual elaboration the ethical significance of the

oblations becomes obscured, since Vedic ritualists

were content to maintain a ceremonial order calcu-

lated to enable the gods and the king to fulfil their

functions independent of the ethical good of the

sacrificer. If truth was still regarded as a divine

virtue, it was thought to be outside human capacity,

and, therefore, it ceased to be inculcated as a serious

duty.

Such moral duties as arc enforced in the Rrabmanas

• Sal. Bt., T, l.l.a; ia. a.a-4-
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were developed in the higher thought of the Upani-

sads through many conflicting teachers, and many
priestly schools between 700 and 500 b.C. The voice

of Prajapati heard in the thunder is represented as a

call to self-control, mercy and charity,' while asceti-

cism, liberality, truth and straight dealing are among
the virtues enumerated in the CbbdnJo&a Uparusad* as

essential elements in the great sacrifice of life. Being

concerned with an intellectual quest of the Absolute,

the Vedanta abstracted the Brahman from the institu-

tion of sacrifice which became merely a symbolic

representation of the higher reality.

Behind the cosmological process, and all being,

according to this philosophy, is a Supreme Power
(Brahman), of whom all the lesser deities were emana-

tions, and who alone is real, the embodiment of joy

and peace, truth and knowledge, but unconnected

with holiness and righteousness. In this conception

of Ultimate Reality, both sacrifice and morality arc

virtually excluded since Brahman is beyond ethics and

ritual, true happiness being secured only by the union

of this supreme principle—the aiman of the universe

—

with the individual dtman, the soul of man. Yet dtman

is the embodiment of the gods and of the sacrificcr

—

a kind of mystic soul-substance—which is united by
sacrifice very much in the same way as in Christianity

by an act of sacramental communion the faithful arc

made to dwell in Christ and Christ in them.* Thus
the human soul is incorporated into the divine order

—

the dtman of the gods, or the mystical body of Christ,

1 PrtOta’****** Vpmimd, t
,
i.
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and made to dwell in heavenly places. In this higher

metaphysical thought, be it that of the UpanisaJs or

of Christianity, the divine kingship ritual has become

transformed into a philosophical symbolic representa-

tion of ultimate reality, behind which is the funda-

mental conception that all things take their origin in

creative sacrifice uniting god and man and the universe

in a conceptual identity.

In Persia higher religious thought moved in a

rather different direction under the influence of

Zarathustra. It is, in fact, possible to see in Zoroas-

trianism the first determined effort against the institu-

tion of sacrifice, both the aaoma (i.e. soma)—offering

of the sacred life-giving plant, and the animal sacrifice

conflicted with Zarathustra's highly spiritual concep-

tion of God.1 According to the Gathas, “as an

offering Zarathustra brings the life of his own body,

the choicencss of good thought, action and speech,

unto Mazda ”
;
an action which Moulton compares

with St. Paul’s contention :
“

I beseech you . . . that

you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,

acceptable unto God.” 1

After the death of the prophet, however, the ancient

sacrificial system was restored in Mazdean ritual, and

with it came a return to a non-moral notion ot sin and

ceremonial uncleanness. Nevertheless, Asha, which

retained an intimate connexion with the sacred fire,

and remained thename of the supreme Deity,preserved

a moral aspect, and became the personification of the

divine righteousness. Morality and religion thcre-

> Moulted. Emr/j 7.*mstrimuM (Looi. p. J9 J. O. *.
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fore were united in Zoroastrian dualism, and while the

later official worship did not leave much room for the

ethical ideals of Zarathustxa, in the Avista the sacri-

fices are frequently brought into relation to sin. But

if behind the ritual there lay a high appreciation of

moral purity and truth, the only provision for the

expiation of evil was the accumulation ofgood works

and vicarious sacrifices.

From a purely ethical point of view the Avestan

ritual represents an advance on the Vedic and Brah-

mana systems, of which it constitutes a particular

development. In fact, at one time it seemed likely

to develop the purest monotheism in the history of

religion. It proved, however, to be too deeply rooted

in Aryan polytheism, and the ancient ritual order, to

break away permanently from its original character,

though it undoubtedly played an important part in the

introduction of higher conceptions in the formative

period of the ethical movement.

In was in the welter of Oriental philosophies and

systems which characterise the religious thought of

India and the surrounding nations from the sixth

century b.C. onwards, that Gautama set to work to

find a “way” through the maze of conflicting theories.

Himself a twicc-bom Hindu of royal descent, and

versed in the Vtdanta teachings and the philosophy

of the VftarJsads, he evolved his “ Noble Eightfold

Path ” to secure Enlightenment, Morality and Con-

centration, and ultimately to attain Nirvana. This new
mystic ladder was complicated enough, but it was

simpler than the intcllcctualism of the Vpanisads and

the philosophical schools, and it provided a moral aim
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and purpose in life by asserting the ethical clement in

the Vcdic notion of Rita.

Starting from the general principles of the Uparti-
tads, the Buddha evolved an ethical system around the
“ Four Noble Truths ”

1 in which moral conduct is

based on the cultivation of those tendencies and acts

which produce or preserve the true values of life, and

destroy life’s evils. It has no reference, however, to

an ethical conception of deity, as in Hebrew and

Christian theology, or to a ritual holiness, as in the

original culture pattern. If it is not strictly true to

say that Buddhism is an agnostic moral philosophy,

since it does not really deny the existence of the gods,

it made no contribution to the spiritualization of the

sacrificial system. Existence being an evil and there-

fore a thing to escape from at all costs, there is no room
in this scheme for a sacrificial cultus, or, indeed, for

any ritual order, especially as to become a god means to

attain a lower state than that of Nirvana.

Nevertheless, even during the lifetime of the

Buddha, or at any rate shortly after his death, the

repetition of portions of the Dbamma became a kind of

ritual, while the distribution of the cremated remains

of his body among the faithful opened the way for a

cult of relics and shrines. Out of pilgrimages to

these sacred places, probably arose the first symbols

of Buddhist veneration—the tree, the wheel and the

stupa,* to which later was added the image of the

Buddha. As shrines became temples, the statues of

• (l) All autence inrolres uflering ; («) tbe crac of tuHering
; (5) the

crsMUon of tuifcnng by ibe dunmiioa of deuce ; (4} (be Noble Eightfold
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Gautama and the twenty-four mythical and previous

Buddhas, set up originally as aids to meditation, were
transformed into objects of worship, and offerings of

fruit, flowers, incense and the usual accompaniments

of Oriental sacrificial cultus made at them.

With this development of the cult, the Founder was

given a cosmological significance as the latest of

several divine emanations, and therefore a personal

centre of faith, devotion and worship. As systems

and philosophies increased, Buddhism began to re-

semble the Hinduism against which it had been the

revolt. With the rise in the North of the school

of Mahiyina, or “ Greater Vehicle,” the ritualistic

tendency developed towards a schism, since the

HInayina (Lesser Vehicle) sect claimed to preserve the

original philosophical ideal against the later innova-

tions. The new Buddhism (Mahiyina), on the other

hand, claimed to have evolved a more profound

doctrine of salvation in the elaboration of a poly-

theistic theology with monarchical and devotional

tendencies.

The fundamental conception of Buddhism, how-
ever, is atonement by good deeds which produce the

necessary merit to counteract the evil committed by

the individual, and if any balance remains it is made
available for others. The stations on the road to the

good life in the KufaJanfa Sulfar.fa arc set forth as so

many degrees of sacrifice (jama), the term being

employed apparently as a symbol of self-offering. 1

Moreover, the Brahmanical sacrifices conflicted with

• fUmimU : DuUg^i tf iU BmdOa. Eng. u»n*. by W. Rby.
Davids (Oxford, 1*99). >. PP- «7I {-
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the deeply-rooted aversion to the taking of life, and

thus blood-offerings were ruled out on this score.

“ Let Brahminj. Brahmins kill . . .

We see no cattle asking to be slain

That they a new and better life may gain.

Rather they go unwilling to their death.

And in yain struggles yield their latest breath.

To veil the post, the victim and the blow,

The Brahmins let their choicest rhetoric flow." *

Again, the actual offerings were regarded as in-

effectual :

“ The sacrifices speak to us of things

We see and hear, yea, taste, of men's desires

And women. I have learnt to say of things

That bring rebirth, ' Lo I it is canker.' Hence
No more delight I take in sacrifice

Nor in oblation."'

Therefore, the institution of sacrifice was foreign to

thcfundamcntalmctaphpical philosophy of Buddhism,

the whole of existence being reduced to purely ethical

and spiritual concepts which limit the vision of reality

to subjective intuition of the Absolute attained by
renunciation. But, as Dean Inge says, " we cannot

make our highest intuitions and experiences our own
without translating them into symbolical or mytholo-

gical forms. Myth and cultus seem to be the un-

transparent middle term between the spiritual and the

temporal.” • And the symbols that exert the greatest

influence on men’s lives and minds are those which
belong to a venerable tradition. Consequently, it is

• I-***, ri. No. ,45-
• V>*v Taru : S„rUMu ^ lb, E+rt, xm. Hit, ill-,,.
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the ancient myths and rites that most readily lend

themselves to interpretation as symbols of a higher

reality, though they will always tend to retain their

original significance for the unsophisticated. Thus,

Buddhism was compelled to adopt the erotic imagery

of Hinduism, which proved to be more human and

satisfying to the popular mind than the loftier abstract

speculations of Gautama and his earlier followers, till

it finally collapsed in the land of its birth, and began its

long pilgrimage eastwards to China, Korea and Japan.

Symbols, however, can seldom be transplanted to

an alien culture without undergoing some change, and

it was the very elasticity of Buddhism that fostered its

progress in the Far Hast, and enabled it to adapt its

philosophy to the needs of less mystically-minded

people. Furthermore, in China both Lao-tse and

Confucius had already given an ethical turn to the

ritual pattern. Lao-tse recognized in the conception

of Too a metaphysical principle of transcendent exist-

ence, the indefinable ground of all things yet immanent

in the universe and bringing to perfection individual

entities. This ultimate essence and impulse of all

definite things had an ethical significance as the “ way ”

that men should follow, and therefore the highest

virtue was to live in accordance with Tao. Lao-tse,

however, made little impression on the popular religi-

ous practice, and the ethical movement in China owes

more to Confucius than to any other teacher.

Without committing himself to any theological

position beyond the recognition of the accepted

religious duties, Confucius emphasized the moral

implications of the traditional rites by which, he main-
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tained, “the ancient kings sought to represent the ways
of heaven and to regulate the feelings of men. There-

fore he who neglects or violates them may be spoken
of as dead, and he who observes them as alive.”1

They have their origin, that is to say, in the familiar

ritual pattern in which the divine chief sben, who rules

all things as the Supreme Emperor, is worshipped at

the winter solstice by his earthly son, the head of the

State, in one of the most elaborate sacrifices ever per-

formed. By this action the beneficence of heaven is

renewed, in the usual manner, and the ritual for all the

State sacrifices is similar to that for Hcavcn.though the

magnificence varies according to the rank of the gods.

In short, the State religion performed by the Son of

Heaven as high priest, and his deputies, is thoroughly

ritualistic and sacrificial, offering being made to secure

the good working of the Too, or universal order, on
its Yang, or beneficent side, and so to frustrate the evil

spirits who constitute the Yin cosmic soul. The
exercise of this worship is the highest duty of the rulers

because upon it depends the maintenance of the

natural order, and the well-being of the community.
Moreover, the worship of ancestors is regulated in

the State ritual, and if the spirits of the departed arc

represented as partaking in the offerings in the ances-

tral temple, and at the altar on the grave, there is also a

deeper significance in the ritual since the true sacrifice

is the heart of the offerer without which the most
elaborate ceremony would fail to secure the approval

of the spirits.

For Confucius the ethical value of the system lay

1 S«r*BcoJutfdt Earf.B; LMjm, It. j. and 1. 4.
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in the conformity of the individual will to the common
good, the promotion of the “ Great Unit)' ” by the

merging of self in the universal order, and in the case

of the ancestral sacrifices, the encouragement of

filial piety. This, however, is not religion, and for

practical purposes Taoism as a ritual cultus, and

Buddhism in its Mahayana form, proved to be more

attractive. Nevertheless, Confucianism played its

part in investing the ritual order with an ethical

significance, and strengthened the ties of family life

around the common altar.

Throughout these developments the central con-

ception underlying the institution of sacrifice—the

giving of life to promote and conserve life—continued

to find expression, but in a spiritualized and moralized

form. Thus behind the Confucian State religion

there was the ancient belief in the control of natural

processes by a ritual organization. In association with

the Yang and the Yin, as the positive and negative

principles in heaven and earth responsible for the

recurrence of the seasons and their phenomena, there

arose a ritual worship of the gods to secure health

and wealth and banish famine and barrenness. Out

of these ideas a moral law of justice and ethical right-

eousness emerged, just as the Vcdic ceremonial order

was reinterpreted in termsofa metaphysical philosophy

by Zarathustra, Gautama, and the writers of the

VparJsads, as the vision oftranscendent reality became

the highest revelation of the ultimate meanings of life.

But for the practical purposes of religion these lofty

ethical conceptions of Ultimate Reality were too
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abstract and nebulous, so that it was not long before

Hinduism, Buddhism and Mazdzism were back again

where they started on the higher quest. In the

Gneco-Roman world metaphysical and moral philo-

sophy were so completely separated from practical

religion that they had little direct effect upon the

institution of sacrifice. The religious duties demanded
by the ancient ritual order were usually admitted by

the philosophers, though not infrequently treated

with some measure of contempt or ridicule, as, for

example, in the conversation between Socrates and the

Athenian soothsayer Euthyphro, who maintained that

piety consists in learning how to please the gods by

prayer and sacrifices. Whereupon Socrates inquired,

" then sacrifice is giving to the gods, and prayer asking

of the gods ? " On receiving from Euthyphro an

answer in the affirmative, the Satirist was able to show
that piety, on this hypothesis, is a business device

between the gods and men.

Post-Exilic Judaism, on the other hand, was more
successful in arriving at a solution of the problem by

establishing a re-evaluation of the ancient law of
sacrifice in terms of ethical monotheism as a new
vision of reality vouchsafed through the spiritual

experience of the Exile, and the prophetic move-
ment. In Christianity the movement was further

developed in a new world order, the earlier life ritual

taking over a highly spiritualized significance in

metaphysical concepts centring in the theology of a

progressive re-creation and regeneration of the

human race by which mankind is revivified and in-

corporated in a higher divine unity. The Oriental
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search for the Absolute transcending all finite modes

of being, which virtually excludes all ritual expression

of reality as a means of salvation, was abandoned in

favour of the doctrine of an accessible personal Deity

permanently united to man in so close a union that the

natural and the supernatural arc regarded as inter-

penetrated in such a manner that “ the self-offering

of Christ reaches the utmost limit of externality

through the presentation of material symbols, in

order that souls in material bodies may have sensible

assurance of Christ’s coming to them from without,

which their earthly condition craves, even while they

cannot sec Him come."' Thus, the ancient ritual

order was transvaluated, and a link forged between

the higher reality of ultimate concepts, and their

symbolical representation.

Being founded upon the most fundamental concepts

in human society, the institution of sacrifice is capable

of becoming infused with a new spirit, and undergoing

a complete ethical transformation. Nevertheless, it is

essentially part of a culture pattern, and in consequence

when the institution ceases to operate the associated

religious order tends to disintegrate. Thus Buddhism

broke up the old religion in India for a time just as the

corresponding ethical movement in Europe in the days

of the Reformation undermined historic Christianity

in its institutional form. For a while, it is true, the

sacrificial principle was maintained in Protestantism

by shifting the centre from the Eucharist to the

Atonement, from the altar to the cross. But in the

majority of Protestant communities the idea of sacri-

> O. Quia. 77. OruUm S~r*m~,r (Load.. 1917). PP- *o«f.
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fice has now almost lapsed except as a purely subjective

offering of a pure heart, and vocal thanksgiving which

is sometimes connected with the symbols of the

death of Christ. With it has gone the old religious

solidarity so that in every country where the Mass

has been decentralized institutional religion is in

process of collapse. There are, of course, other

factors in the case, but it can hardly be denied that

the break-up of the ritual order is one of the most

important causes of the phenomena.

The history of ritual is the history of religion, and

the vitality of sacrifice is shown by its remarkable

power of survival when the ancient myths and rites

become reinterpreted as symbols of metaphysical and

ethical concepts. V/ith the spiritualization of the

conception of Deity has come a refinement of divine

attributes and requirements. Offerings from being

the means whereby the sacred order is maintained, and

the gods enabled to fulfil their beneficent functions on

earth, tend to be explained as gifts in the form of

presents, or tributes paid by the creatures to the

Creator. These may take the form of honorific free-

will offerings ingrateful recognition of the goodness of

the deity—an honorarium rather than a necessity or a

bribe. Or sacrifices may be made as an act of atone-

ment for wrong-doing—piacular offerings of a life in

expiation for sin. When this aspect of the institution

finds its highest expression ethically in voluntary self-

immolation, the destruction or surrender of some-

thing greatly valued or desired for a higher claim,

such as duty or the welfare of others, comes to be

spoken of as self-sacrifice. On a lower plane, any
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philanthropic endeavour involving loss in devotion

to a worthy cause may be termed a “ sacrifice,” while

in modem language the expression is frequently used

to signify the disposal of an article at a greatly reduced

value. At this stage the process of dcsacralization and

disintegration is complete, the conception of sacrifice

having entirely lost us age-long significance as an

ancient ritual institution.
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